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PREFACE 

Tins  introduction  to  the  study  of  Old  High  German  aims 

at  determining  for  the  English  student  the  position  and  im- 
portance of  Old  High  German  amid  the  sister  languages  of 

Germanic.  After  many  years'  experience  of  teaching  Philology 
at  Oxford  I  have  arrived  at  the  conclusion  that  the  English 

student  of  Germanic  is  at  the  outset  greatly  hampered  by  the 
lack  of  scientific  English  books  on  the  subject.  In  German 
such  books  exist  in  abundance,  but  it  is  a  fact  which  we  in 

England  have  too  long  overlooked,  that  German  methods  of 

arrangement,  however  excellent,  are  not  adapted  to  the  previous 

training  of  the  English  student.  My  intention  has  been  to  com- 
pile a  grammar  of  Old  High  German  which  shall  provide  the 

serious  student  of  the  language  with  all  the  material  that  he 

will  require  to  master  it,  not  to  treat  Old  High  German, 

however,  as  an  entity  in  itself,  but  to  link  it  at  once  with  the 

parent  Germanic,  and  to  link  Germanic  in  outline  to  Indo- 
Germanic.  The  student  will  thus  be  enabled  from  the  beginning 
to  utilize  for  this  new  subject  his  knowledge  of  Greek  and 

Latin.  In  this  respect  my  grammar  differs  from  such  others 

as  Sievers'  Angelsdchsische  Grammatik,  Braune's  Althoch- 
deutsche  Grammatik,  Noreen's  Altnordische  Grammatik,  which 
presuppose  a  wide  knowledge  of  Germanic  philology  in  general, 

and  give  no  help  to  the  learner  not  thus  equipped. 

I  have  sought  to  avoid  this  danger,  and  to  make  my 
grammar  from  the  outset  clear  and  comprehensible  in  itself, 
and  on  the  other  hand  I  have  strenuously  tried  to  avoid  the 

faults  of  many  elementary  primers,  which  attain  apparent 
clearness  at  the  expense  of  accuracy. 

Germanic  philology  offers  many  still  unsolved  problems,  and 
many  knotty  questions  on  which  authoritative  scholars  hold 

different  views.  In  the  main  I  have  tried  to  present  clearly 
the  most  generally  accepted  theory,  to  avoid  useless  contro- 

versy and  the  tempting  opportunity  of  advancing  untried 
hypotheses  of  my  own,  but  I  have  not  slurred  over  the  diffi- 
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culties,  and  in  all  such  contexts  have  given  full  references  to 

the  literature  on  the  subject. 

As  regards  terminology,  while  I  have  avoided  neologisms  of 

my  own,  I  have  discarded  such  misleading  terms  as  '  strong  and 

weak  nouns,'  •  strong  and  weak  verbs,' '  breaking'  (when  applied 
to  Primitive  Germanic  mutation),  &c,  &c,  and  have,  as  far  as 

lay  in  my  power,  made  my  nomenclature  consistent,1  convinced 
that  much  of  the  difficulty  a  beginner  finds  in  Philology  is  due 

to  want  of  precision  in  such  matters. 

Though  there  is  nothing  in  my  book  that  is  not  already 
known  to  the  expert,  yet  I  claim  that  in  the  arrangement  and 

handling  of  the  materials  at  my  disposal  it  has  something  new 
to  offer,  and  will  provide  a  useful  textbook  for  students  of 

Germanic  philology,  and,  if  I  have  at  all  succeeded  in  my  aim, 
a  reliable  book  of  reference  for  my  colleagues. 

In  a  work  of  this  kind  my  debt  to  such  authorities  as  Paul, 

Braune,  Streitberg,  Dieter,  Sievers,  Wilmanns,  has  obviously 
been  great,  but  I  am  more  especially  indebted  to  Professor 
A.  S.  Napier,  who  has  shown  the  most  generous  kindness  in 

encouraging  me  by  criticism  and  advice,  as  also  to  Professor 
R.  Priebsch,  who  has  always  been  ready  to  help  me  with 

suggestions  and  emendations  of  the  greatest  value,  and  to 
Professor  Macdonell,  who  has  kindly  taken  the  trouble  to 

normalize  my  Sanskrit  transcriptions. 

I  wish  further  particularly  to  express  my  thanks  to  my 
former  pupil,  now  my  colleague  in  Oxford,  Miss  Overend  of 

Somerville  College,  for  the  very  great  help  she  has  given  me 

by  putting  my  draft  chapters  to  a  practical  test,  and  for  sparing 

me  the  tedious  task  of  index-making. 

1  For  the  term  '  graded  verbs '  which  I  have  adopted  in  preference  to  '  strong  ' 
T  am  indebted  to  Professor  Macdonell,  who  introduced  it  in  his  Sanskrit  grammars. 
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PART    I 

CLASSIFICATION    OF   GERMANIC    LANGUAGES 

The  German  language  is  a  member  of  the  great  lndo-Germanic  1 
group,  and  in  particular  of  the  Germanic  branch,  of  which  one  of 

the  main  characteristics  was  that  it  possessed  a  fixed  accent. 

Germanic  is  further  distinguished  by  having  undergone  certain 

transformations  of  the  consonant  system,  which  are  grouped  together 

under  the  name  of  the  First  Sound-Shift.  Like  the  parent  lndo- 
Germanic.  Primitive  Germanic  tended  to  become  disintegrated 

by  dialectal  developments,  and  already  in  prehistoric  times  three 
subdivisions  are  to  be  noted  :  — 

a.  East  Germanic  (Gothic). 

b.  North  Germanic  (Scandinavian). 
c.  West  Germanic. 

West  Germanic  comprised — 
Old  English. 
Old  Frisian. 

Old  Low  German  (Old  Saxon,  Low  Franconian). 

Old  High  German. 

The  distinction  between  Old  High  and  Low  German  was  caused  2 

by  the  language  of  the  South  undergoing  certain  modifications  of  the 

consonant  system,  termed  the  Second  or  High  German  Sound- 
Shift,  by  which,  in  the  main,  the  consonant  of  Northern  Germany 

was  unaffected,  and  thus  remained  on  the  same  level  as  that  of  Old 
English. 

[Aline — the  so-called  Benrather  Linie— -drawn  through  Aachen  and 
Koln  northwards  to  the  Elbe,  a  little  south  of  Magdeburg,  may 
roughly  represent  the  boundary  between  Old  Low  and  Old  High 

German;  Grundriss*,  i,  p.  662.] 

In  the  earliest  monuments  dialectal  peculiarities  are  already  present  3 

which  have  caused  a  subdivision  of  High  German  into — 
a.  Upper  German.     Alemannic  ;  Bavarian. 

b.  Middle  German.     Franconian  ;  Thuringian. 

All  these  dialects  are  grouped  together  under  the  name  of  Old  High 

German,  which  is  the  term  applied  to  the  language  affected  by  the 

Second  (HG.)  Sound-Shift  (139),  during  the  period  when  it  was 
still  possessed  of  full  inflectional  endings,  viz.  till  about  1050. 
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4  The  special  features  of  these  several  dialects  will  be  given  below, 

but  it  will  be  convenient  to  give  here  a  rough  sketch  of  their  geo- 
graphical limits,  and  the  sources  whence  they  are  known. 

A.  Upper  German  comprises  Alemannic  and  Bavarian. 

(a)  Alemannic  was  spoken  in  the  district  now  comprising  Switzer- 
land, South  Baden,  Western  Bavaria  as  far  as  the  river  Lech,  and 

Elsass.  The  main  centres  were  the  monastery  of  St.  Gallen,  near 
the  Lake  of  Constance,  that  of  Reichenau  on  an  island  in  the  lake, 
and  Murbach  in  Elsass. 

(b)  Bavarian  was  spoken  in  the  Danube  country  and  Alpine  districts, 

and  later  on  through  the  greater  part  of  Austria. 

5  B.  Middle  German  comprises  Franconian  and  Thuringian,  of 

which  the  latter  has  left  no  distinct  literary  monuments  of  this  period. 

Franconian.  Only  the  southern  part  of  Franconia  was  affected 

by  the  HG.  or  Second  Sound-Shift.  The  northern  part,  i.e.  the 
portion  lying  roughly  north  and  west  of  a  line  drawn  from  Aachen  to 

Diisseldorf,  remained  untouched  by  this  movement,  and  thus  belonged 

to  the  Low  German  group.  The  portion  affected  by  the  HG.  Sound- 
Shift  is  subdivided  into  (i)  East  Franconia,  (2)  Rhine  Franconia, 

(3)  Middle  Franconia.     Cf.  PBB.  i.  1,. 

1.  East  Franconia  is  the  district  lying  eastwards  of  the  Rhine  as 

far  as  the  Fichtelgebirge. 

2.  Rhine  Franconia  is  the  district  bordering  on  the  Rhine,  and 

extending  as  far  as  Weissenburg  southwards.  The  dialect  of  the 

southern  portion  varies  slightly  from  that  of  the  northern,  and  is 

sometimes  distinguished  under  the  name  of  South  Rhine  Franconia. 

3.  Middle  Franconia  lay  north  of  Rhine  Franconia  from  the 

Mosel  country  northwards ;  bordering  on  Low  German  territory,  its 

dialect  shares  some  of  the  latter's  peculiarities. 

6  Note. — In  the  following  list  of  monuments  those  marked  *  are 
to  be  found  wholly  or  in  part  in  Braune's  Lesehuch ;  those  marked  t 
in  MtAllenhoff  and  Scherer,  Denkmdler.  Where  these  only  give  selec- 

tions the  most  complete  edition  has  also  been  mentioned.  The 
works  referred  to  will  be  found  to  contain  extensive  bibliographies. 
The  capitals  give  the  abbreviations  under  which  the  work  is  usually 
referred  to. 

It  must  be  borne  in  mind  that  in  many  cases,  especially  those  of 
poetical  fragments,  a  great  deal  of  doubt  exists  as  to  the  exact  date 
and  dialect,  and  the  arrangement  adopted  is  therefore  only  provisional. 
Discussions  of  all  such  problems  will  be  found  at  length  in  the  various 
editions  of  the  texts. 

The  glosses  are  collected  in  the  four-volume  edition  of  Steinmeyer 
and  Sievers,  Allhochdculsche  Glossen,  Berlin,  1879-98. 
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History  of  Literature.  7 

Paul.     Grundriss   der  gertnanischen  Phihlogie.      (2nd   ed.,    vol.   ii. 
Gt  schichk  der  atihochdeutschen  Litteratur.     Kdgel  and  Bruckner.) 

Kogel.     Geschichte  d,  deuischen  Litteratur  bis  zur  Jl  title  d.  1  iten  Jahr- 
Ji  under  Is. 

Kelle.     Geschichit  der  deuischen  Litteratur  bis  io;,o. 

Vogt  and  Koch.     Geschichte  der  deuischen  Litteratur, 

Selected  Texts. 

Miillenhoff.     Sprachproben. 
Miillenhoff  and  Scherer.     Denkmtiler  deuischer  Poesie  and  Prosa  aus 

dan  Sten  it's  I2ten  Jahrhunderl,  ed.  Steinmeyer.     [t] 
Braune.     Atthochdeutsches  Lesebuch.     * 
Piper.     Die  til  teste  deutsc  he  Litteratur.     DNL,  vol.  1. 

Nachtrtige  zur  alter  en  deuischen  Litteratur.     DNL.  vol.  162. 
I  levne.     Kleinere  allniedcrdeuische  DcnhntiJer . 

Gallee.     Alistichsische  Sprachdenkmtiler  (facsimiles). 

Wadstein.     Kleinere  alistichsische  Sprachdenkmtiler. 

SURVEY    OF    OLD    GERMAN    LITERARY    MONUMENTS. 

Aleniannic.     Centres  :  St.  Gallen,  Reichenau,  Murbach.  8 

Prose. 
Glosses  and  Names. 

8th  cent.  St.  Galler  Paternoster  und  Credo.    *—  t 

Interlinear    Version  of  Benedic/inerregel.     DNL.   162  (22- 

162).     *— +     [BR,] 
9th.  Interlinear    Psalms.       Mullenhoff.    Sprachproben.      DNL. 

162  (309-10).     * 
Murbach  Hymns,  ed.  Sievers.     DNL..  162. 

io-mh.  Translations  by  Notker,  ed.  Piper.     * — t     [N~\ 
12th.  Physiologies.     DNL.  1  (461-7).     *—  t     [Phys.] 

Verse. 

9-1  oth?  Chrislus  und  Samariterin.     DNL.  1   (262).     * — f  [Sa?ni] 
?      Georgslied. 

Bavarian.     Centres :  Wessobrun,  Freising,  Tegernsee,  9 

Regensburg,  Monsee. 
Prose. 

Glosses  and  Names. 

8th.  Translations  of  Isidor  of  Seville,  ed.  Hench.     *     [Is.] 

9th.  Monsee-Wiener  Fragmentc,  ed.  Hench.     * — t     [vl/.] 

9th.  Exhortatio  ad  plebcm  Christianam.     DNL.  1  (102).     * — + 

[Exh.] 
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9th.  Freisinger  Paternoster.     DNL.  1  (91).     * — + 
St.  Emmeraner  Gebet.     * — f 

Carmen  ad  Deum.     * — + 
9-1  oth.  Priestereid.     t 

10th.  Alter e  bairische  Beichte.     * — f 

Jiingere  bairische  Beichte.     * — t 
nth.   Otlohs  Gebet.     *— f 

Verse. 

8th?   Wessobrunner  Gebet.     DNL.  1  (139).     *— t     [JFm.] 
9th.  Freisinger  MS.  of  Otfrid  (see  below,  Otfrid). 

Petruslied.     * — f 

Muspilli.     * — f     [Musp.~] Contra  vermes,     f 

1  oth.    Wiener  Htindesegen.     * — f 

10  East  Franeonian.     Centres :  Wiirzburg,  Bamberg. 
Prose. 

Glosses  and  Names. 

9th.  Translations  of  Tatian,  ed.  Sievers.     *—  t     [Z7.] 
9th.  Lex  Salica.     * — t 

Wiirzbnrger  Beichte.     t 

Wiirzburger  Markbeschreibnng.     * — t 
i oth.  Fuldaer  Beichte.     DNL.  162.     *— t 

nth.  Translations  by  Williram.     DNL.  1,  ed.  Seemuller.     * 

11  Rhine  Franeonian.     Centres  :  Metz,  Weissenburg,  Lorsch, 

Worms,  Mainz. 

Prose. 

Glosses  and  Names. 

8th.  Translations  of  Isidor  of  Seville,  edd.  Weinhold,  Hench. 

DNL.  1.     *     [Is.] 
Weissenburger  Katechismus. 

Frankisches  Gebet.     * — + 

Frankisches  Taufgelobnis .     * — t 

Strassburger  Fide.     DNL.  162.     * — t 
Lorscher  Beichte.     DNL.  162.     * — t 

9- 1  oth.  Pfaher  Beichte.     DNL.  162.     t 

1  oth.  Interlinear  Version  of  the  Cantica.     * 
1  oth.  Altdeulsche  Gesprache.     DNL.  162. 

Maimer  Beichte.     * — t 
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Verse. 

91I1.  Otfrid Evangelicnbuch,   DNL.  1,  ed.  Kelle.  Erdmann,  Piper, *— t     0. 

Ludicigslied.     DLN  1.     *— t     [Zw.] 

Lorsckcr  Btenensegen*     * — t 

9-ioth.  Augsburger  Gebet.     * — t 
?   Georgslitd. 
?  Ckrisius  und  Samariterin, 

Middle  Franconian.     Centre :  Trier.  12 

Prose. 

Glosses  and  Names. 

9-1  oth.  Interlinear  version  of  Psalms,  ed.  van  Helten. 

Trier  Capitular e.     * — t 
Verse. 

Merseburger  Zauber  sprite  he.     DNL.  162.     * — t 
(probably  Thuringian). 

10-1 1  th  ?  de  Heinrico .     DNL  .162.     * — t 

Low  German  (including  Old  Low  Franconian  and  Old  Saxon).      13 
Centres  :  Werden,  Essen,  Freckenhorst. 

Prose. 

Glosses  and  Names. 

8th.  Sachsisches  Taufgelobnis.     * — t 
9-ioth.  Interlinear  Psalms,  ed.  van  Helten.     DNL.  162.    * 

1  oth.  Sachsische  Beichte.     * — t 
Translation  of  Homily  of  Beda.     DNL.  162.     f 
Abecedarium  Normannicum.     t 

Esse?ier  Hebercgisier.     + 

Werdener  Heberegister.     t 

t  r— 1 2th.  Freckenhorster  Heberegister.     t 

Verse. 

8th?  Hildebrandslied.     DNL.  162.     *— +     [HI.] 
?    Wessobrunner  Gebet.     DNL.  1.     * — t 

9th.  Heliafid,  edd.  Sievers,  Heyne,  Behaghel.     [He/.] 
Genesis.     Fragment  in  OE.  Genesis,  ed.  Sievers. 

Fragment  in    Vatican   MS.,    edd.   Zangemeister, 
Braune. 

Heliand  and  Genesis.     Piper. 
Heliand  and  Genesis.     Behao:hel. 
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14 OHG.  GRADED  VERB 

Indicative. Conjunctive. 
Present. 

Sg.  i.  nimu neme 
2.  ni?nis(t) nemes 

3.  nimit 
neme 

PI.   1.  ne?nem(es) nemem 
2.  #£/#£/ nemet 

3.  nemant nemen 

Preterite. 

Sg.  I.    «<37ft ncimi 

2.  #£/»;' 
nanus 

3.  nam 
nami 

PI.  1.  namum(es) 
namim{es) 

2.  ndmut ndmlt 

3.  ndmun ndmin 

Imperative. 

mm. 

ne?ne?n(es) 

nemet 

Infinitive,  neman 
Pres.  Part,  nemanti 

Past  Part,  ginoman 

15 GRADATION  SERIES 

I. i ei,  e i i 

grifan zlhan greif 
zeh griffnm zigum gigriffa?i 

gizigan II. io 
ou,  0 

VL 

0 

liogan  (h'ugu) biotan  (bint u) 

hug 

hot 

lugum butum 
gilogan 

gibotan 
III. 

e,  i 
a u 

0,  u 
helfan  [hilfu) 
bintan 

half 

bant 
hulfum 
buntum 

giholfan 

gibuntan 
IV. e a a 0 

neman  (nimu) nam namum 

ginoman 
V. 

e a a e 

geban  (gi'bu) 

£^ 

gabum gigeban 
VI. a no uo a 

faran  (fen's) 

fuor 
fuorum 

gifaran 
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OHG.  NON-GRADED  VERB 

16 

Indicative. 

Present. 
i.   nc riu 
2.  mrisif) 

3,  nerit 
PI.  1.  neriem(es) 

2.  neriet 

3.  nerient 

Preterite. 

Sg.  1.  neriia 
2.  neritosi/) 

3.  neriia 
PI.  I.  ncritum-bm 

2.  nerit  ut- ot 

3.  neri  tun-on. 

Class  I.  Got.  -jan,  OHG.  -en. 

Conjunctive.  Imperative. 

ncnc 
— 

neries neri 
nerie 
neriemies) 

neriet 

neriem{es). 

neriet 
nerien 

neritiij) 

ncrilis neritiij) 

Infinitive,    nerien 

Pres.  Part,  nerienti 
Past  Part,  ginerit 

neritimies) 

neriiit 
neritin 

Class  II.     Got.  -on,  OHG.  -on. 

Present. 

Sg.  1.  satbom 
2.  satbosif) 

3.  sat hot 
PI.  1.  salbo?n(es) 

2.  satbdi 

3.  satbont 

Preterite. 

Sg.  1.  salbota 
&c. 

salbo 
saibds(t) 

salbo 
satbom 
salbot 

salbon 

satbotiQ) 

&c. 

salbo 

salbomes 
salbot 

Infinitive,   salbon 
Pres.  Part,  salbonti 
Past  Part,  gisalbot 

17 

Class  III.     Got.  -an,  OHG.  -en. 
Present. 

Sg.  1.  habem ha  be 
2.  habes(i) 

habesif) 

3.  ha  bet habe 
PI.  1.  habemes habem 

2.   hahet ha  bet 

3.  ha  be'/ it 
hahen 

'reterite. 

Sg.  1.  habela 
habeti  (?) 

&c. 
&c. 

habe 

habemes 
habet 

Infinitive,  haben 
Pres.  Part,  habenti 
Past  Part,  gihabet 
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NOUNS 

18  In  OHG.  nouns  are  divided  into  two  classes  according  to  the 
original  ending  of  the  stem :  if  it  had  ended  in  a  vowel  the  noun 
belongs  to  the  vocalic  (strong)  declension,  if  in  a  consonant  the  noun 
belongs  to  the  consonant  declension. 

A.     Vocalic  Declension. 

(i)  a  stems.     (2)  6  stems.     (3)  i  stems.     (4)  u  stems. 

(1)  a  stems. 

19 

20 

Masculine. Neuter. 

Sg.  N.  tag wort A.  tag 
wort 

G.  tages wortes 
D.  iage 
I.  tagu 

worte 
woriu 

PI.  N.  tagd,  -a wort 

A.  tagd,  -a G.  tago 
D.  tagum 

wort 
worto 

ivortum 

(*) 6  stems.     Feminine 

Sg.  N.  geha 
A.  geha 

G.  geha 
D.  gebu 

PI.  N.  geha 

A.  geha 

G.  gebono 
D.  gebom 

(3)  i  stems. Masculine. Feminine 

Sg.  N.  gast 
A.  gast 
G.  gastes 

anst 
anst 
ensti 

D.  gaste 

I.  gastiu,  -u 

ensti 

PI.  N.  gesti ensti 

A.  gesti ensti 

G.  gesteo 
D.  gestim 

ensteo 
enstim 

(4)  u  stems.  In  OHG.  these  stems  have  almost  entirely  passed 
over  into  the  a  or  the  i  declension,  and  there  are  but  few  traces  of 
them  left. 
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B.     Consonant  Declension. 

(1 )  11  stems.     (2)  r  stems.     (3)  s  stems.     (4)  nt  stem 

(1)  11  stems. 

21 

Masculine. Neuter. Feminine. 

Sg.  N.  ham herza 
zunga 

A.  hanon,un herza zunga 

{ 1.   hancn,  in hcrzen,  in 
zungun 

D.  kanen,  in kerzen,  in zungun 

PL  N.  kanon,  un herzun 
zunga  n A.  hanotiy  un herzun zungun 

G.  hanbno herzbno 
zungbno 

D.  hanbm herzom zungom 

(2)  r  stems. 
(3)  s  stems. 

(4)  nt  stems Sg.  N.  brooder 
lamb 

friiuit 
A.  bruoder Iamb 

friunl 
G.  bruoder lambes 

friunles 
D.  bruoder lambe 

friunle I.      — lambu — 

PL  N.  Jriafcfer lembir /riuul(a) 
A.  bruoder lembir friunt(a) 
G.  braodero lembir  0 

friunto 
D.  bruoder  am lembirum 

friuntum 

ADJECTIVES 

As  with   the  nouns,  the  distinction  of  vocalic  and  consonant  de-  22 

clension  is  made  with  the  adjectives  also.     The  consonant  inflection 

corresponds  exactly  to  that  of  the  nominal  //-stem  declension,   and 
therefore  need  not  here  be  considered. 

The  vocalic  inflection  is  not  identical  with  that  of  the  noun,  but 

shows  a  mingling  of  nominal  and  pronominal  inflection. 

Masculine. Neuter. Feminine. 

Sg.  N.  blint,  blinter blint,  bliniaz, blint,  blint(i)u 
A.  blinian blint,  blinlaz, blinta 
G.  blintes blintes blintera 
D.  blint  emu blintemu blinteru 
I.  blinlu blint  a — 

PL  N.  blin/r blint{i)u blinto 
A.   blint blint(i)u blinlo 

G.  blinter 0 blintero blintero 
D.  blint  en  1 blintem blintem ^7 
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24 

PRONOUNS 

: Personal  Pronouns. 

i  st  Pers. 2nd  Pers. Reflexive. 

Sg.  N.  ih 

dii 

— 

A.  mih dih 
si/i G.  //«« 

din 
sin 

D.  mir dir 
— 

PI.  N.  a/zr 
ir 

— 

A.    0/2 J2% iuwih sih 
G.  timer iuwer — 

D.    f//2J iu 

3rd  Pers. 
Masculine. Neuter. Feminine. 

Sg.  N.  ̂ r 

i\ 

siu,  si 
A.  inan,  in 

i% 

sia 
G.  (««) 

is,  es 
ira 

D.  wiu,  o imu,  0 iru 
PL  N.  sie siu sio 

A.  jz<? sin 
sio 

G.  iro iro iro 

D.  im,  in im,  in im,  in 

Demonstrative  Pronouns. 

(i)  (ther),  der. 
Masculine. Neuter. 

Feminine. 

Sg.  N.  der 

daz> 

diu 

A.  den 

daz, 

dea,  dia 
G.  des des dera 

D.  demu,  o demu,  0 deru,  0 

PI.  N.  de,  dea,  dia,  die 
diu  (dei) 

deo,  dio 
A.  de,  dea,  dia,  die din 

deo,  dio 
G.  dero dero dero 

D.  A//z,  A>z dim,  den dem,  den 

(2)  (theser),  deser. 

Sg.  N.  dcse,  deser 

diz 
desiu,  disiti 

A.  desan diz desa 

G.  d esses desses desera 

D.  dcsemu,  0 desemu,  0 descru 

I.       — 
desiu,  dcsu 

— ■ 

PI.  N.  Aw desiu dcso 

A.  Aw desiu deso 

G.  Aw/'o 
dcscro dcscro 

D.  des  em,  dcse  ft desem,  des  en desem,  des  en 
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Inter togative Pronouns. 

Masc.  and  Fem. Neuter. 

Sg.  N.  Awer,  wer 
//7r</£,   7<7J£ 

A.  huxnan,  wenan^wen hwaz,,  waz, 

G.  kw€sy  tCts hives,  zues 
D.  kwemu,  0 hwemu,  0 

I.            — hiviu,  win 

NUMERALS 

Cardinal. Ordinal, 

1    finer,  -agt  -iu erislo 

2  zwine,  zzvei,  zwa,  -0 ander 
3   dri,  driu,  drio dritto 

4  fcor,fior 

feordo 5  fimf*  fin/ 

fimfio 
6  sehs sehslo 

7  sibun sibunlo 
8  ahto ahtodo 

9  111101 niunto 
10  zehan zehanlo 

I  I     <7>////" 
cinlifio 

12  zwelif zwelifto 
13  dri  zehan,  §c. dritto  zehanlo,  $r. 

20  zweinzug zweinzugbsto 

30  drizzug & 
40  fiorzug,  6fc. 

100  zehanztig 
200  zwiro  zehanzug 

zivei  hunt 
000  diisunl 

25 

B   2 
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TRANSCRIPTION  AND  PRONUNCIATION  OF  OHG. 

26  All  lengthier  monuments  are  written  in  the  Latin  alphabet,   but 

OHG.  possessed  many  sounds  not  existing  in  Latin,  e.  g. — 

(i)  The  voiceless  guttural  spirant,  phonetically  denoted  by  \'  tne 
sound  in  NHG.  Buck. 

(2)  The  corresponding  voiced  guttural  spirant  £,  as  in  South 

German  pronunciation  of  Wagen,  Regen. 

(3)  The  voiceless  dental  spirant/,  as  in  English  think. 

(4)  The  corresponding  voiced  spirant  $,  as  in  English  breathe,  this. 

(5)  The  voiceless  dental  fricative  ts,  as  in  NHG.  Zahn,  Tanz. 

(6)  The  voiceless  labial  fricative  pf,  as  in  NHG.  Pferd. 

As  a  result  it  is  by  no  means  easy  to  determine  with  certainty  the  exact 

value  of  all  the  symbols  and  combinations  of  letters  which  occur  in  any 

given  OHG.  manuscript. 

27  The  MSS.  as  a  rule  take  no  account  of  vowel  length.     Occasional, 

though  never  consistent  efforts  are  made  to  distinguish  long  vowels : 

(1)  By  writing  them  double,  as  in  NHG.  Seek,  Waare,  in  the  BR. 

(not  only  in  the  root  but  also  in  secondary  syllables),  Isidor,  Hraban 

Glosses,  and  in  Tatian  occasionally. 

(2)  By  the  use  of  the  circumflex,  in  the  Paris  Glosses  and  sometimes 
in  Tatian. 

(3)  By  the  use  of  the  acute  (perhaps  OE.  influence),  mostly  in  the 
Hraban  Glosses. 

These  various  systems  are  used  indiscriminately  side  by  side  in 

many  MSS.  Notker  (t  1022)  is  the  first  to  use  accents  with  any 

real  method.  He  marks  every  long  accented  vowel  by  A,  every  short 

accented  vowel  by  ',  and  often  gives  a  A  to  a  long  vowel  even  in 

a  secondary  syllable.  Cf.  Paul  Sievers,  '  Die  Akzente  im  Ahd.', 
Palaestra,  lvii. 

The  following  survey  of  OHG.  pronunciation  will  guide  the 

beginner : — 

28  OHG.  Vowels. 
Long. 

a     slafan,  hahan,  thdr  Open,  as  in  NHG.  Vatcr. 
e     (1)  her  (Pr.  Gmc.  e)  Probably  closed. 

(2)  mero,  ewig,  se  (Pr.  Gmc.  di)        Open  at  first  as  in   Grafin, 
then  later  closed. 

i     mm,  gripan  As  in  NHG.  sieben. 
o     (i)got,  boh  (Pr.  Gmc.  0)  Closed  as  in  NHG.  Boot. 

(2)  horen,  Ids  (Pr.  Gmc.  du)  Open  at  first,  then  closed. 
u     tuba,  hut  As  in  NHG.  Flier. 
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Note. — The  above  <7  and  b  only  occur  in  early  OHG. :  they  pass 
later  into  it  and  no  respectively. 

Short.  29 
liabni,  kann  As  in  NIIG.  Maim,  hat. 

(i)  ni'man.  tfgfln  (Pr.  Gmc.  i  or  e)  Open  t  as  in  NIIG.  t'.mv/,  fett. 

(2)  for/,  //,//"« 7/  (Pr.  Gmc.  a)  Closed  as  in  (South)  German besser. 

findtn,  biiiJi  As  in  NHG./w/w. 
go/,  giboran  Open  0  as  in  NHG.  Go//. 
munt,  gibundan  As  in  NHG.  Bund. 

(ei 

jau (on 
in 

(eo 
10 

|ie <ea 
ia 
ie 
no 

(ua 
oa 

hailen,  /ail 
htilcn,  lii/ 

bang,  araugnan 
.  arougnan 

liuli. /iuh/an 
beotan 
bio/an 
bitfiii 

koht, 
lioht, 
Itehi, 
hear 
hiar 
hier 

muotir,  guot 
(only  dialectal) 
(     n  »       ) 

OHG.  Diphthongs.  30 

As  in  NHG.  Waist  (only  early  OHG.). 

As  e  +  ?'  (probably). 
As  in  NHG.  Hans  (only  early). 
As  in  0  +  //. 
As  i  +  //. 
As  e  +  0. 
As  i  +  0. 

As  /'  +  e. 
As  e  +  <7. 

As  z'  +  <7. 
As  1  +  e. 
As  «  -f  0. 
As  ft  +  0. 

As  0  +  (7. 

it  J 
r wr,  £/>#/  or  A^t'A/ 

ritan,  brehhan,  uuerdan 

OHG.   Consonants. 

[Only  those  are  given  whose  pronunciation  differs  from  NHG.] 

w     uuar,  uuendan  Like  Eng.  w  but  bilabial,  as  in  Suabian 
pronunciation  of  Schwester,  bequem. 

(Often  written  £•  before  vowels)  like  Eng.jr. 

Trilled  r,  as  in  the  German  '  Buhnen- 

sprache.' 
Dental  as  in  NHG.  binden. 

Guttural  as  in  NHG.  singen. 

Labio-dental  as  in  NHG.  finden,  Hefe. 

(2)  sea/, slafan (Pr.Gme./>)  Pronounced  as_//,  and  probably  bilabial, 

g  ( 1 )  guot,  liggan
  

Voiced  explosive  as  in  Eng.  garden,  when 
initial  or  doubled. 

(2)  dagd,  sagen  Sometimes  a  voiced  spirant  [as  in  South- 

East    German    Wagen,  Regen^\   when intervocalic,  more  often  as  (1). 

h  (1)  haben,  hits  When  initial,  like  NHG.  Hans. 

(2)  sehan,  hoh  When   not  initial  a  spirant,  =  x,  as  in 
NHG./^,  Macht. 

31 

n  (1)  bindan,m'o?nan(  —  n) 
(2)  singan,  iung  (=  «) 

f  (\)findan(?v.  Gmc./) 
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th, dh  thiudiscy  fhaz,  Dental  spirant.   In  Pr.Gmc.voiceless,but 
in  earliest  OHG.  probably  =  d. 

s     suna,  we'san  Voiceless  spirant  as  in  Eng.  son. 
j£,  Z&  ez&zn,  az,  Also  a  voiceless  spirant,  but  never  con- 

fused with  s  because  more  dental,  = 

)>p  ?,  so-called  '  lisped  s '. 
z     ziohan,  herza  Voiceless  fricative  as  in  NHG.Z^w,  Ta?iz. 



PART    II 

CHAPTER    I 

IN  DO-GERMANIC  AND  PRIMITIVE  GERMANIC 

CONSONANT  SYSTEMS 

Before  passing  on  to  consider  the  Consonant  and  Vowel  Systems  32 

of  Primitive  Germanic  in  relation  to  those  of  Indo-Germanic  and 

Germanic,  a  brief  explanation  of  what  is  meant  by  the  terms  Primitive 

Germanic  and  Indo-Germanic  may  be  useful,  and  short  definitions  of 
the  more  technical  terms  which  will  be  employed.  These  definitions 

make  no  pretence  to  be  exhaustive  or  scientific,  but  are  intended 

merely  to  prevent  ambiguity  and  misunderstanding. 

By  Indo-Germanic  is  meant  the  parent  language  from  which  Sanskrit,  33 
Greek,  Latin,  Germanic,  &c,  are  all  sprung,  as  it  must  have  existed 

when  the  ancestors  of  all  these  peoples  lived  together  before  their 

separation.  Of  the  home  of  the  Indo-Germanic  races  nothing  is 
known  with  certainty  :  no  record  of  their  language  is  extant,  neither 

is  any  knowledge  to  be  gained  of  the  period  during  which  it  was  spoken 

nor  of  its  previous  evolution.  It  is  only  known  that  it  must  have 

had  a  long  and  gradual  development  in  prehistoric  days,  yet  it  is 

possible  theoretically  to  reconstruct  in  its  essentials  the  Primitive  Indo- 

Germanic  language  (so-called  pro-ethnic),  as  it  must  have  existed  before 
its  disintegration,  by  a  comparative  study  of  the  daughter  languages  and 

their  historic  development.  The  oldest  recorded  IG.  language  is  Old- 
Indian  or  Sanskrit.  In  this  the  Vedas—  the  sacred  books  of  the  Hindus 

— were  written,  at  latest,  about  fifteen  centuries  before  Christ.  Next 

in  point  of  antiquity  comes  Zend  or  Old  Persian,  in  which  the  Parsee 

scriptures  were  written  about  eleven  centuries  b.  c.  The  earliest  Greek 

monuments  date  from  about  750  b.  c,  the  earliest  Latin  from  about  the 

fifth  century  b.  c,  and,  after  a  long  interval,  the  earliest  Germanic  from 

the  fourth  century  a.  d.  In  all  these  cases  the  historic  development  of 

the  language  can  be  traced  in  a  more  or  less  unbroken  line  down  to 

our  day.  Sanskrit,  for  instance,  dies  out,  but  it  is  succeeded  by 

Prakrit  and  Pali,  and  these  in  turn  by  the  many  and  various  languages 

of  modern  India.  It  must  not  be  forgotten  that  each  of  the  IG. 

languages,  after  its  severance  from  the  others,  had  in  prehistoric  times 

its  own  private  and  particular  development,  subject  to  new  influences, 
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and  entirely  independent  of  its  sister  tongues  before  it  was  first  com- 

mitted to  writing.  Consequently  it  is  necessary  to  be  acquainted  with 

the  sound-laws,  which  are  peculiar  to  the  individual  languages,  before 
generalizing  from  them.  Though  Sanskrit  is,  by  many  centuries,  the 

nearest  in  point  of  time  to  the  parent  language,  and  thus  in  many 

cases  represents  it  more  faithfully  than  do  its  younger  brethren,  it  does 

not,  for  instance,  preserve  the  vowel-system  in  nearly  the  same  purity 
as  Greek;  nor  does  Greek,  though  far  older,  always  represent  the  IG. 

consonant  as  faithfully  as  does  Latin. 

34  By  Primitive  Germanic  is  meant  similarly  the  language  finally  spoken 

by  the  Germanic  races  before  their  separation  into  tribes  and  nations. 

Just  as  in  the  case  of  IG.,  there  is  no  written  monument  of  the  Pr. 

Gmc.  language,  but  it  is  possible  here  with  even  greater  exactness  to 

reconstruct  it  from  its  later  development,  since  the  phenomena  are  of 
more  or  less  historic  times.  The  earliest  Germanic  monument  is  the 

translation  of  the  "Bible  into  Gothic  in  the  fourth  century,  and  then, 
.  from  the  eighth  century  onwards,  there  are  records  in  OE.,  OHG., 

OLG.,  down  to  the  modern  language  of  English  and  German,  while 

from  the  tenth  century  Scandinavian  literature  is  continuous. 

35  DEFINITIONS 

The  sounds  which  collectively  form  a  language  may  be  conveniently 
divided  into  Sonants  and  Consonants. 

SONANTS.  A  sonant  is  any  sound  capable  of  being  pronounced 

alone  without  the  aid  of  any  other  sound.     Such  are — 

(i)  All  vowels. 
(2)  The  sonant  liquids,  /,  r  (written  /,  r  phonetically  to  distinguish 

them  from  the  consonants  /  and  ;-),  as  in  able  (ad/),  German  Acker 
(akf). 

(3)  The  sonant  nasals  in,  n  (written  m,  n),  as  in  chasm,  heaven 

{heavn). 
36  VOWELS.  A  vowel  is  the  sound  produced  when  the  breath,  passing 

over  the  vocal  chords  and  causing  them  to  vibrate,  issues  unobstructed 

from  the  mouth.  Vowel-sounds  can  be  indefinitely  modified,  according 
to  the  shape  given  to  the  passage  through  which  the  breath  has  to  pass, 

and  are  thus  indefinitely  numerous.  In  most  of  the  languages  to  be 

dealt  with  in  the  following,  the  chief  vowel-sounds  group  themselves 
round  five  vowels,  which  are  commonly  described  by  the  symbols 

a\  0,  u,  e,  i.  In  addition  to  these  there  is  a  colourless  sound,  which  is 

represented  by  an  inverted  e  (p),  constantly  heard  in  unaccented 

syllables.     Almost  any  sound,  if  sufficiently  unstressed,  may  be  re- 
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duced  to  \  though  it  may  continue  to  be  written  as  before  :  c\\  English 

swam  beside  coxswain  (koksnt). 

Vowels  may  according  to  their  duration  be  cither  short  or  long.  37 
A  distinction  is  further  made,  in  the  cases  of  the  vowels  e,  0,  between 

open  and  closed.     The  difference  is  best  illustrated  by  examples: 

e  Open  (/)  long  as  in  Germ.  Gr&fin      Closed  (e)  almost  as  in  Germ. 
Seek 

QO  short  as  in  Eng.  men,  pet  (e)  as  in  Fr.  e'le 
o      ..      ([>)  long  as  in  Eng.  law  (<J)  as  in  Germ,  so 

(0)  short  as  in  Germ,  kommen  (0)  as  in  Fr.  cole' 
According  to  the  portion  of  the  throat  and  mouth  which  plays  most 

part  in  producing  them,  vowels  are  further  distinguished  as(i)  guttural 

vowels.  <>.  0,  u  ;  (2)  palatal  vowels,  e,  i:  but  the  distinction  is  a  relative 

rather  than  an  absolute  one ;  n,  for  instance,  is  more  guttural  than  0. 

and  1  less  palatal  than  /.  0  and  //  are  also  sometimes  termed  labial 
vowels. 

Guttural  — >  a  g  g  u  §  t  i  — >  Palatal. 
Diphthongs.  A  diphthong  is  a  sound  produced  when  two  vowels  38 

are  pronounced  in  quick  succession  with  one  effort  of  the  breath,  but 

with  unequal  intensity,  as,  for  instance,  in  boy  (pi),  new  (iu),  Hans  (au). 
If  the  first  element  bear  the  greater  stress,  the  diphthong  is  said  to  be 

a  falling  one,  boy :  if  the  second  element  is  the  more  intense,  a  rising 
one,  new. 

CONSONANTS.  A  consonant  is  the  sound  produced  when  the  30 

articulation  of  a  vowel  is  partially  or  completely  stopped  by  the 

organs  of  speech  (lips,  teeth,  palate,  throat).  It  can  be  clearly  seen 
that  no  hard-and-fast  rule  can  be  drawn  between  vowels  and  con- 

sonants :  in  fact,  the  consonants  zv  and  j  (as  Eng.  y)  are  nothing  but 

the  vowels  u  and  i  with  a  trifling  modification,  and  the  two  (zv,  u,  and 

/,  /')  constantly  interchange,  so  that  it  is  not  uncommon  to  denote  the 
sounds  of  zv.j  by  the  symbols  u,  i.  In  most  diphthongs  the  less-accented 
element  is  really  a  consonant : 

boy  =  bpf;    new  =  niu\    Haus  =  ham. 

Consonants  may  be  divided  : — 
(1)  According  to  the  organs  which  check  the  breath,  into  Labials,  40 

Dentals,  Palatals,  Gutturals. 

(2)  According  to  the  amount  of  resistance  offered  to  the  breath,  into 

Explosives.  Spirants,  Aspirates.  Semivowels. 

Explosive.     An  explosive    is  a  consonant  in   the  pronunciation  41 

of  which  the  breath  is  for  an  instant  completely  arrested  and  then 

abruptly  released.     Such  are  :  /,  b\  /,  d:  k,  g. 
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42  Spirant.  A  spirant  is  the  name  given  to  the  consonant  produced 
when  the  breath  is  only  partially  obstructed.     Such  are : 

/,  d,  v :  p,  $,  s,  z :  s,  z,  x,  g. 

/  =  th,  as  in  Eng.  thin :  d  —  th,  as  in  Eng.  this  :  s  =  sh,  as  in  Eng. 
hush :  I  =  zh,  as  in  Eng.  pleasure. 

X  and  g  are  rare  in  English  but  common  in  German,  x  =  tne  nar^ 
sound  of  ch,  as  in  Buck,  Bach,  g  =  the  sound  heard  in  South  German 

pronunciation  of  Wagen,  Regen. 

43  Fricative.  A  fricative  is  the  compound  sound  of  explosive  plus 

spirant.  Such  are :  German  pf,  as  in  Pferd,  Pfund :  ts,  as  in  Eng. 

hats,  denoted  in  German  by  z,  as  in  Tanz,  Zahn  :  ts  =  ch  as  in  Eng. 

church:  dz  —j  as  in  ~F.ng.Johe.  In  these  fricatives  it  will  be  noted  that  the 
two  elements  are  always  homo-organic,  i.e.  both  dentals  or  both  labials. 

44  Explosives,  Spirants,  Fricatives  may  be  each  divided  again  into 

voiced  and  voiceless,  according  to  whether  the  vocal  chords  vibrate  in 

producing  them  or  not. 

Voiced:  Explosive :  b,  d,  g.    Spirant:  d,  v,  g,  #*,  z,  I.    Fricative:  dz. 
Voiceless :       „         p,  t,  k.         „        f,x,  s,  s,  /?.  „  ts,pf. 

The  voiced  explosives  b,  d,  g  are  further  often  termed  Mediae,  and 

the  voiceless  />,  /,  /•  Tenues. 
45  Aspirate.  An  aspirate  is  a  consonant  which  is  merely  an  audible 

breathing ;  it  is  denoted  by  //  (E.  habit,  G.  Herz). 

An  aspirated  explosive  is  one  which  is  pronounced  followed  by  a 

breathing.  In  English  they  may  be  found  in  compound  words.   Such  are : 

kh  as  in  ink-horn.  gh  as  in  log-hut. 
ph  as  in  lop- hat.  bh  as  in  cab-horse,  abhor. 
tli  as  in  boat-house.  dh  as  in  paid-hand,  adhere. 

46  Nasals.  A  nasal  is  the  sound  pronounced  when  the  breath  passes 

out  through  the  nose.  Such  are  Labial  m,  Dental ;/,  Guttural  v:  viz.  ?/i,  n, 

as  in  jam,  pen,  and  the  sound  which  in  English  and  German  is  usually 

denoted  by  -ng,  as  in  singer,  but  is  phonetically  represented  by  the 
symbol  w  =  sitoer. 

47  There  are,  of  course,  an  infinite  number  of  possible  consonant 

sounds  and  consonant  combinations,  but  only  those  are  here  mentioned 

which  are  necessary  for  the  treatment  of  Germanic. 

Note  i.  The  English  sound  of  v  is,  strictly  speaking,  labiodental, 
produced,  that  is  to  say,  by  the  teeth  and  lips  :  another  pronunciation 
is  possible,  in  which  the  lips  only  are  used,  and  which  is  called 
bilabial.  It  is  heard  in  the  Suabian  pronunciation  of  German  w,  and 
is  something  between  an  Eng.  w  and  a  v.  This  bilabial  v  in  the 
following  is  denoted  by  the  symbol  3. 

48  Note  2.    Velars.     Beside  the  ordinary  gutturals  k  and  g,  such  as 
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are  found  in  Greek,  Latin,  and  Germanic,  IG.  appears  to  have  had 
another  series  of  gutturals,  pronounced  yet  further  back  in  the  throat, 
at  the  base  of  the  soft  palate  {velum),  hence  known  as  the  velars  (cf.  the 
difference  in  pronunciation  of  the  guttural  in  Modern  German  or 
English,  according  to  the  quality  of  the  nearest  vowel :  Buch  beside 
BUcktr,  Sack  beside  Sticke). 

These  velar  gutturals  in  IG.  could  occur  before  any  vowel,  even  a  49 

palatal  vowel,  and  the  more  palatal  gutturals  likewise  before  guttural 

as  well  as  before  palatal  vowels.  There  are  various  notations  adopted 

to  represent  these  IG.  velar  gutturals:  the  symbols  h  and^-  are  here  used 

to  denote  the  ordinary  guttural  (from  the  Gmc.  point  of  view),  and  k", 
g*i  Phi  (f*h  to  denote  the  velar  guttural.  It  is  a  curious  fact  that  none 
of  the  descendant  IG.  languages  have  preserved  both  sets  of  gutturals. 

The  Indian.  Armenian,  Iranian.  Albanian,  Slavonic,  and  Baltic  lan- 

guages retain  the  velars,  but  lose  the  palatal  gutturals,  while  Greek, 

Latin,  Celtic,  and  Germanic  retain  the  palatals  and  lose  the  velars. 

The  languages  which  have  lost  the  palatal  guttural  have  substituted  in 

its  stead  a  spirant  or  fricative  s  or  £,  /s  or  dz,  and  the  two  great  groups 

are  consequently  distinguished  (by  their  inability  or  ability  to  retain  as 

a  guttural  the  k  of  IG.)  as  the  ■  laiam  '  and  the  '  centum  '  languages 
respectively : — 

Sanskrit  saiam.  Greek       tKarov. 
Zend        safim.  Latin       centum. 
Lith.        szimtas.  Celtic       cet. 

Gmc.  *yinid- 
The  '  ce7ilum  '  languages  either  made  no  distinction  between  the  50 

velar  gutturals  and  the  palatal  gutturals,  as  Latin  and  Gmc,  or  sub- 
stituted other  consonants  for  them,  as  did  Greek.  In  some  cases  in 

Lat.  and  Gmc.  an  IG.  velar  appears  as  an  ordinary  guttural  +  u.  It 

has  been  assumed  therefore  that  Pr.  IG.  had  (1)  plain  velars  and  (2) 

labialized  velars,  i.e.  velars  -f  u.  but  the  point  is  far  from  being  proved. 
Examples  of  the  varying  treatment  of  IG.  velars  will  be  found  in 

the  paragraphs  on  the  First  Sound-Shift  and  in  88. 

To    show    the    cross-classification    the    consonants   may    be   thus  51 
tabulated  : — 

Aspirated 
Explosives.     Explosives.     Fricatives.       Spirants. 
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'O 

"a> 

<v 

5 
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<u 

<V 
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qj 
0 u 0 
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<J 
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*5 

"0 

*o 

'0 

"5 

*o 

'3 

►> 

> 

K>
 

r> 

K*
 

> > > 
Labials / b 

ph 

1,1, 
Pf / 

V,  t> 

Dentals / d th dli Is,  Is 

dl 

s,P 

z,  d Gutturals k g 
kh 

gh 

X 

g. 

Velars 

k" 

g"
 

k"h 

th 
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There  remain  the  Liquids  /,  r. 
Nasals  m,  n. 
Semivowels  u,  i. 

Aspirate  //. 

52      Indo-Germanic  possessed  the  following  consonant  sounds  : — 

Labials.      Dentals.       Palatals.        Velars. 
Tenues P t k 

ku
 

Mediae b d g 

gU
 

Aspirated  Ten. 

ph 

th 
kh 

kuh 

Aspirated  Med. 
bh dh 

gh 

g"/i 

Spirants 
s,  z 

Liquids 
/,  r Nasals VI n 

70 

ron
 

Semivowels u i 

It  is  noteworthy  that  the  IG.  consonant  system  did  not  contain  the 

spirant  sounds  x>£>  A  $>/>  $• 

53  As  mentioned  in  the  introductory  chapter,  one  of  the  chief  charac- 
teristics which  separate  Gmc.  from  all  the  other  languages  of  the  IG. 

stock  is  a  different  consonant  system.  The  whole  system  of  explosive 

consonants  has  been  revolutionized  by  a  series  of  phenomena  which 

are  summed  up  in  the  term  '  First  Sound-Shift '. 
Rask  and  Grimm  were  the  first  to  formulate  these  changes,  and 

the  First  Sound-Shift  is  often  spoken  of  as  Grimm's  Law.  The  most 

important  apparent  exception  to  Grimm's  Law  was  demonstrated  by 
Verner  to  be  merely  an  extension  of  it,  and  the  law  which  governs 

this  further  phenomenon  is  known  as  Verner's  Law  and  forms  an 
integral  part  of  the  First  Sound-Shift. 

54  The  First  Sound-Shift  affected  the  four  series  of  explosives  of 

IG.:— 

(1)  Aspirated  Tenues ; 
(2)  Aspirated  Mediae; 

(3)  Tenues  ; 
(4)  Mediae; 

and  consisted  of  four  separate  phenomena,  which  were  neither  depen- 
dent on  one  another  nor  simultaneous.  The  most  diverse  theories 

are  advanced  as  to  the  relative  chronological  order  of  the  four 

groups  of  phenomena  (see  Wilmanns,  i.  §  29,  Zs.fdA.  45,  p.  101  ; 

Streitberg,  U.  G.  §  126,  and  literature  quoted  there),  and  the 

approximate  date  of  the  Sound-Shift  altogether.  It  seems  probable 

that  the  whole  revolution  in  the  Gmc.  consonant  system  was  com- 
pleted in  a  comparatively  short  space  of  time,  i.  e.,  between  400  and 

100  b.c,   and  that  the  order  was  the  one  here   adopted.      In  the 
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following  pages  detailed  examples  of  the  First  Sound-Shift  are  given, 
but  a  table  is  prefixed  to  show  at  a  glance  the  main  changes  : — 

(1)  Aspirated  Tenues  are  very  rare  in  IG.  and  their  development  55 
is  obscure. 

(2)  Aspirated  Mediae  become  in  Gmc.  Voiced  Spirants. 

(3)  Tenues  become  in  Gmc.  Voiceless  Spirants. 

(4)  Mediae  become  in  Gmc.  Tenues. 
56 

IG. Gk. Lat. Gmc . 

2 

\bh 
\dh

 
y 

0 

X 

/ 
// 

b 
d 

3 

-  / 
7T 

r 

K 

p 
I 
k 

4 e ft 
8 

y 

b 
d 

p 
t 
k 

Sk. Gk. Lat. Gmc. Got. OHG. 

2   b /id  rami 

(dd)d/idmi 
IG.  angh 

fero fa-cert
 ango 

*  beran 
*daed 

bairan 

(ga)dej>s aggwus 

beran 
tat 
angi 

3  P^dr 
trdyas 
satdm 

TTOLTyp 

cKarov pater 
ires 

centum 
*fab*r 
*J>riz 

*yiind 

fadar preis 
hund 

fater 

dri hund{t) 

4 
ddmi 

jdnami 
ZSo/JLULL 

trabs 
cdo 

gnosco 

*etdn 

*kann paurp 

itan 
kann 

dor/ 

ezjzjm 

kann 

Notes.    It  may  be  well  to  point  out  here  that —  57 
(a)  Gk.  </>,  0,  x  had  by  no  means  the  pronunciation  of/  fi,  and  k,  but 

were  originally  the  voiceless  aspirated  explosives  (45)/  +  //,  /  +  /*,  k  +  h. 

The  Greek  x  — ^'  +  ̂>  occurring  in  Greek  words,  must  of  course  not  be 
confounded  with  the  voiceless  spirant,  as  in  Loch,  which  is  denoted  in 
Gmc.  by  the  symbol  x- 

(b)  Greek  unvoiced  the  IG.  mediae  aspiratae  to  tenues  aspiratae,  58 
so  that  the  Gk.  <£  may  represent  (1)  IG.  b/i,  (2)  IG.  ph,  &c.  (Greek 
treated  the  velars  in  different  ways,  replacing  them  now  by  the  labial 

explosives  /3,  -rr,  now  by  the  dental  explosives  8,  t,  and  sometimes  by 

the  palatal  gutturals.  Cf.  Gk.  AaVuj,  Lat.  tinquo,  Gk.  rt's,  Lat.  qut's. 
Cf.  Hirt,§  217.) 

(c)  Latin  shifted  the  IG.  aspirated  mediae  first  to  aspirated  tenues  59 
like  the  Greek,  and  then  further  to  spirants  like  Gmc.      The  Latin 

symbol/* represents  two  distinct  sounds  : 

(1)  a  bilabial/",  Gk.  <f>epu),  Lat. fero  < — IG.  b/i;  and 
(2)  a  dental/"    Gk.  Ovpa,  LaX.  fores  <—  IG.  dh. 
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Latin  h  had  originally  the  sound  of  guttural  spirant  x> 
60      [d)  Gothic  b  and  d  between  vowels  have  the   sound  of  t>  and  d 

respectively. 
(e)  Germanic  x  m  most  °f  lne  ̂ m^  languages  is  written  h. 

Initially  and  later  between  vowels  it  tends  in  all  to  take  the  sound  of 
a  mere  aspirate. 

FIRST  SOUND-SHIFT 

61  I,  IG.  Aspirated  Tenues.  In  Greek,  as  tf>,  0,  x,  the  aspirated 
tenues  fall  together  with  the  aspirated  mediae,  which  also  become  <£,  0,  x  > 

but  in  Gmc.  they  seem  rather  to  have  fallen  together  with  the  simple 

tenues  and  to  have  become  spirants  (see  III).     Examples  are  : — 

62  (a)  IG.  ph  — >  Gmc.  f. 

?  Sk.  phala  =  ripe,  falling  fruit.  Pr.  Gmc.  *fattan,  OE.  feallan, 
OHG.  fallan. 

IG.  phr-,  Gk.  <£pa£co.     Pr.  Gmc.  *fraj>-,  OE.  /rod,  OHG.  fruot. 

In  the  IG.  combination  sph  IG.  pk—>p  and  remains  so  in  Gmc.  : 

Skr.  sphdtati  =  it  spreads  out.  Pr.  Gmc.  *spetd,  Got.  spilda,  OX. 
spy  a /da,  OHG.  spa I  tan. 

63  (b)  IG.  th-^Gmc.  p. 

Gk.  rpe'xw  (dpe$u))  Op^ojxai,  Got.  pragjan,  ON.  pratl,  OHG.  drigil. 
Gk.  ao-K-qOrjs,  Got.  skapjan,  ON.  skedja,  OHG.  skadon,  OE.  sceppan. 
IG.  th  after  s,f,  h  — ■>  /  and  remains  so  in  Gmc. 
Suffix  -tha,  Gk.  -8a,  Gmc.  -/. 

Sk.  (vit)tha,  Gk.  (oT(r)6a,  but  Gmc.  {gaf)t,  (tduh)t,  (kdus)i\  from 
such  verbs  /  was  generalized  to  verbs  with  other  root  consonants,  e.  g. 

namt,  hart,  &c,  and  this  is  the  origin  of  the  -/  in  the  2nd  pers.  sing. 
of  the  Preterite  of  Gothic  and  ON.  strong  verbs:  Got.  ga/t,  namt,  ON. 

gaft,  namt,  &c. 

64  (c)  IG.  kh  — - >  Gmc.  x-     There  are  no  certain  examples. 

(d)  IG.  kuh  — ^  Gmc.  x-  Lat.  habere,  Pr.  Gmc.  *yabani  Got. 
haban,  OE.  habban,  OHG.  haben. 

65  (e)  IG.  kuh  — >  Gmc.  xw- 

?  Sk.  nakhds,  Gk.  oVi^,  Lat.  unguis,  Pr.  Gmc.  *naywl,  ON.  «dg7, 
OE.  7;^/,  OHG.  «^«/. 

After  j,  kuh  appears  to  remain  as  Gmc.  k. 

?  Sk.  skhalami,  Pr.  Gmc.  *skali  Got.  j&z/,  ON.  skal,  OE.  &r«z/, 
OHG.  scat. 

Far  more  important  than  the  shift  of  the  aspirated  tenues  are  the 

three  following: : — 
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[pT.  II 
Verner's  Law 

83  It  has  been  shown  that  IG.  voiceless  explosives  became  voice- 
less spirants  in  Gmc.  From  some  of  the  above  examples  it  will  have 

been  noticed  that  they  do  not  always  remain  so  :  when  initial  (unless 

in  unaccented  syllable,  prefix,  or  second  part  of  noun  compound)  or 

immediately  preceded  by  the  accent  in  IG.  the  voiceless  spirants  are 

retained,  but  in  all  other  cases  these  voiceless  spirants  become  voiced. 

IG.  p,  t,  k,  ku  is  in  Gmc.  represented  by : — (i)  f,  fi,  ̂,  x>  xw  >  (2)  ̂»  ̂» 

In  the  second  case  (2)  the  IG.  tenues  fall  together  with  the  IG. 

aspirated  mediae,  and  the  Gmc.  d,  $,  £,  from  whatever  source  they 

arise,  share  the  same  development  in  the  various  Gmc.  dialects. 

84  As  cognate  words  in  IG.,  or  even  the  same  word  in  different 

conditions,  might  have  the  accent  on  different  syllables,  there  exists  in 

Gmc.  a  regular  interchange  of/]/,  ̂ ,  on  the  one  hand,  with  3,  $,£  on 

the  other,  and  to  these  may  be  added  the  Gmc.  voiceless  s  (IG.  s), 
which  under  the  same  circumstances  becomes  voiced  to  z.  The  law 

of  the  interchange  between  voiced  and  voiceless  spirants  in  Gmc.  was 

discovered  and  formulated  by  Karl  Verner,  and  is  known  as  Verner's 
Law.  It  began  to  operate  soon  after  the  original  shift  of  tenues  to 

spirants  (71)  and  before  the  shifting  of  mediae  to  tenues  (see  Wilmanns, 

i.  §  29  ;  Streitberg,  U.  G.,  §  126,  Gr.2  i,  p.  369,  PBB.  xx.  294),  and  is, 
strictly  speaking,  an  integral  pari  of  the  First  Sound-Shift,  though  it  is 
convenient  to  treat  it  later. 

85  IG.  A  /,  k,  ku,  Pr.  Gmc.  3,  d,  £,  £,  gw. 

(a)  IG.  p  — >  Gmc.  fe. 
Sk.          Gk.           Lat. Pr.  Gmc. 

Got. 
ON. OE. OHG. 

sapid          kirrd           seplem 

*sebn 

sibun 

sjau 

seofon sibun 

limpdti 

*lidan 

leiban 
be-lifan 

beliban 

(b)  IG.  t  ~>  Gmc.  $. 
pilar-        Trarrjp        paler *fadr- 

fadar fadir /seder 

fater 

malar-      ̂ rrjp        mater 
*mo$r- 

modir modor 
muoler 

trtiyas                        tertins 
*pridj- 

pridja 

pridi pridda 

dritlo 

KpOLTVS *xar$- 
hardus hardr heard harti 

qq     (c)  IG.  k  — >  Gmc.  .g. 
svasrus *swegr- swigar 

cum V 

ga 

3e 
g* 

(d)  IG.  ku  — >  Gmc.  gw. 

aqua 

*a(g)w- (aJva) 
(s) ea 

ouica  {aha) 

tttrct          aevum 

*ai(g)w 

dew ewa 
sehas 

*sai{g)u 
•  sdiws 

sder 
sie 

sea 
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(/)  IG.  s— >  Ginc.  z  (in  ON,  and  all  W.  Gmc.  dialects  — *r). 
Sk.         Gk.  Lat.       Pr.Gmc.     Got.         ON.  OK.        OHG. 

The  operation  of  Vomer's  Law  is  especially  noteworthy  when  exem-  87 
plified  in  two  forms  of  the  same  word,  or  in  cognate  words  from 
the  common  root.  In  such  cases  it  is  often  referred  to  as  Grammatic 

Change,  a  term  used  by  Grimm  and  more  or  less  consecrated  by  usage. 

It  is  most  clearly  seen  in  the  root-forms  of  graded  verbs.  In  IG.  the 

perfect  singular,  like  the  infinitive,  was  accented  on  the  root,  the  perfect 

plural,  like  the  past  participle,  on  the  inflexional  syllable  :  e.  g. — 
IG.  (I  have shown). Sk. Pr.  Gmc. OHG. 
deddika.  &c. i.   d ides  a 

2.  didesitha 

3.  dide'sa 

•*%-, 

&c. 
zeh 

zeh didik?me 1.  didisi/na 
2.  did  is  a 

3.  didisur 

*£- 

zigum 
zigut 

zigun Past  Part.  dikonSs 

fig-an- {gi)zigan The  regular  working  of  Verner's  Law  is  somewhat  obscured  in  all 
Gmc.  dialects  by  levelling  or  the  operations  of  new  sound-laws.  For 
its  effect  on  OHG.  in  detail  see  165. 

The  IG.  Gutturals  in  Gmc. 

The  main  developments  of  the  IG.  gutturals  in  Gmc.  have  already  88 

been  dealt  with,  but  a  few  words  more  may  not  be  out  of  place  on 

this  vexed  and  most  difficult  question. 

IG.  seems  to  have  had  originally  two  series  of  gutturals  :  the  palatals 

(*,  kh,  g,  gh)  and  the  velars  (k",  k"h,  gn,  guh). 
The  articulation  of  the  velars  appears  to  have  involved  a  certain 

closure  or  rounding  of  the  lips,  and  when  a  velar  occurred  in  front  of 

a  non-labial  vowel  (i.  e.  before  a,  e,  i)  a  labial  glide  was  developed, 
thus  giving  rise  at  an  early  date  to  a  third  series  of  IG.  gutturals,  the 

labialized  velars  or  labio-velars  (/•"//,  h"/iu,  g*u,  g" 'hi/),  see  Q.  &  F. 
32.  8;  PBB.  vii.  482.  When  the  IG.  velars  occurred  before  the 

labial  vowels  0  and  u,  the  necessity  for  a  labial  glide  was  of  course 

absent.  Ilirt  tries  to  prove  that  IG.  originally  possessed  only  velar 

and  labio-velar  gutturals  (k",  and  k"u,  &c),  and  that  the  palatal 
gutturals  were  a  later  development  from  the  velars  before  a  palatal 

vowel  (I.  F.  vi.  3).  From  the  Gmc.  point  of  view,  however,  the  only  89 
fact  of  importance  is  that  IG.  possessed  eventually  three  series  of 

gutturals  :  k,  k" .  k" u.     The  two  former  of  these  coincided  in  Gmc.  as 
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voiceless  or  voiced  spirants  (x  org),  but  the  third  (k"u)  often  retained 
the  labial  glide  and  became  voiceless  or  voiced  spirant  xw  or  gw- 

Thus :—   IG.  k,  ku,       kuu.        IG.  g,  gu,  guu.     IG.gh,  guh,  g"/?u. 

Gmc.xd),  xw>M-10'  GracJ  kw.  Gmc.^.  gw. 

In  most  cases  this  w  is  retained  in  Gmc.,  as  is  clearly  seen  in  Gothic. 

In  the  group  yw  (gw)  and  kw,  w  always  falls  before  u,  and,  when 

final,  initially  before  any  consonant,  medially  before/,  /,  s,  and,  later, 

/,  m,n,r;  in  the  group gw  (from  gnhu)  the  zv  seems  to  have  been  always 
lost  initially,  and  when  immediately  following  an  accented  vowel,  after 

an  unaccented  vowel,  is  treated  like  the  gw  (from  k"ii) ;  see  Zupitza, 
Germanische  Gutturale. 

From  Gmc.  alone  it  is  obviously  impossible  to  ascertain  the  exact 

origin  of  any  given  guttural,  since  k  and  x  nave  tni'ee,  and  g  even  six 
possible  IG.  origins  : — 

k<-tg  x  <-  t k  g<r-  {gh  or  <-   .  k 

Uu  \guh  U'k 
\guu  Uw«  \gnhu  Krhu 

90  Only  by  a  comparison  with  other  IG.  languages,  especially  Aryan, 

Baltic,  Celtic,  and  Slavonic,  can  the  ultimate  origin  of  Gmc.  gutturals 

be  determined,  and  even  then  many  cases  remain  doubtful.  Cf.  Zupitza, 

and  Brugmann3,  i.  §  649  ff. 
It  was  long  believed  that  in  a  few  obscure  cases,  especially  in  the 

neighbourhood  of  some  other  labial,  the  Gmc.  labialized  consonants 

kw,  xw)  gw>  arising  from  IG.  labio-velars,  underwent  a  curious  assimi- 
lation by  which  the  labial  element  in  them  prevailed  in  prehistoric 

times  and  yielded  Gmc.  p,f,  d  or  w.  Among  the  most  commonly  cited 

of  such  cases  were  : — 

OE.  hopian,  OHG.  hoffen :  OE.   hyhh 

Eng.  wisp :  OHG.  wise. 

Got.  finif:  IG.  *peiokue,  Gk.  TreVre. 
Got.  wulfs  :  Sk.  vrkas,  Gk.  \vko%. 

OE.  ofen,  OHG.  of  an :  Got.  atihns. 

OE.  diifan  :  OE.  deajian. 

OE.  bana,  OHG.  bano  :  IG.  *gXKfnian,  Sk.  han-ii. 

Got.  sweiban  :  OHG.  sw'igen. 
Got.  warmjan:  Sk.  ghan?id.     Cf.  Brugmann3,  i.  §  686. 

91  Note. — Zupitza  clearly  shows,  what  Bartholomae  {Sludien  zur  IG. 
Sprachgesch.  ii.  13)  and  OsthofT  (PBB.  xviii.  249)  suspected  already, 
that  it  is  quite  impossible  to  prove  any  such  development,  and  that  the 
cases  which  were  supposed  to  do  so  can  all  be  otherwise  explained. 
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The  etymology  may  be  entirely  false,  as  in  the  ease  of  hopian^  warm- 
Jan,  <;/'>/.  &c.  :  the  labial  and  guttural  may  belong  to  two  independent 

suffixes  as  in  du/an,  deajian;  the  labial  may  have  arisen  by  assimila- 
tion, as  mjinif,  or  have  been  transferred  from  a  related  word,  as  in 
.  which  owes  its  f  to  fitnfy  and  so  on.  See  Zupitza,  and  cf. 

further  Osthoflf,  M.C.  68,  note  ,*  Bezzenberger,  BB.  xvi.  234;  Bechtel, 
Hauptprob.  ix. 

EXCEPTIONS  TO  THE  FIRST  SOUND-SHIFT 

(i)  In  the  I(i.  consonant  combinations  kt,  />/,  s/c,  s/,  sp  the  second  92 

element  remains  unshifted  (see  examples  above). 

Note.— -The  cause  of  the  /  in  IG.  /'/,  />/not  shifting  may  have  been 
a  latent  instinct  of  dissimilation.  Just  as  Gk.  and  Sk.  could  not  endure 
two  spirants  in  close  succession,  and  as  Gmc.  could  not  retain  two 

explosives  (99).  a  similar  instinct  may  have  prevented  the  develop- 
ment of  sk,  st,  sp  into  s%,  s]\  sf.  Or  it  may  be  that  in  these  consonant 

groups  the  two  sounds  are  so  closely  blent  that  they  represent  practi- 
cally but  one  consonant  (see  Wilmanns2,  i,  §  38). 

(ii)  Apparent  exceptions  arise  from  the  working  in  Sk.  and  in  Gk. 

of  the  law  of  aspirate  dissimilation,  whereby  the  aspirate  element  was 

lost  in  one  or  other  of  two  aspirates  in  close  succession,  so  that  Gk. 

favytiv  corresponds  to  Gmc.  biugan  and  Gk.  y  to  Gmc.  £,  but  this  is 

explained  since  Gk.  <^€vyw «—  </>€r;(w,  IG.  bhcugho,  &c.  For  other 
isolated  exceptions  due  to  individual  peculiarities  see  Brugmamr,  i. 

§  699  ff. 

COMBINATIVE    SOUND-CHANGES   IN    IG.   AND   GMC. 
CONSONANTS 

The  consonant  changes  considered  under  the  collective  name  93 

of  the  First  Sound- Shift  are  often  known  as  isolative  phenomena, 
since  they  take  place  independently  of  neighbouring  sounds.  From 

the  very  earliest  times  other  sound-changes  are  at  work  in  all  IG. 

languages,  so-called  '  combinative '  changes,  where  the  articulation  of 
one  sound  is  modified  by  others  near  it.  Most  of  such  combinative 

sound-changes  are  caused  by — 
(1)  Assimilation,  which  takes  place  when  two  dissimilar  sounds,  94 

occurring  close  together,  tend  to  become  similar,  or 

(2)  Dissimilation,  when  two  similar  sounds  tend  to  become 
different. 

Assimilation  and  Dissimilation  play  a  large  and  important  part  in 

all  IG.  languages  down  to  the  present  day,  so  that,  while  they  are  very 

active  in  Gmc.  there  is.  in  contrast  to  the  First  Sound-Shift,  nothing 
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distinctively  Gmc.  about  them,  and  many  are  far  older  than  the 

isolative  phenomena  of  the  First  Sound-Shift.  In  another  point,  too, 

these  combinative  changes  contrast  with  those  of  the  Sound-Shift. 
Whereas  in  the  latter  certain  sounds  in  a  given  period  were  shifted 

once  and  for  all,  but  the  same  sound  arising  later  was  unaffected,  the 

changes  caused  by  assimilation  and  dissimilation  are  always  liable  to 

recur  in  similar  conditions,  so  that  it  is  impossible  to  assign  them  to 

any  one  period,  and  in  many  ways  the  working  of  these  laws  seems 

arbitrary  and  erratic.  It  is  consequently  not  always  possible  to  say 
whether  a  certain  manifestation  of  assimilation  or  dissimilation  is  IG. 

in  date  or  Gmc,  and  the  discussion  of  these  phenomena  has  therefore 
been  deferred  until  now. 

95  Assimilation. 

A.  Partial,     (i)  Voiced   consonant  +  unvoiced  yield   either   two 
voiced  or  two  unvoiced  consonants. 

(a)  Gk.  £vyoV  beside  &vkt6s  (y  +  t)     Lat.  jango  beside  junclus  (g  +  I) 
Got.  giban     „      gifts  (b+l)  „     scribo     .,       scriptus  (b  +  l) 

„     mag      „       mahts  (g:  +  l) 

(b)  Gk.  ttoSos  beside  iTrifiSat  (?r  -f  8)     Lat.  ap(erio)  beside  ab-do  (p  +  d) 
„    custos        „    Got. /iuzd(s  +  d) 
„     hast  a        „      „  gazds(s  +  d) 

96  (2)  Labial  nasals  become  dental  before  a  dental  (i.e.  ///—>//),  or 

conversely  dental  nasals  become  labial  before  a  labial  (m  — >  11). 

(a)  m  — >  11. 
Lat.   eundem   (eumdem),  scptendecim   (septeni) ;    Got.   skanda,  OHG. 

scanta  beside  Got.  skama,  OHG.  scama. 

(b)  11  — >  vi. 
Gk.  7Tc/x7re  beside  ttcVtc. 

Gk.  crv]ii(3oXov  beside  avvip^a-BaL. 
Got.  fimf  beside  Lat.  quinque,  Gk.  nivrt. 

97  B.  Complete,     (a)  lr-*ll. 

93 

Sk.          Gk.          Lat.         Got. ON. OE. OHG. 

purnds                    pl'enus       fulls 

fullr 

full 

/ol 

iirna                                         wulla wulle 
ivolla koAojj/os    collis          hallus hallr heall 

(colnis) 

pellis         fill(eins)   /jail 

/el 

/el 

(pe hit's) 
(b)  mn  —>  mm  (cf.  96). 

Pr.  Gmc.          Got.                 ON. OE. OHG. 
i:'stemn-          (stibnd) stimna,  slim  ma 

:\ramn-                               {hra/n) 

hrdtm( 

m) 

hram{in) 

(But  see  BrUgmann,  §  421,  note.) 
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4:> Ii  is  often  difficult  to  decide  whether  nun  arises  from  m  +  nor  from 

/n  +  7c;  cf.  Noreen,  c".  Z..  p.  157. 
{(•)  nu — >  ;/;/. 
Sk. Gk. Lat. Got. ON. OE. OHG. 

//(inns -.  u  1  5 
genubtus 

kin  mis kinn cinn kinni 

dhanva TdlTdl it  nn  is 

punnr 

dunni 

fu\v(hn 
nun  no minniza minniro 

Note  i. — The  -tmolbritman  and  rinnan  in  Got.,  OHG.,  &c.,  beside 

•//  of  brnnsia,  runs,  ON.  brum',  rum]  is  accounted  for  by  the  fact  that 
-u  inflections  originally  alternated  with  others  without  -u,  and  double 
forms  arose.     (Noreen,  A.  J.  Gr.,  §  252,  U.  L.,  p.  159.) 

Note  ii. — The  nu  of  Got.  manna  beside  manaseps  probably  from  the 
gen.  and  dat.  pi.  manne,  niannam  (cf.  obnc,  abnam,  &c  :  Noreen,  U.  L., 
p.  159,  note  3). 

Note  iii. — For  the  more  or  less  obscure  assimilation  of  IG.pn,  bn  — > 
/>/> :  ///,  dn  —>//:  kn,  gn  —*>  kk  cf.  Noreen.  U.  L.  p.  154  and  Brug- 
mann  \  i.  §  421. 

Dissimilation. 

A.   When  two  explosives  occur  in  close  succession  to  each  other  99 

the  former  is  dissimilated  to  a  spirant  in  Gmc. 

(1)  Before  /  IG./,  b,  /,//->  Gmc./ 
Got.  pu  gaft,  gifts 
OHG.  gift 

Got.  ga shafts 
OHG.  giskaft 
OE.  jesceaft 
Gk.  kA€7TT>/5 

(2)  Before  /  IG.  X',  g,  gh  — >  Gmc.  x- 
Got.  mahta,  maht 
OHG.  mohta 

Got.  pahta 
OHG.  dahta 

OE.J>ohte 

Note. — Before  tenues  the  aspirated  consonants  had  probably  long  100 
lost  their  aspiration  in  IG. 

(3)  Before  /  any  dental  gave  rise,  already  in  earliest  IG.,  to  some 

form  of  s  sound.  See  Noreen,  U.  Z.,  p.  189  (whether  through  the  inter- 

mediate stage  ft  or  t>t  is  not  clear.  Cf.  Brugmann3,  §  794,  and 
I.F.iv.  341). 

In  Gmc.  dental  plus  /  gives  ss,  which  is  simplified  to  s  after  a  long 
vowel  or  when  final. 

Cf.  Lat.  sessuni  to  sedeo,  passus  to  potior,  messum  to  meto}  usus  to  ulor. 

Noreen,  U.  J..,  §  .52  ;   Sommer,  §§  123,  132. 

Got.  giban 
OHG.  geban 
Got.  (ga)skapjan 
OHG.  skepfen 
OE.  scieppan 

Got.  hiiftus. 

Got.  mag 

OHG.  mag 

Got.  pagkjan 
OHG.  denkan 

OE.  pencean,  Sec. 
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101      Before  r  dental  plus  /  gave  str. 

Cf.  Lat.  assestrtx  to  assessor,  Got.  blostreis  to  Got.  bldlan,  OHG. 
bluostar. 

Gk.  TroLTzofxai,   Got.  fodjan,   ON.  fostr,  OE.  foslor.      Brugmanir, 
i.  §  794. 

It  is  possible,  though  not  probable,  that  in  these  cases  /  is  merely  a 

consonant  glide.     Cf.  PBB.  ix.  150. 

In  all  other  cases  where  st  is  found  instead  of  ss  arising  from  dental 

plus  -/,  the   /  has  crept  in  by  analogy.     Thus  beside  OHG.  wissa, 
is  found  wis/a,  beside  muosa,  mnosta  (but  giwiss  where  no  analogy). 

Got.  du  qast  (for  qass)  from  qipan,  bdust  (for  Muss)  from  biudan. 

Before  n  a  dental  apparently  changes  to  s : 

Cf.  Got.  biudan,  anabusns;  beidan,  usbeisns.     Here,  however,  suffix 

is  sn  and  a  /  has  fallen  (*bu/sns).     t  disappears  before  sk  suffix ;  cf. 

OHG.  rase  (rals/c)  to  rad,  waskan  to  Got.  wato ;  cf.  Brugmann3,  i.  §  795. 
Gmc.  dt  — >  ss. 

Cf.  Got.  a/s/ass,  us/ass  to  Got.  standan,  uswiss  to  gawidau. 
Gmc.  //  — >  ss. 

Got.  weis,  gawiss,  wissa,  to  witan,  Ivassaba  to  ga-Jvdljan. 
Gmc.  pt  — >  ss. 

Got.  missa  to  meipan,  OHG.  midan  :  Got.  gaqiss  to  qipan. 

102      B.  Two  different  nasals,  if  not  completely  assimilated,  dissimilate 

the  former  to  a  spirant. 

Pr.  Gmc.  *xemn~    GQt-    himins  but  ON.  hi/ne    OE.  heofon  OS.  Iieban 
*gaimn-ON.    geimi     ,,    OE.  jeofo/i  OS.  geban  (sea). 
%stemn-  OHG.  stimma  „    Got.  stibna  OE.  stefn 

*emn-  „    Got.  ?'te     OE.  $/£«    OHG.  *£«//. 

Lat.  -umnia,  (caT)umnia,  Got.  -&£*»'  (frdistubni),  -ufni  (with  further 
dissimilation  after  d)  {ivaldufni).     Streitberg,  Got.  Gr.  §  117. 

Note. — The  hypothesis  of  a  change  from  ml—>  mn,  especially  when 
/-sound  intervenes  (cf.  OHG.  cumil,  Lat.  cuminum  ;  OHG.  himil,  Got. 
himins ;  see  Kl.  Wb.  s.  v.,  Gr.1  382),  is  not  tenable.     OHG.  himil, 
Got.  himins,  are  not  identical ;  the  root  is  the  same,  but  there  are  two 
different  suffixes  in  IG..  el  and  en;  cf.  Gk.  KfX€\(€$pov).      On  such 
difference  IG.  nominal  suffixes  rest : — 

Gk.    jAeyaXo- beside  Lat.      magnus 
„      o/jlolXos 3> Got.      samana 

,,     -7X109,  Lat.  sol,  Got. 
>> 

„        sunnd,  OHG.  .?«;///£ 
sauil,  OE.  sol 

OE.  dedjol 
5) 

OHG.  tougan 

,,     symbel 
55 

,,       [zi)samene Lat.  similis 

') 

OE.      sannian 

A  similar  interchange  of  r  and  ;/  is  found,  especially  in  neuter  nouns 
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(cf.  Noreen,  U.  L.  §  53).     Grk.  SScop,  OHG.  zcaz&ar,  OE.  wseter:  Sk. 

la/tfrf,  Got.  wafo-ins,  ON.  ?v/w. 

Minor  Consonant  Changes. 

Intervocalic  //,  especially  before  u,  sometimes  becomes  g  in  Gmc. ;  103 

the  exact  conditions  under  which  this  change  takes  place   are    still 
obscure. 

Sk.  yiiran-  (IG.  iuunda),  Lat.  juvenis,  juvenfa,  OE.  jcopft,  OHG. 

jugwtd\  Gk.  yXios  from  aaftXios,  Got.  sugt'/,  ON.  fy^/  (the  rune  s), 
OE.  99'/.     See  PBB.  xiii.  504  ;  Brugmann3,  i.  §  373. 

Perhaps  parallel  to  this  is  the  characteristic  E.  and  N.  Gmc.  hardening 

of  u  or  uu  and  i  or  //'  in  certain  cases  after  a  short  accented  vowel  to 

Got.  ddj\     Cf.:— 
Pr.  Gmc. OHG. OE. Got. ON. 

*t>liuuan bliuwan bliggwan 
*  iriuu triuwi truwe triggwa(ba 

tryggr 

*glauu glauwer 

j/edw 
glaggwo 

gtyggr 

*scuuu SCUW0 scuwa skuggwa 

skuggi 

*waj& waddjus 
veggr 

*tuaii zweiio twaddje 

Though  the  circumstances  attending  these  phenomena  are  not  quite 

clear,  so  much  seems  certain  that  they  were  in  some  way  dependent  on 

the  IG.  accent,  and  that  the  explosive  was  only  developed  if  the  accent 

fell  on  a  short  vowel  immediately  preceding.  A  sort  of  grammatic 

change  occurs  :  cf.  Got.  frijon,  ON.  Frigg;  Got.  sniwan,  ON.  snisggr; 

Got.  hand,  OX.  hpggva.     See  Brugmann1,  §§  309  and  373. 

Consonants  in  Final  Syllable. 

I.  Nasals. 

(1)  m  — >  n  in  accented  final  syllable  after  a  short  vowel. 
Sk. 

saptd  {septm), 

104 

Lat. 
Got. OE. 

OHG. 

sepf<  m turn 
sibun 

pan 

seo/on 

J>on 

sibun 

quum 

Ivan 

(2)  In  unaccented  final  syllable  or  after  a  long  vowel  m—>n  (as  in 
Gk.),  but  then  falls  in  Gmc,  leaving  nasalized  vowel  behind  (but  see 

Brugmann^',  §  397). 
Ace.  Sing,  -m  or  -n,  Sk.  -am,  Gk.  -01/,  Lat.  -um,  ON.  -a  (runic). 
Gen.  PL  Fern.  IG.  -dm,  Gk.  -wv,  Got.  -5. 

Sk.  a/idm,  Gk.  iy<L(v),  Lat.  ego,  ON.  (runic)  (e)ka,  ek,  Got.  ik. 

IG.  -em,  Lat.  -em  (quidem,  idem),  Got.  -a,  ina,]>ana. 
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Note. — In  Got.  niun,  taihun,  the  -;/  has  probably  been  restored 
from  the  ordinal  niunda,  &c.     M.  U.  iv.  131. 

For  IG.  m  —>n  in  Got. pana  see  PBB.  xvii.  298. 

105  II.  Dentals. 

(1)  After  an  unaccented  vowel  or  an  accented  long  vowel,  IG. 

dental  explosive,  as  in  Greek,  tends  to  fall,  having  of  course  first 

become  a  spirant. 

[A  few  particles  appear  to  retain  the  dental:  Sk.  ud,  Got.  ut,  ON. 
fit,  OHG.  «£  Lat.  ad,  Got.  and  ON.  at,  OE.  det,  OHG.  az>:  this  was 

probably  due  to  analogy  with  compounded  forms  in  which  the  dental 

was  not  final.     Noreen,  U.  L.,  p.  170,  note.] 

IG.  3rd  pers.  Opt.  sing,  uelit,  Lat.  velit,  Got.  wilt. 

IG.  bheroit,  Sk.  bhdret,  Gk.  (£epoi(r),  Pr.  Gmc.  derai,  Got.  bairai. 

Sk.  napdt,  Lat.  nepos,  ON.  nefi,  OE.  nefa,  OHG.  nefo. 

(2)  After  a  short  accented  vowel  explosives  remain. 

IG.  tod,  Sk.  tad,  Gk.  rd(S),  Lat.  {is)tud,  ON.  yW,  OE.  >*/,  OHG.  daz, 

Lat.  -//W,  ON.  hvat,  OE.  /jze;ag/,  OHG.  ̂ ze><?£. 

106  Note  A. — Forms  without  a  dental,  such  as  Got.  pa  mpa  +  ei  >  pet, 
OHG.  tha-\-iz>  >  theiz»  go  back  to  proclitic  forms,  which  were  un- 

accented :  thus  Got.  fva  beside  ON.  hvat,  &c. 

Note  B. — Where  forms  in  which  the  dental  was  originally  final  alter- 
nate within  the  same  paradigm  with  forms  in  which  it  was  followed  by 

flexional  syllables,  double  forms  are  found  arising ;  thus  are  found  : 

Pr.  Gmc.  inflected  :  Norn.  *m§eno(J>)i  Obi.  cases  *mdenoJ>-. 

OHG.  manod,  Got.  menops-,  ON.  monog)--,  OE.  monap  from  the 
oblique  case. 

OHG. mano,  Got.  rnena ̂ ON .mam ', QfiL.mona  from  the  nominative  case. 
Thus  arise  in  OE.  ealu,  gen.  ealop  :  hdele,  plural  hdelep  \  ON.  halr- 

hgldr,  OHG.  helid. 
OHG.  hemidi,  OE.  hemede,  beside  ON.  hamr,  OHG.  hamo,  OE.  hama. 

Got.  ?m'taps,  OE.  metod,  ON.  mjgtuSr :  OE.  met.  See  Noreen, 
U.L.,V.  171. 

107  Loss  of  Consonants  in  other  than  Final  Syllables. 

In  groups  of  several  consonants  IG.  always  had  a  tendency  to  simplify. 

Cf.  Latin  suspicio  {sub-specid),  traduco  {trans-dncd),  and  so  forth. 
I.  Dentals. 

(#)  IG.  dental  explosives  fall  in  Gmc.  between  ;/  and  /  : 

Sk.  satyas  (sntws),  Pr.  Gmc.  *sundja-i  Got.  sun/ems. 
Got.  gaminpi,  OHG.  minnea,  ON.  mmm\ 
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Apparent  exceptions  like  Got.  fundnan,  &c,  are  new  formations. 

Brugmann8,  $  70S  ;  and  see  Streitberg,  Z.  Germ.  Sprachg.  15. 

(b)  Dental  explosives  Call  between  two  »'s  : 
Got.  rinfis,  OIIG.  sinnan  i*sinfinan). 
For  the  apparent  disappearance  of  a  dental  explosive  in  such  forms 

as :  Got.  sibun  beside  Lat.  septetn,  Gk.  ctttu,  and  OHG.  aband,  OE. 

i*f~ni,  beside  ON.  ap/an,  OE.  deftcntld,  see  Brugmann3,  §  980. 
(c)  Dental  explosives  fall  before  .<•  +  consonant : 
OHG.  wascan  (wa/scau)  to  Got.  waiOi  Got.  ivaurstu  (jvaiirkstu), 

OHG.  rase  to  radiratsk)  (ioi). 

II.  Semi- vowels.  108 

(a)  u  after  consonant  falls  before  1 : 

Got.  hardjana  {hardujana).  Got.  stojan  {stowjan). 

(b)  u  falls  before  u,  and  i  before  i\ 

Sk.  nova  {neum),  Gk.  eVvefa,  Lat.  novem  (neuun),  OHG.  niun ;  Sk. 

/rdias,  Got.  fret's  <—  *priiizy  OHG.  drh 
In  very  many  cases,  however,  the  semi-vowels  are  restored  by  analogy, 

especially  in  verbal  forms :  cf.  OHG.  gi-swiimman  to  swwi??ian,  Got. 

ga-swulians  to  ga-siviltan ;  and  in  many  others  it  is  impossible  to  tell 
whether  the  loss  of  u  and  of/  is  Pr.  Gmc.  or  whether  it  took  place  at 

a  later  date.     See  Brugmann3,  §  377,  and  Noreen,  U,  Z.,  p.  176. 

III.  Gutturals.  109 

(a)  In  the  combination  gzv,  arising  by  Verner's  Law  from  \w>  £ 
fell  in  certain  cases.  Gmc.  x  anc^  w  are  shown  in  a  relation  of 

grammatic  change,  and  in  certain  cases  the  w  is  lost  (129),  so  that 

double  forms  exist,  some  with  g  and  some  with  w : 

Got.  magus,  ON.  mogr  :  Got.  mawi,  OE.  meoivle,  ON.  mser ;  OE. 

h?ijja?iy  ON.  hniga,  OHG.  hnigan  :  Got.  hneiwan. 

Got.  bagms  (3ag{7v)m)  :  OHG.  bourn  (da{g)w??i),  OE.  beam, 

OH.fljyth  OE.  fleoja?i  :  ON.  flaumr,  OE,  fleam. 
ON./v£7/,  OHG.  degan  :  Got.fiius,  fihvi. 

Got.  dugo,  dugjan,  OHG.  ougen  :  OE.  eowian,  OHG.  awi-zoraht. 
(b)  Guttural  ;/  (»)  is  lost  in  Gmc.  before  x  w^tn  compensation 

lengthening  of  the  preceding  vowel  (266): 

Got.  weihant  OHG.  wthan  to  Lat.  vinco;  Got.  juhiza  beside  juggs, 

OHG.  j'uftgi  jungiro. 
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HO  Intrusion  of  Consonants. 

From  the  earliest  times  in  IG.  a  consonant  glide  tended  to  be  de- 

veloped in  certain  cases  to  aid  the  pronunciation  of  a  consonant  group. 

Cf.  Gk.  /3  after  /x :  pLzo-qpLfipia  beside  ̂ /xe'pa,  /xc//,/3AwKa  beside  fxoXetv, 
or  8  between  v  and  p :  avSpos  instead  of  avpos,  o-wSpos  beside 
(nvapos. 

Latin  inserts/)  between  m  and  /:  emptus,  emo :  swnptus,  sumo. 

111  Such  consonant  glides  are  : 

(a)  t  between  s  and  r.  Sk.  srdvami,  ON.  strau??ir,  OE.  stream,  OHG. 
stroum,  strbm. 

Sk.  tdmisrd,  Lat.  tenebrae  i^temesrae),  OHG.  dinstar. 

[For  relation  of  OHG.  dinstar  to  OHG.  finstar  see  Kl.  Wb.  and 

Noreen,  U.L.,  p.  197.] 

Sk.  svdsr,  Got.  sivisir,  ON.  syster,  OE.  sweostor,  OHG.  swesler. 

(b)  y  between  m  and  t.     OHG.  himft  to  queman,  zumft  to  zeman. 

(c)  s  between  n  and  /.  OHG.  brunst  to  brennen,  kunst  to  kumian, 
konsta  beside  konta. 

(d)  b  between  m  and  r.  Got.  timrjan  beside  timbrjan,  ON.  timra, 
OHG.  zimbaron. 

Bugge  asserts  the  development  of  Pr.  Gmc.  w  —>  k  {PBB.  xiii.  515), 
but  cannot  be  said  to  have  established  it;  cf.  Noreen,  U.  L.,  p.  167.  The 

relation  of  Sk.  natis,  Gk.  vavs,  Lat.  navis,  ON.  nor,  OE.  nowend  (cf. 

Napier,  OE.  G/.),  to  ON.  ngkkvi,  OE.  naca,  OHG.  nahho,  seems, 

having  regard  to  the  length  of  the  IG.  vowel,  extremely  doubtful. 
112  Sometimes  in  related  Gmc.  words  a  consonant  relation  is  found 

which  at  first  sight  is  not  easy  to  explain,  but  which  arises  from  the 

fact  that  the  two  forms  come  from  two  cognate  IG.  forms  with  different 

consonants.  Only  a  few  of  the  more  striking  are  noted  here  (see 

Noreen,  U.  L.  chap.  iii). 

From  IG./  :  b  (Pr.  Gmc./* or  d  :  p) : 
OE.  dyfan,  OHG.  tobal :  Got.  ddupjan,  OE.  deop,  OHG.  tiof. 

Got.  stabim  (dat.  pi.),  OHG.  stab,  OS.  staf,  OE.  stbpot,  OHG.  stafot. 
From  IG.  / :  d  (Pr.  Gmc.  /,  ff :  t) : 

Got.  frapjan,  frodis  (gen.  sg.),  ON.  frodr,  OHG.  fruot  :  Got. 

us-fraiwjan. 

OHG.  hadubrant,  OE.  heado-lac  :  Got.  hatis,  OHG.  haz,. 



CHAPTER    II 

DEVELOPMENT  OF  THE  PRIMITIVE  GERMANIC 
CONSONANT  SYSTEM 

After  the  First  Sound-Shift  the  IV.  Gmc.  Consonant  System  con-  113 

sisted  of  the  following  sounds  :— 
Labials. Dentals. Gutturals. 

Tenues P / k 

Spirants,  voiced b 

lz 

g. 

Spirants  unvoiced f 

A  s 

X 
Liquids /,  r 
Nasals m n 

10 

Semivowels  u,  i. 

In  comparison  with  IG.,  Gmc.  thus  is  poorer  by  the  loss  of  all  its 

aspirated  consonants,  all  its  mediae,  and  all  its  velar  gutturals :  it  is 

richer  by  two  new  series  of  spirants:  — 

(1)  hit;  W/Ax; 
of  which  the  voiced  series  underwent  some  modifications  before  the 

OHG.  period. 
Changes  in  Pr.  Gmc.  Period. 

The  voiced  spirants  t  and  d  must  have  shown  very  early  a  tendency 

to  become  voiced  explosives  (mediae),     [b  — >  b,  d  —>  d\. 
(1)  Initial.     This   change   was  probably  complete    before  Gothic  114 

times,   so  that  we  find : — 
Pr.  Gmc.  Got.  OE.  OHG. 

*3eran-  hair  an  be  ran  beran 

*dnyjr-  dauhtar  dohtor  tohter 

(2)  Following  their  respective  nasal : — 
Pr.  Gmc.  Got.  OE.  OHG. 

*lamt>-  lamb  lamb  lamb 
*  bind  an  bin  dan  bin  dan  bin  Ian 

(a)  The   fate  of  £  in  Pr.   Gmc.  when  initial  is   not   so  clear.      It  115 

probably  remained  a  spirant  all  through  this  period,  and  was  taken 

into  the  various  Germanic  languages  as  such.    For  its  value  in  Gothic 

see  Streitberg,  Got.  Gr.,  §  113. 

(b)  After  its  nasal  (»)£,  like  b  and  #,  became  an  explosive : 

Pr.  Gmc.  ̂ sitDgwan,  Got.  siggwan,  OE.  sinjan,  OHG.  singan. 
1167  D 
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In  all  other  positions  3,  d,  g_  retained  their  character  of  voiced 

spirants  in  Pr.  Gmc. 

Gothic  retains  3  and  d  medially  between  vowels  (though  written  b 

and  d),  but  converts  them  into  mediae  after  consonants.  Similarly,  it 

is  probably  right  to  assume  that  Gothic  retains  £  between  vowels  (see 

Streitberg,  Got.  Gr.  §  35).  For  the  W.  Gmc.  development  of  3,  d,  g_ 
see  122. 

Thus  at  the  end  of  the  Pr.  Gmc.  period  practically  the  same  con- 
sonant system  exists  as  above  (113),  with  the  addition  of  the  new  mediae 

^j  ̂j  g>  of  which  all  three  occur  after  nasals,  while  b  and  d  are  also 

found  initially. 

West  Germanic  Consonant  Changes. 

116  A.  The  most  important  of  the  distinctively  W.  Gmc.  changes  is  that 

known  as  the  W.  Gmc.  Lengthening  of  Consonants. 

It  is  characteristic  of  West,  as  opposed  to  East  and  North  Germanic, 

that  single  consonants  are  lengthened  before  /,  and  also,  though  less 

extensively,  before  u,  /-,  /,  m,  n. 
Before  i      all  consonants  except  r. 

„        u     Pr.  Gmc.  k  and  %  (?). 
„        r,  /  Pr.  Gmc.  tenues. 

,,        ;/       ,,      ,,       explosives  and  fricatives. 

„        m     a  few  single  instances. 

The  lengthening  is  in  all  languages  denoted  by  doubling  the  con- 
sonant in  writing,  so  that  this  phenomenon  is  sometimes  alluded  to  as 

the  W.  Gmc.  Doubling  or  Gemination  of  Consonants.   The  lengthening 
of  consonant  here  is  not  due  to  an  assimilation  in  which  the  consonant 

owes  its  length  to  the  absorption  of  a  second  consonant,  which  conse- 
quently disappears,  as  in  the  Pr.  Gmc.  cases  of  lengthening  cited  above 

(97),  for  here  the    consonant    which    caused  the   lengthening  is  re- 
tained.  The  cause  of  this  lengthening  is  not  yet  satisfactorily  explained, 

but  the  effects  of  it  are  clear  enough  :  cf.  PBB.  v.  125  ;  vii.  105  ;  xvi. 

262;  and  xxi.  437. 

The  date  of  the  W.  Gmc.  lengthening  can  be  approximately  deter- 

mined by  the  fact  that  many  Latin  loan  words  are  affected  by  it :  — 

Lat.  puteus  OE.  pyl/         OHG.  puzzi,  plmzzi  (zz  <—//). 

cuprum  (copor)  hupfar  {pf<—pp)> 

117  Note. — Kaufmann  (PBB.  xii.  520)  advanced  the  theory  that  this 
lengthening  depended  on  the  Pr.  Gmc.  division  of  syllable.  Accord- 

ing to  him,  Pr.  Gmc.  divided  such  forms  as  /a/a,  naka,  thus :  /a-/a, 
na-ka,  so  that  the  first  syllable  was  open,  but  when  an  i  or  u  occurred 
in  the  inflection  this  i  or  u  became  initial  in  the  second  syllable,  and 
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the  first  syllable  became  closed,  thus:  lal-ia,  nak-ua.  There  arose  thus 
in  the  same  word  an  interchange  of  open  and  closed  syllable  ta-la  : 
lal-ia,  which  was  then  levelled  out  in  favour  of  the  closed  syllable,  so 
that  la-la  —>  lal-la,  na-ka  — >  nakka,  and  the  doubled  consonant  was 
then  further  introduced  into  the  other  forms,  thus  lallia  and  nakkua, 
Sievers,  however,  has  conclusively  shown  that  the  Pr.  Gmc.  division  of 

syllable  was  ta-lnu  na-kua,  so  that  Kaufmamvs  hypothesis  falls  through  : 
cf.  PBB.  xvi.  262,  and  Gr?  426.  Sievers  explains  the  phenomenon 
as  a  spontaneous  lengthening  of  the  quantity  of  the  syllable,  which 
found  expression  in  lengthening  the  consonant. 

Lengthenin g  befon 1  i: 
Got. 

"os. 

OE. OHG. 
sibja sibbia 

sib(b) 

sippa,  sippia 
hugjan huggian hycjan htiggen,  hukkcn bidjan biddian biddan bitten 
halja hellia hell hella 

ska pj a  11 sceppian scieppan skepfen 

Note. — 
a.  ON.  also  has  an early  length firing  of  g  and  k  before  i : 

Got. lagjan, 
ON.  leggja ; Got .  hugjan, ON. 

tyggja, 

118 

parallel  to  the  W.  Gmc.  lengthening,   but  it  only  affects  guttural 
explosives. 

b.  (1)  r  resists  lengthening:  Got.  nasjan,  OE.  nerian,  OHG.  nerten.  119 
(2)  Double    consonants    are   reduced  after  a  long  syllable  or 

when  final : 

Got.  domjan         OE.  deman         OHG.  luomen. 

hdusjan  hTeran  horen  (only  UG.  horren). 
But  see  also  PBB.  xxi.  438. 

That  the  W.  Gmc.  lengthening  took  place  after  long  vowel  is  proved 

by  UG.  forms,  horren,  &c,  though  the  other  dialects  show  no  signs 

of  it.  German  has  preserved  yet  another  trace  of  this  lengthening 

after  long  syllables  in  such  forms  as  OHG.  wnlpa,  MHG.  wiilpe  (she- 

wolf),  MHG.  <#///£  (she-thief)  from  Pr.  Gmc.  *wuWj-t  *diudj-,  in  which 
this  OHG.  MHG.  p  can  only  come  from  \V.  Gmc.  bb,  while  d  would 

yield  OHG.  b.     Cf.  Streitberg,  U.  G.,  §  131,  and  Brugmann3,  §  807. 
The  lengthening  before  -i  is  the  only  one  which  is  regularly  and  120 

uniformly  carried  out  in  all  dialects.     Much  more  restricted  in  their 

working  are  the  following  : — 

(a)  Before  -11.  This  only  affects  originally  labialized  velars,  and  then 
not  always. 

Got.  aqizi         (OS.  acus)        OHG.  ackus 
naqaps     (OE.  nacod)  nackot  (nahhul). 

[Lengthening  of  k  before  -u  is  also  found  in  ON.  Thus :  O.N.  r$A(k)r, 
Got.  riqis.     Cf.  A.  I.  Gr.,  §  2 20. J 

n  2 
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(b)  Before  r  and  /.     This  only  affects  Germanic  tenues  : — 
Got.  ON.  OE.  OHG. 
snutrs  snotr  snottor  snoltar 
bditrs  bitr  biltor  bittar 
hlutrs  hlutlor  hluttar 

Gmc.  *kupr-,  OHG.  kupfar  (but  OE.  copor  without  gemination). 

Gmc.  *apl-,  OHG.  apful,  OE.  ccppel  (beside  OHG.  affol-lra, 
OE.  apnl{dre)\ 

121  (c)  Before  n.  The  lengthening  of  consonant  before  n  is  especially 

important  in  n  stems.  As  in  all  these  cases  lengthening  only  takes 

place  when  the  one  consonant  follows  hard  on  the  other,  double 

forms  may  occur  in  a  paradigm,  in  which  forms  with  single  consonant 

alternated  with  lengthened  forms.  The  declension  of  *hnab(en)}  for 
example,  would  be  : — 

Pr.  Gmc.  W.  Gmc. 

Norn.  Sg.  *knado  *knado 
Gen.  PI.  *knadnom  *knabbnon 
Dat.  PI.  *knabmmiz  *knabbnum 

In  the  subsequent  levelling,  the  forms  with  a  single  consonant  are 

most  often  carried  through,  but  doublets  sometimes  arise. 

OHG.  OE.  OHG. 

Doublets :         knappo  beside  cnafa  and  knabo 
rappo  „      hrxfn     .,    rabo 

roggo  (j'okko)      ,,      ryje         .,  ON.  rugr 
trakko  „      draca       ,,     t rah  ho 

But  cf.  Wilmanns2,  i,  §§  136  and  142. 

Note. — Pr.  Gmc.  d,  cf,  g,  when  lengthened  in  W.  Gmc,  yield  always 
lengthened  explosive  bb,  dd,  gg. 

122     B.     Pr.  Gmc.  «  (where  retained)  ->  W.  Gmc.  d  (OHG.  /). 
Pr.  Gmc. Got. 

OS. 
OE. OHG. 

*&9- (goJ>s)  godis 

god 

Sod 
gnot 

*  bidan- beidan bidan bidan bitan 
*7iazid- (nasjan)  nasida 

nerida nerede ncrita 

*Xaub?g- (hdubifi)  hdnbidis hbbid hedfod houbit 
*  sidu- sidus sidu sidu situ 

Whereas  in  W.  Gmc.  every  cf  — >  d,  3  and  g,  where  still  remaining, 
go  through  the  different  developments  in  the  different  dialects,  which 

for  convenience  may  be  here  summed  up. 
123      Pr.  Gmc.  fo.     The  Low  German  dialects  and  Mid.  Franc,  retained 

he  spirant  b  after  vowels  and  liquids,  unvoicing  it  to/  when  final. 

OS.  writes  it  as      (occasionally  as  u,  or  even/")  ;  OE.  writes  it 
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as /(as  b  only  in  the  earliest  MSS.).  In  the  HG.  dialects,  on  the 
other  hand,  b  seems  to  have  become  a  voiced  explosive  b. 

OS.  gedan,  gaf\  OE.  jit/an,  gaf\  Mid-Franc,  gevan,  gaf\  OHG. 
gel  an,  gap. 

Pr.  Grnc.  g.  The  Low  German  dialects  and  Mid.  Franc,  retain 

the  spirant  sound  of  g,  both  initially  and  medially.  OE.  denotes  by 

the  sign  }t  OS.  sometimes  by  /,  etgi\  or  by  g,  but  the  spirant  value 
of  the  sign  g  in  OS.  is  proved  by  the  fact  that  g  alternates  with  i  and 
is  used  interchangeably  with  it. 

In  the  UG.  dialects  £  becomes  the  voiced  explosive  £•,  but  see  also 

Brugmann3,  §  806,  and  Br.  Ahd.  Gr.  §  88. 
(For  the  further  development  in  OHG.  oi  g  see  183  and  219.) 

W.  Gmc. r>  ->  OHG.  b. 

Pr.  Gmc. Got. OS. 
OE. 

OHG. 

*yaudi<J- 
ndubip hob  id heafod houbit 

*art)i- arbi erbi 
ierfe 

erbi 

*gebo- 

gtba 
geba 3iefu 

geba 

*arbaid- arbdips arbed earfod arabeit 

Pr.  Gmc. £->OHG.g. 

*garfi- 
gards 

gard 
jeard 

gart 

*getan- 
giban 

gcban 
$iefan 

geban 

*agis 
agis egiso 

ejesa egiso 
*morgii- maurgins morgan morjen morgen 

*sfigan- steigan stlgan s/ijan stigan 

124 

C.     In  W.  Gmc.  every  non-final  Gmc.  z  (arising  from  IG.  s  125 

by  Verner's  Law)  — »  r. 
[Gothic  sometimes  has  s  corresponding  to  Pr.  Gmc.  z,  either  due 

to  variation  of  accent,  cf.  Got.  dusb  beside  OE.  edre,  OHG.  ora,  or  to 

analogy :  cf.  p.p.  kusans  (OE.  jecoren,  OHG.  gikoran)  to  Inf.  kiusan, 

Mis/an  (OE.  /deran,  OHG.  le'ren)  to  perf.  pres.  /dis.] 

Pr.  Gmc. Got. OS. OE. 
OHG. *auzb (ait  so) 

ora eare ora 

*yitzd huzd hord hard hort 
*razd- razda reord rarta 
*/diz/an (laisjan) lerian Ideran 

lerdn 
*hazjan hazjan herian herian herien 
*kuzenaz kusans 

gi-koran 
je-coren gi-koran anaz 

*Iuzenaz Iitsans 
far -I or  an 

forloren fer-loran 
anaz 

mdiz- mdiza mero mara 
mero 

126 
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Note. — Pr.  Gmc.  z  also  became  r  in  N.  Gmc.,  but,  whereas  the 
W.  Gmc.  r  (<—  z)  does  not  appear  to  have  been  distinguished  in  value 
from  W.  Gmc.  r  («—  r),  the  ON.  r  (<—  z)  must  have  had  a  much  more 
palatal  quality  than  original  r,  since  it  is  able  to  work  palatal  muta- 

tion, as  original  rdoes  not.  Cf.  Got.  duso,  ON.  eyrat  OilG.gifroran, 
ON.  frwinn,  Got.  dins,  ON.  dyr,  &c.  Moreover,  in  the  Runic  in- 

scriptions it  is  distinguished  by  a  separate  sign  r  («—  ;-)  =  R  ;  r  (<—  2) 
=  *  or  %,  see  Gr.2  i,  p.  260. 

W.  Gmc.  r  (<—  Gmc.  z)  occurs  frequently  in  grammatic  change 
with  s  (see  86). 

127  D.     Loss  of  j  and  w  (i  and  u)  in  W.  Gmc. : 
(1)  J  (/).  Already  in  Pr.  Gmc.  1  showed  a  tendency  to  fall  before 

a  following  t,  but  in  many  cases  it  is  not  possible  to  tell  whether  the 

loss  of/  took  place  in  the  Pr.  Gmc.  period  or  during  W.  Gmc.  times. 

This  loss  of/  is  for  W.  Gmc.  very  important,  since  words  whose  root 

contained  /  would  necessarily  show  lengthening  of  consonant  where 

/  was  retained,  and  would  lack  it  where  /  was  lost.  Thus  the  present 

of  the  verb  *ligjan  would  run  : — 
Pr.  Gmc.  W.  Gmc. 

*li&jo  *h'ggju 
ligisi  ligisi 

Hgip(d)  ligipi 

So  in  all  -jan  verbs,whether  belonging  to  the  first  class  of  non-graded 
verbs  or  to  one  of  the  graded  series,  the  W.  Gmc.  languages  have  2nd 

and  3rd  pers.  sg.  of  the  Present  Tense  without  gemination  (see  356). 

128  Mahlow's  reason  for  assigning  all  these  losses  of  /  before  i 
to  Pr.  Gmc.  is  that,  if  the  law  operated  early,  the  Got.  infinitives 

si/an,  ligan,  swaran  (without  j)  could  be  explained,  beside  W.  Gmc. 

forms  which  prove  the  original  presence  of  an  /, 

OS.  OE.  OHG. 

sittcan  sitlan  sizzen  (not  siz&cni) 

liggean  licjan  h'ggen swerian  siverian  swerien 

as  an  early  Gothic  levelling  in  favour  of  forms  without  /  by  analogy 

with  the  2nd  and  3rd  person  sing,  (for  similar  levelling  in  late  OHG. 

see  356).  The  data  as  yet  are  insufficient  to  decide  the  point.  Cf. 

Mahlow,  A.E.O.^-AS'y  OsthofT,  M.  U.  iv.  27  ;  PBB.  xii.  59,  xiv.  165, 
xv.  287  and  489,  xvi.  272  and  318;  and  Kluge,  Nom.  St.,  §14. 

Conversely,  if  this  theory  be  true,  in  the  Gothic  forms  nasjis,  nasjip,  &c, 

the/  must  have  been  reintroduced  by  analogy.    Brugmann3,  §  312. 
Some  similar  interchange  must  have  taken  place  also  in  j  stems  of 

nouns  and  adjectives,  between  those  cases  whose  inflection  began  with 

OE. OHG. 

h'cje 

litest 

liggu 

ligis 
Jigit 
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-/  and  those  in  which  ii  did  not,  though  it  is  not  easy  to  trace.  It 

would  account,  however,  for  many  so-called  exceptions  to  the  W.  Gmc. 

lengthening  and  for  double  forms  :  — 
as  OHG.  beti      beside  MHG.  betti 

rippi         ,,  ribe 
menni      .,         OE.    mene  (ornament) 

fill  1  „  dile.  See  Gr2  p.  427. 

(2)  w  (u).  (a)  A  loss  of  u  before  u  or  0  appears  to  have  129 

occurred  already  in  Pr.  Gmc,  but  how  widely  it  acted  is  by  no  means 

clear,  and  its  importance  is  greater  in  W.  Gmc,  so  that,  like  the 

similar  loss  of/,  it  has  been  reserved  for  this  chapter.  Like  the  loss 

of  /,  it  must  sometimes  have  taken  place  before  the  W.  Gmc 

consonant  lengthening. 

Pr.  Gmc  *iiakuod-      OE.  nacod    OHG.  nahhul,  while 
*nakuid-  nackut      ON.  nokkivedr. 

Here,  again,  many  doublets  may  arise  : — 
OHG.  ON. 

nahho  (< — /')  nokkvi 
wado  vgpvi 

swala  swalwa.     Cf.  Gr2  p.  428. 
(b)  w  seems  frequently  to  have  been  lost  in  W.  Gmc  after  a  long  130 

syllable,  but  it  is  highly  probable  that  in  such  cases  first  it  fell  only 

before  //  (according  to  (a))  and  was  then  generalized  :— 
Got. 

gatwo uhtwo 

OE 

uhia 

OHG. 

gaz&i 
uhta 

Got. 

sigqaii 
stigqan 

ON. 

s&kh'a stskkva 

OE. 
sincan 
stincan 

OHG. 
sinkan 
stinkan 

siggwan 
salipiva 

syngva 

pryngva 

sin3a.1t 
seld 

prin^an 

singan 
selida 
dringan 

Parallel  to  this  is  the  later  loss  in  OHG.  of  w  in  the  second  part  of 

compounds :  wurzala  =  OE.  wyrt-walu,  bnrgara  <—  *burg-wara, 
erahhar  <—  erwachar,  Otahhar  <—  Otaivahhar  =  OE.  Eadwdecery  &c 

Also  Proper  names  in  -ol/(<—wol/).     See  Gr.2  p.  428. 
E.    Loss  of  final  z  in  W.  Gmc. 

Pr.  Gmc.  final  z,  corresponding  according  to  Verner's  Law  (88)  131 
to  IG.  s,  is  early  lost  in  W.  Gmc,  so  that  : — 
Pr.  Gmc.         Got.  ON.  W.  Gmc.  OE.  OHG. 

*d*agaz  dags  dagr  daga  duj  tag 
*gastiz  gasls  geslr  gasti  jiesl  gast 
*uiliz  wi let's  vill  will  wili 
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It  is  not  possible  to  ascertain  the  exact  date  of  this  apocope,  but 

the  Malberg  Glosses  and  the  Lex  Sah'ca,  though  they  show  their 
antiquity  by  retaining  the  stem  vowel,  have  already  lost  the  final  z  : 

focla  =.*fog!a{z),  OHG.  fogal)  lammi  =.*  Iambi ,  OHG.  la?nby  &c. 
In  contrast  to  the  ON.  Runic  inscriptions  the  German  ones  already 

show  a  nominative  case  with  no  ending,  thus  :  Wodan  < —  *  Wodanaz, 

&c,  Gr.2  p.  423. 
132  Final  z  of  Pr.  Gmc.  is  only  preserved  in  W.  Gmc.  in  the  pro- 

nominal forms  :  OHG.  mi'r,  wir,  dir,  ir,  er,  der ;  Got.  mis,  weis,jus,pus, 
is,  and  Nom.  Masc.  adj.  (blint)er,  OHG.  hwer,  Got.  has  :  in  Got. 

metis,  OHG.  mer,  and  the  comp.  adv.  ending  Got.  (sniumiind)ds, 

OHG.  -or,  also  perhaps  in  OHG.  zwiror  (beside  zwiro),  from  Pr.  Gmc. 

*twizwoz,  ON.  ivysva.     See  PBB.  vi.  547  and  Zs.fdA.  xx.  397. 
At  the  end  of  the  W.  Gmc.  period  Pr.  Gmc.  d  and  z  have  given 

way  to  d  and  r,  and  a  number  of  long  consonants  have  appeared, 

but  otherwise  the  consonant  system  is  substantially  the  same  as  at  the 

end  of  the  Pr.  Gmc.  period  (115). 



CHAPTER    III 

OHG.  CONSONANT  SYSTEM 

OHG.  inherited  from  W.  Gmc.  the  following  system  : —  133 
Labials.  Dentals.  Gutturals. 

Explosives. 
Tenues        p / k 
Mediae       b d § 

Spirants  voiced         h 

g. 

voiceless    f b X 
Liquids 

/,  r Nasals                      m n 

to 
Semivowels  u.  /. 

Probably  in  the  very  earliest  times  W.  Gmc.  S  and  g  became  mediae 

b  and  g  in  OHG.  (see,  however,  160),  so  that  they  may  here  be  practi- 
cally disregarded. 

OHG.  is  distinguished  from  all  other  W.  Gmc.  languages  by  a  series 

of  Sound-changes  affecting  its  consonant  system,  which  are  usually 
grouped  together  under  the  name  of  the  Second  or  HG.  Sound-Shift. 

This    HG.    Sound-Shift    took    place    in   historic    times,   probably  134 
between  the  fifth  and  seventh  century,  but  in  all  essentials  is  complete 
before  there  are  any  literary  monuments  in  OHG.,  i.  e.  before  the  end 
of  the  seventh  century. 

The  HG.  Sound-Shift  began  in  the  south  and  spread  northwards, 
affecting  first  the  Upper  German  dialects,  then  Franconian,  and  leav- 

ing the  Low  German  dialects  untouched.  It  was  consequently  most 
strongly  felt  in  Upper  Germany,  and  indeed  one  of  the  chief  criteria 
for  the  dialects  of  OHG.  is  their  attitude  towards  the  various  processes 
of  the  Second  Sound- Shift. 

The  only  consonants    affected  by  the  HG.  Sound-Shift  were  the  135 
explosives  : — 

I.  A  /,  k. 

II.  *,  dtg  (Pr.Gmc.  3,  dtg). 

The  HG.  Sound-Shift  affects  these  more  completely  when  medial 
or  final  after  vowels,  and  less  completely  when  post-consonantal, 
doubled,  or  initial. 
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136  In  the  changes  of  the  HG.  Sound-Shift  two  groups  must  therefore 

be  distinguished  according  as  the  consonant  in  question  occurs : — 
(a)  Medially  (or  finally)  after  a  vowel. 

(b)  Initially,  post-consonantal,  or  doubled. 

I.  W.  Gmc.  /,  /,  k  appear  to  have  become  first  aspirated,  =  p  +  h, 
t  +  n,  k  +  h,  and  then  to  have  developed  a  tendency  to  pass  over  into 

fricatives,  i.  e.  pf,  ts,  kx,  as  which  they  remain  when  initial,  post- 
consonantal,  or  doubled  ;  but  when  medial  or  final  after  vowels  the 
spirant  element  of  the  fricative  would  seem  to  have  assimilated  to  it 

the  explosive  and  they  pass  further  into  lengthened  spirants :  ff,  z& 

XX-     Cf.  Braune,  and  Gr.  §  87  ;  Wilmanns2,  i.  §  40-3. 
Thus  W.  Gmc.  A  /,  *  ->  (a)  ff,  %  XX  5 

(b)p/,ts,kx. 
137  (a)  W.  Gmc.  p,  /,  k  medial  or  final  after  a  vowel  — ■>  long  voice- 

less spirants^",  sg,  xx  (frequently  shortened  in  writing  when  final  or 
after  a  long  vowel). 

138       (a) 

139    08) 

W.Gmc.  p  — >  OHG.  ff  (f). 

Got. OS. 
OE. 

OHG. skip 

skip 

scip 

ski/ 

greipan 
gripan 

gripan 

griffan  (/) 

sliupan (slopian) slupan 
slioffan  (/) 

slepan sldpan sldepan 
s/dffan  {/) 

opan 
open 

offan 

wepna  (PL N.)    wapan Wdepen 
ivdffan  (/) 

W.  Gmc.  t  - 
^OHG.  ??  fc). 

itan etan etan ez&an 
letan latan Idetan 

laz&an  (z) 

hditan hetan hatan 

heiz&an  (%) 

giutan 
giotan 

feoian 

giotan  (z.) 
niutan niotan nebtan 

nioz&an  (%) 

fotns 

fit
 

f'ot
 

fl40Zj 

wait ivet wat 

weiz, 

bota bota hot 
buoz&x  (z,) 

??iiian metan metan 

niezgfln 

batiza betaro betera bez&iro 

Note. — The  OHG.  z&  is  written  in  MSS.  zz,  but  in  order  to  distin- 
guish this  zz  from  the  strong  fricative  is,  which  is  also  written  zz,  it  is 

usual  to  adopt  the  writing  z&  for  the  former.  1  The  writing  hh,  ch,  or  h  is 
usual  for  xx-  [For  the  writings  found  in  the  OHG.  MSS.  see  below, 201.] 
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(y) W.  Gmc.  k  -> 
OHG.  hk  (h) 

Got. OS. 
OE. 

OHG. 
reiki riki rice rihhi 

juk 

Jt'OC 

joh 

miluks meolc milnh 

ga-lukan 
ant-lukan lucan ant-luhhan 

sinks si  ok sToc si  oil 

aukan okian eacan ouhhon 

sokjan sdktan sec  an suohhen 

ga-Uiks 

gilik 

je/Jc gilih 

tdiktis ickan tacen zeihhan 

140 

This  first  act  of  the  HG.  Sound-Shift  (/>,  /,  k  after  vowel)  is  the  141 
most  strongly  marked  and  the  most  complete.  /  is  the  earliest  to 

shift,  then  p,  then  k,  but  all  three  are  carried  out  in  all  HG.  dialects. 

A  curious  exception  is  found  in  Mid.  Franconian,  where  in  the  pro- 

nominal forms  if,  da/,  dit,  wat,  allef,  I  remains  unshifted.  If,  how- 

ever, intensity  of  stress  favours  the  original  development  of  /  to  %  it 

is  possible,  since  all  these  words  are  proclitic  and  in  their  nature 

unstressed,  that  in  Mid.  Franconian  (the  most  northern  of  all  the  HG. 

dialects)  they  were  able  to  resist  the  shifting  entirely.  Paul  goes  even 

further,  and  claims  that  in  Mid.  Franconian  every  final  /  evaded  the 

Sound-shift,  but  whereas  in  verbal  and  nominal  forms  the  z&  crept  in 
by  analogy  with  the  forms  in  which  /  was  not  final,  these  five  words, 

not  being  subject  to  influence  from  cognate  forms,  escaped.  (Cf. 

PBB.  vi.  554,  and  Wrede,  ZsfdA.  xxxvii.  291  ;  also  Wilmanns,  i. 

§  50.  note.) 

(b)  W.  Gmc.  />,   /,  k  when  initial  or  post-consonantal  and  when  142 

double  become  OHG.  fricatives^  is,  k-%. 

W.  Gmc.  p  (or  pp)  — >  OHG.  pf. 
Mid.  and  Rh.     E.  Fr.  and 

Got.  OS.                 OE.                  Fr.  UG. 

pdida  peda                 pad  peii  pfeit 
skapjan  scapian             scieppan  sceppen  skepfen 

Lat. 

po?idus  pund  pnnt  pfunt 
pnteus  pyit  pnzza  pfuzza 
pavo  pfawo 

The  shift  of  p  lopfis  only  carried  through  in  E.  Franconian  and  in  143 

Upper  German.     In  Mid.  Franconian  /  is  unshifted;  in  Rhine  Fran- 
conian p  is  only  shifted  after  /  and  r,  but,  as  seen  above,  not  when 

initial  nor  in  gemination. 
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E.  Fr.  and 
Got. OS. OE. Mid.  Fr. R.  Fr. UG. 

hilpan helpan helpan helpan help/an helpfan 

wairpan werpan weorpan werpan werpfan werpfan 
thorp 

thorph 

thorpf 

144 

Note. — After  /,  r  the  spirant  f  soon   replaces  the  fricative  pf\ 

already  in  the  ninth  century/*  appears  in  these  words :   dor/,  helfan. 

OHGr.  ts  (written  z  or  zz). W.  G-mc. t  (or  tt) 

Got. OS. 
tiuhan tiohan 

lagrs 
ttiikns tekan 
tunpus /and 
tuggb tunga 

hairto her/a 
nati netti 
leilils luttil 

satjan settian 
skalls skat 

(si'tan) 
sittian 

OE. OHG. 

teon ziohan 
tear zahar 
tacen zeihhan 

top 

zand hinge zunga 

heorte herza 
net nezzi 

lytel 

lazzil 

settan sezzen 
sceatt 

scaz 

sittan sizzen 

145  This  shift  of  /  to  ts,  like  the  medial  shift  of  p,  t,  k,  is  common  to 

the  whole  OHG.  area,  and  is  a  most  characteristic  mark  of  High  as 

opposed  to  Low  German. 

Note.— The  OHG.  atto,  MHG.  atte  (beside  Got.  atta,  Lat.  atta, 
Gk.  drm)  with  unshifted  //is  remarkable  :  cf.  PBB.  ix.  160;  xii.  534. 

W.  Gmc.  k  or  kk  (written  variously  ck  or  cc)  — >  UG.  kx  (written 
kh  or  ch),  but  remains  unshifted  in  Franconian. 

Got. 

haurn 

us-wakjan 

uf-rakjan 

This  shift  of  k  to  kh  is  the  most  restricted  of  all,  and  is  confined  to 

UG.  dialects.  Here  one  would  expect  a  fricative  k%,  parallel  to  pf,  ts, 
such  as  is  found  in  the  modern  dialect  round  St.  Gallen,  but  it  is 

a  question  how  far  the  kh  (ch)  of  UG.  does  really  represent  the  fricative, 

and  how  far  merely  an  aspirated  stop,  such  as  we  have  presumably  in 

Isidor's  ch,  which  notation  he  always  uses  initially  and  after  liquids 
and  nasals.     (Hench.) 

146  As  W.  Gmc.  pp,  tt,  and  kk  are  due  to  lengthening  before  /,  and  as 

there  often  occur  cognate  forms  without  J,  an  interchange  frequently 

takes  place : 

OS. 
OE. Franc. UG. 

korn com korn khorn 
werk weorc iverk werch iveckian weccean wecken wecchan 

recken 
recchan 
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OHG.  //:  A'(W.  Gmc. ppxp) 
•  :«(      ••       //:/) 
M:M  (       „       **:*) 

OHG.  uEgyfa  \skaffdn 

M  :  c '^/// 

faft?*  :  /(iz,.  lazj&n 

01 IG.  nezzenmaz 
sizzen  \gisezjyin 
dekkcn  :  dah 
slckkcn  :  stehhan 

wrekko :  {w)rehhan 

Just  as  in  the  First  Sound-Shift,  and  perhaps  for  the  same  reason,  147 
the  sounds/,  /,  kt  in  certain  consonant  combinations  sp,  si,  sk,  remain 

unshifted  (97),     In  OHG.  /  remains  also  in  ///,//,  and  //\ 

Thus  OHG.  and  even  NHG.  p  and  /in  such  cases  represent  Pr.Gmc. 

and  IG./)  and  /. 

P     ~ 

Gk. Lat. Got. OHG. NHG. 

TTTl'cj spuo speiwan spiwan 
speien 

o-KC7rro/xat -spicio 
spehon spdhen cnraipo) 

sperno spurnan d(TTTJp 
' stairno sic  mo 

Stern 
IcrTrjfXL 

si'> 

standan shut stehen 

i(TTL ist ist 
ist 

OTl£(U instigo stikan stehhan s  tech  en 

piscis 

fisks 

fisc 

Fisch 

(TKia skcinan ski  nan scheinen 

posco forscbn forschcn 

Note. — OHG.  tr,  except  when  initial,  tends  to  generate  later  a  148 
secondary  vowel  (285) ;  so  beside  Got.  htntrs,  OHG.  htfiitar,  Got. 
zcintrus,  OHG.  winiar,  &c.     The  unshifted  /  of  OHG.  hint  tar,  ivintar, 
bittar,  attar,  &c,  is  explained  by  the  fact  that  /  and  r  at  the  time  of 
the  Second  Sound-Shift  were  still  united. 

Note. — Pr.  Gmc.  fu —>  sometimes  in  Alem.  (kzv)  qu\  Got.  tweifls 
— »  Alem.  qiufalon;  elsewhere  in  became  zw:  tweifls  —>  zwifalon. 

II.  Pr.  Gmc.  t>  (6),  d,  g  (g)  having  already  become  OHG.  b,  d,  g  in  149 

all  cases  (except  Mid.  Franc,  b,  g,  123),  tend  to  become  unvoiced  to 

/>,  t,  k  respectively  ;  but  again  position  and  dialect  call  for  different 
treatment. 

(a)  OHG.  b,  d,  g  medial  or  final  after  a  vowel  tend  to  become/,  /,  k. 

W.  Gmc.  b  (b)  :  OHG.  b  (except  in  Mid.  Franc.)— >  OHG.  p. 
E.  Rh.  Fr. 

Got. OS. OK. Mid.  Fr. Alem. Bav. 

ubits nbd 

yfel 

nvil libit 

upil gibati 
geban 

pe/an gevan 

geban  (keban) kepan 
hdnbip hbbid hcafod houvit fioubit honpit 
sibun sitan seofon sivun sibnn 

sipnn 
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150 

Got. 
bindan  biodan 
beidan  bidan 

piuda  ihiod 
OHG.  d  becomes 

W.  Gmc.  d:  OHG.  d-»OHG.  t. 

OS.  OE.         Mid.  Fr.         E.  Fr. 
bcodan  biodan 
bldan  bldan 

pebd  thioda 
in  UG.  and  in  E.  Franc. 

biotan 

Ulan diota 
Mid. 

OHG.  k. 
Fr. UG. 

stlgan stlkan 

oup-a 

ouka 

UG. 

piotan 

pitan 
Franc,  pre- 

serves d  when  initial  and  medial,  and  in  Rh.  Franc,  d  varies  with  /. 

Otfrid  in  South  Rh.  Franc,  nearly  always  writes  d  when  initial,  but  / 

medial.  See  Wilmanns2,  i.  §  59,  3,  and  Braune,  §  163,  2  ;  Bohme,  Zur 
Kcnninis  dcs  Oberfrdnk. 

W.  Gmc.  g  (OHG.  g) 
Got.  OS.  OE. 

steigan  sfigan  stlkan 
dngb  oga  edje 

In  all  Franconian  dialects  OHG.  g  post-vocalic  remains  unshifted, 
and  even  in  Upper  German  the  forms  with  k  are  rare  and  soon  gave 

way  to  those  with  g.     In  gemination  kk  is  normal  in  UG. 

151      (b)  W.  Gmc.  b  (b),  d,  g  (g),  initial,  post-consonantal,  or  doubled, 

tend  to  become  /,  /,  /'. 

W.  Gmc.  b  (b)  or  bb  ->  OHG. 
Got.  OS.  OE.  Franc. 
bairan  beran  beran  beran 

silba  self  self  selb 
sibja  sibbia  sib(b)  sibbia 

Both  Upper  German  dialects  shift  b  to  p ;  but  later  UG.  tends  to 

replace  p  by  b  when  medial ;  later  also  even  when  initial,  till  at  length 

UG.  only  retains  p,  in  gemination  pp. 
P. 

UG. 

peran 

selp 

sippia 

152 W.  Gmc.  d  or  dd->  OHG.  t. 

Got.  OS.  OE.  Mid.  and  Rh.  Fr 
dauhlar  dohter  dohtor  dohlar 

bindan  bindan  bindan  bindan  (bin/an) 
bid/an  biddian  biddan  bidden  {bitten) 
badi  bed  bed(d)  beddi  (belli) 

Mid.  and  Rhine  Franconian   retain  the  original  d, 

doubled,  in  which  case  all  dialects  except  Mid.  Franc,  have  //, 

153  W.  Gmc.  g  (g)  or  gg  — >  OHG.  k. 

E.  Fr.  and 
UG. 

tohtar 

pintan 

piticn 

petti 

except  when 

Got. 

gas/s 
giban siggwati 

Pr.  Gmc.  Vigjan- *rugj- 

OS. 

gedan liggian 

OE. 

jiesl jiefan 
sinjan 

licjan 
rycje 

Franc. 

gast geban 

singan 

liggcn ruggi 

UG. kast  (gcisl) 
keban  (geban) 
sinkan  (singan) 

likkan 
rukki 
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OHG.^-  remains  in  all  Franconian  dialects,  and  in  UG.  is  regularly 
replaced  by  k  only  when  doubled :  initially  in  UG.  k  is  frequently  but 

not  always  found,  and  post-consonantal  it  is  even  less  frequent.  In 
later  UG,g  is  restored  everywhere  except  in  gemination.     (See  183.) 

Note.      By  a  curious  coincidence  the  Second  Sound-Shift  in  shifting 
Gmc.  $t  <f,  g  to  01 IG.  />,  /,  k,  in  some  cases  restores  the  original  IG. 
consonants :  — 

/.          Gk.  Trar?//)  OHG.  fater 
Kpamfc  harti 

k.           Lat.  con,  cum  UG.      ka- 
/>.                   scptem  Bav,      stpun 

The  results  of  the  Second  Sound-Shift  may  be  tabulated  thus  : —        154 

Pr.Gmc.       OS.         Mid.  Fr.     Rh.  Fr.       E.  Fr.       Alem.      Bav. 

(/  P         («)  I  ff  ff  ff  ff 
(P)  P         PUf)       Pf        Pf        pf 

I. / t («)       «W 
0&)       ̂  2 z z At 

k k 
(a)      //// 

(0)      * 

hh 

k 
hh 
k 

hh 

kh 

hh 
kh 

r b 
08)    * 

b 
b 

b 
b 

b 

P 
P 
P 

II. -^ 
rr (a)    tf 

0»)     £ 
S 
g 

& rf 

(a)     d 08)    ' 

d 
d 

t 
t 

t 
t 

t 
I 

(a)  denoting,  as  above,  post- vocalic  position. 

(/?)  denoting,  as  above,  initial,  post-consonantal,  or  doubled  position. 

Uncertainties  of  the  HG.  Sound-Shift. 

The  introductory  chapter  touched  on  the  difficulty  of  ascertaining  155 
the  phonetic  value  of  the  symbols  of  the  Latin  alphabet,  as  used  to 
transcribe   OHG.,  and  nowhere  is  this  difficulty  so  grave  as  in  the 
phenomena  of  the  HG.  or  Second  Sound-Shift. 

Doubts  arise  especially  as  regards  the  shift  of  Gmc.  b  and  £.  That 
in  Mid.  Franc,  medial  b  had  spirant  value  is  evident  from  the  notation 

v,  Tr.  Cap.  selvo,  leven,  Sec.  This  v  (/)  is  also  found  in  MG. : 
Arnst.  Marienl.  ivif,  gesriven  :  Leid.  Will,  selvo,  salvo?i :  and  in  de 

Heinr.  (probably  Mid.  Fr.),  seh'emo,  hafoda. 
As  regards  £  the  evidence  is  not  so  clear.  Spirant  pronunciation 

seems  indicated  by  the  use  of  h,  ch,  gh  to  replace  gt  and  also  by  the 
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use  of  g  to  replace  //,  ch,  andy.  Braune  (§  164,  1)  assumes  as  certain 

that  g  was  spirant  in  Mid.  Franc,  and  Northern  Rh.  Franc,  on  the 

evidence  of  the  rhymes  Hludwig  :  ih,  Lw.  zwig  :  dich,  Arnst. 

Marienl.,  and  the  forms  mack  (to  mugeri)  :  dach ;  but  Jellinek  (PBB. 

xv.  268)  points  out  that  in  the  ninth  century  there  were  only  two 

instances  of  h  being  used  for  final  g:  gendthih,  Augs.  Gebet,  and 

wirdih,  Hymns  ;  and  that  had  medial  g  been  a  spirant  it  would 

naturally,  when  final,  have  always  been  represented  by  //.  He  suggests 

that^  was  not  a  spirant  but  a  fricative;  and  Wilmanns2  i.  (§§  69-70) 
appears  inclined  to  accept  this  for  g  when  final,  but  not  when 

medial.  See  also  PBB.  ix.  388.  Further,  it  is  very  doubtful  whether 

the  UG.  writing  of  p  and  k  for  Franc,  b  and  g  really  denotes  a  change 

of  sound  from  media  to  tenuis.  In  England  and  Northern  Germany  the 

mediae  are  always  voiced  and  the  tenues  always  unvoiced,  but  this  is 

not  always  so  in  South  Germany.  There  a  voiceless  media  (/em's) 
takes  the  place  of  the  ordinary  media,  and  to  unaccustomed  ears  is 

not  easily  distinguishable  from  the  tenuis  (fortis). 

This  unvoicing  of  the  mediae  in  Upper  German  to  lenes,  without 
the  extra  violence  of  articulation  which  would  have  converted  them 

into  tenues,  very  probably  began  in  OHG.  times,  and  gave  rise  to 

hesitation  in  writing  between  p  and  the  voiceless  b  and  between  k  and 

the  voiceless  g.  In  Upper  German  of  this  time  there  was  no  Gmc.  p 

left,  all  had  become  ff  or  p/y  just  as  all  k's  had  become  hh  or  kh ;  so 
that  to  all  intents  the  voiceless  b  or  g  might,  without  risk  of  confusion, 

be  written  b  or  p,  g  or  k  indiscriminately.  That  this  lack  of  discrimina- 
tion was  present  in  Upper  German  is  proved  by  the  borrowed  Latin 

words  in  which  b  and/,  g  and  k  are  confused. 

156  Examples  of  loan-words  in  OHG.  where  p  is  represented  by  b,  which 

has  persisted  into  Modern  German  : — 

Lat.  pirum  OHG.  lira  NHG.  Birne 

pwnex  bumis  Bims-(s/em) 
Gk.  iirio-Koiros  biscof  Bischqf 
7ru£ts  buhsa  Biichse 

In  other  cases  NHG.  restores  the/: — 
laLpix  OHG.  beh  NHG.  Peek 

praedicare  bredigon  predigen 
Gk.  7ra7ras  babes  Pabst 

OHG.  g  for  k  :— 
Lat.  c/occa  OHG.  g/ocka 

Cf.  Franz,  Lat.-Rom.  Lehnworter  im  Deulschen. 
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Only  the  Gmc.  tenues,  p,  /,  k,  and  the  Gmc.  voiced  spirants,  were  157 
concerned  in  the  HG.  or  Second  Sound-Shift.  Another  consonant 

change  takes  place  a  little  later  which  is  distinguished  from  the 

changes  of  the  Second  Sound-Shift  by  not  being  specifically  HG. 
(though  also  beginning  first  in  UG.).  It  is  already  to  be  found  about 

750  in  UG.,  and  can  be  seen  at  work  during  the  literary  period  of 

OHG.,  so  that  its  gradual  progress  northwards  can  be  traced,  and  it 

forms  a  valuable  criterion  for  date  and  dialect  (see  180).  This  is 
the  change  of  Gmc./  to  OHG.  d. 

Germanic/  was  a  voiceless  spirant,  but  since  the  OHG.  ///  (which  158 

represents  it)  is  immediately  replaced  by  d,  a  voiced  explosive,  it 

seems  most  probable  that  both  in  High  and  Low  German  the  symbol 

th  has  really  the  intermediate  value  of  9.  This  hypothesis  is  further 

confirmed  by  Isidor's  notation  dh  (see  208)  in  Rhine  Franconian  of 
the  eighth  century. 

The  change  of  ///  (  =  $)—>  d  appears  to  have  come  in  first  after  the 

consonants  /,  ?n,  ;/,  r,  then  medially  in  any  position,  and  lastly  also 
initially. 

Note. — OHG.  dw  «—  Pr.  Gmc.  pit  became  towards  the  end  of  the 
OHG.  period  tiv  :  divingan  — >  twingan. 

Venter's  Law  in  OHG. 

Now  that  the  chief  consonant  changes  from  1G.  to  OHG.  have  been  159 

traced  in  broad  outline,  the  effect  of  Verner's  Law  in  OHG.  can  be 
better  followed  and  understood.     It  must  be  borne  in  mind : — 

(a)  Gothic  has  levelled  out  all  traces  of  this  law  from  its  strong  160 

verbs,  except  in  a  few  isolated  cases  which  are  wholly  exceptional. 

Pi-.  Gmc.  par/ :  )>urT>-  Got.  par/  paurbum 
aiX  '•  aig-~  diht  digum 
filxan  'flgr  filh an,  ftil gins  (originally  a  past  part. but  now  adjective). 

Notk. — Such  cases  as  (1)  bdup — ludum  (/:  3)  from  biudan,  or  (2) 
(wa/d)?/n? — (frdis/)u6m'(f:  b),  are  not  examples  of  Verner's  Law,  but 
rest  on  (1)  the  Gothic  law  of  the  unvoicing  of  voiced  spirants  when  final 
or  before  voiceless  consonant;  (2)  the  Gothic  law  of  dissimilation 
in  secondary  syllables,  according  to  which  b  follows  voiceless,  but  / 
follows  voiced  consonant.     Cf.  Streitberg,  Got.  Gr.  §§  101,  117,  131. 

(/>)  In  W.  Gmc.  every  d-^  d. 

b—>  />,  initial,  after  a  nasal,  or  in  gemination. 
z— >  r. 

II67  E 
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(c)  In  OHG.,  W.  Gmc.  3 -»£  (114)  or/. 

p  — >  d  (122). 

d  <  cf-^d  or  /  (114). 

g->g(**5)  or/'. OE.  d  >  v  (/) ;  g  remains  written  j. 

161      Consequently  the  original  Pr.  Gmc.  interchange  of: — 

Pr.  Gmc.  f,  p,  x,  Xw>  s  '-    &>  &>  &>  &w>  z 
OE./,  p,  k,  h(w),  s       :    bb,  or  »(/),  d,j,  (j)w,  r 

becomes  in  OHG.  f,  d,  h,  hw,  s b,  U  g,  g™,  r 

162 

163 

164 

I.     Grammatic  Change  in  Strong  Verbs. 

Gmc.  f— lb. 
OHG. 

licfien,  huob,  huobun,  gihaban, 

(Ji)werfan,  hwarf,  hwurbun,  gihworban 

Gmc.  J)—  d. 
OE. 

lipan,  lap,  //don,  liden 

snipan,  snap,  snidon,  sm'den scrlpan,  scrap,  scridon,  scriden 
sebpan,  seap,  sndon,  soden 
cwepan,  cwdep,  civiiedon,  cweden 
weorpan,  wearp,  wurdon,  worden 

Gmc.  x — B' 

peon,  pah,  pijon,  pijen 
/eon,  tedh,  tujon,  to^en 
fleon,  fleahjjlujon,  flojen 
slean,  (s/oj),  slojon,  s/deje?i 
dwean,  (fovoh),  ffzvojon,  dwejeti 

OHG. 

lidan,  kid,  litun,  gilitan 
snldan,  sneid,  snitun,  gisnitan 
rriidan,  meid,  miiun,  gimitan 
siodan,  sod,  siitnn,  gisotan 

quedan,  quad,  quatun,  gi que  tan 
werdan,  ward,  wnriun,  wortan 

dihan,  deh,  digun,  gidigan 
ziohan,  zoh,  zugun,  gizogan 

fliohan,  j/oh,  [fluhun,  giflohan~\ slahan,  sluoh,  sluogun,  gislagan 

diva  nan,  (  dwuog) ,  divuogun,gidwa- 

gan 

Gmc.  xw — g(w)  (for  loss  of  g  before  w,  109). 

/eon,  /ah,  tihan,  /eh,  h'wun,  gi/iwan 

\saivo7i  [sewei 
sehan,  sah,  sahun   {f*eJ™ 

165       Gmc.  s — z. 

kiosan,  /cos,  kurun,  gikoran 

friosaii,fros,frurun,  gifroran 
fir-/iosan,  Ids,  /urun,  /or an 
wesan,  was,  warun,  (giwesa?i) 

Note.— It  will  be  observed  that  the  consonant  of  the  preterite  plural 
has  frequently  crept  into  the  preterite  singular. 

ceosan,  ceas,  curon,  coren 
freosan,fr!ds,fruron,  froren 
for  debs  an,  Zeds,  /uron,  /or  en 
wesan,  was,  wderon 
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II.     Grammatic  Change  in  Derived  Verbs. 

IG.  had  a  largo  number  of  causative  verbs  which  were  formed  from  166 

Others   by  the  derivative  suffix  -cjo-.     Cf.  Gk.  rpiirixi—  Tpoiriu),  rpc/Aw — 

Tpoyueco,  <rr/>€</>(i) — arpocfx.w. 

These  derivatives  were  always  accented  on  the  suffix,  so  that  the 

consonants  of  the  original  and  the  causative  verb  are  frequently  found 

in  a  relation  of  grammatic  change  to  one  another  in  Germanic. 

Got.    frawafrj>an,  to  perish.  /raward/an,  to  destroy. 
OE.      field?!,  to  go.  Ixdan,  to  lead. 
OHG.  /Idan,  to  go.  /cilai,  to  lead. 

OE.      je-nesan,  to  recover.  (nerian,  to  save. 
OHG.  ei-ncsan,  to  recover.  [nerien.  to  save. 

(nerian, 

[nerien, 
Got.      Mis,  I  know.  (     OE.  Ixran,  to  teach. 

\OHG.  leren,  to  teach. 

III.    Grammatic  Change  in  Adjectives,  Nouns,  &c. 

In  the  IG.  declension  of  the  noun  the  accent  also  constantly  varied  167 

(cf.  Gk.  fiovs,  /3o6<s,  /36e<s),  consequently  Verner's  Law  should  operate 
between  various  cases  of  the  same  noun  in  Germanic  also.  The 

interchange  must,  however,  have  been  early  levelled  out,  and  traces  of 

it  remain  only  when  it  has  given  rise  to  doublets  in  the  same  or  cognate 

dialects.  Similarly,  all  sorts  of  related  words,  particles,  and  inflections 

may,  in  the  same  or  cognate  languages,  show  forms  now  with  one  of 

a  pair  of  related  consonants,  now  with  another. 

A.     Gmc.  f— b.  168 
OHG.  ruofa   :    ruoba  (number). 

fesa    :  ga-bissa  (chaff,  weed). 
graveo    :  grdbo  (count). 

hefig   :    hebig  (heavy). 

iu/ar    :    iubar  (foolish). 

diufa    :    diuba  (theft). 

ho/  :    MHG.  hiibesch. 

Skr.  dparas,  apardm  ;  Pr.  Gmc.  a/  :  ad ;  Got.  afar,  OS.  adaro, 

OE.  ea/ora;  OHG.  avar   :    OHG.  abur. 

Skr.  upa,  updri;  Gk.  v7ro,  v-rrip',  Pr.  Gmc.  uf  :  i&\  Got.  it/  u/ar, 
OE.  o/er,  OS.  udar    :    OHG.  oba,  nbar. 

Skr.  dpas,  Lat.  opus;  Pr.  Gmc.  a/  :    at,  OHG.  a/alon    :    abali. 

Got.  afli/nan,  (wait/  OE.  /we//  OPIG.  zweli/  :  Got.  bileiban,  OS. 

biUtan,  OE.  U/an,  OHG.  bi-/~iban. 
Got. par/  OHG.  dur/an    :    Got. patirban,  ga-J>arba?i,  OHG.  darben. 
OHG.  hwer/an  :   Got.  Ivairbanjvarbvn,  OHG.  hwerban. 

E    2 
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169  B.     Gmc.  J>— o\ 

Got.  ??iagaj?i  :  OE.  7?i3ejdett1  OHG.  magafin.  OE.  corpor  :  OHG. 
kortar. 

Got.  ddupus,  OE.  dedp,  OHG.  /<?</  :  Got.  ddups  (ddudt's),  OE.  <#*</, OHG.  tot. 

Got. /rafijan    :  frodei,  gasofy'an   :  ja/j  (sadis). 
Got.  ndupjan    :    naudi-{bandi),  OE.  »«?</,  OHG.  »£/, 
Got.  j/»^j,  OE.  ̂     :    sandjatiy  sendan,  OHG.  senden. 

Got.  ##>«>   :  framaldrs,  OE.  wA/,  OHG.  a//. 

170  C.     Gmc.  x — g. 

Got.  sivaihra,  OHG.  swehur  (—  Skr.  svdsura),  OE.  sweor. 

OHG.  sivigar  (=  Skr.  hasrits),  OE.  swejer. 

OHG.  for  aha    :    Got.  fairgwit,  OE.  Jirjen-. 
Got.  hiuhma,  hduhs,  OE.  te//,  OHG.  ̂ ^  :  OE.  ̂ y,  OHG.  ̂ z/£\ 

OHG.  zahar,  OE.  /rar   :   Got.  /dgrj,  OE.  feasor. 

Got.  Muh(munt)t  OHG.  /J/fo    :   ON.  %* ;  OE.  /£?,  OHG.  /<w^. 

Got.  weihan,  OHG.  wihan    :    Got.  ivigans,  OHG.  wigant. 

Sk.  ddsa,  Gk.  8c/«x,  Got.  tai/uin,  OHG.  zehan   :  Gk.  Se/cag,  Got.  tigus, 

OHG.  «g-. 

171  E).     Gmc.  ̂ w — gw. 

Got.  aha    :    Gmc.  aw/tf  ;  OHG.  oawa.     Got.  sazhan    :    otkat. 

Got.  fairfvus  ;  0~E.for/i;  0'E.{nud)fyrwe. 
OHG.  foh  (Lat.  pancus)    :    Got.  fawai  (pi.),  OE.  fea(w). 

E.     Gmc.  s — z(r). 

Got.  tfz^J  :    OE.  «*/-*,  OHG.  0/77. 
Got.  tf^am    :    OE.  earnian,  OHG.  a  ran. 
Got.  rdus    :    OHG.  ror. 

Got.  eisarn,  OHG.  hern   :    OE.  zren. 
Got.  fl^j    :    OHG.  ahir  :    OE.  <w\ 

OHG.  haso   :   OE.  /wr<7. 

OHG.  tusig   :   OHG.  /5r. 

The  differences  of  treatment  which  OHG.  consonant  sounds  under- 

went at  different  periods  in  different  dialects,  as  well  as  the  in- 
adequacy and  irregularity  of  OHG.  transcription,  make  it  necessary  to 

add  some  notes  on  each  of  the  Pr.  Gmc.  consonant  sounds  individually 

to  show  its  development  in  OHG.  and  its  notation  by  various  scribes. 
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Notker's    Law    of   Initial    Consonants. 

Notker's  orthography  is  in  some  points  different  from  the  current  172 

UG.  oi'  his  time,  and  is  extremely  instructive,  for  Notker  gave  more 
intelligent  thought  to  the  notation  of  the  sounds  he  heard  and  used 
than  OHG.  writers  were  wont  to  do. 

He  carries  consistently  through  his  writings  a  system  by  which  Gmc. 

^>  &  A  which  Franconian  represented  by  b,  g,  d,  and  UG.  by  p,  k,  t 

respectively,  are  regularly  denoted  as  in  other  UG.  writings  by  p,  /,  /', 
unless  immediately  following  a  sonant,  i.  e.  a  vowel,  liquid,  or  nasal. 

In  the  latter  case  Notker  writes  systematically  b,  d,  g. 

From  the  fact  that  p,  /,  X*  are  used  initially  in  clause  or  sentence,  and 

after  most  consonants,  we  must  assume  that  they  represent  Notker's 
normal  pronunciation  of  these  consonants,  but  that  in  the  neighbour- 

hood of  sonant  sounds  their  pronunciation  was  in  some  way  modified 

by  Sentence  Sandhi. 

It  is  erroneous,  however,  to  imagine,  as  some  have  done,  that  this  173 

interchange  can  have  been  one  of  tenuis  and  media.  It  was  seen 

above  (155)  that  in  UG.  the  mediae  had  lost  their  voice  and  had 

become  merely  lenes,  that  is,  tenues  pronounced  with  slightly  more 

gentle  articulation,  but  nevertheless  voiceless,  and  Notker's  inter- 
change is  clearly  nothing  more  than  that  of  fortis  and  lenis,  in  spite  of 

Wilkens,  Zum  hochalem.  Rons,  der  A /id.  Zcil\  cf.  PBB.  xv.  37, 

xviii,  302  ;  Zs./dA.  xvi.  139. 

For  a  discussion  of  the  working  of  Notker's  pronunciation  in  its 
relation  to  the  modern  dialects  cf.  Heusler. 

Examples  of  the  working  of  Notker's  Law  : — 

ddz,  "pegtnnet  dugen  ;  richeson  hegdndi  ; 
tdz,  ten  cheiser  /us/a  ;  unde  in  ddr. 

ir  gewdlt  kan  ;  daz>  wdzfr  umbe  ga/. 

It  is  noteworthy  that  the  interchange  of  /  and  d  in  Notker  only 

affects  such  UG.  /*s  as  came  from  Gmc./,  while  OHG.  /  from  Gmc.  d 
always  remains  as  /. 

les  tages  ;  ih  tuon  ;  unde  demo  tage  ;  iu  tuos/,  &c. 

A  few  isolated  cases  (such  as  nehein  deii)  where  this  /  does  appear  as 

d  are  obviously  clerical  errors,  and  occur  so  seldom  that  they  may  be 

ignored.  A  similar  interchange  of  f  and  v  (for  Gmc./)  is  partly 

carried  through  in  Notker's  writings,  but  not  so  consistently  as  the 
above. 
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174  Initial  v  can  only  appear  after  sonants  (the  few  exceptions  are 

unquestionably  errors),  but  the  possibility  of  f  is  not  excluded, 
thus: 

ih  fahe ;  but  tu  fakes/  or  vahest. 

The  law  of  initial  consonants  is  carried  through  with  the  utmost  rigour 

in  all  the  works  of  Notker  which  we  possess  in  old  MSS.  Only  the 

late  MSS.  of  the  Psalter  neglect  or  confuse  it.  The  interchange  of 

f  and  v,  however,  appears  most  frequently  in  the  treatises  on  Aristotle, 

less  often  in  Boethius,  and  seldom  in  Mart.  Cap.,  in  which  only/*  is 
regular. 

Notker's  Law  is  not  anything  personal  or  peculiar  to  himself.  It 
has  plenty  of  parallels  in  other  languages  and  in  modern  dialects,  and 

similar  phenomena  are  observable  to  any  careful  ear  in  the  pro- 
nunciation of  English,  though  the  literary  language  ignores  them  in 

its  orthography.  Moreover,  though  Notker  is  the  only  person 

consistently  to  demonstrate  the  working  of  the  OHG.  Sandhi,  there 

are  not  infrequently  traces  of  it  in  other  sources,  especially  in  the 

Glosses.     Cf.  Zs.fdA.  xvi.  139,  and  Pietsch,  331. 

THE  GERMANIC  CONSONANTS  IN  OHG. 

175      I-    Explosives  and  Spirants. 

i.  Labials :      p     d    f. 
ii.  Dentals :      /     d    ft     s. 

iii.  Gutturals  :  k  p- 

-&- 

X- 

P.  Germanic  p  (IG.  b)  is  rare  initially.  After  the  period  of  the 

First  Sound-Shift  the  number  of  />'s  in  Germanic  is  increased  by 
borrowing  from  Latin  and  Greek  (OS.,  OE.  pnnd,  penning,  &c). 

Gmc.  p  is  frequent  medially  and  finally. 

In  W.  Gmc.  pp  arises  by  the  W.Gmc.  lengthening  of  consonants(n6). 

According  to  the  Second  Sound-Shift  Gmc.  p  becomes  in  OHG.  : — 

W#(i38). 
(b)  pf  (142);  it  remained,  however,  unshifted,  when  initial,  in  Mid. 

and  Rh.  Franc; 

(c)  remains  in  a  few  cases  unshifted  (147). 

(a)  Medial  between  vowels  Gmc.  /  —>ffm  OHG.  This  is  common 

to  all  dialects.  This  ̂ is  usually  simplified  to  /"after  a  long  vowel  or 
when  final.  The  writing  jf  after  long  vowel  is  found,  however,  in  the 

earliest  texts  (BR.K.Pa.  G7.,&c),  and  sporadically  in  later  ones(Otloh  : 

slajfentemo).      Occasionally  single  f  occurs    also   after  short  vowel. 
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Isidor  is  quite  consistent  in  writing//  after  a  short  vowel :  /"after  a  long- 

vowel  and  when  final.    (For  the  distinction  of  this/"  from  Gmc./"see  177.) 
(b)  Initial  in  word  or  post-consonantal  or  geminated,  Gmc.  />  — » 

OHG.  pf  (often  written  />//).  This  only  takes  place  regularly  in  UG. 

and  E.  Franc.  In  Rh.  Franc,  only  after  /-  and  /,  and  never  initially. 
S.  Rh.  Franc,  also  after  m. 

(c)  Pr,  Gmc./  remains  throughout  unshifted — 
(1)  in  the  combination  sp,  as  springan  (147); 

(a)  in  foreign  words  imported  after  the  Second  Sound-Shift,  e.g. 

predigon,  priestar,  plna,  &c.     In  late  UG.  this  often— >  b,  as  bum,  &c. 
B.  As  was  seen  (66),  IG.  bh,  and  in  certain  cases  (85)  IG.  p,  176 

yielded  Gmc.  T>,  which  became  b  initially,  when  doubled,  and  after  m, 

but  remained  3  medially  between  vowels,  and  was  unvoiced  to/"  when 
final  (123).  Such  is  the  state  of  affairs  in  Got.,  OE.,  OS.,  but  in 

OHG.  Pr.  Gmc.  d  becomes  b  in  all  positions ;  only  Mid.  Franc. 

retains  medially  the  same  spirant  value  as  OS. ;  cf.  Tr.  Cap.  initial  b> 

bodum,  bat,  beside  medial  b  (v),  selvo,  erve,  /even,  ergeven,  &c.  (155). 

This  OHG.  b  (<—  Pr.  Gmc.  3)  is  preserved  in  all  positions  in  Franc. 
Only  in  gemination  does  pp  sometimes  occur  beside  bb,  evidently  an 

effort  to  denote  the  sharper  sound  of  the  doubled  consonant.  T.  krippea 

beside  sibbc  (Otfrid  has  even  krippha).  Occasionally  in  smaller  Franc, 

texts  bp  or  pb  ;  Isid.  sipbea ;  Lorsch.  B.  nnsipberon,  &c.  Cf.  PBB. 
vii.  129. 

UG.  tends  to  write  p  for  b :  Alemannic  retains  b  medially  between 

vowels,  but  Bavarian  introduces  /  even  there.  In  late  UG.  the  writing 

b  gains  the  day,  and  p  is  only  retained  in  gemination. 

F.  Gmc./"(IG.  p)  is  always  retained  when  initial  in  OHG.  Medially  177 

and  finally  Gmc./"  is  comparatively  rare,  since  by  the  working  of  Ver- 

ner's  Law  f  frequently  passed  to  b—>b  in  OHG.  Such  Gmc./"'s  as 
remain  medially  are  usually  written  u(v),  which,  however,  represents 

a  voiceless  spirant.  The  writing/"  is  rare  medially,  unless  in  a  group 
of  consonants  :  heffen,  but  hevis,  hevig.  ft  and/r  are  never  written  u. 

Gmc.  medial  f  does  not  coincide  with  OHG.  ff.  arising  from  post- 

vocalic/  (175),  nor  with/ arising  from  pf.  This  new  ff  (  <—  Gmc./) 
differed  from  original  Gmc.  f,  not  only  by  being  long  but  probably 

in  pronunciation  also.  It  seems  likely  that,  whereas  the  Gmc./*  had 

adopted  in  OHG.  the  labiodental  pronunciation  likeEnglish/*(NHG.z>), 
the  OHG.  ff  was  bilabial.  That  the  two/'s,  (1)  <— /  (2)  <-  p} 
were  not  confused  in  OHG.  is  clear  from  the  fact  that  the  symbol  n{v), 
which  in  the  MSS.  is  in  habitual  use  for  the  former  when  initial  or 

medial,  is  never  used  to  represent  the  latter. 
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The  Gmc./'s  are  reinforced  in  OHG.  by  borrowing  from  Latin  and 
Romance :  v  is  taken  over  into  OHG.,  to  which  the  sound  of  v  was 

unknown,  as  f,  e.  g.  brief,  euangelio,  iiufal  (  <—  late  Latin  diavolus,  not 

diabolus),  &c,  &c.  See  Franz,  20,  and  Gr?  i.  333-54. 

178  T.  Gmc.  /  (IG.  d)  is  frequent  in  all  positions  and  in  gemina- 
tion. 

As  was  stated,  Gmc.  /  is  represented  in  OHG.  after  the  Second 

Sound- Shift  by  : — 
(a)  z&  written  zz(z)  (139). 

(5)  ts,  written  z,  zz  (144). 

(c)  t  unshifted  (147). 

OHG.  spelling  does  not  distinguish  the  voiceless  spirant  sound,  which 

is  here  denoted  by  %  from  the  fricative  ts,  written  zz,  or  z,  but  writes 

both  zz  or  z.  Isidor  alone  consistently  distinguishes  them  :  he 

writes  the  spirant  z&  as  zss,  or  when  final  zs,  but  the  fricative  as  z  or 

tz :  wazssar,  dhazs,  but  zwene,  setzan.  For  greater  clearness  the 

notations  z&  and  zz  have  here  been  adopted,  though  if  the  etymology  of 

words  and  the  laws  of  the  Second  Sound-Shift  be  borne  in  mind  the 

distinction  is  scarcely  necessary. 

a.  Medial  between  vowels  Gmc.  /— >OHG.  z& 
This  is  common  in  all  dialects  of  OHG.  After  a  short  vowel  z& 

was  usually  retained,  but  after  long  or  when  final  z&  was  simplified  to 

z,.  Thus  ezgftn  (:  Got.  item),  but  blz/in  (:  Got.  beitan),  though  the 

writings  are  rather  inconsequent,  and  z,  or  z&  are  used  somewhat  indis- 

criminately for  either.  This  '  ss '  sound  (sg)  arising  from  Gmc.  / 
appears  to  have  been  clearly  distinguished  in  OHG.  from  the  s  <—  Gmc. 
r.  It  was  more  purely  dental,  partaking  perhaps  of  the  nature  of  p 

(a  so-called  'lisped'  s).     Cf.  Sievers,  Phonetik*,  58,  120. 
b.  Initial  or  post-consonantal  or  geminated,  Gmc.  /  — ->  ts  {zz,  z). 
The  value  of  this  fricative  was  probably  /  plus  z>  (i.  e.  a  very  dental  s, 

almost  =J> ;  see  above).  In  loan-words  borrowed  before  the  opera- 

tion of  the  Second  Sound-Shift  the  same  shift  takes  place  as  in  native 

words,  Lat.  tegula  — >  OHG.  ziagal.  [In  younger  borrowings  OHG.  z 
represented  Latin  c  before  e  and  i,  which  about  700  had  become 

a  fricative.     Lat.  census— ■> zins.     See  Kluge,  Wb.  s.  v.] 
c.  Gmc.  /  remains  unshifted  in  OHG. : — 

(1)  In  certain  cases  of  consonant  combination:  e.g.  st,tr,ft,  ht 

(147)- 

(2)  In  loan-words  taken  over  into  Gmc.  after  the  Second  Sound- 
Shift,  tempal,  &c. 

(3)  In  Mid.  Franc,  pronouns:  that,  thit,  &c.  (141). 
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£>.    Pr.Gmc.  J  \lG.dh  (67)  or  /  (73)]  becomes  d   universally  in  179 
W.  Gmc.  (122).     It  is  frequent  in  all  positions  and  in  gemination. 

In  OHG.  the  W.  Gmc.  (/has  a  tendency  to  become  /,  but  not  equally 

in  all  dialects.  The  shift  of  d  to  /  is  only  complete  in  UG.  and  in 

E.  Franc,  (where  exceptions  are  very  rare),  and  in  all  dialects  when 
geminated.  Rh.  and  Mid.  Franc,  shifted  d  to  /when  final,  but  tend  to 

retain  d  when  medial  and  initial.  Initial  d  maintains  itself  longest  of 

all.  Otfrid  always  has  initial  d,  medial  /.  In  Rh.  Franc,  and  espe- 
cially in  S.  Rh.  Franc,  /  is  not  infrequently  found  beside  d. 

E.  Franc.  tag,  tot,  trinkan,  truhtln,  bio  tan,  thritio. 

O.  dag,  dot,  drinkan,  druhtln,  biotan,  thritio. 

Is.  dag,  dot,  drinkan,  drulifin,  biodan,  dhritto,  haul,  hendi. 

Gmc.  dd—>  It  in  all  dialects.  It  tends  to  be  simplified  after  a  long 

vowel,  but  is  frequently  retained  in  UG.  Some  OHG.  It's  arise  merely 

from  the  accidental  collision  of  two  /*s,  e.  g.  in  the  preterite  of  certain 
verbs :  skulta,  leitta,  &c  :  this  //  is,  however,  not  infrequently  simplified. 

For  the  conditions  of  the  d  shifting  in  the  Franc,  dialects  cf. 

O.  Bohme,  Zur  Kenntnis  des  Oberfrk. 

p.  Pr.Gmc/  (IG.  /).  The  voiceless  spirant  is  represented  in  the  180 

earliest  OHG.  by  the  symbol  ih  (or  dh),  which,  however,  was  probably 

already  voiced  (=  bt).  This  d  tends  to  pass  over  into  the  voiced 
explosive  d  in  all  dialects  (158).  The  change  shows  itself  first  in 

Bavarian,  in  which,  in  the  eighth  century,  ih  is  already  rare. 

Alemannic  completes  the  change  in  the  latter  half  of  the  ninth  century, 

so  that  from  the  ninth  century  onwards  d  is  the  usual  Unrepresentative 
of  Pr.  Gmc/. 

T.  has  th  initially,  but  d  medially  and  in  all  other  positions.  During 

the  latter  half  of  the  ninth  century  even  initial  ih  becomes  d,  Mid. 

Franc  and  other  Middle  German  dialects  follow  suit  during  the  tenth 

and  eleventh  centuries,  finally  Saxon  and  Low  Franc,  also  (PBB. 

l-  03)5  so  that  the  change  eventually  is  not  a  specifically  OHG.  one, 

though  HG.  carries  it  through  before  LG. 

OHG.  d(<—p)  is  never  in  OHG.  unvoiced  to  /  (see/),  so  that  it  is 

clearly  distinguished  from  the  /  <—  d  <—  d,  and  the  Pr.  Gmc.  grammatic 
change  of  p  :  d  is  therefore  preserved  in  OHG.  as  an  interchange 
between  d :  /. 

S.  Pr.Gmc.  j  was  inherited  without  change  from  IG.    During  the  181 

Pr.  Gmc.  period,  however,  the  number  of  Germanic  j's  was  greatly 

reduced  by  the  operation  of  Verner's  Law,  by  which,  in  many  cases, 

^  became  z,    and,    in  \V.  Gmc,  r  (125).     The  s's   which    escaped 

Verner's  Law  are  still  preserved  in  OHG.  as  voiceless  spirants,   and 
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are  distinguished  in  pronunciation  from  the  new  z&  (  <—  Gmc.  t).  See 
165,  166,  171. 

-S1  geminated. 
(1)  OHG.  ss  is  usually  derived  from  Gmc.  ss  (often  arising  from 

dental  plus  /). 

(2)  OHG.  ss  sometimes,  though  rarely,  is  derived  from  W.  Gmc. 

ss  <—  Gmc.  s  plus/.  Musp.  wissan  (*wlsja?i),  lossan  i^losjan).  OHG- 
knussen  < —  *kriusjan. 

(3)  OHG.  ss  is  occasionally  due  to  recent  assimilation :  wassen 
beside  wahsan. 

(4)  OHG.  ss  arises  from  composition  in  desses  (see  469). 

In  consequence  of  Gmc.  ss  so  often  arising  from  //  (or  other  dental 

plus  /)  OHG.  ss  often  interchanges  in  cognate  words  with  z>  (  <— /)  or 

zz  (  < — //),  e.  g.  wessa,  gewisser  :  zviz&an ;  muossa,  muosa  :  muoz,;  Got. 
mats  :  OHG.  muos,  mag. 

OHG.  mez&i-sahs  (so  in  Rb  Gl.  i.  542),  by  a  curious  instance  of 
dissimilation,  develops  into  mez&irahs  (later  7?iez>zJarehs,  messires,  NHG. 

Messer),  unless  this  is  to  be  treated  as  an  instance  of  Verner's  Law. 
Cf.  Wilmanns  2,  i,  §  24,  and  Brugmann3,  §  903. 

182  K.  Gmc.  k  (IG.  g)  is  frequent  in  all  positions.  Geminated  k 

arises  often  in  W.  Gmc.  (116):  when  k  is  retained  in  OHG.  it  is 

often  written  c  before  consonants  and  guttural  vowels  :  kw  is  often 

written  qu.  After  the  Second  Sound- Shift  Gmc.  k  has  three  repre- 
sentatives in  OHG.: — 

a.  Gmc.  k  becomes  hh  (140). 

b.  Gmc.  k  remains  k  or  —>kh  (145). 
c.  Gmc.  k  remains  unshifted. 

(a)  Medially  between  vowels  Gmc.  k  — >  OHG.  hh  in  all  dialects, 
simplified  to  h  after  a  long  vowel  or  when  final.  Occasionally  h 
is  found  for  hh  and  vice  versa. 

(b)  Initial,  post-consonantal,  or  geminated.  Gmc.  k  — >  kh  in  UG., 
but  in  Franc,  remains  k.  Gmc.  kk  — >  kh  in  UG.  and  remains  kk  in  Franc, 

when  kk  is  usually  written  ck.  Final  or  before  a  consonant  kk  is 

frequently  reduced  to  /'. 
(c)  Gmc.  k  remains  unshifted  (1)  when  initial  or  geminated  in  Franc, 

(see  b) ;  (2)  in  combinations  sk,  Sec. 

183  -Gf.  Gmc.  g  [IG.  gh  (68)  or  k~\  is  common  in  all  positions- 
When  doubled  it  early  lost  its  spirant  value  in  Gmc,  and^g  —>gg- 

similarly,  after  nasal  g—>g  (115)-  How  long  its  spirant  value  was 
retained  in  other  cases  is  a  very  moot  point  (155).     Probably  before 
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historical  OHG.  times  every  IV.  Gmc.  £,  in  whatever  position, 

had  become  g  over  almost  all  OHG.  territory,  with  the  possible 

exception  of  Mid,  and  Rh.  Franc.  (C(.  Wilmanns2,  i,  §  68.)  This 
OHG.  g  remains  unaltered  in  Franc,  whether  single  or  geminated,  but 

in  UG.  it  shows  a*  strong  tendency  to  become  unvoiced  to  k. 
This  change  always  took  place  when  doubled,  usually  when  initial, 

especially  in  the  earliest  texts,  when  final  k  is  usual,  but  g  is  not  un- 

common :  medially  g  is  by  far  the  more  usual.  This  UG.  k  («s—  g) 
may  of  course,  like  OHG.  k  in  general,  be  also  written  c,  but  not 
before  the  vowels  e  and  /. 

X.  Pr.  Gmc.  x  ̂ vas  a  voiceless  guttural  spirant  [1G.  kh  or  k  184 

(75)]  common  in  all  positions.  In  all  Gmc.  languages  x  is  written 

//,  and  in  all  it  early  showed  a  tendency  in  certain  cases  to  lose 

its  spirant  character  and  to  become  a  mere  spiritus  asper,  though 

medially  and  finally  in  Gothic  it  probably  retained  the  full  value  of 

Pr.  Gmc.  x  (but  see  Streitberg,  Got.  Gr.,  §  35,  and  Jellinek,  PBB.  xv. 

277).  In  OHG.  h  is  always  a  spiritus  asper  when  initial,  probably 

also  between  vowels,  as  hano,  herza,  sehan,  &c,  but  remains  a  voiceless 

spirant  when  final  or  before  consonant,  sa/i,  maht,  &c.  Initial  h  is  only 

retained  before  vowels  in  OHG.  The  combinations  hi,  hn,  hw,  which 

have  regularly  h  in  the  earliest  texts,  appear  as  simple  /,  n,  r,  w 

respectively  after  the  ninth  century  (LG.  dialects  retain  h  longer 

in  these  cases).  T.  and  O.,  and  all  other  later  Franc,  texts,  have  no 

trace  of  this  initial  h  before  consonant,  except  in  proper  names  : 

Hludzv'ig  (but  O.  Ludouulg).  In  UG.  texts  there  is  more  hesitation 
(see  below).  Finally  or  before  consonants  OHG.  h  is  frequently 

denoted  by  ch,  e.  g.  reht  or  recht,  sah  or  sach.  In  sound  this 

OHG.  //  (<—  x)  appears  to  fall  together  with  OHG.  hh  <—  Pr. 
Gmc.  k. 

II.     Liquids.     1  and  r. 

L.  Pr.  Gmc.  /  (IG.  /)  remains  unaltered  in  OHG.    Double  /  is  very  185 

common  in  OHG.,  arising  from  : — 
(a)  IG.  or  Gmc.  assimilation  (97). 

(6)  W.  Gmc.  lengthening  (118). 

(c)  More  rarely  from  OHG.  assimilation,  e.  g.  guollih  <—guo/lih. 
R.  Pr.  Gmc.  r(IG.  r)  remains  unchanged  in  OHG.  The  number 

of  original  Pr.  Gmc.  r's  is  increased  in  Gmc.  by  those  arising  from 
Pr.  Gmc.  z  (125). 

This  W.  Gmc.  r  <—  z,  in  contrast  to  N.  Gmc.  r<—  z  (cf.  Noreen, 
Al.  Gr.,  §  216),  does  not  appear  to  have  been  distinguished  in  sound 

from  the  original  Gmc.  /-.    Pr.  Gmc.  r  is  rarely  doubled  in  W.  Gmc.  by 
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7(119):  OHG.  nerien,  &c.      Only  Alemannic  and  occasionally  Franc, 

have  forms  nerren,  &c,  and  even  rr  after  a  long  vowel,  e.  g.  horren,  &c. 

Nevertheless,    rr    frequently   arises   from    assimilation   or    juxta- 

position : — 

(a)  from  m,e.g.  s/erro  <— s/emo,  beside  Got.  stairno  (perhaps  differ- 
ence of  accent),  OE.  steorra. 

(b)  from  rz,  e.  g.  OHG.  merren  :  Got.  marzjan ;  OHG.  irri  :  Got. 
airzeis. 

(c)  from  r  plus  r,  e.  g.  &>T0  <—  heriro. 
III.  Nasals,     hi  and  n. 

186  M.  Pr.  Gmc.  02  (IG.  w  or  n)  remains  in  OHG.  :  it  can  only  stand 
before  consonants  when  these  are  labials  (96),  though  it  may  come 

next  to  dental  by  loss  of  intervening  vowel,  e.  g.  rumta  <—  rumita. 
OHG.  mm  arises  from  : — 

(a)  Pr.  Gmc.  mm,  as  suimman. 

(b)  W.  Gmc.  mm,  as  frummen  (in  UG.  also  after  a  long  vowel  : 
summan  (119)). 

(c)  Late  assimilation,  as  frammort  <r—framwert  (242),  stimma  <— 
siimna,  &c.  When  flectional  zra  comes  to  stand  final  in  OHG.  it  passes 

to  n  from  the  ninth  century  onwards  (as  IG.  final  m  had  done)  :  OHG. 

habem,  later  haben ;  /agum,  later  tagun,  &c.  When  final  m  in  OHG.  is 

felt  to  be  part  of  the  root,  it  remains,  influenced,  no  doubt,  by  inflected 

forms,  where  m  was  medial  and  was  therefore  preserved  :  arm,  amies  ; 
tuom,  tuomes ;  nini,  neman. 

187  N.  Pr.  Gmc.  11  (IG.  n  or  m)  remains  for  the  most  part  un- 
changed in  OHG.  Before  dental  consonants  n  is  found :  original  n 

cannot  stand  before  labials,  but  may  come  into  that  position  by 

syncope  or  composition  just  as  m  may  come  to  stand  before  dentals, 
e.  g.  inbtz,  (later  imbi£). 

Before  gutturals  ;/  has  the  value  of  guttural  nasal  w.  (Pr.  Gmc.  to 

had  been  lost  before  x;  see  109.)     OHG.  nn  may  arise  from: — 
(a)  Gmc.  mi,  e.  g.  rinnan,  kunnan,  mannes,  &c. 

(b)  W.  Gmc.  mi,  e.  g.  kumii,  &c,  and  UG.  even  after  long  vowels  : 
Musp.  suannan. 

(c)  Late  assimilation,  e.  g.  firstannissi  <r—firstanlnissi. 
IV.  Semi- vow  els.    j  and  w. 

188  Consonantal  i  is  usually  denoted  in  OHG.  manuscripts  by  the 

symbol  i,  and  is  therefore  not  distinguished  in  writing  from  the  vowel. 

Sometimes  g  is  found  for  j,  so  that  the  consonantal  value  of  j  as 

opposed  to  vowel  i  was  evidently  clearly  marked,  and  in  certain  cases 
approached  even  to  the  sound  g,. 
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Notker's  system  of  accentuation  marks  clearly  the  difference 
between  the  two  :  iar,  iiing  beside  lo,  bitten,  iuinr.  Initially  Pr.  Gmc./ 

remains  in  OHG.,  but  it  is  not  a  common  sound.  Medially  after 

vowels  /  is  especially  frequent  in  OHG.  :  it  is  often  inserted  as 

a  glide  between  two  vowels.  Medially  after  consonants  /  is  fre- 
quent in  Gmc.  owing  to  the  large  number  of  formative  suffixes,  both 

nominal  and  verbal,  which  contained  /  OS.  preserves  such  Gmc. 

/s,  but  OHG.  shows  from  the  earliest  times  a  marked  tendency  to  lose 

them,  and  by  the  end  of  the  ninth  century  they  are  all  gone.  After 

consonants/  in  OHG.  is  usually  written  i*  but  before  the  vowels  a  and 

o  it  is  more  often  written  e :  gitaubiu,  minnca,  si'ppea,  wiUio  or  witieo, 
&c.  j  persists  longer  after  r  (which  resisted  the  W.  Gmc.  lengthening ; 

cf.  1 1 9).  From  the  ninth  to  the  eleventh  century  texts  which  have  no 

other/s  after  consonants  retain  such  forms  as  nerien  {tier gen  or  tierigen), 

&c,  especially  in  Bavarian.  On  the  other  hand,  Alemannic  and  Franc, 

tend  to  double  this  r  and  lose  the/,  e.g.  iierren,  &c. 

This  doubling  of  r  before  j  is  quite  peculiar  to  OHG.  and  has  no 

parallel  in  any  other  Gmc.  dialect. 

Finally.  When/ comes  to  stand  finally  it  becomes  1  and  remains  to 

bear  witness  to  original  /-formations  after  the  corresponding  medial 

/'s  have  long  disappeared  :  kttnm — kuiines,  walianti — waltanter,  mart- — 
tthlro,  &c. 

W.  OHG.  w  is  inherited  from  Pr.  Gmc.  and  IG.  consonantal  189 

u.  OHG.  w  has  the  sound  of  English  w  (perhaps  slightly  more 

bilabial),  not  of  NHG.  w.  In  OHG.  the  sound  w  was  denoted  by 

writing  u  twice  over  :  uu  (or  vu,  since  u  and  v  in  MSS.  are  only 

variations  of  the  same  letter  and  are  used  without  distinction).  Not 

till  late  OHG.  is  the  ligature  w  in  use.  Single  u  is  frequently  used 

instead  of  uu,  especially  before  another  u  or  after  consonant. 

(a)  Pr.  Gmc.  initial  iv  remains  in  OHG.  before  vowels  :  before 

consonants  /  and  r  it  has  fallen  in  pre-literary  times. 
OHG.  rehhan,  Got.  wrikan,  OE.  wrecan,  OS.  wrecan. 

OHG.  ruogeji,  Got.  wrohjan. 

OHG.  antluzzi,  Got.  w/i'/s,  OS.  wlih. 
Pr.  Gmc.  w  is  preserved  in  OHG.  after  initial  consonant  in  kw 

(Franc,  qu,  UG.  chu)  ;  hw  (h  early  lost),  dw,  /w,  zw,  sw. 

Cf.  que?)ien,  qiiedan,  hwer,  hwiz,  (later  wer,  tviz,),  dwmgan,  iwelan, 
zwene,  sivarz,  &c. 

(b)  Pr.  Gmc.  final  w  is  vocalized  to  0,  whether  final  in  word  or 

syllable  :  e.  g.  knewes — kneo,  sewes — seo,  splwan — sfieo,  gariven — garo, 
&c.  :  garawita,    or,  with    syncope,  garo/a,  &c.     After  the  mid-ninth 
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century,  final  o  (<—  w)   falls  after  a  long  vowel :  seo — se,  sneo — sne, 

speo — spe,  grao — grd. 
(c)  Pr.  Gmc.  medial  w  after  a  consonant  is  rare,  except  after  r  and 

/.  It  is  retained  in  OHG. ;  e.  g.  melo — melwe,  farwa — swalwa,  Sec. 
Here  OHG.  tends  to  generate  a  secondary  vowel :  mehves  or  melawes, 
&c,  see  242. 

(d)  Pr.  Gmc.  medial  w  after  a  long  vowel  is  frequent  in  OHG. : 

w  is  constantly  generated  as  a  glide  between  vowels  in  hiatus.  Ex- 
ample, see  243. 

(e)  OHG.  medial  w  after  a  short  vowel  has  a  complicated  history, 

since  it  may  rest  on  (1)  Pr.  Gmc.  single  w ;  (2)  on  original  ww, 
whether  Pr.  Gmc.  or  of  later  development  in  W.  Gmc. 

MINOR  POINTS  OF  DIALECT  AND  WRITING  x 

Explosives  and  Spirants. 

I.  Labials. 

190  P.  i.  Isidor  has  unshifted  /  twice :  scaap  (sea/),  ubarhlaupnissi. 
Cf.  Hench,  83. 

ii.  Some  words  which  usually  have  pj  <—  pp  are  also  found  with 
ff(f),  but  such  forms  are  generally  traceable  to  original  double  forms, 

in  which  pp  alternated  with  p  (125).  Such  cases  are  :  tropfo — trof; 
apful—affoltra,  OE.  apuldre,  ON.  apaldr. 

Writings. 

iii.  For  ff  occasionally  ph  is  written,  especially  in  the  Mons.  Gl. 
untiuphi  (i.  326),  beside  tiuffi  (i.  385),  irruophent  (i.  370). 

The  Bair.  B.  once  has  slaphanto,  Mainz.  B.  once  sclaphim;  T. 
ofphano  (104.  3)  and  scaph  (133.  11). 

The  Leid.  Will,  regularly  has//;  for^".  This  ph  is,  however,  not  the 
fricative  in  these  cases,  but  merely  a  graphic  variant  for  ff  (i.e.  a  long 
voiceless  spirant).  This  value  is  proved  by  the  fact  that  the  same 
texts  write  ph  for  Gmc./;  e.g.  thuruphtigon  =  thurftigon, 

iv.  U.  Alem.  simplifies pftof.     BR.  fund,  farm  (  =  pfarra). 
So  also  late  Alem.  N.fdd,falenza,flegen,  but  skepfen,  tropfo  (see  192). 

191  v.  There  exists  in  all  dialects  a  general  tendency  to  simplify  mpf 
npf.lpf  rpfio  mf  &c,  especially  in  certain  words  such  as  werfan,  dorf 
&c;  e.g.: 

O.  scepfen,  werpfan  (and  werfan),  helpfan  (and  hclfaii). 
T.  scephen,  werphan  (rarely  werpfan),  helpfan  (he/fan). 
Musp.  khenfun,  helfan,  hi/fa.     BR.  sceffan,  he/fan. 

vi.  Earliest  Rh.  Franc.  (Isidor)  has  unshifted  p  after  /  and  r. 

1  The  following  details  are  for  the  most  part  drawn  from  Braune,  Aha.  Gr. ; 
but  for  the  sake  of  clearness  his  valuable  material  has  been  rearranged  and 
added  to. 
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Is.  Mpit  arworpandn,  Fr.  Gebet  /////>  but  the  Lw.  has /////>/,  (2*)  and 
even  ̂ /w/(-}6).  

x  o;' 

Beside  the  usual  /;////  O.  occasionally  has  mp:  limpit  (ii  23  16 
iv.  29.  2)  gelumpUh  (i.  16.  25),  intslupta  from  intslupfen  (v.  10.  26) vn.   \\  here  y>  appears  sporadically  for  //in  UG.  texts,  it  must  be 
taken  to  be  due  simply  to  imperfect  spelling-.      Tn  lhe  same  wa    the 
{:•  b  t™0-/*"*"?*  of  the  Lex  Salica  is  probably  to  be  explained.    The Ker.  Ol.  have/>  tor///,  which  Kogel  interprets  as  due  to  Rh.  Franc 
influence  :  ploh  (  =  plough),  slapot.     Cf.  PBB.  ix.  312. 

viu.  The  Freis.  O.  frequently  replaces  Otfrid's/s  by  ph,  but  more 
often  allows  p  to  stand.  J\r.  also  leaves  the  p  of  the  Franc,  original  in three  words :  pendinc,  ardempani,  ardampta. 

ix.  Though  U.  Alem.  tends  to  reduce  the  pf  to  ff  ox  f  pf  is  not  1Q2 
quite   supplanted    and   frequently  remains,  especiallf  in  gemination. Voc.  P/arra,  trop/o.      K  pf  always  in  gemination,  otherwise  ff.     Kb 
//   while   K»  has  ff  (see  Kogel).  U 

It  is  noteworthy  that  the  Alem.  scribe  (y)  of  Isidor  has  introduced forms  likejianzon,  sceffen. 

x  Though  in  U.  Alem.  the  Gmc.  p  when  initial  apparently  falls together  with  /  (Jegan  beside /a/™)  there  must  have  been  some 
difference  between  them,  for  Gmc./is  often  written  as  u(v\  but  Gmc 
p  never.     See  Kogel,  PBB.  ix.  317.  W 

xi.  Inasmuch  as  modern  Alem.  dialects  all  carefully  preserve  the fricative//  and  not  the  simplified/  the  theory  is  that  the  old  Alem writing  ot/ betokens  merely  inadequate  spelling;  cf.  Gr?  i.  730  but see  also  Kauffmann.  ' 6  ' 

xii   /»*  for  //  is  especially  frequent  in  E.  Franc,  and  UG.  texts: 
'SA  i0"'  PJlUH{  beSlde  #^*^  &c. ;  R.  A*ww»  beside  pfad. ^P     r*  and  ̂   are  sometimes  found  for    */:    O    eiletbhes  ■ 

W  k.  scepphion.  &     rr       t 

pfuLPi'fPf'  bhh  a'e  sP°radical'y  found  ̂ Pf(^-pp),  and  even  for 

hefiH';,^^   CaSe r?f, the  !oan-"ord    <»**■   ̂ d    its    derivatives,  i93 beside  the  offerunc  of  Isidor,  the  double  forms  are  explained  by  the  fee that  they  rest  on  two  different  Latin  words :  operSri  and  offerre. 

usually  L":  S^  PSC"'"°  "**"**  (-/«*«*.  psUtacus) 

^InfV^t  nall>-,foundas^-  Often  in  Wffl.  rffrffa*  &c.  beside sprung .Elsewhere  only  sporadically  in  the  Glosses. 
xvi.  The  unshifted  p  of  foreign  words  in  late  UG.  is  often  replaced 

tXol(JlT;uS\  "  T  (l  for^'  °n,-v  the  words  **  <™d b,ed,gon  (*-ptx(pias)  and  praet,!car^  are  consistent,         ,      ;  h  ̂  , 
O.,  who  otherwise  never  has  b  (or p.  '    *rcuwun0DJ 

B.     Franconian. 

after  con™  '  °"asiona11^  is  fou»d  in  Franc,  when  final,  especially  194 

is.  6^//>,  cfiilaupnissa,  &c.  ^ 

Thk  It  ̂or ' is  sc"Tli,,nes  found  written  Ph  ■■  Is-  *«#*  ««#*. 
Inis  ph  is,  however,  probably  merely  an  inexact  writing  for/- :   con- 
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ceivably  it  denotes  some  shade  of  aspiration  (cf.  Hench,  83).  M.  llph, 
lauph. 

iii.  p  for  b  is  occasionally  found  before  /  in  O.  :  giloup/un, 
gikrump/i,  kleipta. 

iv.  Except  in  the  above  cases  p  for  b  is  only  sporadic  in  Franc. : 
T.  iniprennent  (25.  2),  and  frequently  in  the  sections  written  by  Alem. 
scribe  (y)  :  prah,  pi/len/,  perahtnissi ;  cf.  Sievers.  Lex  Sal.  haupit.  (For 
details  from  minor  texts  see  Pietsch,  Oberfr.  Lautstand.) 

Bavarian. 

195  v.  Medial  intervocalic/  for  b  is  characteristic  of  older  Bavarian,  but 
b  is  also  found.     Cf.  Steinmeyer,  Z.f.  d.  Ph.  iv.  88 ;  Schatz,  §  69. 
p  is  practically  universal  in  Exh.  and  Cassel  Gl.,  Wess.,  Freis. 

Pn.,  Musp.,  Ps.  138. 

After  the  eleventh  century  medial  p's  began  to  disappear ;  in  Meri- 
garto  are  still  found  :  perge,  prunno,  pi  (beside  bi),  &c,  but  only  uber, 
lib,  ebene,  &c. 

In  Otloh  b  is  everywhere  except  pis/,  htmphei/.  So  in  all  late  Bav. 
texts/  or  b  initially,  but  always  b  medially. 

vi.  Bavarian  copies  of  Rh.  Franc,  originals. 
M.  and  Freis.  O.  have  now  and  then  introduced  Bavarian/  medially, 

but  more  often  retain  the  original  b. 
Alemannic. 

196  vii.  In  BR./>  is  found  initially  (only  eight  b's),  b  medially  (only  seven 
p's),  b  finally  (only  five  p's).  Soon  initial  b  becomes  more  frequent ; cf.  Al.  Ps.,  Sam.,  &c. ;  but  initial  p  remains  beside  b  until  MHG.  times. 
a.PBB.l  418. 

viii.  Notker  alternates  /  and  b  according  to  his  law  of  Initial 
Consonants. 

ix.  Only  the  oldest  Alemannic  texts  have  medial  p  with  any  fre- 
quency. Pn.  ubile,  kilaubu,  but  also  picrapan.  In  Kb  and  Ra  the 

medial  Us  are  in  a  minority.  Thus  the  very  oldest  Alem.  is  not 
distinct  in  this  particular  from  the  oldest  Bavarian. 

Gemination. 

xi.  In  UG.  geminated  bb  always  appears  as//  even  in  texts  which 

otherwise  favour  b.  The  form  co/a-unebbes  Rd  is  quite  isolated. 
Occasionally  geminated  b  is  retained  in  UG.  even  after  a  long  vowel. 

BR.  erlauppe,  /Jppan/i,  and  (once)  libbe.    Exh.  galanppenne,  Rb  biwappo. 
Writings. 

xii.  For  UG.  //  sometimes  bp  or  pb  is  found :  nbper,  ubpigi. 

F.  Initially, 

197  i.  Initial/"  after  a  prefix  an/-,  in/-,  tends,  through  a  sort  of  assimila- 
tion of  //,  to  pass  into  the  fricative  pf(ph),  especially  in  later  texts. 

OHG.  in/fahan,  infahan  occurs,  as  early  as  T.,  as :  in/phdhan  or 
inphahan.  Later  this  becomes  more  frequent  :  it  is  often  written 
infahan,  but  this/ is  evidently  still  felt  as  pf,  for  it  is  never  written  u. 

ii.  The  assimilation  of  nf  to  mf,  which  may  be  assumed  to  have 
taken  place  (94),  is  rarely  represented  in  writing.  Such  forms  as 
imphahe/,  N.  45.  8,  are  but  seldom  met  with.     (Graff,  iii.  399.) 
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iii.  The  writing  //  (printed  v)  for  Gmc./  is  rare,  even  in  the  oldest 
OHG.  manuscripts.     Pa.,  K.,  and  Isidor  have  scarcely  a  trace  of  it. 

In  Franc,  sources  O.  almost  always  writes  y*(Kelle,  479) ;  T.  more 
often  u  (especially  y,  Sievers,  §14):  mrif,  uior,  iiolla,  and  as  prefix 
uor  for  for. 

In  \JG.  sources  Rb  prefers  f  but  Musp.  217/;:   18/." After  the  ninth  century  u  becomes  more  frequent :  in  the  Lw. 
it  is  common,  in  Merseb.  Charms  general.  During  the  tenth  and 

eleventh  centuries  f  and  u  are  interchangeable,  though  f  still  pre- 
ponderates. 

N.  usually  has  f  (though  often  v  after  sonants),  but  the  /  which 
he  writes  for  pf<—  Gmc.  p\  he  never  writes  u  (the  rare  examples 
ulagm  =  pflCigin  Boet.  2  7b  are  obviously  clerical  errors).  Will,  has 
universally  u  ;  f  only  before  u,  /,  r,  which  is  a  frequent  usage  in 
MHG.  ;  cf.  Wiillner. 

Medially. 

iv.  W.  Gmc.^in  the  verb  heffen  (Got.  hafjan)  is  frequently  reduced  198 
to_/by  analogy  with  the  2nd  and  3rd  person,  in  which  one_/is  regular : 
hevis,  hevit.  Some  texts  write  pf  for  this  ff  in  heffen :  Is.  hepfu, 
ubarhepfendi  (Graff,  4.  817),  urhepphantiu  (822).  Braune,  §  139.  4, 
takes  this  pf  to  be  merely  an  inexact  writing,  but  it  is  quite  pos- 

sible that  the  forms  with  //are  due  to  analogy  with  the  verb  skepfen 
(Got.  skapjan\  a  strong  verb  of  the  same  class  (see  Hench,  85)  with 
the  same /-suffix. 

v.  OHG./(//)  stands  in  a  relation  of  grammatic  change  with  OHG. 

b  (^-b),  see  168. 
In  levelling,  double  forms  of  the  same  word  are  often  obtained, 

varying  with  dialect  and  period.  T.  and  O.  werban  :  hwerfan  ;  O.  hebig : 
hevjg ;  T.  abur  :  avar. 

Also  in  UG.  b  is  found  instead  of  _/(«).  Pa.,  K.  hzverban,  hwerfan  : 

hiverpan  ;  R1',  BR.  rnaba  :  ruova  (Musp.) ;  but  not  until  Notker's  time 
do  the  forms  aber,  werben  oust  the  older  auar,  werfan. 

vi.  OHG.  forms  with/(tt)  frequently  stand  in  a  relation  of  Verner's 
Law  to  Gmc.  forms  with  t>  (168):  Got patirban  ;  OHG.  darfan,  &c. 

Writings. 

vii.  The  writing  f  between  vowels  is  frequent  in  the  oldest  texts  ;  199 
BR.  zzvlfal,  diufi)   T.  hefit,  diufale ;  O.  afur.     Later  v(u)  prevails. 

Even  after  consonant  u{v)  begins  to  preponderate  :  uuervan  is  found 

for  hwerfan,  &c.  Only  darf  durfun  are  never  found  with  u  for/"; 
possibly  here/"  stands  for  IG.  pp  <—  pn.  Cf.  Kluge,  Or.2  i.  240,  and Wilmanns,  iii.  93. 

viii.  uu  (for  11)  as  a  writing  for_/"is  rare.  It  is  found  especially  in 
M.  auuar  =  auar,  hreune  to  href  (Hench,  1 1 6).  It  occurs  once  in 
H.  auuar  (43). 

ix.  In  ft  and  fs  the  sound  of  f  evidently  remained  owing  to  the 
voiceless  /  and  s.  Late  Bavarian  texts  even  write  pf  for  it :  Mons. 
Gl.    aphter    (Gl.    i.    361),  unsemphli  (404).     Also  in  Franc,  texts  : 

1 167  f 
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Mainz.  B.  thuruphligon  ;  Leid.  Will,  gescriphte.  The  writing  pt  in 
hapt,  heptidicn,  hapibandun  of  the  Merseb.  may  probably  be  taken  as  an 
imperfect  writing  for  pht  =ft. 

x.  Mid.  Franc,  has  occasionally  the  LG.  ht  for  // :  cf.  Tr.  Cap. 
ather  =  after  (with  transposed  ht),  a  peculiarity  found  often  in  Mid.  G. 
texts  of  the  MHG.  period. 

200  T.  i.  In  the  case  of  words  which  are  not  found  in  any  other  Gmc. 
dialect  save  OHG.,  and  whose  etymology  is  obscure,  the  OHG.  z 
leaves  much  doubt  whether  it  denotes  sgor  ts  :  e.  g.  OHG.  Jizus  =sly. 
It  occurs,  however,  2&  ficise  and  jicisticho  (Graff,  3.  737),  and  it  is  thus 
possible  to  decide  for  ts.  OHG.  azzasi  ( =  Gerat)  is  written  by  Notker 
azase,  thus  may  be  assumed  to  be  z&  OHG.  hirz  is  of  uncertain 
value  :  its  doublet  OHG.  hiruz,  (OE.  heorof)  has  spirant  s,  but  the 
shortened  hirz  (OE.  heort)  may  have  had  the  fricative,  for  in  MHG. 
hirtz  and  modern  dialects  forms  are  found  to  correspond.  So  beside 
lezgjsto,  a  rare  form  lecisto  =  lezisto,  and  beside  biz,  N.  has  a  dat.  sg. 
bizze,  which  corresponds  to  MHG.  bitz  beside  biz,. 

There  is  in  OHG.,  as  in  M.  and  NHG.,  occasional  dialect  hesitation 
between  z>  and  z  forms,  and  in  such  cases  care  is  necessary  not  to 

overlook  the  possibility  of  original  doublets  without  and  with  ay-suffix 

(/  beside  //)  as  in  the  case  of/*: pf  and  ck  :  hh. ii.  That  the  two  values  of  zz  and  z  were,  in  spite  of  the  ambiguity 
of  spelling,  entirely  distinct  is  quite  indisputable  : 

(a)  Isidor  carefully  distinguishes  them. 
(b)  On  analogy  with  the  shift  of/  it  is  a  priori  most  probable  that 

/  shifted  differently  according  to  its  position  in  the  word. 
(c)  While  c  is  a  frequent  writing  for  zz  =  ts  before  e  and  i,  it  is 

never  found  denoting  z&. 
(d)  The  NHG.  development  keeps  them  apart. 

Writings. 

201  iii.  The  almost  universal  writing  for  z&  in  OHG.  is  zz  after  a  short 
vowel,  z  after  a  long  or  when  final.  Some  early  texts  do  not  yet 
observe  this  distinction,  e.  g.  Pa.,  K.,  BR.,  and  the  first  part  of  H. 

always  write  zz.  Voc,  Ra,  and  M.,  on  the  other  hand,  always  use  z 
irrespectively  of  preceding  vowel.  O.  usually  writes  only  single  z,  though 
he  scans  a  word  like  tmazar  as  a  long  syllable.  T.  usually  dis- 

tinguishes zz  from  z,  as  above,  though  one  scribe  uses  zz  even  after 
long  vowel.  R.  after  a  long  vowel  has  32  z  :  6  zz;  after  a  short  vowel 
132:   13  zz  (Wiillner). 

N.  always  writes  z  (for  g§)  even  afler  short  vowel  to  distinguish 

from  zz  —  ts  :  only  the  last  MS.  of  the  Psalter  has  often  zz  for  z. 
After  long  vowel  zz  (beside  z)  is  still  frequent  in  OHG.  till  the 

eleventh  century;  cf.  Will.,  Otloh,  Merig,  &c. 
iv.  Other  writings  for  Z&  (3)  are  rare  and  quite  sporadic  :  only 

Isidor's  notation  (178)  is  consistently  carried  through. 
zs.  M.  twice  has  zs  :  fortazserio  (i.  15),  uzserdm  (29.  25);  cf.  Hench, 

112.     Lw.  1  heizsit ;  N.  nazscent  (Proverbs). 
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sz,  BR,  kiwis gida,  wiszum  ;  T.gisasznissi  84,  2  (Sievers,  42) ;  Wiirz. 
B.  hasze, 

sc  in  a  few  glosses:  floscan, friscit  (GrafT,  5.  565). 
j  final.  BR.  </</„?,  fiiiar  ;  H.  kalichas  (Sievers,  14) ;  Freis.  O.  (see  Kelle). 
In  O.  final  z  is  occasionally  assimilated  to  following  s:  zva^sies—^ 

was  ses.  Very  rarely  and  almost  completely  confined  to  Glosses  are 
writings  for  ̂ (^)  that  usually  denote  /s,  such  as  c,  zc,  cz,  z/z,  tz  :  Wk. 

tmetztgaz ;  Lw.  1 1  lietz  ;  Lorsch.  B.  ucze  =  uz£j.  Isidor's  chilothzssdm 
(to gihlozgp)  is  unique  (Hench,  79). 

v.  The  fricative  z  is  in  many  MSS.  denoted  by  c  before  the  vowels  e  and  202 
/:    BR.  cit\  this  usage  is  not  infrequent  even  in  T.,  O.,  N. 

Other  writings  occur  sporadically  : 
cz.  Lw.  czaia,  mdgaczogo,  4.  8. 
c.  M.  herein,  liucilom,  uurgun. 
c  (other  than  before  e  and  1)  is  rare,  and  only  occurs  in  careless 

Glosses,  cuueincug  =  zwchizug,  Gl.  2.  47;  uarca—warza,  240; 
sprincuurc  =  wurz. 

vi.  Instead  of  zz  in  gemination  : 
tz  is  not  regularly  used  save  in  Isidor.  It  occurs  sporadically  at 

first,  becomes  more  frequent  in  late  OHG.,  and  is  the  rule  in 
MHG. 

c  before  c  and  i  is  not  so  frequent  as  for  z :  T.  lucil,  annuel  (=  luzzil, 

amtuzzi)  ;  O.  lichicera,  ii.  20.  Pa.  has  c  regularly  (Kogel,  63) :  pi'smia'/, 
ficeot,  &c. 

cc.  Very  rare  :  V&.foalaca't  =  palpat,  44.  6. 
zc.  Very  rare  :  Ka  lazcende,  K>  luzcic ;  BR.  kasezcida ;  M.  sizcen/e, 

gasizect ;  Al.  Ps.  luzcila. 

cz,  tc,  z/c,  &c,  are  isolated  :  Kb  ficze. 
zz  is  especially  often  simplified  in  unaccented  syllable :  O.  einizen, 

Ihikztii)  so  also  in  N.  leidezen,  &c.  It  is  a  mistake  to  assume  with 
Holtzmann  that  in  this  case  the  single  z  in  N.  denotes  the  spirant  (as  it 
usually  does  with  him).     Sievers,  T.,  gives  a  number  of  instances. 

vii.  In  Kb  the  initial  group  zw  shows  a  tendency  to  become  qu 

(qutro,  qua") :  traces  of  the  same  in  Pa.  (queot,  queon). 
viii.  Mid.  Franc,  thit  (in  which  /  probably  represents  //?)  does  not 

shift  it  to  thiz  (de  Heinrico,  26  thid),  but  cf.  MHG.  ditze  (Weinhold, 
Mhd.  Gr.  §  485). 

ix.  The  loan-word  kurz,  from  Latin  curtus,  is  occasionally  found  203 
both  in  UG.  and  in  Franc,  as  hurt  with  unshifted  /  (O.  ii.  3.  28): 
H.  chur/eru  ;  Exh.  churtnassi. 

x.  Since  /  remains  unshifted  in  Gmc.  tr,  Gmc.  dr  falls  together  with 
/r,  and  is  in  most  cases  not  distinguishable  from  it.  Original  dr  does 
not,  however,  undergo  gemination  before  r :  OHG.  fuotar,  lotar, 

wetaty  beside  bittar,  &c.  When  the  //  (<—  Ir)  is  simplified  after  u,  the 
distinction  is  again  lost :  wintar  ifwinttar)  beside  wuntar.  In  Notker, 
however,  original  /  is  not  voiced  after  n  ;  he  therefore  distinguishes 
winter  from  wunder. 

xi.  Rh.  Franc,  frequently  has  d  for  /  in  ht.ft,  occasionally  also  in  s/, 
and  very  rarely  in  tr  (only  O.  uses  dr  regularly,  as  always  d  for  /). 

f  2 
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Isidor  eonnihd,  unrehd ;  Lorsch.  B.  unrehdero,  priesda  ;  Reichn.  B. 
dahda,  dwfdige  ;  Tr.  Cap.  seJhafdhi\  T.  drisiuuit,  Cf.  PBB.  ix.  313 
and  399. 

xii.  Often  hi,  ft  are  written  htt,ftt\  e.  g.  BR.  rehtteru,  notduruftti '; 
Rb  rehlto;  O.  j/^//z  (i.  1.  36);  and  in  Rh.  Franc,  often  <//  or  A/: 
Lorsch.  B.  druhdfin  ;  Reichn.  B.  unrehtdes ;  cf.  Sievers,  Hymnen. 

Probably  this  is  not  merely  a  writing,  but  a  mark  of  syllabic 
division.     Litbl.  1887,  109. 

xiii.  The  /  of  ht,/t}  st  is  occasionally  lost  entirely  when  it  comes  to 
stand  before  other  consonants  :  BR.  forahUhhnn,  rehlihhiu ;  H.  uriruk- 

Ucho  (Sievers,  13);  T.  girehfestigot ';  O.  geislichwt  (iv.  5.  1);  Phys. 
geslicho,  unrehlihon. 

t  even  is  sometimes  lost  when  final  before  an  initial  consonant : 

Sam.  27  m's  din;  Lex  Sal.  eowih  rimit\  T.  niouuiht  ni\  O.  fasfbs 
mohtun  (iv.  27.  18);  Phys.  nth  war,  sigehaf. 

Loss  of  final  /  is  rarer  before  a  vowel :  Augs.  Gebet.  eigenhaf  (see 
§  8);  unthurf  (O.  ii.  4.  80);  T.  uuiiofinti.  Kogel  quotes  examples 
from  K. 

204  D-  i-  Rh.  Franc,  hesitates  between  d  and  /.  Is.  fater,  mnoter, 
dhrato  beside  dhrado,  and  faterlos,  ritan  beside  sundiono,  wo/da, 
L\v.  dngidi,  gedeilder.  Finally  /  is  more  common  ;  Lw.  tonot,  got, 
not,  &c. ;  d  is  rarer :  gisund,  gibod,  skild,  god.  For  minor  texts  see 
Pietsch. 

ii.  Otfrid,  in  the  main,  is  very  consistent  about  his  initial  d  and 
medial  /  (see  Kelle,  492  and  495),  though  he  writes  tod  (death)  more 
often  with  /,  and  dot  (dead)  with  d.  The  Pfalzer  B.  is,  like  Otfrid, 
quite  consistent.  Most  other  S.  Rh.  Franc,  monuments  show  great 
hesitation,  which  probably  denotes  that  S.  Rh.  Franc,  had  lost  the 
voice  of  its  mediae  and  found  the  distinction  between  tenuis  and  fortis 

not  clear.  Oifrid's  regularity  is  probably  rather  an  index  of  his  own 
orthographical  pedantry  than  of  his  pronunciation.  See  203  and 
PBB.  ix.  313-399. 

iii.  E.  Franc.  T.  has  a  few  cTs  initially,  especially  scribe  £.  It  is 
remarkable  that  the  word  diuri  and  its  derivatives  are  usually  spelt 
with  d.     Medially  d  is  rare  (Sievers,  29.  30);  see  Pietsch. 

The  Merseb.  Charms  with  d  are  not  original  E.  Franc,  and  the  d's 
of  de  Heinr.  are  Thuringian  :  gnodo,  thid,  geried. 

205  iv.  In  UG.  d  is  more  rare  even  than  in  E.  Franc.  Such  examples 
as  are  found  are  chiefly  after  n  :  BR.  standan,  horendo  {PBB.  i.  414)  ; 

H.  standanter;  Voc.  mundri,  and  once  diufi  with  initial  d.  Kb  has 
constantly  d  for  / ;  in  Ka,  like  Pa.  and  Ra,  d  only  occurs  in  isolated 
cases.  In  the  group  nt  (and  in  less  degree  rt  and  //)  /  shows  a 
tendency  to  become  d  again.  See  Kogel,  96,  and  PBB.  ix.  314, 
where  Franc,  influence  is  assumed. 

Notker  has  regularly  nd  (and  even  md)  as  in  MHG.,  only  preserving 
/  where  Gmc.  /  underlies  it,  and  in  the  preterite,  where  /  =  //  or  dt. 

For  Notker's  initial  d's  see  172.  N.  bindan,  hende,  wdnda,  riumda, skirmda,  &c. 
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v.  OHG.  </<— p  may  stand  in  a  relation  ofgrammatic  change  with 
/•«—  </«—  &  In  verbs  this  is  frequently  preserved,  but  in  nouns  it  is 
mainly  levelled  out.  giving  rise  to  double  forms  in  certain  words  : 

OHG.  atom  (<—  3)  :  OK.  9e/>m,  OS.  athbm,  Is.  adhmbL 

OHG.  kind  :  khindhi  OtFrid  kt'nthes  i.  4.  50. 
Got.  skdidan,  OK.  scadan  :  OS.  skethan,  OHG.  skeidan. 
OHG.  broil  prooih  (Pn.),  BroM  (M.). 
OS.  meridian  :  OIIG.  menden,  mandhendi  (K.),  menthenti  (O.). 
OHG.  a//,  a//ar :  eldiron,  tlthiron  (T.),  althrom  (K.). 

The  formula  conaldre,  neonaldre  of  the  BR.  which  occurs  also  in  T. 

(twice) — as  »*o  ///  aldere,  beside  »w  />/  a/for* — is  probably  a  mere 
archaism. 

vi.   In  loan-words  <f  some  times  remains:  BR.  dihton,  diubil\  T.  diufal, 
disk;  but  it  is  more  usually  shifted  to  /:  //«/<//,  //>£,  tihton,  except  in 
late  borrowings  like  firdamnon,  dezemon,  &c.     Cf.  Franz. 

vii.  Double  //  occasionally  arises  from  other  sources  than  those 

already  mentioned.  Assimilation  accounts  for  brcttan< — %bregdan, 
OS.  brtgdan,  and  analogy  for  miltamen  (T.,  O.,  N.)  from  metamo  (OE. 
medema,  cf.  Got.  midumd),  which  was  popularly  connected  with  miiti. 

Writings. 

viii.  Sometimes  th  is  written  for  the  d  of  Rh.  Franc,  and  the  /  208 

of  OHG.  in  general.  In  most  cases  it  is  probably  a  blunder.  O. 
thod,  walth  (v.  8.  55;  16.  19),  sunthar ;  more  frequently  in  the 
P.  and  Freis.  ( ).) ;  T.  thruhthi ;  Plxh.  thictota,  further  in  Rb  and  in  Kb 
(see  Kogel).  Even  more  often  in  Glosses  and  in  late  OHG.,  especially 
when  final :  Pa.  Hath  38.  16  ;  Np.  guoth,  piboth. 

ix.  For  geminated  //  sometimes  in  Rh.  Franc,  td  is  found  :  Reich.  B. 
betdi;  Lorsch.  B.  bitdiu  (PBB.  vii.  135). 

dd  is  very  rare  :  K  irleidda,  meddiladaccun  (Kogel). 
x.  //occasionally  appears  for  single  /:  K.  103.  3,  cotto  (  =  deorum), 

roltendit\  T.  87.  5  be/ton;  Hair.  B.  weroltti',  T.  141.  15  al/teri;  more 

frequently  after  //  andy^  when  representing  Gmc.  ///  and/"/. 
Bavarian. 

p.  i.  The  Bav.  Pa.  has  a  few  initial  th's,  and  a  few  even  more  rare  207 

examples  of  medial  th  :  in  all  29  th's:  218  d's  (see  Kogel,  115).     In  R. 
d  is  the  only  form  (dhuahal,  ihuuihal  are  probably  from  original  ;  see 

Wiillner,  27).     The  initial  ///'s  in  Exh.  are  remarkable;  see  Wiillner, 
no,  who  ascribes  them  to  the  influence  of  a  northern  dialect. 

Alemannic. 

ii.  The  St.  Gallen  documents  still  have  more  often  Ih,  dh  initially, 
lasting  in  preponderance  till  779  (Henning,  127).  K.  th  still  pre- 

dominates ;  Pn.  thu,  dhanai  kemeinitha:  9  d's;  BR.  has  12  forms 
of  root:  OHG.  dw,  deo  (Got.  pin)  written  with  th  {PBB.  i.  416); 
H.  has  th  initial,  but  rarely  elsewhere  (Sievers,  14);  R]i  frequent  dh. 
For  further  examples  of///  in  A'emannic  see  PBB.  ix.  309. 
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East  Franc. 

iii.  In  the  early  ninth  century  th  everywhere.  Lex  Sal.  has  only 
one  d.  The  Taufgelobnis  and  the  older  Fulda  documents,  though 

older  than  the  Lex  Sal.,  have  several  d's,  but  this  is  in  all  probability 
merely  an  imperfect  writing  for  d  (such  as  is  found  also  in  the  earliest 
OE.),  for  d  instead  of  th  appears  first  in  Tatian,  medially  and  finally 
(only  y  writes  occasionally  d  initially).  The  Fulda  B.  has  the  same 
proportion  of  th  to  d  as  Tatian,  but  the  Wiirzburg  B.  at  the  end  of  the 
ninth  century  has  also  d  initially. 

Rh.  Franc. 

208  >v-  Wk.  initially  always  has  th  (once  dh),  medial  usually  dh  (only  7  th's 
and  7  d's).  Isidor  always  has  the  spirant  (the  form  drado,  which  occurs 
once,  is  certainly  a  blunder,  see  Hench)  when  initial :  more  often  the 

spirant  also  when  medial,  but  beside  it  numerous  d's,  especially  after n : 
under,  chundan,  &c.  (when  final  this  </then  becomes  /:  chunt,  bifant),  but 
chifidh,  jugundhi  preserve  the  spirant  even  after  ;/.  d  is  also  frequent 
after  /  and  r :  hutdbi,  uuirdit  beside  wirdhit,  wardh.  d  is  rarest  after 
a  vowel.  In  Olfiid,  with  rare  exceptions  (in  V.),  initial  th  is  the  rule. 
P.  reduces  the  number  of  exceptions  (Kelle,  502),  while  the  Freis.  O. 
of  course  frequently  changes  the  th  to  d.  Final  th  occurs  once  in  Otfrid  : 
oth  ;  medially  th  is  fairly  common  :  bruather,  anther,  &c,  especially 
sinthes,  tothes,  dothe  (see  Kelle,  494).  Lw.  has,  in  the  main,  th  initial, 

d  medial,  th  final  (except  bidungan,  leidhor,  quadhun,  gund-fanon,  dot). 
Mainz.  B.  initial,  1 1  ///s :  6  ̂'s.     For  minor  texts  see  Pietsch. 

209  v.  Middle  German  th  is  still  everywhere  :  in  the  Mid.  Franc.  (Thur.) 
de  Heinr.  as  late  as  the  second  half  of  the  tenth  century,  and  still  in 
the  eleventh  century  it  is  universal  in  the  Leid.  Will. 

vi.  OHG.  d<r—J?  is  never  unvoiced  to  /.  Not  till  after  the  eleventh 
century  do  such  forms  as  let/,  sit,  wart  (OHG.  kid,  sid,  ward)  come 
in;  they  prevail,  however,  in  MHG.  As  late  as  Notker  d  is  still  the 

rule.  Occasional  isolated  fs  for  d<—  /occur  earlier.  M.  quat,  wirt, 
wart  beside  quad,  &c,  and  even  warth.  K.  often  has  /  after  n,  I,  r 
(Kogel,  119);  Isidor  also  after  ;/ ;  T.  abasnit,  wart,  qnai,  f ant  \  cf. 
Sievers,  55.  All  these,  however,  are  verbal  forms,  and  are  prob- 

ably due,  not  to  a  phonetic  development,  but  merely  to  levelling  out  of 
grammatic  change  from  plural  to  singular. 

vii.  Sporadically  /  occurs  initially  (for  d< — J>) :  Rc  2.  232  :  torren, 
tar  bet,  twingit)  late  OHG.  trubo,  tiiswit  for  driibo,  dusunt  have  retained 
/  in  MHG.  (see  Kauffmann,  217,  who  assumes  that  d  and  /  had  fallen 
together  universally  in  OHG.  with  loss  of  voice). 

viii.  It  is  important  to  bear  in  mind  that  Got.  has  final/,  replacing 
Pr.  Gmc.  d  (Streitberg,  Got.  Gr?  no),  and  that  therefore  such  OHG. 
forms  as  houbit,  Got.  hdubip,  OHG.  birit,  Got.  bairip,  are  not  examples 

of/— >  d-^>t,  but  revert  respectively  to  Pr.  Gmc.  ̂ ^aubid  and  *derid, 
and  exemplify  #— ->  d—>t. 

ix.  Grammatic  change  in  OHG.  d  :  /  (Pr.  Gmc./  :  d)  and  doublets 

arising  from  it,  see  169.  Isidor's  zidh  (for  zid,  zit)  and  the  hinvarth 
of  the    Lw.  (for  hinavart)  are  probably  remains   of  double  forms, 
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though  the  latter  might  be  a  trace  of  LG.  influence;  cf.  OS. far//?, 
L  Fr.  rttflrthi  {Vs.  73). 

x.  OIKi.  ihw,  (he  tends  in  late  OHG.  to  become  tw,  though  the210 
change  is  not  very  regularly  carried  through  before  MHG. 

xi.  Where  /  is  found  beside  ///  in  texts  where  the  ///  is  still  the  rule, 
some  blunder  may  probably  be  assumed.  T.  has  truen  beside 
thruoen,  K.  tnunum,  triu,  &c. ;  see  Kogel,  118.  This  /  for  Ih  is  especially 
common  in  proper  names,  probably  due  to  the  influence  of  a  Romance 
scribe,  not  parallel  to  the  /<r—d< — p  discussed  in  note  vii. 

xii.  Geminated/  is  rare  in  Gmc. ;  it  arises  occasionally  in  W.  Gmc. 
from  pj,  OHG.  dd,  //,  earlier  //////,  d/id/i;  cf.  PBB.  vii.  135.  Isidor 
fdhdhahha,  later  feilah.  The  writings  dd/i,  ////,  &c.  are  also  found. 

The  //  of  OHG.  spotton,  khdda—kletta  (Graff,  4.  554)  is  probably  old. 
Got.  aippdu,  probably  on  account  of  its  proclitic  nature,  is  represented 

in  OHG.  by  forms  with  one  d:  c/ho,  edo  or  od/20,  odo.  Occasionally  are 
found  forms  with  dd:  HI.  eddo ;  and  curious  forms  also  with  r//i,  rd: 

Kb  tdtho,  erdo,  usually  cdho  (Kogel,  120);  Lex  Sal.  erdo  ;  Wk.  erdho\ 
HI.  62  erdo;  Mainz.  B.  order.  The  two  words  mithont  (Got. 
mippanei)  and  ethes  (Got.  aippau),  which  occur  in  Otfrid,  have  no 
apparent  trace  of  gemination  with  him ;  on  the  other  hand,  they  are 
never  written  with  d,  and  MS.  P.  transcribes  as  Ilk.  Perhaps  these 
forms  are  parallel  to  the  unexplained  appearance  of  rd  for  p  :  Pa. 

wirpar  {  =  wipar);  Ra  ivirdar  (Kogel,  54);  T.  wirdar,  and  also 
in  the  Glosses ;  HI.  hwerdar ;  Gl.  wirdrota  to  widaron ;  Lex  Sal. 
wirdria. 

S.  i.  Scherer  {Zur  Gesch.  d.  dt.  Sprache)  advances  the  theory  that  211 
Gmc.  s  was  only  distinguished  from  z  in  OHG.  by  having  become 
voiced.  Paul  {PBB.  i.  168)  and  Braune  {PBB.  i.  529)  show  that 
this  theory  is  untenable,  partly  because  in  direct  conflict  with  modern 
pronunciation,  partly  because  MHG.  carefully  distinguished  between 
final  s  and  z  in  rhyme.     Moreover  ss  never  became  voiced. 

ii.  It  is  worth  noting  that  si  is  sometimes  written  ski  or  sd'm  OHG. 
This  is  especially  frequent  in  H.  (occurring  8  times):  sclaf,  scla/ian, 

si liefer ;  Lw.  thuruhskluog \  Ra  piscluoc\  Mainz.  B.  sclaphun'.  Phys. 
sclahda.  Scherer's  explanation  of  this  is  probably  the  correct  one 
{Z.  Gesch.  127) :  /  under  the  influence  of  voiceless  s  had  itself  become 
voiceless  (as  in  Welsh),  and  the  writing  scl  is  an  attempt  to  denote 
the  sound. 

iii.  For  sk,  sg}  sch  see  216;  for  sp,  193;  for  si,  203  ;  for  sw,  242  ; 
for  hs  see  227. 

iv.  OHG.  s  {<—  Pr.  Gmc.  s)  is  very  seldom  written  z  in  OHG. 
H.crucez  (2);  Freis. O.  krucez ;  R.  85.  29  huaszemo  =  huassemo;  BR. 
ivazkaji,  deze. 

K.  i.  Sometimes  OH G.ck  {  =  kk)  is  found:  OHG.M,  that  is  W.  Gmc.  212 
kk  :  W.  Gmc.  k ;   viz.  forms  with  or  without  /-suffix  originally  (cf.  pf: 

ff,  zz  :  %).     Such  doublets  are  :  secki'l,  UG.  secchil :  T.  sek/it'l,  sek/la, 
stthil,  O.  secki'l  and  sekil.     nackot'.  M.  nahhid,  BR.  nahhidan.     quec : 
M.  queh,  quehhes.     backo  :  bahho.     slccko  :  slehho. 
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ii.  In  unaccented  syllables  hh  is  frequently  reduced  to  h :  solihher, 
welihher  beside  soliher,  weliher. 

Writings. 

iii.  As  well  as  hh  the  notation  ch  is  used  over  all  OHG.  territory  for 
this  spirant  hh,  but  it  then  falls  together  in  appearance  with  the  UG. 
ch  (kh)  for  the  fricative.  The  date  of  this  ch  for  hh  is  not  easy  to  fix. 
Isidor  has  only  hh,  e.  g.  zeihhan,  boohhum,  &c.  (once  hch  in  scahche). 
Wk.,  on  the  other  hand,  has  regularly  ch.  Tatian  has  hh,  but  often  ch, 
and  his  different  scribes  vary  (see  Sievers,  53).  O.  and  later  Fr. 

writings  have  ch.  In  UG.  Pa.,  Kb,  Ra,  and  R.  have  hh  and  few 

ch's.  Musp.,  M.  and  Al.  Ps.  all  have  hh,  but  H.  already  has  ch, 
and  BR.  and  Rb  have  numerous  ch's  beside  the  regular  hh,  so  that 
from  the  use  of  the  two  symbols  no  certain  clue  as  to  the  date  of 
a  document  is  to  be  found.  Only  so  much  is  certain,  that  hh  is  the 
older,  but  ch  begins  to  appear  as  early  as  the  eighth  century,  and 
from  the  tenth  century  on  is  usual. 

213  iv.  Single  h  is  often  found  for  hh  even  after  a  short  vowel  (cf.yfor 

ff  and  s  for  %£).     Ra  only  has  h  :  mihil  as  well  as  spraha,  zeihan,  &c. 
Voc.  and  Pa.  have  mainly  h.  T.  scribe  £  only  writes  h.  Rb  66  hh :  56 
ch:  49  h.  Single  h  is  also  found  sporadically  in  various  texts  which 
otherwise  have  ch:  and  occasionally  O.  (Kelle,  522):  firs uahiin, 

crdrihcs,  sp'ihiri,  skahdri;  Phys.  brihit,  bez'ehinet,  &c. 
v.  Of  other  writings  for  hh,  hch  is  fairly  common.  It  is  regular  in 

Ka  (Kogel),  frequent  in  Kb,  and  common  in  second  half  of  BR. 
{PBB.  i.  409) ;  in  many  other  texts  sporadically  :  Rb  stehchaler  ; 
T.  brehchanne ;  O.  gimahchaz,  sprihchu ;  Phys.  buhche,  mihcheliu ; 
Wiener  N.  sprihchet. 

hh  =  ch  is  very  rare  :  O.  bisuikhit,  bisulkhe(y.  23.  260) ;  Kb  sprikhit, 
prukhumes  ;  de  Heinr.  22  sprakha.  chh  :  Pa.  intluchhante  (Kogel,  82). 

cch:  H.  frecchi',  Otloh  gimacchost.  hk:  Kb  sohken.  he:  H.  rihees. 
chch:  Rb  curtilachchan  (Gl.  i.  336);  Freis.  O.  gimachchaz  (iv.  4. 
42).     hech  :  Rb  kimahechota.     chc.O.dochc. 

vi.  Final  h  is  the  normal  form  until  the  eleventh  century,  but  ch 
appears  sporadically  :  H.  pech ;  Fr.  Vn.gdtlich ;  Freis.  O.  sprach,  buach 
(Kelle,  525) ;  O.  spracher  =  sprach  er,  where  h  is  treated  as  if  medial. 
Will,  frequently  has  ch. 

he  is  sporadic  :  H.  cocallhc,  uuntarlihc ;  Rb  chelihc,  duruhsiunUhc  \ 
Musp.  uuehlihc ;  Fr.  O.  egeslihc. 

c  :  Fr.  Pn.  unsic.     g  :  de  Heinr.  ig,  25  ;  Arnst.  Maiienl. ge/ig,  oug. 
Franconian. 

214  vii.  Geminated  kk  in  O.  is  generally  denoted  by  single  k  :  akar,  lokon, 
&c. ;  but  O.  always  scans  such  syllables  as  long  and  so  must  have 
pronounced  kk.  Sometimes  O.  writes  kk  or  ck,  in  isolated  cases  gk : 

irquigken,  quegkez',  frequently  ch:  irrechen,  ivachar  (Kelle,  521). 
This  ch  is  for  the  most  part  only  graphic,  but  might  be  explained  as 
reverting  to  W.  Gmc.  k. 

viii.  For  single  k,  ch  (or  cch)  is  very  rare  in  Franc.  It  occurs  only 
once  in  T.  :  untarmerchi,   107.   3  (the  forms  imechit,  achre,  wiirche, 
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folchc,  vorsenchit  are  y,  i.  e.  the  Alem.  scribe).  O.  has  a  few  initial 

ch's  :  client  (Salomo,  25),  chert  (Hartmuat,  55)  are  caused  by  ana- 
gram. Otherwise  medial:  scalches,  archa.  Wk.  gotchundi,  giwur- 

(7^7/.  quecchem\    Fr.   TaufgelSb.   chirichun)    Strassb.    Eide,  folches) 
Mainz.  B.,  Sec.  (see  Pietsch).  These  Franc,  ctis  must,  of  course, 
be  taken  as  purely  graphic  and  carefully  distinguished  from  UG.  eh, 
the  fricative.     See,  however,  Kauffmann,  p.  242. 

ix.  Isidor's  writing  is  unique.  He  writes  c  when  final  :  folc,jleisc, 
bauhnunc  ;  sc  (for  sk)  before  a,  0,  or  u,  or  before  a  consonant  :  sculuii, 
scriban,  scald.  On  the  other  hand,  always  ch  when  initial  :  ehumfl, 
chiruniy  chrqft,  after  consonants  :  folches,  were  hum,  and  in  gemination  : 
arwechu;  always  cch  or  sch  before  e  or  /:  fleisches,  scheffidhes,  and 
always  adds  an  //  after  qu  \  quhad,  quhdmt.  Kogel  (PBB.  ix.  307) 

assigns  the  value  of  pure  tenuis  /•  to  all  these  symbols,  but  Norrenberg 
(ib.  384)  is  strongly  inclined  to  interpret  it  as  an  aspirated  k.  So,  loo, 
Braune,  Ahd.  Gr,t  §  143,  and  Hench,  p.  85. 

x.  Otfrid  often  writes  g  for  /•  before  /  of  the  preterite  :  drangta  or 
drankia\  see  Kelle,  523,  and  Pietsch,  429.  He  has  also  occasionally 

g  for  /•  when  iinal  :  /hang,  werg ;  but  such  forms  were  probably  due 
to  the  scribe  of  V.  and  frequently  corrected  to  /*  by  the  revisor 
(Kelle,  524).  This  g  may  represent  a  less  strongly  articulated  k : 

so  initially  in  Will,  gncht  =  kneht.  The  Freis.  O.  has  sometimes  £• 
for  initial  k  :  goroti.  gu?nigan.  &c. 

Upper  German. 

xi.  The  fricative  or  aspirate  (see  145)  is  usually  written  kh  Or  ch  in  215 
UG.,  when  double  often  cch.     Corresponding  to  the  Franc,  qu,  UG. 
writes  chu  or  chute,  in  older  texts  qhu,  and,  though  more  rarely,  quh. 
Cf.  PBB.  ix.  307.     But  UG.  sources,  especially  in  early  times,  often 

write  /',  c,  qu,  with  no  apparent  difference  from  Franc. 
xii.  Heusler  and  Kauffmann  try  from  modern  dialects  to  prove  that 

the  fricative  k  only  existed  in  Upper  Alem.,  and  that  the  greater  part 
of  Alemannia,  as  well  as  Elsass,  Suabia,  and  Bavaria,  only  knew  the 

aspirated  k  (/•+//)  or  the  simple   k   of  Franc.     Braune,  Ahd.    Gr. 
§  144.  7- 

xiii.  The  writing  kh  is  not  so  common  as  ch.  Kb  uses  kh.  St.  Gal. 
Pn.  qhuekhe,  khorunka,  khirihhun  ;  Musp.  khenfun,  khuninc,  quekkhen, 
otherwise  only  sporadic.  K,  c,  qu  in  the  UG.  texts  must  be  taken  as 
merely  an  inexact  rendering  of  the  shifted  k.  Some  of  the  earliest 
texts  are  entirely  free  from  it :  Pa.,  R.,  Ka,  H.,  Rb,  BR. ;  others  have 

a  number  of  k's.  So  Sam.,  M.,  &c.  In  the  Gl.  h  for  ch  occurs, 
probably  merely  miswriting  (PBB.  ix.  305).  In  later  UG.  of  the 
tenth  and  eleventh  centuries  ch  is  regular ;  k  is  very  rare.  Notker 
has  ch;  Wien  N.,  Otloh,  Merig.,  Ps.  138,  Freis.  O.  insert  ch  for 

Fr.  /'.  This  late  UG.  ch  may  represent  a  phonetic  change  of  kh  to 
X,  the  voiceless  guttural  spirant,  which  probably  did  take  place  in 
Alem.  (PBB.  vi.  556);  cf.  Alem.  pf  to  f. 

The  writing  ch,  used  both  for  kh  and  hh,  makes  it  difficult  to  ascer- 

tain the  exact  sounds  of  Alem..  but  Notker's  writings  seem  to  prove 
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that,  in  certain  cases  at  least,  no  difference  was  felt  between  ch  <—  kh 

and  ch<—  hh\  we  find  stare  her  and  stark  and  starhta ;  cf.  sprechan, 
sprah.  On  the  other  hand,  Notker  also  writes  cch  or  ch,  and,  when 
final,  g :  checches — cheg,  danchon — dang ;  so  that  in  these  cases  he 
must  have  heard  an  aspirate  explosive  and  not  a  spirant.  In  other 
late  UG.  sources,  besides  N.,  final  h  (which  must  denote  a  spirant)  is 
also  found.  Wess.  Pred.  wer/i,  werhliute ;  M.  scalh ;  H.  folk.  In 
Wien  N,  were,  werch,  werhc,  werh  are  all  used. 

Gemination. 

216  xiv.  The  writing  cch  in  UG.  for  kkh  is  found,  beside  the  more  usual 
ch,  at  all  periods  of  Alem.  In  N.  cch  is  the  only  form  (cch  is  rarely 
found  for  single  k):  Other  writings  occur  sporadically :  kh,  hk,  hkh, 
hek,  ckh,  hec,  &c.  (cf.  Kogel,  85). 

xv.  OHG.  sk  by  MHG.  times  has  become  a  single  sound  (=  s, 
NHG.  sck),  and  is  often  written  sch.  Exactly  when  this  change  took 
place  is  not  known  ;  it  must  have,  however,  begun  in  OHG.  times, 
and  we  may  probably  assume  an  intermediate  stage  sk,  s%,  h  and 
certain  hesitations  in  OHG.  orthography  strengthen  the  supposition 

that  sk  was  not  always  pure  s  +  k.  The  writing  sk  or  sc  remains  never- 
theless the  current  one  all  through  OHG.,  so  that  we  are  not  justified 

in  assuming  the  shift  sk  to  sx  to  be  part  of  the  Second  Sound-Shift  as 
Kauffmann  maintains. 

W RITINGS. 

217  xvi.  sc  is  regularly  used  in  Pa.,  Ka,  Kb,  Ra  as  a  writing  for  sk,  and  is 
even  used  before  e  and  i :  O.  scirm,  scin,  T.,  &c.  sch  appears  early  ;  Is. 
and  M.  have  sch  usually  before  e  and  i,  and  other  early  texts  have  it 
sporadically.  T.  bischein,  lantscheffi,  himilisches ;  BR.  unchuschida. 
Also  Pa.,  K.,  Ra,  occasionally.  In  Freis.  O.  sch  is  constantly  found 
replacing  the  sk,  sg  of  the  original  (Kelle,  506).  Fairly  frequent  is 
sch  in  Rb,  especially  before  e  and  i.  Otherwise  sch  is  found  only 
sporadically,  but  begins  to  gain  ground  after  the  eleventh  century. 

Will,  and  Wien  N.  have  many  sch's  beside  sc.  Likewise  the 
St.  Gallen  copy  of  N/s  Ps.  has  many  sch's,  though  the  oldest  N.  MSS. 
are  free  from  them,  sg  is  rare  for  initial  sk,  but  is  found  in  Pa.  and 
Ka  18  times:  sgalto,  sgero,  and  elsewhere  sporadically.  In  the 
eighth  and  ninth  centuries  medial  or  final  sg  for  sk  is  fairly  common. 
In  T.  some  scribes  always  have  it  (Sievers,  50).  O.  has  it  regularly 
except  initial,  and  writes  scado,  scaf,  but  mennisgo,  flcisges,  with 
rare  exceptions  such  as  the  words  eiscbn  and  biscof.  H.  has  sg 
before  e  and  i\  fleisge,  but  horsco,  fleisc.  Later  sg  became  more 
rare,  though  occasionally  found :  Wien  N.  wunsgendo ;  Will. 
irdisgen.  In  N.  sg  is  only  found  final :  fisg,fleisg,  but  fi sea,  fleisco;  so 
probably  we  are  dealing  with  less  strong  articulation.  In  most  cases, 

however,  we  are  perhaps  justified  in  seeing  in  these  sg's  an  effort 
to  render  a  spirant  element  heard  in  the  k  after  j  (  =  sg)  (cf. 
Kogel,  93).  The  sg  is  at  any  rate  clearly  not  parallel  to  the  sb 
and  sd,   which  occur  much  more  rarely   and    in   few   sources,     sg 
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is  far  more  frequent,  and  is,  moreover,  found  in  texts  which  never 
have  s/>  or  s<l. 

The  writing  x  (=  k+s)  \0.ghvuiixti  (ii.  2.  37)]  is  quite  isolated. 
After  the  twelfth  century  we  frequently  find  in  Alem.  texts  s  for 

it  (cf.  Weinhold,  -4/.  Gr.  156).  This  probably  denotes  the  simple 
sound  i, 

xvii.  The  k  of  i£  often  disappears  in  cons,  groups,  especially  in  the  218 

preterite  of  weak  verbs  of  first  class.      N.  ivis/a<—zvtse/a;    O.  fleis- 

Uehemo  (ii.  2.  29);  Nps.J/t'ts/ic/ie  (158), 
xviii.  i£a/ — skolla,  &c,  after  eleventh  century,  more  usually  appear 

as  W,  lo&a  ;  forms  without  k  are  rare  earlier.  The  loss  of  k  is 
probably  due  to  want  of  accent,  consequent  on  the  proclitic  character 
of  the  verb,  not  original  Pr.  Gmc.  weak  grade  (cf.  PBB.  xiv.  295), 
but  want  of  sentence  stress  in  OHG.  itself  (cf.  the  similar  forms  sal, 
sulde  for  s/ial,  shulde  in  the  northern  dialect  of  ME.). 
OHG.  sarph,  sarf  (OS.  sharp,  OE.  seearp,  ON.  skarpr)  appears 

in  the  oldest  texts  without  a  k.  Isolated  k  forms  in  HI.  are  per- 
haps LG.  In  the  tenth  and  eleventh  century  scarph  begins  to  crop 

up  and  finally  predominates.  In  MHG.  sarpf  is  already  rare :  this 
phenomenon  is  unexplained. 

Franco  nian. 

G.  i.  Initially  and  medially  g  is  the  only  correct  writing  in  Franc,  219 
but  often  c  is  found  for  g  when  final.  Examples  of  c  final  are  frequent 
in  minor  texts  (Pietsch)  and  in  Isidor  (iv).  Mainz.  B. :  bigienc,  bigihdic, 
seuldte ;  Lorsch.  B.  heilac,  unbigihtic,  unwirdlc,  Lorsch.  Bs.  flute,  flue. 

T.  also  has  frequently  e,  especially  scribe  y.  O.  has  5  e's  for  the  sake 
of  his  anagrams :  Ludowtc,  wt'rdte,  githic,  and  5  ̂'s.  Otherwise final  g  is  the  norm,  in  Franc. 

Gank.  gifank,  sank  (2),  edilink  :  these  final  k's  are  strong  evidence 
of  the  g  having  had  the  value  of  an  explosive  in  Franc,  but  other  final 
writings  eli,  gh,  h  would  seem  to  presuppose  a  spirant  value.  This 
spirant  value  is,  in  fact,  almost  assured  for  Mid.  and  North  Rh. 
Franc  Tr.  Cap.  (mugen) :  inach.  Lw.  hludwlg  :  ih.  Arnst.  Marienl. 
dach  :  maeh,  mig :  dich.  In  the  Leid.  Will,  gh  and  eh  are  frequently 

used  to  denote  g :  honigh,  et'n/gh,  einech.  Augs.  Geb.  gcnathih.  In 
these  parts  also  a  writing  is  found  of  medial  g  as  i  (=/),  which  seems 
to  confirm  its  spirant  value.  Tr.  Cap.  innenwendiun  (=  igun) ; 
uzzenwmdiun,  thegein  (=  dehein),  but  also  neieina. 

h  perhaps  represented  g-  (=g_)  in  herihunga,  &c 
ii.  When  g  comes  to  stand  before  /,  especially  in  the  preterites  of 

weak  verbs,  it  usually  remains  unchanged  (at  any  rate  in  writing) 
in  Franc,  always  in  O. :  ougta,  neig/a,  &c ;  and  also  in  T.  {eroucia 
only  once),  c  instead  of  g  before  /  occurs  sometimes  in  the  minor 
texts  :  Fulda  B.  gihaneii]  Mainzer  B.  gihancdi,  gihancti.    See  Pietsch. 

Geminated. 

iii.  gg  remains^  in  Franc  O.  trhuggu,  luggi,  &c;  T.  luggi, giwiggi.  220 
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[In  verbs  like  huggen  and  Uggen  Tatian,  like  later  OHG.,  usually  carries 

through  forms  with  a  single  g.~]     Once  T.  has  eg  :  mucglcn. cc  occurs  for  gg  in  Is.,  and  in  the  minor  texts  c :  Frankf.  dicanne. 
iv.  Isidor  has  several  peculiarities  in  his  rendering  of  OHG.  g  as  in 

that  of  k.  He  writes  g  initially  before  a,  o,  u,  r,  but  gh  before  e  and  i: 

go/t's,  ghcist,  langhe.  Medially  the  same  system  is  observed,  except 
that  either  g  or  gh  is  used  before  e  and  i:  Serge,  berghe,  meghin, 
strengi.  Finally  g  is  always  represented  by  c :  bare,  heilac,  bauhnunc, 

and^-  always  by  cc  :  hrucca.  It  is,  however,  remarkable,  and  as  yet  not 
satisfactorily  explained,  that  the  prefix  gi  (which  only  once  appears  as 
the  ghixve  should  expect)  is  always  written  with  eh,  which  in  Is.  is  the 
accepted  symbol  for  k  :  chilattbu,  chiminnan,  chisah,  &c.  Except  in 
this  prefix  eh  is  never  used  for  g  (with  two  isolated  exceptions,  medially 
bluchisoe  {PBB.  xii.  552),  and  finally  einicJi).  The  Fr.  original  of  M. 

must  have  had  the  same  system  of  notation  for^-,  except  that  the  form  of 
the  prefix  was  ghi  (not  chi),  for  traces  are  still  found  in  the  Bav.  copy  : 
gheist,  ghiri,  saghem,  ghifinstrit,  ghiruni  {PBB.  ix.  302).  In  other 

texts  gh  forg  is  rare  :  Wk.  eitlarghebon,  and  occasionally  in  Gls.  The 

Alem.  Jun.  Gl.,  which  have  a  number  of  gh's,  may  perhaps  rest  on 
a  Rh.  Fr.  original  like  that  of  M.  (see  Kogel).  The  exact  value  of  this 

gh  of  Is.  is,  no  doubt,  as  the  final  e  would  indicate,  that  of  the  pure  ex- 
plosive, the  same  as  the  g  before  a,  0,  u,  r  ;  and  the  insertion  of  h  after 

it  before  e  and  i  is  possibly  to  prevent  the  Romance  pronunciation  of 
g  before  e  and  i. 

Upper  German. 

221      v.  The  writing  c  for  k<—  g  is  used  in  the  same  way  as  in  the  case 
of  Gmc.  k,  not  before  e  and  i :  cabis  but  keban. 

Alemannic. 

vi.  In  the  very  oldest  Alem.  texts  we  find  g  initial  and  medial. 
According  to  Henning  g  is  the  rule  and  k  the  exception  till  772,  but 
after  772  the  k  begins  to  preponderate  initially,  though  medial  g  still 
remains  the  rule.  Ka,  the  oldest  part  of  K.,  and  Ra  still  have  many 

initial  g's,  while  texts  like  BR.  and  H.  are  almost  free  from  them. 
Amongst  the  Alem.  texts  of  the  eighth  and  ninth  century  the  Pn.  is  the 
only  one  which  has  k  for  g  consistently  in  all  positions  :  not  only  kip, 
kot,  but  also  sculdikem,  k/wrunka,  almahficun,  kiscaft,  take,  ewikan, 

&c.  g  appears  only  once  :  inphangan.  After  Pn.,  Kb  is  the  sole 
important  text  which,  beside  initial  k,  has  medial  k  in  far  greater 
number  than  medial  g  (Kogel,  no).  In  all  other  Alem.  texts, 

while  k  predominates  initially,  medial  £-  is  more  usual.  In  BR.  medial 

k's  increase  in  second  half  {PBB.  i.  406).  Ka,  Rabd,  H.,  and  other 
texts,  have  very  few  medial  X''s. 

Bavarian. 

vii.  In  the  oldest  Bav.  texts  also  medial  k  for  g  is  rare,  but  initial  k 
is  already  established  there,  though  g  is  not  infrequent.  Of  the  larger 
early  texts  Pa.  and  R.  are  the  only  ones  which  have  a  noteworthy 
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number  of  medial  k's.  Of  the  smaller  :  \Y.  manake,  almahftco ;  Fr.  Pn. 

suono/ah'n,  pifankan,  ewikemo,  makan,  chorunka,  mekin.  Otherwise  we 
only  find  medial  g,  Freis  O.  often  substitutes  X*  for  initial  g}  but  only  in 
eleven  cases  k  for  medial  g  (Kelle,  516). 

viii.  Finally  in  UG.  The  older  UG.  texts  have  usually  k  (or  c),  but  222 
g  is  not  rare  :  tac  or  tag.  k  is  frequent  also  at  end  of  a  syllable  : 
blucnissa,  aucta,  kioucter.  manacfalt,  sorcsam,  sorchafl.  In  Alem. 
we  meet  very  rarely  ch  (or  //)  for  final  g:  Ja.  halspauch\  II.  wirdih 
(Sievers,  1 8),  or  even  he.  In  Bav.,  on  the  other  hand,  such  c/is  are 
not  infrequent,  especially  after  the  end  of  the  ninth  century.  Musp. 
warch,  unhc%  eriihe  beside  tac,  mac,  &c. ;  Petrusl.  mack ;  Ps.  138 
week,  tach  ;  Freis.  O.  very  frequent,  lurch,  ginuach,  kuninch  (Kelle, 
518).     Also  often  in  Bav.  Gl. 

Paul  (PBB.\.  182)  tried  to  prove  from  these  final  ch's  that  medial  g 
in  Bav.  was  a  spirant  (  =  g)>  Jellinek,  however  (PBB.xv.  268),  shows, 
with  great  probability,  that  this  Bav.  ch  for  final  g  has  the  value  of  the 
fricative  k%,  since  it  is  rigorously  distinguished  in  Bav.  from  the  spirant 
h.  If  Jellinek  is  right,  we  must  assume  that  at  some  time  in  the  ninth 
century  final  k  in  Bav.  underwent  a  further  shift  to  k^  which  was 
denoted  by  the  symbol  ch.  In  this  case  the  fricative  k%  was  not  confined, 
as  has  hitherto  been  thought,  to  U.  Alem.    See  Braune,  Ag.  Gr.  §  149. 

ix.  In  late  Alem.  (ioth-nth  century)  g  fell  in  the  group  egi,  so 
that  a  new  diphthong  was  created  :  N.  keantseidoti  from  antseidon 

=  antsegidon.  So  also  in  proper  names  :  Me  in,  Rein  (<—  Meg  in, 
Regi?i),  Anz.fdA.  xvi.  284.  So  in  late  OHG.  in  general,  g  tends 
to  fall  after  i.  Nps.  predion  =  predigon  ;  bimuniun  =  bemnnigon ; 
gnadie  =  gnadige.  In  all  these  cases  we  should  probably  suppose 
that  a  spirant  value  for  g  preceded  its  loss. 

x.  After  the  tenth  century  medial  k  for  g  is  quite  obsolete  in  UG., 
and  the  writing  g  becomes  more  and  more  usual  even  for  initial  g. 

Merig.,  Otloh  have  only  initial  g.  A  few  late  texts,  however,  such  as 

Wiener  N.,  still  cling  to  occasional  k's  even  medially.  In  the  eleventh 
century  even  final  g  again  makes  its  appearance  :  tag,  gieng. 

xi.  Notker  alternates  initial  g  and  k  according  to  172.  223 
Geminated. 

xii.  In  UG.  gg  becomes  kk,  which  is  usually  denoted  by  ck, 
kk,  or  cc,  but  the  gemination  is  only  retained  after  a  short  vowel  : 
huckan,  liccan,  rukki,  ?nucca,  &c.  After  a  long  vowel  kk  is  simplified 
to  g  or  k\  only  one  text  retains  geminated  kk  (from  gg)  after  a  long 
vowel :  BR.  auckan  (beside  augan),  hneickan,  &c.  (PBB.  i.  407). 

Double  kk  («—  gg)  remains  so  written  in  UG.,  even  after  simple  /' 
has  been  restored  to  g,  and  persists  until  MHG.  Musp.  likkan, 
huckan  ;  Merig.  gihukka,  manslecken  ;  N.  hikke,  rukke.  Only  in  verbal 
forms  where  gg  alternated  with  g  are  the  forms  with  simple  g  genera- 

lized in  late  OHG.  This  analogical  simplification  of^  to  g  in  such 
cases  had  been  carried  out  in  T.  even  earlier. 

Writings. 

xiii,  Sometimes  kk  is  denoted  by  eg.  due  no  doubt  to  the  influence 
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of  Eng.  scribes.  Voc.  prucge,  mucge;  Pa.  hucgent,  lecgende.  Other 
writings  beside  ck  and  cc  are  very  rare : 

ch:  Sam.  thicho,  21.  gg\  Voc.  luggeo, 
cch  :  M.  licchentan,  zwiecchem.  gk  in  Pa.  and  K. 
k :  Kb  luki,  irlikent.  and  so  frequently. 
For  single  g  other  writings  than  k  and  <r  are  rare  in  UG. 
ch :  Fr.  Pn.  cumffichem ;  H.  chrimmiu,  eochalichera,  &c. ;  K.  plichit, 

machim,  irzochan.  gh  is  often  found  in  the  Jun.  Gl.,  especially  in  Ja, 
and  otherwise  in  the  proper  names  of  UG.  documents,  notably  those 
from  St.  Gallen,  which  also  often  have  ch  :  Eghilfrid,  Odalgher 
{PBB.  ix.  302  and  307). 

Inorganic  h. 

224  i.  Initial  in  word  or  syllable. 
That  OHG.  h  when  initial  in  word  or  syllable  had  only  the  value 

of  an  aspirate  is  clear  : 
(1)  From  the  fact  that  it  is  found  sporadically  in  the  most  varying 

texts,  intruding  into  words  where  it  has  no  etymological  right  to  be. 

Cf.  H.  hensti,  hum',  K.  ummezhali,  arhaltel\  M.  her  da  \  BR.  hubilan, 

heru,  hen's/,  heikinin  ;  Al.  Ps.  ht'um'h,  hewigon  :  in  Fr.  texts,  Lorsch.  B., 
Musp.,  hucze  =  iiz&e,  hurolob)  Lw.  heigun  (=  eigun)  24;  hiu  (=  iu) 
32.  The  Fr.  pronoun  her  is,  of  course,  not  an  instance  of  intrusive  h. 

These  inorganic  >$'s  are  merely  inaccuracies  of  spelling,  for  they 
only  occur  in  any  number  in  careless  and  inaccurate  texts;  some 
are  possibly  due  to  Romance  scribes  or  to  Romance  influence.  In 
T.  there  are  only  nine  cases,  and  in  all  the  MSS.  of  O.  only  two. 

(2)  That  h  is  used  medially  between  vowels  to  express  the  slight 
cons,  glide  developed  in  hiatus :  sdan,  sdhan ;  wden,  wdhen  \  bluoan, 
bluohan,  &c.  (cLPBB.  xi.  61).  N.  treats  this  cons,  glide  (h)  in  exactly 

the  same  manner  as  the  h  <— x»  so  it  must  have  had  the  same  aspirate 
value  as  the  latter  between  vowels.  Examples  of  this  h  glide  are 
especially  common  in  verbs  which  have  root  ending  in  a  long  vowel 
or  diphthong  and  in  their  derivatives.  Otherwise  it  is  rare.  Al.  Ps. 
ketruhent  =  triient. 

225  ii.  In  contrast  to  cases  (1,  2)  where  inorganic  h  had  the  value  of 
a  glide,  we  find  sporadically  in  OHG.  a  medial  h,  to  which  no  value 
at  all  can  be  attached  (PBB.  xi.  62).  H.  hohubit(=  houbii) ;  Pa.  (22. 

%i)flohai)  Pn.  stehic  (steic),  emezzihic  (-zic);  Rh  arprahastun.  The 
exact  value  of  h  in  the  extended  subjunctive  forms  in  Alem.  sources 
is  doubtful.  BR. piscauwohe,  duruftigdhe ;  H.  apanstohem,  kafrehtohem 
{PBB.  ix.  507). 

iii.  In  the  rare  forms  herihunga  GL  1.  371,  werihan  K.  (Kogel,  44), 

hefihanne  (Ra),  h  perhaps  denotes  the  voiced  spirant  g  otherwise 
denoted  by  g,  or,  and  more  probably,  is  merely  a  cons,  glide.  Cf. 
Litbl.  1887,  iii. 

Initial  h. 

iv.  Franc.  Wk.  retains  the  h  before  cons. :  hluttru,  unhreinitha,  eogi- 
hiiar;  so,  with  a  few  exceptions,  do  Isidor  and  Lex  Sal.    See  Pietsch. 

UG.  h  seems  first  to  have  fallen  before  w  (Kogel,  132),  but  it  con- 
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tinued  to  be  written  after  it  was  no  longer  heard,  and  this  reacts  on 
the  spelling,  for  we  find  not  infrequently  h  written  before  consonant  in 

words  which  etvmologically  have  no  right  to  it,  especially  in  Ra: 
hrinnit,  hliuhtcnli,  and  even  hseo  (Kogel,  1 30).  Voc.  retains  correct  h : 
hros,  hrind,  Sec.  (Henning,  73);  M.  the  same  (except  zvaks  for 
hwaUs)  j  R.  also  (see  Wiillner,  29).  In  Pa.  and  K.  w  is  more 
frequent  than  //re,  but  hi,  hn,  hr  are  retained,  especially  in  Kb.  Ka 

has  a  few  /,  //,  ;'s,  beside  hi,  &c.  (Kogel,  126).  Exh.  and  Cass.  Gl. 
hw  has  become  w:  wan/a,  waz^  &c,  but  ///  and  hn,  hr  remain:  hloset, 
hrimlir,  Sec.  In  BR.  certain  sections  have  /,  n,r, others  hi,  hn,hr{PBB.  i. 

410).  Rb  still  retains  traces  of  h  before  cons.  In  H.and  Musp./j  before 
cons,  has  quite  vanished.  Musp.  alliterates  wiu  :  weiz,  (62),  lewo :  lossan 
(82);  the  one  initial  rhyme  which  involves  h  is  horn  :  kihlutit  (73); 
probably  a  traditional  formula.  In  all  later  ninth-century  texts  h  has 
quite  disappeared.  In  the  ninth-century  copies  from  older  originals  we 
find  some  /is  correct  and  incorrect ;  cf.  the  Tegernsee  and  Emmeraner 
Gl.  (Wiillner). 

In  the  Hildebrandslied  the  alliteration  shows  that  initial  h  before 

cons,  was  pronounced:  helidos  :  hringd  (6);  heremo  :  hrusti  (56); 
heuivun  :  hwiltc  (66);  hiutu  :  hwcrdar  :  hrcgilo  (61),  though  in  the  MSS. 
the  scribes  in  many  cases  omitted  them. 

v.  Initial  h  before  vowel  is  sometimes  omitted    in  careless  MSS.  226 

We  have  no  example  in  T.  or  O.  (except  a  solitary  el/a(=  helfa)  in 
V.  1.  128.  5);  BR.  orreti  (—  horren);  Strassb.  Eide,  ge-alinissi. 

vi.  In  compound  words  in  which  haft,  hei'%,  hold  form  the  second 
half  of  the  word,  h  is  frequently  lost  owing  to  want  of  stress.  H.  trin- 

afte,  triuaftemu'y  Pa.  ncunaaftosto,  samanaftic ;  Ra  unolda,  agana\ 
Wiirz.  B.  inteiz,  (=  inthei^).  Compare  OE.  Ucuma  (<—  lie homd)\  Ael- 
fclm<r—  Aelfhelm,  &c.     Sievers,  Ags.  Gr.  §  217. 

Medial  h. 

vii.  Careless  texts  occasionally  omit  h  between  vowels  :  scan  for 
sehan,  dicin  for  dihan.  H.  hoi ;  BR.  kisiit)  Freis.  O.  bithian.  For 

Notker's  h  see  below  (xiii). viii.  In  late  Mid.  Germ,  of  the  eleventh  and  twelfth  centuries  medial 

//  vanishes  entirely  :  gdn  :  gesdn  (=  gesdhen),  Friedberger  Christ.  Cf. 

Weinhold,  Mhd.  Gr'.1  244. 
Loss  of  //  :  final  or  before  consonant. 

ix.  (a)  h  is  sometimes  lost  in  the  compound  :  wirciuh  =  wih  rouh. 
(b)  h  is  occasionally  lost  in  the  preposition  duruh,  late  OHG.  dur, 

dure.     Once  in  Ka  :  thur. 

(c)  h  sometimes  falls  in  cons,  groups,  especially  fo-l-cons.  OHG. 
mis/:  Got.  maihstus.  OHG.  zwm  :  Got.  taihsivo.  deis?no< — *dihsmo. 
OHG.  lastar  (to  lahan)  <—  lahstar.  OHG.  wast :  Got.  wahsls.  wasmo  : 
wahsmo;  weslew.  wehslen.     Cf.  PBB.  vii.  193  and  viii.  148. 

Assimilation  of  h. 

x.     The  assimilation  of  hs  to  ss  which  is  common  in  LG.  is  very  rare  227 
in  OHG.     Isidor  folwassan  =folwahsan;   M.  Has  (  =  flahs) ;  Phys. 
wassei.     Further  giuuassana.  gauuassemo. 
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Writings. 

xi.  h  (=x)is  sometimes  written  ch,  not  very  often  but  usually  in  the 
same  texts  which  use  ch  for  hh.  Freis.  O.  (Kelle,  529)  is  the  only  text 
which  does  so  regularly. 

he.  Reich.  B.  duruhc;  H.farlihc,  arrihetit. 
c.   H.  duruc,  roc,  slecier,  red  (Wiillner,  113). 
g.  Only  in  late  Fr.  texts.     Arnst.  Marienl.  rog,  durg,  sag,  &c. 
Freis.  O.  zo  for  zoh  is  probably  a  mere  blunder. 
hs  is  seldom  written  x  or  xs.  Graff,  1.  682  waxsanne,  Is.  waxsmo, 

T.  O.  sex  tun,  we  x  sal. 

ht\s>  often  written  th.  Lorsch.  B.  nalh(  =  nahi) ;  Tr.  Cap.  ather ;  Ezzo. 
lielh  ;  Freis.  O.  reth,  math,  kneih  ;  O.  (even  V.)  lioth,  i.  15.9  (Kelle,  528). 

/  sometimes  stands  for  ht,  probably  not  a  real  loss  of  h,  but  a  mere 

inaccuracy  of  spelling.  H.  liotfaz,,  leotkar,  trutines',  Tr.  Cap.  retliche) 
Carmen. /#?/;  Vhy  s./rolin  beside  frohfin)  N.  (prov.  5)  fur  tin,  furhten. 

Geminated  h. 

228  xii.  Germ,  xk  (<~Xj)  *s  written  nn  m  OHG.  and  falls  together 
with  OHG.  hh<r—k.  Gmc.  xx  ls  veiT  rare-  Got.  hlahjan,  OE. 
hliehhan  is  lost  in  OHG.  and  replaced  by  derived  weak  verb,  lahhen, 
lacheti)  bluhhen  :  Pa.  pluhhenti  =  flagrans  (142.  14);  intrihhen 

(=  reveal);  kihohhu  —  I  shall  exalt  (Gl.  1.  278).  Further  examples 
Litbl.  1887,  in.  A  few  rare  cases  where  gemination  has  been 
caused  by  w:  M.  nahhitun\  Got.  7ieh)idedun  (Hench,  120);  sehhan: 
sahhun  (Got.  saifoan  :  sehwi)\  O.  fir  lie  he.  Got.  leifaan  more  usually 

-lihe  (cf.  Kelle,  528).     Possibly,  other  examples  levelled  out  by  reviser. 
hh  caused  by  ;/ :  zuhhwi  beside  zugun  (Graff,  5.  620;  PBB.  xii. 

524).  An  apparent  secondary  gemination  is  occasionally  found  in  OHG. 
in  such  forms  as  :  dehhein,  nohhein,  beside  dehein,  &c.  These  probably 
arose  because  h  is  not  initial  in  the  second  syllable,  therefore  not  mere 
aspirate,  but  final  in  first,  therefore  still  =  ̂ ,  and  thus  for  clearness 
written  ch. 

Notker. 

229  xiii.  h  in  Notker  has  a  different  effect  on  neighbouring  vowel  ac- 
cording to  its  value. 

(a)  Medial  h  is  a  mere  aspirate  which  often  falls  between  short 
vowels,  causing  contraction  and  lengthening :  zehen  :  zen,  siveher : 
suer,  trahan  :  Iran,  mahalo7i  :  malon.  h  occasionally  falls  in  other 
words  also :  slahen,  sehen,  &c.  After  long  vowels  h  rarely  falls : 
gahes  :  gaes,  huohe  :  hue,  hoho  :  ho.  As  a  rule,  however,  //  remains 
after  long  vowel,  but  makes  it  short  :  sahun  :  sdhen,  nahor  :  ndher, 
llhan  :  lihen,  ziohan  :  zihen,  scuoha :  scuha,  &c.  Even  the  h  found 
after  long  vowels  as  cons,  glide  produces  the  same  effect:  saet,  N. 
sdhel ;  muet,  N.  viuhet\  but  cf.  Kogel,  PBB.  ix.  541. 

In  Np.  i  becomes  ie  before  h  :  siho,  N.  si'eho;  gihel,  N.  jiehet; even  the  short  i  which  has  arisen  from  1  under  influence  of  h :  llhan, 
N.  1 1  hen,  lie  hen. 

(/v)  h  =  x  in  N.  causes  u  to  become  no,  and  l  to  become  ie :  lihti, 
N.  tieh/i;  duh/a:  diiohia,  ruh\  ruoh  (but  ruher).  Braune.  Ahd.  Gr.  §  154. 
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xiv.  h  is  in  gram,  change  with  g  or  with  w.  Double  forms  arising 
from  levelling  :  gigehan  xgejehen,  gisehan  :  gisewan,  hcrizoho  :  hcrizogo, 
zuhil :  WHgil,  &c.  ;  such  eases  are  not  of  course  to  be  misinterpreted  as 
change  of  //  to  gt  or  //  to  W. 

II.    Liquids  1  and  r. 

i.  /  in  OHG.  appears  to  have  become  voiceless  in  the  neighbourhood  230 
of  voiceless  s,  and  the  group  si  is  therefore  sometimes  denoted  by  ski, 
sc I  (211). 

ii.  /  sometimes  appears  for  r  in  foreign  words  ;  this  change  is  usually 
due  to  some  form  of  dissimilation.  Lat.  peregrinus,  OHG. pi/igrim; 

Lat.  murmurdre,  OHG.  murmulon  (or  murmuron).  Occasionally  alter- 
native forms  arise.  Beside  the  OHG.  usual  martoron  O.  has  mar/olon, 

and  beside  chirihha  N.  has  chilichd,  which  is  a  characteristic  Alem.  form. 
Loss  of  r. 

i.  In   monosyllables   after   long  vowel  r  (alls  in   OHG.  after  the  231 
eleventh  century.     Will,  wd,  da,  hie,  &c.     We  find  hia  even  earlier : 
Sam.  30  and  Freis.  O.  (see  Kelle,  512).    Sporadically  we  find  OHG. 
sprehhan  appearing  without  r  as  spehhan  :  Graff,  ii.  369  ;  Litbl.  1887, 
1 10  (cf.  OE.  specan), 

ii.  //  :  O.  has  //< —  //  in  guallii/ii  :  < —  rl  in  fillorane,  filloriniu. 
iii.  The  pronunciation  of  r  in  final  unaccented  syllables  may  not 

have  been  very  decided.  O.  rhymes  anion  :  horn,  gisamanbt  :  wort, 
not  :  gibot  :  widerort,  and  even  writes  widarot  (cf.  Braune,  A /id.  Gr. 
§  120). 

r  as  cons,  glide. 

iv.  r  is  sometimes  found  as  a  cons,  glide  between  two  vowels  in 

hiatus.    Lw.  wola-r  ubar,  57;  Erf.  Judeneid.  bistu-r-unsculdic. 
Metathesis  of  r. 

v.  Metathesis  of  r  is  extremely  rare  in  OHG.,  though  more  frequent 
in  MG.  and  LG.     Lorsch.  B.  Kirst. 

vi.  Some  curious  r's  are  not  yet  quite  satisfactorily  explained. 
rd  for  ih  (Got.  pp)  in  crdo,  Got.  aippdu  (210). 
r  in  the  preterite  of  some  reduplicating  verbs,  r  in  scrirun,  from 

scrian  (perhaps  here  as  a  glide  (iv),  or  by  analogy  to  verbs  in  s  (236) 

which  take  r  in  the  pret.  plurai  by  Verner's  Law). 

III.    Nasals  m  and  n. 
Assimilation  of  OHG.  m. 

i.  mn  is  usually  assimilated  either  to  mm  or  to  nn.     h.,  T.,  &c.  232 
mmnian.  stimna,  later  nennen,  stimma. 

ii.  When  m  comes  by  composition  to  stand  before  dental  cons,  in 
late  OHG.  times  it  is  rarely  assimilated  in  writing,  though  it  is  quite 
possible  that  it  was  so  in  popular  pronunciation  :  tuomtag,  harmscara, 
ruomgerni,  Sec.     The  haranskara  of  Lw.  is  quite  exceptional. 

iii.  OHG.  m  before  pf  ox  f  (from  p)  usually  remains  labial :  kempfo, 

kem/o  (Isidor's  kenfo  is  exceptional) ;  but  OHG.  m  before  f  from 
Gmc.y  tends   to  become  n,  which  proves  that  Gmc.  /"must   have 

I  167  G 
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begun  to  lose  its  pure  bilabial  quality  and  to  become  labio-dental  (cf., 
however,  Heusler,  122  (192).  This  tendency  of  111  to  pass  to  11  before 
Gmc.  f  is  first  observable  in  Fr.  after  the  beginning  of  the  ninth 
century :  fimf,  zumft,  semfli  become  finf,  zunfl,  senfii.  Isidor  still 
has  m.  T.  hesitates,  O.  has  n  everywhere :  UG.  retains  m  longest ; 
as  late  as  the  eleventh  century  the  ris  are  still  in  the  minority  (cf.  Kogel, 

•59).  K.  has  2  n's:  unsenfti,  finfta.  Not  till  MHG.  does  n  become the  rule  in  UG.  also. 

iv.  In  OHG.  ram — rammes  beside  raban — rabanes  is  a  case  of  as- 

similation. Pr.  Gmc.  *yraban,  gen.  *xrabnes,  should  give  OHG.  hraban 
— hrammes.  The  double  forms  arise  by  levelling  in  both  directions  (cf. 
OE.  hrdefn  beside  hrdem,  and  N.E.  Ramsborough,  &c). 

v.  When  m  comes  in  OHG.  to  stand  before/,  a/-glide  is  sometimes 
generated  between  them  :  Freis.  O.  giruampfin. 

Final  m  in  OHG. 

vi.  Final  flexional  m  tends  to  become  n ;  this  change  began  in  the 
Fr.  before  mid-ninth  century.  Is.  and  Wk.  still  have  m,  T.  a  few  111  s, 
but  mostly  11  (Sievers,  20) ;  O.  and  later  only  11.  In  UG.  the  change 
began  even  earlier.  The  oldest  Gl.,  as  well  as  B.,  R>,  M.,  Exh.,  have 

already  some  n's;  in  H.  n  appears  in  considerable  numbers.  But 
m  maintains  its  ground  beside  n  in  UG.  till  the  beginning  of  the 
ninth  century.  By  the  time  of  Musp.  n  has  been  completely 
triumphant. 

Writings. 

233  vii.  Final  nasal,  whether  111  or  n,  can  be  denoted  in  MSS.  by  a  hori- 
zontal stroke  above  the  vowel,  so  that  during  the  transition  stage  (vi) 

doubt  may  exist  whether  the  stroke  denotes  an  m  or  an  n.  Thus  : 
Pa.  zupften,  K.  siginUft^  Lex  Sal.  sine.  The  scribes  themselves 
evidently  hesitated,  so  that  they  even  write  an  111  where  it  has  no  etymo- 

logical justification.  Pn.  :  kot  fater  almahticum.  Examples  also  in 

Pa.,  K.,  Ra,  Kogel,  57,  and  Graff,  ii.  590. 

N.  I.  Pr.  Gmc.  11  (IG.  11  0x111)  remains  for  the  most  part  unchanged 
in  OHG.  Before  dental  cons,  n  is  found ;  original  n  cannot  stand 
before  labials  (98),  but  may  come  into  that  position  by  syncope,  just 
as  m  may  come  to  stand  before  dentals :  inbiz*  later  imbiZf  Before 
gutturals  11  has  the  value  of  guttural  nasal  «  (Pr.  Gmc.  10  had  been 
lost  before  x,  109).  OHG.  nn  may  arise  from  :  (a)  Gmc.  mi:  rinnan, 
kunnan,  mannes,  &c. ;  (b)  W.  Gmc.  nn :  kunni,  &c,  and  UG.  even 
after  long  vowel  suannan  (Musp.);  (c)  Late  assimilation:  firstannissi 
from  firstantnissi. 

II.  Assimilation  of  n  in  OHG. 

i.  The  change  n  to  m  before  labials  no  doubt  took  place  in  OHG. 
pronunciation  even  in  recent  compounds,  but  these  by  analogy  retained 

the  writing  of  ;/  (232):  whi-beri,  bein-berga,  cbcn-michel,  &c.  Excep- 
tions are  rare:  cf.  spambette  (Graff,  iii.  51);  N.  skimbare  beside 

skmbdre;  HI.  staimbortchludun.     In  the  case  of  prefixes  in  and  un, 
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though  unmahiy  inbot  are  the  most  usual  forms,  we  find  occasionally 
ummahi,  imbof,  &c.  (III.  25,  unmet). 

Dissimilation  of  n. 

ii.  //  appears  to   have  been  dissimilated  before    m   in  Fr.  siiumo.  234 
T.,  O.  for  UG.  sniumo;  the  /  form  does  not  extend  to  the  UG.  till  late, 
but  N.  has  sliemo.      01 IG.  kumil:  kumiu,  himil,  Cot.  himins,  are  not 
eases  of  dissimilation  but  different  suffixes  (102). 

Loss  of  n. 

iii.  n  occasionally  tails  when  final,  especially  in  E.  Fr.  Wiirz.  B. 
fasti,  gihorC)  furstd  ;  T.  fara,  arouge,  unza  :  unzan  ;  cf.  Pietsch.  O. 
often  omits  final  n  in  rhyme:  gistuatxguaU  In  late  OHG.  we  find 
examples  of  this  loss  of  final  n  even  in  UG.  Merig.  uuese  (=  wesan, 
52).  Loss  of  final  n  is  comparatively  frequent  in  certain  MHG. 

dialects  (Weinhold2,  §  372). 
iv.  In  secondary  syllable  n  in  ng  (=  n)  tends  to  disappear  in  OHG. 

As  early  as  T.  we  find  kunig  for  kuning,  pfennig  for  pfenning,  sun/rigun 
for  suntringun  ;  M.  pendtgo)  Gl.  i.  309.  27  chuniges.  In  late  OHG. 
this  loss  of  id  becomes  more  common  {Zs.fdA.  37.  124). 

In  some  texts  ;/  for  ng  (  =  ?o)  occurs,  especially  in  the  Phys.  ge- 
V tinen  for gevangen,  sprinel  for  springe 7,  zunon  for  zungon.  Gl.  ii.  162 

prinit ;  =  pringit,  169  prunein  —  prungan,  188  pcziruno  =  pezirungo. 
v.  Careless  scribes  sometimes  omit  ;/  (Kogel,  61),  H.  <?r/=  a»j/; 

or  //  is  ignored  by  copyist  of  forms  like  uuatih  =  zuantih,  T.  205.  3. 
vi.  Phys.  has  //  for  »d?  in  tin  =  ///^/.  dorstuner  =  do  crstund  er. 

un  is  often  found  in  MSS.  of  thirteenth  century  and  appears  to  be 
a  secondary  form  of  und. 

vii.  Occasionally  ;/;/  is  found  for  n.  O.fonne,  thannana,  bi?inih  —  bin 
ih,  i.  25.  5;  Kelle,  513.  Phys.  annimo  =  an  imo.  deiranna,  &c. 
And  ng  for  g  :   einingeru,  iungundi,  iungundlih. 

Semi- vowels  j  and  w. 

i.  Initial  j  is  sometimes  lost  in  late  UG.     O.  tamer \gener;  N.  amer,  235 
ener :  the  two  words  are  rare  except  in  O.  and  N. 

ii.  The  writings  fory  is  especially  frequent  before  the  vowels  c  and 
i,  probably  for  graphic  reasons.  From  the  verb  jehan  the  preterite 
ia/i,  ij/iun,  but  Infinitive  gehan,  pres.  gihu,  and  derivatives  bigihf, 
gig  in/,  &c. 

Similarly  the  verbye/an—jesan,  often  getan—gesan.  In  the  eighth  and 
ninth  centuries  g  is  the  more  usual  writing  in  these  words,  though 
Is.  has  biiihti,  YYk.  biiehames.  Later  i  comes  into  vogue  beside  g  even 

before  e  and  i,  especially  in  N.  and  Will.  N.  iehet,  \V.  ie'hent.  Before 
other  vowels  than  e  and  i  the  writing  g  for  /  is  very  rare.  M.  gungt- 
ron  =  iungiron,  Wess.  Pred.  ze  gunsle  (Jungis/e). 

iii.  The  part.y'//  is  frequently  written  giu  beside  in.  In  N.  the  j  of in  appears  to  have  become  a  vowel,  for  he  writes  iii  or  in.  Kogel 
explains  this  giu  as  —  jiu,  and  as  standing  in  graded  relation  to  ju. 
Lilbl.  1887,  no. 

G    2 
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J  as  consonant  glide. 

236  iv.  (a)  Medially  between  vowels  j  frequently  appears  in  OHG.  as 
a  cons,  glide.  It  is  especially  common  in  verbs  whose  roots  end  in 
a  long  vowel  or  a  diphthong :  saen  and  saian,  bluoan  and  bluoian,  &c. 
So  also  after  i  or  ci  before  a  vowel :  T.  fiiant  beside  fianl,  Mers. 

Zs.  vigandum,  T.  frige  to  fri,  BR.  frige'r.  So  in  the  words  eigen,  ens,  or 
pi.  eiger ;  see  (e) :  scrian,  pres.  scriit  or  scrigit. 

(b)  In  some  cases  the /-glide  is  introduced  into  words  which  origin- 
ally had  a  w.     From  hiwi — Mien,  higi,  kigzski,  &c.      Similarly  from 

fuir — vugir  (Musp.  59). 
(c)  In  the  originally  reduplicating  verbs  whose  stem  ends  in  a  or  no 

the  /  that  is  frequently  found  in  their  flexion  may  arise  from  analogy 
with  the  non-graded  verbs  of  Class  I. 

(d)  In  UG.,  especially  Bav.,  the  non-graded  verbs  of  II  and  III  (in  on 
and  en)  adopt  the  endings  of  Class  I  in  the  subj.  pres.,  and  frequently  then 

develop  a /-glide  before  the  flexional  e.  For  salbo  occur  salboe,  salboje 
or  salboge,  for  habe,  habe.e,  habeje,  or  habege ;  so  richisoia,  chosoge,  &c. 

(e)  In  a  few  words  medial/  between  vowels  is  not  an  OHG.  glide 
developed,  but  is  historically  correct  from  Pr.  Gmc. //(103);  so  OHG. 
ei\  ON.  egg,  OHG.  zweiio,  ON.  tveggja,  Got.  twaddje,  OHG.  hwaijon  = 
to  neigh.     Cf.  PBB.  ix.  542. 

237  Medially  after  consonant. 

v.  /,  as  seen  above,  tends  to  fall  medially  after  consonant.  In  the 

ninth  century  Pa.,  K.,  Ra  frequently  retain/;  later  Alem.,  B.,  R1', 
H.  /  is  very  rare  :  Bav.,  Exh.  christidninn,  pnrgeo,  filleol,  redia, 
sun/eono;  Wess.  Geb.  (if  Bav.)  tnteo,  wenteo,  willeon.  Musp.  only 
has  lougiii  (53),  otherwise/  is  gone. 

Fr.  early  texts.  Wk.  rehtiu,  helliu,  gilanbin,  scepphion,  thurfteo, 
sundeono,  secchia, gihor ie ;  less  frequently/  is  lost :  Simla,  heilanto,  thisn. 
In  T./  has  fallen  before  e,  though  still  frequent  before  u  :  waniu,  cunniu 
(Sievers,  7).    In  O.  the/  is  completely  lost. 

The  exact  chronology  of  this  loss  of/  it  is  not  possible  to  determine, 

as/'s  keep  reappearing  throughout  the  whole  period.  It  seems  probable 
that/  produced  a  slight  modification  of  the  preceding  cons.  (cf.  NHG. 
Familie,  Signal),  which  some  scribes  were  content  to  ignore  and  some 
chose  to  denote  by  following/,  so  that,  while  Isidor  writes  scarcely  any 

/'s  and  O.  none,  the  Lw.,  which  is  later  than  either,  still  has  its  /'s 
quite  correctly  :  geendiot,  sundiono,  zvillion,  kunnie,  ellian.  (It  must 
be  borne  in  mind,  however,  that  the  Lw.  is  not  free  from  traces  of  LG. 
influence,  and  it  is  possible  that  this  retention  of/  might  be  such 
another.)  The  quality  of  following  vowel  appears  to  have  had  some 
influence  on  the  falling  of/:  j  falls  earliest  before  i  prior  to  OHG. 
times  (127).  In  OHG.  it  is  rarest  before  e,  more  frequent  before 
a,  most  frequent  before  0  and  u. 

J  after  r. 

238  vi.  Kluge  holds  that/ after  r  had  already  in  Pr.  Gmc.  become  vocalic, 
a  fact  that  would  account  both  for  the  lack  of  lengthening  in  W.Gmc. 
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and  for  the  persistence  of  i  after  r  in  OHG.  Forms  like  nerien  are 

then  three-syllabled  (Grr  i.  ."{79).  Heinzel  corroborates  this  view 
(Z.  f.  osl.  Gym.  41.  227)  by  showing  that  the  music  of  the  Petruslied 
scans  nerian  and  skerian  as  trisyllabic.  In  the  writings  nerigen,  &c, 

g  is  then  a  /-glide  secondarily  developed  (iv).  Braune,  on  the  other 
hand  (AJuI.  Gr.  §  118.  3),  contends,  though  not  convincingly, 

that/  after  /  differed  from  other  y"s,  not  in  being  vocalic,  but  in 
partaking  more  of  the  nature  of  g}  and  he  explains  the  three- 
syllabled  ntr/gen,  &c,  as  arising  from  the  development  of  a  secondary 
vowel  between  r  and  g.  This  view  might  seem  to  be  strengthened  by 
the  fact  that  in  three  or  two  words  OHG.  j  after  r  has  passed  into 
NHG.  g;  cf.  /urge  (OHG.  ferio,  vergo),  Scherge  (to  OHG.  scdra), 
Lafwerge  (late  Latin  eltctuarium,  MHG.  electuarje)  (cf.  Kluge,  s.  v.). 

Against  Braune's  view  may  be  noted  the  forms  in  which  h  occurs 
instead  of/:  Gl.  i.  371  herihunga  beside  heriunga  and  herigunga\ 
K.  werihan  beside  werten  and  werigen,  &c. ;  which  strengthen  the 
interpretation  of  the  g  in  nerigen  as  a  glide,  since  //,  J,  and  w  were 
interchangeable  in  this  capacity. 

vii.  The  Fr.  and  Alem.  rr  from  rj  after  short  vowel  is  a  purely 
OHG.  assimilation,  not  a  W.  Gmc.  lengthening,  for  while  there  occur 
in  early  OHG.  iv/IIio,  seitien,  &c.,  OS.  willio,  sellian,  &c.  (which  prove 
that  the  W.  Gmc.  lengthening  took  place  before  the  loss  of  the/,  and 
could  not  consequently  be  due  to  assimilation),  nerrien,  swerrien  are 
never  found.  The  rr  forms  are,  however,  not  the  only  ones  in  Fr. 
and  Alem.,  and  as  late  as  N.  we  still  find  rj  side  by  side  with  rr. 

N.  Boeth.  gene'rien. 
viii.  The  OHG.  rr  found  after  long  vowel  in  UG.  is  to  be  dis-  239 

tinguished  from  the  above.  It  occurs  only  in  the  UG.  texts  which 
show  lengthening  of  all  other  consonants  also  after  long  syllable:  BR. 
Kbrran  for  O.  horen,  lerran  for  O.  leren ;  but  here  it  is  merely  the 

\Y.  Gmc.  lengthening,  and  in  earlier  texts  rdrriun,  rorreono  (R1) 
are  found.     Such  rrs  are  common  in  N.  :  war/a,  &c. 

ix.  A  very  few  words  in  OHG.  appear  to  have  had  vocalized  /,  not/, 
after  consonant. 

(1)  Winia  (f.  of  wini)  =  beloved,  N.  and  Will.  It  occurs  in  Merig. 
also  (80)  as  wtniga, 

(2)  Beside  brunna  (OE.  Lyme)  O.  has  the  form  brmu'a,  with  single //  and  retained  i.     Graff,  iii.  312. 

(3)  OHG.  kevia,  Lat.  cavea,  has  vocalic  ?';  MHG.  kevie,  kevige; 
NHG.  Kafig  (j— >g  as  in  Ferge,  &c). 

x.  OHG.  reda,  redon  bear  no  trace  of  the  lengthened  d  to  be  ex- 

pected from  the/  forms  met  with  in  OHG.  B.  radia,  redi'a,  redea;  so 
Exh.  and  M.,  and  even  O.  frequently  retains  j :  redi'a,  redion,  adj. 
redie(\.  1.  75). 

xi.  In  secondary  syllables  j  appears  to  have  exercised  in   OHG.  240 
a  partial  progressive  assimilation  on  a  following  a,  so  that  ja  —=>je 
and  with  the  loss  ofj—*e.      Hence  the  infinitive  of  we?k  verbs  of 
Class  I  (and  certain  jan  presents  of  graded  verbs)  ends  in  the  oldest 
OHG.   in   en,   while  the   ordinary  graded  verbs  end  in  an.      Thus 
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nerien,  sizzen,  siverien,  bitlen  beside  zvesan,  neman,  &c. :  similarly,  the 

third  person  of  the  same  verbs :  nerient  beside  nemant.  This  alterna- 
tion was,  however,  soon  levelled  out  by  analogy,  regardless  of  original 

presence  or  absence  of/,  and  different  dialects  level  out  differently,  so 

that  roughly  it  may  be  said  that  UG.  prefers  «-forms,  Franc,  the 
r-forms. 

In  nouns  the  same  difference  existed  originally.  The  nomin.  of 

the  tf-stems  :  geba,  of  the  /# -stems  :  sunte.  Very  early,  however,  in 
the  eighth  and  ninth  centuries  the  doubly  analogical  form  suntea 
comes  into  use  (modelled  on  geba  and  oblique  cases  like  suntiti).  Cf. 
Bernhardi,  Phil:  St.  1896. 

w. 
241  i.  After  initial  cons,  w  often  falls  before  u  (or  0),  as  already  W.  Gmc. 

u  had  done.     OHG.  huosto,  OE.  hwosta  ;  OHG.  suozj,  OE.  szvete. 
Forms  with  zv  are  rare  :  Pa.  has  15  ;  Freis.  O.  suuazj  (Kelle,  483). 

Sorga  would  seem  to  come  under  the  same  category  if  szvorga, 
a  form  found  both  in  T.  and  O.,  is  taken  to  be  the  original  form, 
but  all  the  Gmc.  dialects  have  forms  without  the  zv.  Except  in 
these  cases,  loss  of  w  is  rare  in  OHG.,  even  before  0  and  u,  because 
it  is  usually  retained  or  restored  by  analogy  to  forms  in  which  it 
precedes  other  vowels.  Instead  of  suor  (suar),  &c,  which  is  found 
in  O.  (Kelle,  482),  more  often  simor  occurs  by  analogy  to  infinitive 
swerien ;  so  beside  duog  (to  divahan)  more  often  duuog.  The  past 
part,  of  dwingan  in  the  oldest  texts  is  often  gedungan  or  githungan 
(Musp.  61  pidimgan),  later  gidwungan.  Is.  swimman,  Gl.  1309; 
past  part,  uzsumman;  see  Litbl.  1888,  109,  and  PBB.  vii.  160, 
Gr?  i.  378. 

ii.  OHG.  kw  (qu)  loses  its  w  in  late  Alem.  OHG.  quedan,  N.  cheden, 

quellen — chelen,  quec — chcg,  erquickil;  Physiol,  erchichit,  qua/- — chat, 
choat.     The  other  dialects  retain  qu. 

iii.  Common  to  all  dialects  in  late  OHG.  is  ko — hi  =  que — qui  in 
the  verb  quern  an — quimu,  which  appears  as  comen — cumu.  Not  till  very 
late  do  other  words  with  que  follow  suit:  quena,  quenala  occur  as 
chone,  coneta  ;  and  in  late  Bav.  we  find  choden  for  quedan.  Merig.  92 
c  hod  int. 

iv.  w  after  cons,  affects  a  following  /before  double  nasal,  and  rounds 
it  to  u  in  N.  (probably  =  ii  (Litbl.  1887,  109)).  OHG.  swimman, 
N.  suuummen  ;  OHG.  gcwinnan.  N.  guuunnen.  But  N.  has  gewinnen 
when  e  of  prefix  is  not  syncopated  (guuinnen,  however,  also  occurs, 
and  in  N.  Ps.  geuuunnen,  with  e  of  prefix  restored). 

v.  w  after  initial  dental  cons,  tends  in  UG.  to  generate  a  secondary 
vowel :  K.  zoivivai  —  zwJval,  Sec. 

Final  w. 

242  vi.  Occasionally  u  appears  instead  of  0  for  vocalized  or  medial  w. 

M.  seu ;  R.  ikarula,  inkaruter  ;  Is.  and  M.  se'uta  (OS.  seola,  Got.  sdiwala) 
(Leid.  Will,  siela,  otherwise  OHG.  sela).     See  PBB.xW.  168. 

vii.  Already  in  O.'s  time  final  0  after  long  vowel  has  completely  dis- 
appeared. In  eo,  hweo  the  diphthong  was  shortened  before  loss  of<?, 

therefore  eo,  io}  and  h)weo,  h)ivio  do  not  drop  the  0. 
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Medial  w  after  cons. 

viii.  w  after  s  is  rare :  zes{a)wa ;  treso — tres[a)wes :  generally  a 
secondary  vowel  is  developed  and  in  many  eases  OHG.,  in  common 
with  other  \Y.  Gmc.  dialects,  had  lost  w  after  cons,  (except  /  and  r)  : 

Got, aha OHG.  aha Got.  sigqan OIIG.  sin kan 

neh ' 
11  all ubiswa obasa 

lei/ran 

I'l/i  an 

aqizi 
a  ckus 

sailvan s  i' han nai/aps 
nackot,  &c, 

See  G/:2  i.  378.  428. 
It  is  highly  probable  that  this  loss  of  iv  is  merely  due  to  analogy,  as 

it  first  occurs  before  guttural  vowels  and  after  long  syllables.  Words 
which  originally  had  hw  or  &w(q)  occasionally  appear  with  lengthened 

/;  or  X',  showing  the  working  of  the  w  (Litbl.  1887,  109) :  ahha,  sehhan, 
arhns,  nackot,  Sec.  (cf.  129,  130). 

ix.  In  the  second  half  of  compounds  initial  w  often  falls,  and  the 

following  vowel  is  obscured  (cf.  OE.  hlaford  for  hi  of -wear  d) :  *hei?n- 
wart — >  /hi/nor/.  *framwert  — >frammort\  OE.  wyrt wain,  OHG.  wur- 
zala.  C(.  PBB.  xii.  378,  and  especially  in  proper  names  compounded 

with  -waif,  -wolf,  which  become  -oil,  -olf. 

Medial  w  after  an  originally  long  vowel. 
x.  After  long  vowel  medial  w  is  frequent  in  Gmc.  and  in  OHG. ;  243 

cf.  brawa,  /rawer,  ewa,  spiwan,  &c.  This  w  sometimes  falls  both  in 
early  and  late  OHG.,  and  in  various  texts  we  find  forms  like  :  grder, 

eatspian,  wtart  (beside  wiwdri)  Lat.  vivarium).  The  z£>-forms  are  the 
more  usual,  however,  unless  a  cons,  follows,  in  which  case  w  is  always 
lost:  pret.  hita  to  hiwen,  lata  to  lawen  {PBB.  xi.  71). 

w  as  glide. 
xi.  After  a  long  vowel  or  diphthong  in  OHG.  w  is  often  merely 

a  cons,  glide  developed  in  hiatus,  especially  after  a  :  saen  or  saiven,  T.; 
bhtoan  or  bluowan. 

The  forms  with  z#-glide  are  especially  popular  in  E.  Fr.,  but  the 
glideless  forms  predominate.  In  some  cases  it  is  not  easy  to  determine 
whether  w  is  original  or  is  merely  a  glide,  as  in :  buan  beside  biiwan, 
iruen  beside  iruwen  [PBB.  vi.  569).  As  has  been  seen,  h  and/  (written 
sometimes  as  g)  are  also  frequent  in  such  words  as  glides :  saen,  sahen, 
saian  or  saiven,  &c.    Sometimes  h  or  j  even  replace  an  original  w. 

T.  klien.  Jugiski,  higi  (to  luivi)  ;  Ja.  unkihigiier  (unmarried);  Phys. 
uspigei;  Denkm?  xxx.  162  itniugiu  =  niinvin;  N.  ge-hiien,  hiion; 
O.  (P.)  hViun  ;  Np.  eha. 

To  explain  this  the  loss  of  w  must  of  course  be  first  assumed,  and 
then  the  development  of  the  glide  in  hiatus. 

w  after  a  short  vowel. 
WW. 

xii.  Original  ww,  whether  Pr.  Gmc.  ww  (a)  or  W.  Gmc.  ww  (b)  244 
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(i  1 6),  vocalizes  the  first  w  in  OHG.  to  u,  which  then  forms  a  diphthong 
with  whatever  vowel  precedes. 

(i)  Pr.  Gmc.  aiia  gives  OHG.  awa. 
(2)  Pr.  Gmc.  auua  gives  OHG.  auwa. 

But  OHG.  spelling  often  confuses  the  two,  for  (1)  is  written  auua  and 
(2)  auuua,  and  (2)  is  constantly  simplified  to  auua,  and  the  OHG. 
spellings  are  thus  very  little  clue  to  the  actual  value  of  the  sounds. 

(a)  Pr.  Gmc.  ww  is  replaced  in  Got.  by  ggw,  in  ON.  by  ggv  : 
in  OHG.  auw  becomes  oitw. 

ON.  hoggva,  OHG.  hauwan,  houwan. 

Got.  glaggivus,  ON.  gloggr,  OHG.  glauwer,  glouwer 
skuggwa  skauivon,  skouwbn. 

When  Pr.  Gmc.  ww  came  to  stand  final,  as  in  the  strong  preterite  or 
uninflected  adjective,  &c,  ww  was  of  course  simplified  to  w  and  forms 

a  diphthong.  To  bliuwan,  riuwan,  pret.  blou,  rou.  To  glouwer — glou, 
touwes — tou,  &c. 

ww  after  e  and  i. 

In  Pr.  Gmc.  e  and  i  interchange  by  i/j  mutation  :  OS.  treuuua  and 
Iriuuui;  in  OHG., however, /always  stands  before  ww,  thusOHG./rzV/zm 

and  triuwi,  riuwan,  iuiver,  bliuwan  (Got.  bliggwan,0¥..*bleowan).  Here, 
again,  when  ww  becomes  final  the  second  w  falls,  and  only  the  diphthong 

is  left.  To  spriuwes — spriu,  to  triuwa — iriuhaft,  to  iuwer — iu  (dat.  pi.). 
In  all  these  cases  writings  with  three  us  are  very  common.  Cf.  Braune, 
AM.  Gr.,  §  30.  2;  PBB.  vi.  87. 

ww  after  u. 

The  result  is  of  course  uw.  Pret.  pi.  of  bliuwan  =  bluwun,  past 
part,  gibliiwan. 

245  (b)  W.  Gmc.  ww.  Forms  which  in  W.  Gmc.  have  ww  arising  from 
w  followed  by  j  almost  always  alternate  with  forms  with  w  where  no/ 
was  present,  and  both  must  therefore  be  treated  of  together. 

Single  w. 

(#)  After  a:  W.  Gmc.* f raw-,  uninflected  OYLG.  frao, soon  contracted 
iofro,  inflected  became  /rawer,  which  passed  to  frower  (influence  of 
w  on  a).  The  0  of  the  uninflected  form  influences  the  inflected 
form,  and  it  appears  as  froer.  So  with  the  words  fro,  ro,  s/ro, 

fo,  &c. 
When  j  follows  in  W.  Gmc.  doubling  arises  and  the  consequent 

diphthong  -f  w  in  OHG.  Pr.  Gmc.  *frawj-,  W.  Gmc.  *frawwj-,  OHG. 
*frauwja,  frouwa. 

The  diphthong  is  incapable  of  undergoing  /-mutation  in  OHG.,  so 

that  it  remains  :  OHG.  frotiwen,  from  *frawwjan. 
In  cases,  however,  where  i,  not  /,  followed  in  W.  Gmc,  there  is  no 

doubling,  consequently  no  diphthong,  and  the  simple  a  before  simple  w 

is  able  to  undergo  /-mutation  in  OHG.  The  pret.  of  the  \erbfr0u7ven 
thus  is  frewita-,  from  *frawi$a. 

Similarly,  from  nom.  */iawi\  gen.  *hawivjes,  the  OHG.  forms  are 
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kewi—hotcwes%  likewise  gewi—gouwes.  The  natural  confusion  and 
double  levelling  ensue,  so  that  in  OHG.  both  hewi — hewes  and  houwi — 
houweS)  &c,  are  found. 

The  ww  forms  and   lack  of  mutation  prevail  in  Bavarian,  which  246 

prefers:  kouwi}gouwt\  frouwen—frouita^  while  the  single  w- forms  with 
mutation  are  more  popular  in  Alem.  and  Franc. :  hewi,  gewi,frewen — 
frewito. 

Otfrid's  metre  shows  clearly  that  the  OHG.  writing  freuuen  = 
frewen  and  not  freuwcn,  because  he  scans  the  first  syllable  as  short 

(PBfi.  ix.  529).    Moreover,  there  is  no  OHG.  z-mutation  of  ou  to  eu. 
Isolated  forms  occur  in  Wk.  Originally  w  seems  to  have  given  rise 

to  a  diphthong:  Is. frtuuui,  freuuuidha. 
Similarly,  the  apparent  change  of  a  to  0  \\\f rawer  to  f rower  may 

point  to  the  diphthong  *frauuer  as  an  intermediate  stage.  This  is 
rendered  more  likely  by  occasional  forms  as  Q.frou  =  fro,  R(l  strau, 
strou  =  slro. 

(/j)  After  e  and  i. 
Gmc.  e  remains  unaltered  before  single  w.  OHG.  gewon,  gisewan 

(p.p.  to  sehan). 
Final  w  became  0  :  knaves — kneo  (or  knto). 

When  1  follows  in  W.  Gmc,  e  — >  i\  wheny'  follows,  e  — >  i  and  w  — > 
ww.    *srwivjan — *siwida,  OHG.  siuuen — siwila.    *newjo,  OHG.  niuwi. 

Gmc.  1  remains  before  single  w.  Pret.  pi.  liwun,  spiwun,  &c,  to 

llhan,  splwan,  &c.  The  MSS.  sometimes  have  three  u's  here  where 
there  is  no  justification  for  them :  fertiuuuen,  &c.  (PBJB.  ix.  539). 

xiii.  A  medial  w  in  secondary  syllable  is  sometimes  vocalized  owing 
to  want  of  stress,  and  then  combines  with  the  preceding  stressed  vowel 

to  form  a  diphthong  or  long  vowel.  OYIG.  frewila)  ̂ .fre'uta,  seula, 
sela,  eo,  hwe'o,  eo,  hweo  (Litbl.  1887,  no).  Cf.  Braune.  Ahd.  Gr., 
§  30.  2  and  §  114. 
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OHG.  CONSONANTS  AND  THEIR  ORIGIN 

247  In  the  last  chapter  the  development  in  detail  was  traced  of  the  Gmc. 

consonants  in  OHG.,  and  it  may  be  of  use  to  review  the  same  ground 

from  the  reverse  standpoint.  In  the  following  are  given,  in  alphabetical 
order,  the  chief  consonant  sounds  of  OHG.,  their  Pr.  Gmc.  and  Gothic 

equivalents,  with  an  example  of  each  to  serve  as  a  key-word. 
Account  is  taken  of  the  chief  dialect  variations,  but  of  course  the 

entirely  exceptional  developments  which  are  already  dealt  with  in 

190  ff.  are  not  cited,  nor  are  fancy  spellings  which  but  rarely  occur, 

such  as  bph,  ckh,fpf,  as  these  have  no  etymological  interest  and  have 
been  already  noticed. 

OHG.              Pr. Gmc OHG.           Got. 
B b bindan           bintan 
BB 

bj 

W.  Gmc.  db  or  bb         sibbea            sibja 
C  (k  before  a,  0,  u, 

and  in  sc) k cunnan          kannan 

(z  before  e,  i) t at 
CC If W.  Gmc.  kk                accar             akrs 
CCH If 

,,         ,,             UG.  acchar 
CH  (for  hh) k zeichan          iciikns 

(  „  kh) 
k UG.  khorn        kaurn 

(  „  kkh) 
k W.  Gmc.  kk               „     achar 

(  »  qu) 
ku 

Late  Alem.  c  he  den  =  que  den 
CHU 

ku 
UG.  chuedan     qipan 

CK 

kr 

W.  Gmc.  kk                 ackar            akrs 
D p bruoder          bropar 

d W.  Gmc.  d  (122)       M.  and 
Rh.  Fr.  dag       dags 

DD PP 
eddes              aifipdu 

DH P Is.  bruodher        bropar 
E 

y(b 

efore  a  and  0)               sibbea            sibja 
F / faran            faran 

p sidfan            slepan 
(for//) p Alem.  flegan  < — pflegan 

FF p giscaffan       skapans 
fj W.  Gmc.  ff  ( 1 1 6)         heffen            ha/jan 

(for//) 

pJ
 

W.  Gmc.  pp  (118)  Alem.  scejfen    skapjan 
G 

g. 

geban             giban 

=zj 

j geni  r             jains 
GG 

g1
 

W.  Gmc.  £"£■                huggen          hugjan 
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OHG. Pr. Gmc oik;. Got. 

II X na  lit nah  Is 

Yv 

sell  an sailoan 

mi k zeihhan /dikns 

h> 

\V.  Gmc.  hh I  ah  he  11 hlahjan 

1 i 

iung 

juggs 
1 i 

Jung 
juggs 

K i iv  irk  en waiirkjan 

£ UG.  keban 

giban 

KII 

/• 

„     khorn 
kaurn 

KK 

X- 

W.  Gmc.  kk akkar akrs 

£ 
W.  Gmc.  gg UG.  link  ken hugjan 

KKII 

/■'•
 

W.  Gmc.  M akkliar akrs 
L / 

king 

laggs 
;■ 

pilcrim  (Lat .peregrinus) 
LL // 

foil 
fulls 

/' 

W.  Gmc.  // willio 
wilja 

M 771 111  ah  t 711  a  his 
11 

it  in  met   < — 
unmet 

MM 

111'
 

W.  Gmc.  ww 

fninniien  <- 

-  *frii77ijan 

71171 St  1771771  a stimna 

N 71 nez&i 7iali 
hn • 

nigan hneiwan 

10  before  gutturals deriken 

pagkjan 711  final 

(b)tn 

im 
NN 7171 kunnan kunnan 

1l> 

W.  Gmc.  ?/;/ kunni kuni 

71/71 nennen namnjan 
P b UG.  pitten bid/an 

P M.andRh. Fr.  ///;/^/ 

puud 

PH  (pf) P 

phunt 

pund 

PF P helpfa7i hilpan 

Pj
 

W.  Gmc.  pp scepfen skapjan 
PP 

P>
 

W.  Gmc./>/)(i42) M.andRh.F 

sceppe7i 

'. 

b> 

W.  Gmc.  ££ UG.  sippen 
sibja 

PPF(for Pf) 

P'
 

UG.  and  E.  Fr. 

PPH  (foi 

■Pf) 

scepphen 

'  QIW  (for  c/iu) 
UG.  quhedan 

QU 
QUH(

= :  qu  Is.) 
h 

queda7i 
quhedan 

qipan 
R r beran bairan 

hr reini hrains 
wr rehhan wrikan 
z W.  Gmc.  r hord huzd 

RR 

z> 

Alem.  horren hdusjan 
rn sterro siairno 
rz W.  Gmc.  rr  (125) merren marzjan 

[ 5 s sehan saihjan 
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OHG. Pr.  Gmc. OHG. 
Got. 

ss 
ss giwiss{er) 

gawiss 

s' 

W.  Gmc.  w  (n6) knussen 

*knusjan 

T d W.  Gmc.  ̂ (122) UG.and 
E.  Fr.  tag 

dags 

t stem stains 
TH P Fr.  bruofher bropar 
TT & W.  Gmc.^( 

[2l) 

bitten bidjan 
r W.  Gmc.  //  (1 

20) 

bittar bditrs 

J>j 

W.Gmc.»(n6) 

fettah 
TZ p W.  Gmc.  //(i 

16) 

setzen 
sitjafi U(/) f uaran 

far  an 

(w) u uunt wunda 
uu u 

uuolf 
wulfs 

xw 

uuer fvas 

W  =  uu 
X  =  hs Is.  wexsat,  OHG.  ivehsal 
Z    =  ts t herza hairto 

tt scaz skatto 

t' 

W.  Gmc.  // sezen satjan 

(more  often  sezze?i) 
~  Z 

t tazfin letan 
ZZ  =  /s p \V.  Gmc.  tt sezzen satja?i =  & 

t ez,z,an itan 



CHAPTER    IV 

VOWEL  SYSTEM 

Since  the  earliest  monuments  of  OHG.  go  back  only  to  the  eighth  248 

century,  the  OHG.  vowel  system  cannot  be  understood  without  a  com- 
parison with  the  vowel  systems  of  Pr.  Gmc.  and  of  IG.  As  has  been 

shown,  the  chief  vowel  sounds  group  themselves  round  five  vowels, 

denoted  by  the  symbols  a,  c,  i,  o,  n,  which,  according  to  their  duration, 

may  be  either  long  or  short  and,  according  to  their  quality,  either  open 

or  closed  :  cf.  37. 

A  further  distinction  is  made  according  to  the  mode  of  production 

of  the  respective  sounds  : 

(a)  Guttural  vowels,  a,  0,  u. 

(l>)  Palatal  vowels,  e,  i. 

IG.  had  the  following  vowel  system : 

Short  vowels,  i,  e,  a,  0,  u. 

Long  vowels,  i,  e,  a,  b,  it,  and  further  the  colourless  sound  <?,  known 

as  the  'Schwa'  or  reduced  vowel  (264).  This  sound  is  present 
in  all  IG.  languages,  and  varies  in  shade  of  tone  between  a  and  e, 

according  to  the  consonant  which  it  precedes.  Thus  in  stressed 

syllable  it  appears  in  Gmc.  as  a,  in  unstressed  syllable  as  u  j  in  Sk. 

usually  as  i  (a  before  /-vowels,  see  Brugmann,  i,  §  109).  IG.  *fip/ar, 
Sk.pi/dr-,  Gk.  -n-aryp,  Go\.fadar,  OYLG.  faier. 

Each  of  the  above  vowels  could  form  a  diphthong  with  a  following  249 

i  or  u.     If  the  first  component  was  short,  the  diphthong  was  a  normal 

one  j  if  the  first  component  was  long,  then  the  diphthong  was  long. 
Thus  IG.  has  the  following  : 

ei,  eu,  ai,  ati,  oi,  ou,  di,  ?n. 
ei,  hi,  ai,  dii,  oi,  ou. 

Of. the  latter,  di,  du  were  shortened  and  treated  like  oi,  au.  (For  ei  see 

260-1.)  di  and  du  need  not  be  considered,  as  in  Gmc.  they  coincided 
with  ai  and  au. 

Beside  these  vowels,  IG.  had  the  sonant  liquids  /,  r,  and  the  sonant  250 

nasals  m,  n.     These  were  vocalic,  i.  e.  could  be  syllabic.      Various 
theories  have  been  advanced  as  to  the  origin  of  this  force ;  some  hold 
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that  vocalic  /,  r,  n.  m  are  due  to  the  reduction  of  the  vowel  in  un- O  *    O    '     O  7       o 

stressed  syllable,  e.  g.  in  an  original  el,  em,  &c,  just  as  i  resulted  from 

i,  ie\  others,  that  the  weak  vowel  maintained  itself  in  unstressed 

syllable;  cf.  Brugmann,  i.  192,  and  Bechtel,  Hauptprobleme,  p.  115. 

Be  this  as  it  may,  there  is  no  doubt  that  in  all  IG.  languages  these 

consonants  are  or  can  be  sonant,  but  tend  to  produce  a  vowel  sound 

which  varies  in  each  language.  This  usually  preceded  the  consonant, 

but  also  can  follow  it ;  in  Gk.  a,  in  Lat.  0  {—>  11)  with  liquids  and  e 
with  nasals.  No  explanation  of  this  development  which  has  as  yet 

been  brought  forward  is  entirely  satisfactory. 

l,r 
Sk.  rksas Gk.  ap/oros Lat.  ursus  (orsns) 

m,  n ddsa 8e/<a decern 

The  IG.  vowel  system  did  not  pass  into  Pr.  Gmc.  without  changes. 

In  the  following  only  those  changes  are  enumerated  which  took  place 

in  stressed  syllable,  as  the  Germanic  fixing  of  the  accent,  which  here- 
tofore had  been  free,  caused  unaccented  and  final  vowels  to  develop  on 

different  lines,  so  that  they  require  separate  treatment. 

251 I.     IG.  a  becomes  5 : 

Sk.          Gk.(Dor.)  Lat.  Got.             OE. 
mdtd            [larrjp  mater                               modor 

cfaayos  fngus  boka             boc 
bhrata          (ppdrcDp  frdter  brdfiar         bropor 

II.     IG.  0  becomes  a 

Sk.  Gk. 
astau  oktw 

Lat.             Got.  OE. 

octo  ahidu  (eahta) 
host  is  gasts  (jiest) 
nox  71 a  /its  \niht) 

Hence  also  the  diphthongs  oi  and  on  become  respectively 
Latf  Got.  OE. 

wdt 

Sk. Gk. 
otSa 

IG.  roudhos 

Gen.  Sg.  -otis 

oinos-unus 
rufus 

frucl-us 

Got. 
ivait 
dins 
rdups 

sun-dus 

hd ns -j 'an 

an 

read 

hieran 

OHG. 
muoter 
buohha 

bruodcr 

OHG. 
a/iio 

gast 

naht 

ai  and  au 

OHG. 

wei'z, ein 

rot 

/wren 

Note. — IG.  ou  in  Gmc.  before  consonant  becomes  0  in  all  the 

dialects,  but  before  vowels  in  Gothic  it— >  an  [=  q1\  in  OHG.  — ->  u  ; 

Gothic  banan,  trauan  ;  OHG.  bfiwan,  trhwan.  See  PBB.\'\,  pp.  382 
and  564,  also  R.  Trautmann,  Germ.  Lantgesetze. 

252      III.  IG.  <F  becomes  Pr.  Gmc.  dc  (i.e.  an  open/).     This  may,  how- 
ever, be  only  an  apparent  change,  as  possibly  IG.  e  was  open. 
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It  appears  in  Gk.  as  >/,  in  Lat.  as  <T,  in  Got.  as  e,  in  OIIG.  as  a. 
Gk.                 Lat.  Got.  Pr.  Gmc.  OIIG. 

sedtmus  setum              *sxt-  sdzjtm 
edi  fr-ct                *set~  az, 

fxrjv               mensis  mena               *mseno  maim 

IV.  In  Gmc.   stressed   syllable  the   liquids   and   nasals  /,  ?n,  n,   r  253 

develop  the  sound  //,  which  as  a  rule  precedes  the  consonant. 

IG.  Got.  OK.  OHG. 

*plnSs  fulls  full  voll 
*bhriis  ga-baiirps  je-bj>rd  gi-lmrt 
*kmt6m  hund  hund  hunt 
*dnt-  tunpus 

Thus  from  the  IG.  vowel  system  have  been  lost  the  sonant  liquids 

and  nasals,  the  Schwa  vowel,  long  a,  short  o.  and  the  diphthongs 

oi  and  on.  Long  e  has  now  become  an  open  e  (ze,  see  note),  but 

together  with  it  there  is  in  Pr.  Gmc.  another  e,  the  origin  of  which  is 

obscure,  as  it  does  not  appear  to  be  a  legacy  from  IG.  It  has  been 

suggested  that  this  e  (e1)  [which  according  to  some  scholars  was 
open,  according  to  others  closed  (cf.  Franck,  Zs.fdA.  40,  51,  &c. ; 

Wilmanns2,  i.  §  190;  for  genitive,  &c,  cf.  Feist,  PBB.  xxxii,  Franck, 
501)]  derives  P  by  contraction  from  the  diphthong  ei,  since  the  few 

words  in  which  it  occurs  have  cognate  forms  with  z  or  J,  with  which  ei 

could  interchange :  thus  Got.,  OS.,  OE.  her,  OHG.  hear,  hiar,  beside 

Got.  hidrc,  OS.  hir.  These  Gmc.  <?'s  are  reinforced  by  a  few  words 
adopted  from  the  Latin,  as  mensa,  vulg.  Lat.  mesa,  Got.  vies,  OHG. 

meas,  mias.  In  Gothic  both  Pr.  Gmc.  e  and  de  are  given  by  the  same 

sign  e,  but  certainly  a  distinction  was  preserved  in  pronunciation,  as  in 

later  Gothic  the  e<—  §e  was  occasionally  written  ei,  but  e<s—e~  never  (cf. 
Streitberg,  Noreen,  and  PBB.  xi.  302,  xv.  131  and  297,  xvi.  238,  and 

xviii.  499;  Franck,  Zs.fdA.  40). 

Note. — The  development  of  Pr.  Gmc.  de  in  the  various  Gmc.  dialects  254 
is  somewhat  complicated : 

(a)  E.  Gmc.  (Gothic)  represents  it  in  most  cases  by  e  (long  closed  e) 
as  in  IG.  That  it  was  closed  in  Gothic  and  not  open  is  seen  from  the 
confusion  in  writing  with  i  (written  ei)  and  even  with  i  (cf.  Streitberg, 
Got.  Gr.,§77). 

(b)  N.  Gmc.  represented  by  a.     Noreen,  A.  I.  Gr.,  §  54. 
(c)  W.  Gmc.  represented  by  a,  preserved  thus  in  OHG.,  and  for  the 

most  part  in  OS.  The  OE.  dialects,  on  the  other  hand,  do  not  retain 
the  a  of  W.  Gmc. ;  West  Saxon  reverts  to  the  x  of  Pr.  Gmc,  while 
Kentish  and  Anglian  have  the  long  closed  e  sound  :  Sievers,  Ags.  Gr., 
§57  and  §  150,  i. 
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IG.  * 

1 Gmc.  ae  (=/) 

[ 

1 
E.  Gmc. 

e 

1 
N.  Gmc. 

a 

1 
W.  Gmc. 

a 

I 
1 

OHG. 

OS. a  (or  D 

i 
OE. 

as  or  e 0 

[pT.  II 

Lat.  sedimus,  Pr.  Gmc.  sxl-,  Got.  .?<?/«/»,  ON.  sg  <r—sdlum,  OHG. 

jtfjgp/«,  OS.  jito  (selum),  OE.  jae/0«  (selon). 

255  The  vowel  system  at  the  opening  of  the  Primitive  Germanic  Period 
was  therefore  : 

Long  §e     e      out 
Short  a      c      u     i 

Diphthongs  ai    au    eu 

Primitive  Germanic  Vowel  Changes. 

256  During  the  Pr.  Gmc.  period  changes  were  made  in  the  vowel  system 

which,  parallel  to  the  consonant  changes,  might  be  either  (a)  combina- 
tive or  (&)  isolative.  The  most  important  of  the  combinative  changes 

which  will  be  met  with  in  Gmc.  is  that  known  as  Mutation  (Umlaut), 

which  is  in  reality  only  an  assimilation  of  a  vowel  to  a  sound  following, 

usually  another  vowel. 

In  Pr.  Gmc.  there  are  only  two  classes  of  mutation  to  be  dealt 
with : 

(i)  that  caused  by  following  i  orj  acting  on  a  preceding  e  (e  — >  /), 

Pr.  Gmc.  t'/j  mutation  ; 
(2)  that  caused  by  following  a  or  0  acting  on  a  preceding  u  («  — >  0), 

Pr.  Gmc.  a/o  mutation. 

257  The  chief  vowel  changes  in  Pr.  Gmc.  are: 

i.  e  — ->i.  (a)  By  i/j  mutation  when  followed  by  an  f'or/in  the  same 
or  following  syllable. 

Lat. Got. OE. OHG. 
medius midjis midd mitti 

est  " 

ist 

is ist 

scdeo si  Ian sit  tan 
sizzen 

velil wili 

wil{e] 

wilt 
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It  results  from  this  law  that  the  diphthong  et  became  ?V,  which  was 
then  contracted  to  7 : — 

Gk. Lat.                Got. OE. OHG. 
SciMT/Xl 

dlco  (da'co)    ga-tei/ian(ei'=l) 
{/Ton) zlhan 

(TT€L)(0) steiga?i s  tig  an 

Pr.  Gmc.  *deuriz 
diuri 

and  that  Pr.  Gmc.  eu  before  i,j  — »/// :  Heuytjan — huhlen. 

(b)  When  followed  by  a  nasal  consonant. 

Lat.  Got                       OE.                    OHG. 
venhis  ivinds                    ivind                    wint 

getis  kitid 
sentis  sinps                                                   sind 
mentha  minie                    minza 

Note. — e  also  — >  1  in  original  (i.  e.  IG.)  unstressed  syllable  : 

*IG.  egom,  Lat.  ego,  ON.  (stressed)^,  OHG.  (unstressed)  ik,  OE.  ic. 
Nom.  pi.  of  cons,  stems:    IG.  -es,  Gk.  -rroSe?,  Lat. pedes,  Pr.  Gmc. 

fitiz,  OF.,  fit. 

ii.  u— >o  by  a/o  mutation.  Before  an  a,  0  in  following  syllable.  258 
unless  an  i  or  j  or  nasal  in  the  same  syllable  intervene.  The  same 

process,  of  course,  took  place  with  the  diphthong  eu,  which  became  eo 

before  a  following  a  or  0,  e.  g.  Lat.  gustare,  OHG.  koston,  but  Lat. 

gus/um  :  Pr.  Gmc.  *kustizt  Got.  kusts,  OHG.  hist,  Gk.  £vy6v,  Pr.  Gmc. 
*juka-m,  OHG.  joh,  OE.  3 eoc 

So  OHG.  giholfan  beside  htil/um. 
giworfan     ,,      wur/utn. 
gizogan       ,,      zugum. 
gibotan        ,,      btttum,  but  gibundan,giswu??i??ia?i,  where  the 

vowel  u  is  protected  by  a  nasal. 

It  should  be  noted  that  only  Germanic  a  and  0  in  following  syllable 

can  produce  this  mutation,  not  any  secondary  vowel  generated  in 

OHG.  (285) :  e.  g.  hupfar  to  Latin  cuprum. 

With  reference  to  a  possible  Pr.  Gmc.  a/o  mutation  of  i  (— >  e),  see 
below,  277. 

iii.  a,  i,  u— >  a,  1,  u.     Where  a,  i,  u  were  followed  by  nasal  plus  259 
Gmc.  x,  the  nasal  fell  and  the  vowel  was  lengthened  and  nasalized.     It 

remained  nasalized  in  Gmc,  as  is  shown  by  the  OE.  forms  ;  e.g.: 

Pr.  Gmc.  *xanxan>  Got.  hahan,  OE.  hon,  OHG.  hahan  beside  pret. 
hieng. 

Pr.  Gmc.  */>anxta,  Got.  pdhta,  OE.  cfd/ite,  OHG.  dahta  to  infin. 
Got.  /agkjan,  OE.  demean,  OHG.  denken. 

Pr.  Gmc.  *fan\a?i,  Got./d/ian,  OE./on.  OHG.fi/ian,  rjret.Jieng. 
1 167  H 
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Pr.  Gmc.  *wwx<mi  Got.  wei/ian,  OHG.  w'lhan  to  Lat.  vinco, 
Pr.  Gmc.  *pmyan,  Got.  peihan,  OE.  deon,  OHG.  dihan  to  OS.  p.p. 

githungan,  OE.  p.p.  ̂ edun^en. 

Pr.  Gmc.  *pri7oxan,  Got.  preihan:  OE.  drin^an,  OHG.  dringan. 
Got.  juhiza  comparative  to  Juggs,  ORG.  Jung. 

Got.  huhrus  to  OHG.  hungar. 

Pr.  Gmc.  *unx,  Got.  «^  <—  z?/z  to  Lat.  unique. 
At  the  close  of  the  Pr.  Gmc.  period,  that  is,  at  the  point  when  the 

original  Germanic  languages  began  to  split  up  into  the  several  dialects, 

the  following  vowel  system  existed  : — 

Short  Vowels  a,  e,  z',  o,  u  as  compared  with  a,  e,  i,  u  (at  the 
commencement). 

Long  Vowels  a,  e,  §e,  z,  d,  u  as  compared  with  se,  e,  z,  5,  u. 

Diphthongs  ai,  an,  eu,  iu,  eo  as  compared  with  ai,  an,  eu. 

VOWEL  GRADATION 

260  Vowel  gradation  is  the  term  used  to  denote  the  certain  variations  in 

quality  and  quantity  of  the  sonant  element  (whether  in  root  stem  or 

suffix)  of  cognate  words,  or  within  the  various  forms  of  the  same  word 

when  such  variations  are  rooted  in  differences  which  existed  already  in 
IG.  These  were  due  to  manifold  causes,  such  as  reduction  of  sonant 

in  weak  stressed  syllable,  shortening,  lengthening,  accentuation,  &c. 

Gothic :  malan,  nidi,  mulda ;  OHG.  melo. 

Greek  :   war^p,  7rarepa,  7rarpos,  7rarpa(Ti ',   cpepa),  <f)6pos,  <f>u)p. 

The  causes  of  this  interchange  of  vowel  sounds  are  very  diverse, 

and  they  are  not  yet  systematized  beyond  a  certain  point.  Doubtless 

in  the  main  the  variation  of  sound  is  due  to  variation  of  stress  accent, 

for  in  the  IG.  and  the  early  Gmc.  period  this  accent  was  free  (i.  e. 

unrestricted  in  its  position  by  number  of  syllables,  or  by  any  question 

of  quantity),  and  certainly  until  after  the  time  of  the  operation  of 

Verner's  Law  could  rest  on  any  syllable  in  the  word,  while  in  duration 
it  was  either  acute  (Sea)  or  slurred  (Seas).  In  Greek  it  was  ultimately 
restricted  to  one  of  the  three  final  syllables.  In  Latin  its  place  was 

eventually  determined  by  the  quantity  of  the  penult,  though  the 

occurrence  of  such  words  as  '  optumus  '  points  to  a  period  when  the 
accent  could  draw  still  further  away  from  the  final  syllable,  as  the  older 

1  opitumus  '  could  not  have  lost  the  i  had  this  been  accented,  thus  an 

original  '  opitumus '  must  be  assumed.  But  not  all  variations  can  be 
accounted  for  in  this  way ;  there  are  others  which  are  probably  due  to 
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IG.  having  had,  beside  the  stress  accent,  also  a  pitch  or  musical  accent, 

which  seems  to  have  predominated  towards  the  close  of  the  period, 

though  in  Gmc.  the  accentuation  became  again  primarily  one  of  stress. 

Thus  a  distinction  has  to  be  made  between  grade  of  stress  (quantitative 

grade)  and  grade  of  pitch  (qualitative  grade).  The  result  of  both 

systems  combined  is  that  the  related  vowels  vary  with  one  another  in 

a  certain  definite  series,  termed  the  IG.  vowel  gradation  series. 

There  were  three  Quantitative  Grades  : —  261 

(<7)  Strong  Grade  Long  (Dehnstufe):  oty,  bdi,  vox,  rex,  qens, 
birusjos. 

(/>)  Strong  Grade  Short  (Vollstufe) :  01/a?,  odium,  vocare,  rego,  qind, 
hair  a  ii. 

(c)  Schwa  or  Vanishing  Grade  (Reductionsstufe) :  da/us,  *dedmus 
beside  donare, 

These  are  due  to  lengthening  of  the  vowel  under  special  conditions, 

or  to  its  being  weakened  by  loss  of  stress. 

A  secondary  lengthening,  not  originally  the  result  of  vowel  gradation, 

also  frequently  took  place  in  IG. ;  it  probably  was  caused  by  the  loss  of 

syllable  or  of  individual  consonants,  and  was  apparently  compensatory 

for  this  syllabic  or  consonant  loss;  e.g.  IG.  *pod-s,  Sk.  pad(a),  Gk. 
(Dor.)7rok,  Lat. pes  (for peds),  Got. /of us,  OE./o/,OHG./uoz;  examen 

*—exa{g)men\  -n-aTrp  for  *p?/ers ;  cf.  the  similar  phenomenon  in  Gmc. 
Got.  fdhan  <— faro^m,  Sec.     Cf.  I.F.  iii.  p.  305. 

Inasmuch  as  this  secondary  long  vowel  might  alternate  with  vowels 

of  a  Gradation  series,  it  is  not  always  possible,  and  is  here  unnecessary, 

to  distinguish  it  from  the  Long  Strong  Grade  vowel. 

Reduction  occurred  when  the  chief  accent  came  to  rest  on  the  syllable 

preceding  or  following  the  vowel  affected.  The  process  may  be  briefly 

summed  up  as  follows :  all  vowels  not  bearing  the  stress  tended  to  be 
reduced. 

(1)  The  long  vowels  e,  a,  0,  when  unaccented,  appear  usually  as  the  262 

Schwa  (<?).  i.  e.  Sk.  i,  Gk.  e,  a,  o,  Lat.  a,  da/us  <^*dp/os.     If  the  vowel 
was  followed  or  preceded  by  an  i  or  an  u,  the  i  or  u  appear  to  have 

become  syllabic,  and  with  the  Schwa  resulting  from  the  vowel  to  have 

become  1  or  it :  cf.  the  optative  suffix  id,  s-ip-m  —>  simus. 

(2)  The  short  vowels  e,  a,  0  fell  in  the  syllable  preceding  that 
which  bore  the  main  stress  : — 

Sk.  's-anti,  Lat.  's-unf,  Got.  's-i?id:  */es.  Beside  Skr.  pi-tar-am 
(ace.)  the  gen.  pi-tr-ds,  Lat.  pa-ir-is,  Got.  fa-dr-s. 

If  the  vowel  was  preceded  or  followed  by  an  i  or  an  u,  the  i  or  ti 

became  syllabic  on  the  fall  of  the  vowel  and  remained  as  i  or  u. 

H    2 
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Gk.  AetWu',  Xt-rreh',  favytw,  <j>vyexv  ;  Got.  graip — gripnm,  bang — 
bugum. 

If  the  vowel  stood  immediately  before  or  after  an  /.  m,  n,  r,  these 
consonants  became  sonant  on  the  fall  of  the  vowel : — 

Lat.  denlis,  Got.  iunpus  <—  Infius,  IG.plnos  — >  Got.  fulls  <—fJl-' 

Qualitative  Gradation. 

263  The  causes  for  this  interchange  have  not  been  satisfactorily  explained. 

It  may  be  that  as  quantitative  gradation  was  certainly  induced  by  the 

varied  stress,  so  qualitative  gradation  was  brought  about  by  the  varying 

pitch,  but  though  there  is  much  to  be  said  for  this  theory  it  is  evident 

that  by  no  means  all  cases  could  be  thus  explained. 

It  no  doubt  originally  affected  the  vowels  in  stressed  and  unstressed 

syllables  alike,  but  inasmuch  as  the  vowels  in  unstressed  syllables 

were  reduced  to  the  '  Schwa '  or  vanishing  point,  the  only  result  of 
qualitative  gradation  which  claims  attention  is  that  of  the  Strong 

Grade  vowels.  For  the  subsequent  development  in  Gmc.  the  only 

qualitative  grade  of  importance  is  that  of  the  Strong  Grade. 

Strong  Grade.  Long  <T :  5. 
Short  e  :  o. 

264  The  combined  result  of  the  two  types  of  gradation  gave  in  IG.  six 
series : — 

Qualitative  and  Quantitative.  Qualitative. 
t.     e  o  d  6.     a         a         9 
2.  ei  o/  i  i  odd 

3.  eii  oil  71  u 

4- 

eF  oF  /•'  I- 
er^  on*  t&  nn- 

5-      c  u  " 

These  are  the  only  gradation  series  which  occur  clearly  in  Gmc. 

Got. 1.  giban gaf 
gibans 

Gk 
SipKOfiai Se8o/3/ca 

eSpaKov 2.  steigan 

sldig 

sligans Aeoro) 

Ae'Aonra 
eXnrov 

3.  biugan 

bang 

bngans eAevcro/xcu tlXrjXovOa 

rjXvOov 4.  bin  dan band bundans 

hilpan 

halp 

hulpans 

5.  1  elan lailbt (lelans) 

6.  far  an 

for 

far an s 
It  should  not  be  overlooked  that  this  vowel  gradation  took  place  not 

only  in  root,  bu  also  in  stem,  and  thus  gave  rise  to  the  manifold  forms 
in  the  inflection  of  noun  and  verb,  beside  the  numerous  cognate  forms 

from  the  same  root,  e.  g.  : — 
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Lat.  celan\  super-oib'um,  frii/QV—fratvi ;    OK.  fel^,  Lat.  plus, 
Gk.  TToXv?. 

Got.  hilws  ;  OHG.  helw — hal///;/  ;  Got.  bro/^r — /yr^r  ;  Ziauana 
— //<j//ins. 

Got.  ace.  sg.  au/is&n,  dat.  <7////sin,  gen.  pi.  au//sne. 

Owing  to  the  operation  of  the  various  sound-laws  which  have  already 
been  stated,  this  vowel  gradation  does  not  appear  quite  so  clearly  in 

Germanic  as  it  does  in  IG.,  though  it  is  still  one  of  the  main  features 

of  the  language,  and  in  the  verb  determines  the  whole  system  of 

conjugation. 

Germanic  gradation  will  be  treated  in  the  chapter  dealing  with  the 

OHG.  Strong  Verbs.  For  full  details  of  IG.  vowel  gradation,  see 

Hirt,  IG.  Ablaut,  Bechtel,  Hauptprobkme,  4,  5,  Brugmann  3,  §  533, 
Noreen,   Urg.  L.  £.,  and  Streitberg,  UG.,  §  44. 

THE  DEVELOPMENT  OF  THE  PR.  GMC.  VOWEL 

SYSTEM  IN  OHG. 

A.  In  Accented  Syllables. 

Long  Vowels. 

The  changes  effected  in  the  vowel  system  during  the  OHG.  period  265 

are,  so  far  as  the  long  vowels  are  concerned,  but  few. 

Pr.  Gmc.  se  became  a,  and  e  and  5  were  diphthongized :  the  rest 

remained  unchanged. 

(1)  Pr.  Gmc.  i%  (/)  (IG.  e)  became  a  and  coincided  in  all  respects 
in  W.  Gmc.  with  the  a  which  had  developed  from  the  fall  of  the  nasal 

in  the  sound  group  an^  (I09)>  e- g-  : — 
Pr.  Gmc.  Got.  OHG.  Got.  OHG. 

*liktan-  letan  lazfin  Hum  dzjim 
*rdedan-  redan  rdian  mena  viano 

*mderig-  mers  mart  Lat.  Suebi  NHG.  Schwaben 
The  evidence  of  Germanic  names  preserved  in  Latin  writings  goes 

to  show  that  this  change  began  at  a  very  early  date,  in  UG.  already 

in  the  third  century,  whereas  in  Franconia  it  was  not  effected  until  the 

sixth  to  seventh  century  (see  Streitberg,  UG.,  §77,  Gr?  p.  421). 

(2)  IG.  ei,  Pr.  Gmc.  e,  was  diphthongized  in  the  eighth  century  to 
ea,  and  this  passed  in  the  ninth  century  to  ia  and  ie. 

There  are  but  few  instances  of  Pr.  Gmc.  e  derived  from  IG.  ei.     In  266 

OHG.  the  number  of  words  with  the  closed  e  is  greater,  owing  (1)  to 

the    reduplicating   perfects   of  the    z-class   having   developed  e,  e.  g. 
Got.  haihald,  OHG.  helt,  and  (2)  to  some  Latin  words  with  root  syllable 
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in  e  or  e  having  been  borrowed. These two  ts  of  OHG.  are  not 

distinguished  in  treatment. 

Examples : 

e  <—  IG.  ei.    Pr.  Gmc.*/ier OHG.  her,  hear,  hiar,  hier *Krekiz 

Chreh,  Chreach,  Kriach 

*medo, 

?neta,  mcata,  miata,  miete 
Got. viizdo skero,  skiaro,  skier o 

/era,  fear  a,  fiara 
zeri,  ziari,  zieri 

Lat.  tegula ziagal 

267  e  arising  in  W.  Gmc. 

(a)  Got.  haihait     OHG.  he%  heaz,,  hiaz,,  hiez,  Got.  hdihalt  OHG.  hiall 
rairbp  rial  saislep  sliaf 

(b)  Lat.  mes  OHG.  meas,  mias       Lat.  speculum       OHG.  spiagal 
be  la  biezd  rem  us  riemo 

breve  briaf,  brief 

Note. — The  form  *"<?  became  fixed  about  a.d.  850,  and  was  preserved 
until  well  into  MHG.  times.  After  the  turn  of  the  tenth  century  it 
coincides  with  an  ie  obtained  from  the  weakened  io  out  of  eu.  Otfrid 

and  Muspilli  use  ie  and  ia  ;  Isidor  ea;  Tatian  ie. 

268  (3)  Pr.  Gmc.  0  (IG.  a  or  0)  was  diphthongized  in  the  eighth  century 

to  oa,  ua,  no  ;  e.  g.  Got.  gops,  OHG.  got,  coat,  guat,  guol.  Got.  bro- 
par,  OE.  bropor,  OHG.  bruoder.  Got.  flodus,  OHG.  fluot.  Got.  bo/ca, 

OE.  hoc,  OHG.  buohha. 

Latin  loan-words  with  open  0  underwent  the  same  change,  e.  g.  sco/a, 
OHG.  scuola. 

This  change  set  in  gradually,  and  its  rate  of  progress  varied  in  the 

several  dialects : — 

(a)  In  Alemannic  0  and  oa  are  found  up  to  the  mid-eighth  century; 
at  the  close  of  the  century  0  and  oa  have  been  replaced  by  ua ;  this 

held  its  own  for  well-nigh  the  whole  ninth  century,  after  which 
Alemannic  also  adopted  no. 

(b)  In  Upper  Franconian  and  in  Rhine  Franconian  the  diphthongiza- 
tion  begins  about  750,  and  uo  gradually  prevails  over  5.  At  the 

close  of  the  century  0  finally  vanishes  in  favour  of  uo,  without  first 

passing  through  oa  and  ua ;  the  form  uo  was  adopted  from  the  outset, 

and  by  the  commencement  of  the  ninth  century  was  fixed,  a  whole 

century  earlier  than  in  Alemannic. 

(c)  In  South  Rhine  Franconian  the  intermediate  stage  ua  is  the 

prevailing  one  during  the  ninth  century.  The  form  uo  occurs  a  few 

times  in  Otfrid  through  assimilation  to  a  following  0,  u,  and  e,  and  he 

occasionally  writes jyz  for  ua;  see  Kelle,  461,  and  Braune,  §  39.  8. 

(d)  In  Bavarian  the  b  was  preserved  up  to  the  ninth  century,  then 
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gradually  began  to  give  way  to  uo,  but  the  latter  did  not  predominate 

until  the  close  of  the   century.      For  particulars  cf.   Braune,  §  39. 

Thus  :— 

8th. 

9th. 

1  olh. 

Bavarian             plot,  ploal 

plot 
pluot 

Alemannic            plot,  ploal 

pluat 
pluot 

Up.  and  Rh.  Fr.  blot,  bluot bluot bluot 

South  Rh.  Fr.      blot bluat bluot 

269 

At  the  close  of  the  century  the  form  uo  is  universal  in  all  dialects. 

Note. — In  all  dialects  we  find  occasional  variations,  many  of  which 
may  safely  be  attributed  to  clerical  errors.  Thus  we  have  u  for  uo 
and  ua,  often  in  MG.  and  occasionally  in  UG.  The  latter  has  also 
now  and  then  <mt  as  drouder,  &c,  but  these  writings  are  so  isolated  that 
they  need  not  here  be  taken  into  consideration. 

(4)  Pr.  Gmc.  u  (IG.  u  and  u  <—  u  before  w^)  remains  unaltered,  e.  g.  270 
Got.,  OHG.  ruua,  Lat.  and  OHG.  miira,  Got.  puhla,  OHG.  duhla. 

Note. — Notker  in  Alemannic  writes  regularly  iw  for  u  before  the 
spirant  //,  e.  g.  scuoh,  and  before  ch  in  bruochen ;  in  other  cases  the 
vowel  is  always  shortened:  scuoha  =  scuha.     See  229^. 

(5)  Pr.  Gmc.  z  (IG.  1  and  J  <— /before  w^)  remains  unaltered: 
Lat.  suinus,  Got.  swans,  OHG.  szvin  ;  Gk.  <ndyis>)  Got.  steigan,  OHG. 

Diphthongs. 

I.  Pr.  Gmc.  ai  (IG.  01  or  ai)  had  twofold  development,  becoming  271 
either : 

(1)  ei  (after  the  eighth  century)  ; 

or  (a)  e  before  r,  zv,  and  //  (<— Gmc.  x)>  and  when  final. 
(0 

(^) 

Got.  dins 
hldifs 
hails 
ddils 
tdikns 

OIIG.  ein 

(h)leib 

heil 

teil 

zcihhan 

Got.   IdiJv OHG.  leh 
mdiza 

dihts 

mero 

eht 
sdir ser 

sdiws 

sdi  (  = 
Lat. 

ecce) 
seo  (sezves) se 

SS.    write  se or  e for this latter  sound,  which  must The  oldest  MSS. 

therefore  originally  have  been  open,  but  from  the  close  of  the  eighth 
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century  this  sound  had  passed  from  open  to  closed  e,  and  the  notation 

de  is  no  longer  found. 

272  Special  cases.  The  numerals  zwene  and  bide  and  the  adjective 

wenags  are  exceptional.  The  former  are  Got.  tivdi,  bdi,  and  probably 

the  influence  of  the  monosyllabic  forms,  *zwi  and  *bi,  where  ai  was 
final,  preserved  the  i  in  the  fuller  forms.  Wenag  is  probably  cognate 

with  Got.  wdi  =  woe,  and  as  the  adjective  wenag  in  German  had  the 

meaning  of  '  unfortunate ',  in  this  case  the  e  is  again  most  probably  due 
to  the  analogy  of  the  root. 

The  writing  i  for  ei  is  not  infrequently  found  in  MSS.,  not  of  any 

one  district  or  of  any  one  period,  but  throughout  OHG.  This  must  be 

ascribed  to  carelessness  on  the  part  of  the  scribes,  as  the  ei  was  pro- 
nounced e  +  i  (not  as  Mod.  ei),  and  might  easily  be  mistaken  for  the 

closed  e.  With  careful  writers,  such  as  Otfrid,  the  error  does  not 

occur.  On  the  other  hand,  ei  for  e  stands  perhaps  in  eiris  (First 

Merseburg  Charm),  and  occasionally  in  Glosses. 

273  II.  Pr.  Gmc.  au  (IG.  ou  or  au)  also  had  a  twofold  development 
in  OHG.:— 

(i)  on  (after  the  eighth  century) ; 

(2)  0  before  all  dental  consonants  and  h  (<— Gmc.  x)- 

(1)  Got.  hdubip  OHG.  houbit 
dukan  ouhhbn 

ddupjan  toufen 
biugan,  bdug  biogan,  bong 

(2)  Got.  da  up  us  OHG.  tod 
hduhs  hoh 
stdutan  stozpn 

(tiuhan)  tduh  (ziohan)  zbh 
rdus  rbr 
Idufi  ton 

274  The  process  of  contraction  of  au  to  0  began  in  the  opening  of  the 

eighth  century,  through  the  stage  of  ao  to  open  0,  but  after  the 

diphthongization  of  original  0  was  complete  it  became  a  closed  sound. 

The  stage  ao  is  virtually  only  found  in  Bavarian  MSS.,  in  which  it 

prevails  until  the  ninth  century. 

Beside  the  Pr.  Gmc.  au  another  au  was  developed  from  Pr.  Gmc. 

ami  (Got.  ggw)  ->au  +  w,  which  also  passed  into  ou\  e.g.  auwja — 
auwia — ouwa  (244).  As  with  the  other  diphthongs,  variations  in 
writing  are  occasionally  found :  0  for  ou,  and  also  110  for  ou,  but 
these  cases  are  rare.  It  should  be  noted,  however,  that  Williram 

writes  regularly  bi  for  ou  :  thus  hbibet,  iroif.     (See  Franck,  §  35.) 
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III.  Pr.  Gmc.  eii.  275 

Already  in  Pr.  Gmc.  eu  had  become  (257)  : 

iu  by  i  j  mutation    in  OHG.  it  became  iu  also  before  //. 

to  by  a  0  mutation  (-'58). 
This  to  then  passed  to  to  and  then  to  ie}  but  this  change  is  not 

carried  through  systematically,  except  in  Franconia.    In  UG.  a  following 

labial  or  guttural  consonant,  with  the  exception  of  //,  prevented  the 

(/  0  mutation,  and  eu  passed  here  also  to  iu  (PBB.  iv.  457). 

eu  — >  iu  : 

Pr.  Gmc    *leuxij-  Got.  liuhtjan  OHG.  liuhten 
*seuxi-                         siukei  siuhhi 

*/ti/x'~>  tiuha  ziuhu 
*beu/>~>  bint  a  biutu 

eu  — >  eo: 

*  brut  an-  biutan  biotan 

*/tuxa-  liuhaps  lioht 

eu— ^Fr.eo,  UG.  iu: 

*scuxa-  Franc,  seoh  UG.  sink 
*peuba-  theob  dinp 

In  the  change  from  eu  to  ie  the  first  stage  was  eo,  which  held  its  own  276 

until  the  commencement  of  the  ninth  century,  when  io  began  to  creep 

in  and  soon  completely  ousted  eo.  After  a  century  io  in  its  turn  gave 

way  to  ie,  ̂0  that  in  the  tenth  century  ie  was  universal  and  coincided 

with  the  ie  obtained  from  e  through  ea  and  ia  (265).  Otfrid,  in 

South  Rhine  Franconian,  often  writes  iu  for  io,  always  in  the  word 

liiiblih,  but  generally  ia,  especially  in  the  verbs  of  the  II.  series,  biatan, 

niazfln,  as  in  the  red.  pret.  rial,  stiaz,.      Thus,  while  Franconian  had 

maintained  two  distinct  developments  of  Pr.  Gmc.  eu  — >  m  according 
eo 

to  whether  it  was  subject  to  i/j  mutation  or  to  a/o  mutation,  UG.  had 

not  at  first  done  so.  This  Franconian  distinction  is  now  adopted  also 

by  UG.,  and  is  universal  after  the  ninth  century,  so  that  common 

OHG.  of  the  tenth  century  has  liogdn,  liugu  beside  the  earlier  forms 

UG.  liugan,  Franconian  liogan. 

In  the  words  eo  and  kiveo,  from  Got.  diw,  k'diw,  the  e~,  owing  to 
lack  of  stress,  was  shortened  at  an  early  date,  and  thus  they  became 

eo  and  hweo ;  this  eo  coincided  with  the  eo  obtained  from  eu  through 

a/o  mutation,  and  passed  like  it  into  io,  thus  :  io,  hwio  (Otfrid  ia,  wia), 
and  finally  ie  and  wie. 
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Short  Vowels. 

277  Pr.  Gmc.  i  (IG.  e  or  i)  remains  i'm  most  cases  in  OHG. :  Lat.  piscis — 
fisc,  Lat.  vidua — wituwa,  Got.  witun — wiz&um,  but  sometimes  — >  e  in 
OHG.  before  an  a  or  o  in  following  syllable,  unless  protected  by 

a  nasal  +  consonant  or  by  an  i  ovj:  Lat.  vices — wehsaton:  *m'sdos 
[Lat.  nidus]  — >  ?iest,  siigum  :  stega,  but  suimman,  suinfan,  rinnan. 

The  a/o  mutation,  by  which  already  in  Pr.  Gmc.  i  tended  to  pass  to 

e  before  a  or  o,  did  not  operate  consistently  throughout  Pr.  Gmc, 

nor  does  it  in  OHG.  In  great  part  it  was  cancelled  by  the  new 

formations  and  by  levelling  out  in  favour  of  the  form  in  i.  The 

exceptions  are  so  numerous  and  so  systematic  that  many  have  denied 

the  law  altogether,  while  ethers  are  inclined  to  seek  the  cause  of  the 

change  of  i— >e  rather  in  consonant  than  in  vowel  influence,  and  in 
fact  the  combination  of  s  +  consonant  is  almost  invariably  accompanied 

by  forms  in  e :  nest,  ivessa,  &c.  It  is  noteworthy  that  the  whole  class 

of  Graded  past  participles  of  the  first  series  show  throughout  an  /where 

the  mutation  would  necessitate  an  e  :  gistigan,  gizigan,  gin  fan,  &c. ; 

and,  again,  the  pronominal  forms  imo,  man,  ira  show  an  i  in  place  of 

an  e.  Brugmann's  statement  that  analogy  and  levelling  out  cover 
almost  all  exceptions  to  the  rule  is  hardly  satisfactory.  In  OHG. 

doublets  repeatedly  occur,  i.e.  forms  with  c  or  i:  wissa — wiste  in  UG. 

and  wessa — wesfa  in  Franc.  Thus  ledic — tidic,  kleben — kl'tban,  teben — 
tiban,  lernen — firnan.  Words  taken  from  Latin  in  most  cases  retain 

the  i :  dictare  — >  die  ton,  discus  —>  fisc,  but  some  show  e,  as  pix  — > 

beeh,  biearium — >  behhari,  signum — >  segan.  PBB.  vi.  82,  vii.  417. 

For  another  theory  cf.  Collitz,  Mod.  Lang.  Notes,  xx  (1905),  65-8; 
R.  Trautmann,  Genu.  Lautgesch.,  no. 

Note. — Kock's  hypothesis  {PBB.  xxiii.  84)  that  all  past  part,  of  the 
first  series  originally  took  the  suffix  -inaz  {enos),  not  -anaz  (onos),  through 
a  kind  of  vowel  harmony,  would  cancel  the  objection. 

It  has  been  shown  that  in  Pr.  Gmc.  times  already  e  passed  to  i : — 

(1)  Before  a  nasal  in  the  same  syllable:  Lat.  ventus — >OHG.  ivint. 

(2)  Before  an  i  or  j  in  the  following  syllable:  Lat.  «^'w->OHG. 
mitti.     To  this  must  now  be  added  in  OHG. : 

(3)  Before  u  in  following  syllable,  unless  the  u  in  its  turn  is  followed 

by  an  0  or  an  a.     Lzt.pecus,  OWG.fihu,  Lat.  septem,  OHG.  sibun. 

This  later  operation  is  particularly  marked  in  the  conjugation,  while 

in  the  nominal  inflexion  levelling  out  has  affected  uniformity.  The 

inflectional  endings  of  the  sing,  present  were  in  OHG.:  u,  is,  it,  hence 
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OHG.  verbs  of  the  first  series  such  as  neman  inflect  nimu,  niwis,  nimit, 

but  the  plural  retains  the  e:  nemamis,  nemef,  ncmant,  and  so  all  verbs 

with  an  t  in  root :  btran,  geban,  &c. 

Hence,  too,  the  majority  of  the  nouns  of  the  //-declension  have  an 
1  in  the  stem,  zs/ridu,  situ,  Sec.  Even  when  the  //  had  fallen,  as  it  did 

after  a  long  stem  syllable,  the  1  was  retained  :  e.  g.  Got.  skildus,  OHG. 

scili)  Got.  qairnus,  OHG.  quirn. 

The  exceptions  are  in  most  cases  due  to  levelling  out :  fehu  beside 

film.  The  presence  of  the  double  form  may  be  accounted  for  by  the 

fact  that  the  gen.  and  dat.  sing,  ended  respectively  in  es  and  e ;  thus  the 

declension  would  run  :  f  hit, /this, /die.  film,  and  it  is  natural  that  the  e 

of  the  oblique  cases  should  have  entered  the  nominative.  As  an 

example  of  //  failing  to  effect  this  change  because  itself  followed 

by  an  a  or  0,  the  large  class  of  nouns  with  suffix  -unga  retain  e 
in  root  because  the  final  a  has  impeded  the  change:  sheltunga, 

si 'railing a. 

Note. — This  mutation  of  e  to  i  is  most  important  in  OHG.  and  in  278 
NHG.  alike  :  to  it  are  due  the  numerous  cognates  in  Modern  German 

with  e  and  /  from  the  same  root :  thus  erde  (erda)  and  irdisch  (t'rdisc), recht  and  ridden,  Herde  and  Hir/e,  and  in  the  large  class  of  collective 

nouns  the  i  of  the  root  is  due  to  an  i  originally  following :  Feld — 
Gcfildc,  Berg — Gebirge  (gabirgi).  Again,  the  second  pers.  sing,  of  the 
present  of  the  Graded  verbs  ended  in  -est,  the  third  in  -eti  (291). 

1G.  f-»Gmc.  i  (257);  thus  *gebesi\  *gibisi.  OHG.  g id is,  NHG. gibst, 
gibt. 

It  is  noteworthy  that  e  followed  by  i  or  u  passed  to  i  before  all 
consonant  groups  without  exception,  even  those  which  were  able  to 

resist  the  OHG.  t'/J  mutation  of  a  to  e,  but  that  the  secondary  u 
generated  by  the  sonant  liquids  had  no  effect :  swehur  <—  *swe\roz 
retains    its    e    beside   sivigar  < —  *swegruz  :    so  also  ebiir  < —  *edroz, 
fit  bill,    &.C. 

Pr.  Gmc.  a  (IG.  a  or  0)  remained  unchanged  in  OHG.  except  before  279 

a  following  i  or  j,  which  mutated  it  to  e.     This  is  termed  the  OHG.  i/j 
mutation. 

Got.  gas/,  OHG.  gasi,  but  Got.  gasieis,  OHG.  ges/i,  and  in  OHG. 

bang  :  lengi ;  faru  :  feris,ferit ;  fas  to  :  festi. 
There  is  no  direct  proof  of  any  other  vowel  except  a  being  thus 

mutated  during  the  OHG.  period,  but  there  is  strong  reason  to  infer 

from  later  developments  that  u  and  0  were  early  modified  in  pronuncia- 

tion, and  it  is  possible  that  the  ibilo  of  Merigarto  (62),  maillen  of  the 

Georgslied,  and  the  hiute  of  Notker,  are  attempts  to  denote  a  mutated 
vowel. 
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This  i/j  mutation  was  universally  checked  by  certain  consonant 

groups,  chiefly  those  which  contained  an  h  or  a  w : — 
(i)  By  ht  and  lis :  mahti,  gislahti. 

(2)  By  consonant  +  w  :  /arzven,  garwita. 

Dialectally  only  (UG.):— 

(3)  By  /or  r  +  consonant :  Franc,  ghvelti,  ferri,  elti  ;  UG.  kiwallit, 

farri,  alti. 

(4)  By  h  <—  Gmc.  x :  Franc,  ehir,  slehit\  UG.  ahir,  slahit;  cf.  PBB. 
iv.  540. 

(5)  By  hh,  ch  <—  Gmc.  k  :  O.  firsechit ;  UG.  sachit. 
A  necessary  condition  for  the  operation  of  this  i/j  mutation  was 

that  the  a  to  be  mutated  was  in  an  accented  syllable,  and  the  iorj  in 

an  unaccented  syllable  immediately  following  upon  it.     Hence : — 
(a)  Mutation  could  as  a  rule  only  take  place  within  the  compass  of 

one  word,  though  in  Otfrid  the  i  of  enclitics  such  as  ill,  iz,  not  infre- 
quently effects  mutation  of  the  vowel  in  the  preceding  word :  e.  g. 

meg  ih. 

(/))  The  derivative  syllables  -nissa,  -nissi,  -Hh,  having  a  strong 

secondary  accent,  do  not  effect  the  mutation  in  OilG.  finstar -m'ssi, 
harmlihho,  langlih. 

(c)  In  the  suffixes  -hafti,  -scaffi,  -sami,  the  a  did  not  bear  the  chief 
accent  but  only  a  secondary  one,  hence  it  was  left  untouched  by  the 

following  i.  There  are,  of  course,  many  exceptions  to  this  i/j  mutation, 

due  to  the  force  of  analogy  and  to  the  constraint  of  noun  and  verb 

accidence.  Thus  in  the  nom.  sing.  fern,  and  nom.  pi.  neut.  the 

adjective  ended  in  -in  and  the  preceding  vowel  should  be  mutated,  as 

Otfrid  elliu,  ellu,  Merigarto  endriu,  but  the  force  of  the  other  cases  was 

usually  too  strong  and  the  mutation  was  levelled  out.  In  the  same 

way  the  gen.  and  dat.  sing,  of  the  OHG.  weak  nouns  ended  in  -in : 
hano — hailing  and  there  are  a  few  forms  which  show  mutation,  as 

scado — scedin,  namo — nemin,  frequent  in  Isidor  and  M.,  but  only  in 
early  texts,  for  the  root  a  of  the  other  cases  soon  penetrated  into  the 

gen.  and  dative.  The  conjunctive  present  of  the  weak  verb  ended  in  i: 

OHG.  san/i,  zalti,  but  it  never  shows  mutation.  Gradually  the 

mutating  force  of  the  *' or/ extended  to  a  vowel  not  immediately  pre- 
ceding ;  the  mediate  vowel  was  first  assimilated,  and  then  mutation  of 

the  root  syllable  became  possible  also,  though  not  regularly  carried  out 

until  after  the  OHG.  period:  OHG.  zaharin  and  zahirin,  MHG.  zchcren, 

OHG.  fr avali  and  fravili,  MUG. /revel,  OHG.  mangi  and  mcnigi, 

/raniidi  and  /remidi.  The  result  of  this  '  younger  '  mutation  is  a  very 
open  e  (a)  sound.    This  OHG.  i/j  mutation  did  not  begin  until  shortly 
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after  750,  as  the  St.  Gallen  Glosses  before  that  date  have  no  instance 

of  it.  It  then  spread  rapidly,  and  was  universal  after  the  beginning^of 

the  ninth  century.  It  only  affected  a,  which  in  critical  texts  is  written 

t  (in  distinction  to  h  <—  Gmc.  e),  but  in  the  oldest  MSS.  was  noted  by 
f,  <u\  ft]  as  showing  that  it  was  then  an  open  sound  :  this  e  from  a 

became  closed  about  the  commencement  of  the  ninth  century.  The 

mutation  movement  was  probably  from  the  north  southwards,  losing 

strength  as  it  passed  into  UG.,  for  the  cases  of  resistance  to  it  are  far 

more  numerous  there  than  they  are  in  Franconian. 
Gmc.  u  and  0  remain  in  OHG.  280 

There  is  a  frequent  interchange  of  0  and  it  in  stem-word  and 
derivative,  according  to  the  vowel  of  the  next  syllable: 

gold — gul din  coran — ni  curt  fol—ftdli 

got — guti'n  dorren — durri  holz — gihuhi 
or  (form  a — ortfrumu  (gen.)  BR. 

In  many  cases,  however,  one  form  has  overpowered  the  other,  and 

the  distinction  has  been  obliterated  by  analogy,  especially  in  the  noun 

inflection,  thus  :  gold,  inst.  goldu,  holz,  nom.  pi.  holzir. 

It  is  to  be  noted  that  this  a/o  mutation  only  took  place  before  a  Pr. 

Gmc.  a  or  0,  and  not  before  an  a  or  0  of  merely  OHG.  origin ;  cf. 

OHG.  sumar,  ubar,  kupfar,  Pr.  Gmc.  *su?nur,  nbur,  Lat.  cuprum.  See 
PBB.  xii.  549  and  IF.  iii.  381. 

The  0  in  the  perfect  presents,  onda,  konda,  has  not  been  satisfactorily 

explained  ;  it  is  generally  accepted  as  the  result  of  analogy  to  the  other 

perfect  presents,  mohta,  scolfa,  &c. ;  but  see  Behaghel,  Germania, 
xxxi.  382. 

In  some  instances  0  has  replaced  a,  especially  before  /,  r  and  nasals: 

e.  g.  fona,  nollas,  nols,  notes,  olde,  vorwe,  soma,  Is.  9.  1  wotnba ;  O.  has 

several  times  einfolto,  Gl.  viffoldamo,  tuuifolda.  Other  cases  are  oh,joh 
(Got.  ak,  jah).  Double  forms  also  occur  in  a  and  0,  as  baton  and 

holon :  Franconian  has  an  imperfect  mohta  to  mug  en  in  place  of  the 
older  mahta :  Notker  uses  s(k)ol  for  s(k)al;  see  PBB.  xi.  287,  xv.  210 
and  377. 

B.    In  Unaccented  Syllables. 

With  the  end  of  the  Pr.  Gmc.  period  the  accent,  as  has  been  said,  281 
became  fixed,  consequently  the  degree  of  stress  put  on  the  various 
syllables  varied  considerably  :  root  vowels  acquired  ever  more  and 
more  force,  and  medial  and  final  ones  became  weaker  and  weaker,  so 
that  a  distinction  hitherto  unnecessary  has  to  be  observed  between  the 
treatment  of  accented  vowels  and  of  unaccented  vowels.     It  will  be 
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well  to  premise  that  the  history  of  the  development  of  vowels  in  un- 
accented syllables  is  most  involved,  and,  though  agreement  as  to 

general  principles  has  been  reached,  no  law  has  been  formulated  which 

has  met  with  universal  acceptance.  It  is,  however,  possible  to  observe 

the  guiding  principle  underlying  the  whole,  and  also  to  show  certain 

definite  changes  which  are  beyond  all  doubt. 

The  main  principle  seems  to  have  been  that  every  vowel  in  un- 
accented syllable  tended  to  be  shortened  in  duration :  diphthongs 

became  monophthongs,  vowels  with  the  slurred  accent  lost  some  of 

their  length  and  took  the  acute  accent,  long  vowels  became  short, 

short  vowels  fell.  Naturally,  the  vowels  which  suffered  most  by  the 

fixing  of  the  accent  were  those  most  remote  from  the  root  and  un- 
protected by  a  following  consonant  group  :  the  greater  the  stress  laid 

on  the  root,  the  more  the  final  vowel  was  weakened.  Thus,  having  no 

support,  a  short  final  syllable  following  on  a  long  syllable  lost  its  vowel 

more  quickly  than  did  a  medial  syllable  under  the  same  condi- 
tions. The  power  of  resistance  offered  by  the  respective  vowels 

varied :  u  and  i  persist  longer  than  e  and  a,  while  e  is  more  stubborn 
than  a.  * 

282      In  discussing  the  fate  of  IG.  unaccented  vowels  regard  must  be 

had  to : — 

(i)  Their  original  degree  of  duration,  for  IG.  distinguished  three 

degrees  of  duration :  slurred  (=  extra  long),  long,  and  short,  which 

might  be  represented  by  f  •,  f,  \f  respectively.     BB.  xvii,  p.  106. 
(2)  Their  original  position,  which  could  be  (a)  absolutely  final, 

(Z>)  before  a  final  consonant,  (c)  medial,  (d)  in  prefix. 

(a)  and  (d). 

IG.  short  vowels  in  final  syllable  when  followed  by  only  one  con- 
sonant either  in  Pr.  Gmc.  or  in  W.  Gmc.  lost  this  final  consonant  in 

Pr.  or  W.  Gmc.  In  Gmc.  the  general  tendency  was  to  lose  all  such 

final  vowels.  IG.  0,  a,  e  (Gmc.  at  a,  i)  fell  already  in  the  Pr.  Gmc. 
time  :  IG.  u  and  i  were  more  persistent :  in  the  W.  Gmc.  dialects  they 

are  retained  after  a  short  root,  but  lost  after  a  long  or  polysyllabic  one, 

while  Gothic  loses  i  but  retains  u,  e.  g.  : 

IG Pr.  Gmc. Gk. Got. OHG. 
OE. 0 a 

t,vyav 

juk 

joh 
jeoc 

a a oTSa wait 

zvei\ 

wdt e i irevT€ fimf fimf 

f'/ 

i i Lat.  hostis 

gasts 

gast 

jiest 

u u Pr.  Gmc.  *skiWuz skildus salt 
scild 

Lat.  peats  feu hn  fihu 
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Diphthongs  and  long  vowels  in  unaccented  syllables :  283 

The  IG.  diphthongs  had  undergone  already  the  following  changes  : — 

o/\  ai  had  passed  to  Got.  ai,  W,  Gmc.  e  (or  e). 
on,  an         „  ,,  an         „         0  (or  0)  and  the  long  vowels. 
0  „  ,,  a  „         11. 

1  „  .,  7,  /         „  /'. 
These  in  their  turn  underwent  modifications  : 

W.  Gmc.  e  and  b  (arising  from  ai  and  au  respectively)  were  shortened, 

unless  followed  by  a  consonant  which  protected  the  length,  e.  g. : 

Got.  OHG.  OE.  Got.  OHG. 

bairdi        here  here     but  bair&is  beres  (i.e. before  original  s) 

a/i/du  ahto  cahta     ,,    *fri])&us  fridb  ,.  ,,       „ 
blind&i       blititc  blindc    ,,    blind&im  blindem       ,,  ,,     m 

W.  Gmc.  i  and  u  (arising  from  IG.  1  and  0  respectively)  were  treated 

like  the  originally  short  IG.  i  and  u,  viz.  they  fell  after  long,  remained 

after  short  syllable. 

Levelling  out,  however,  soon  obscured  the  original  state  of  affairs : 

thus  in  OHG.  in  the  0  declension  the  nom.  sing,  should  have  retained 

u  after  a  short  syllable  and  lost  it  after  a  long,  e.  g.  OHG.  *gebn  but 
lir  (OE.  $iefu  and  lar\  but  the  ace.  form  has  been  adopted  for  the 

nom.,  e.g.  gebai  /era.  In  the  pres.  ind.  the  first  pers.  sing,  should 

have  varied  in  the  same  way — ih  nimu  but  ih  *bind}  but  levelling  out 
has  given  the  u  to  both  long  and  short  stems.  It  is  important  to  note 

that  b  has  a  different  development  if  originally  followed  by  a  conso- 
nant, in  which  case  it  must  be  distinguished  from  slurred  0  in  similar 

position  (see  below). 

Vowels  bearing  the  slurred  accent  were  also  reduced  and  eventually 

became  short,  falling  after  a  long  accented  syllable  unless  the  Pr.  Gmc. 
form  had  ended  in  n  or  z. 

In  IG.  there  existed  b  and  0:  and  further,  if  originally  followed  by  an 

;/  or  6\  '""  and  o8,  on  and  os. 
Pr.  Gmc.  5  absolutely  final  yields  short  vowel  in  W.  Gmc,  Gk.  ̂ epw, 

OHG.  btru. 

,,  0  absolutely  final  yields  short  vowel  in  OHG.    Lat.  homo, 

OHG.  gomo,  OE.  juma. 

„         b"   and  o*  absolutely  final  yields  short  vowel  in   OHG. 
zungono,  OE.  tungena. 

d*  and  bz  absolutely  final  yields  short  vowel  in  OHG. 
zunga,  OE.  tunje,  OHG.  geba. 

See  Brugmann3,  §  1029. 

(c)  Medial    vowels    are   exposed  to   great    variations    through   the  284 
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operation  of  Syncope  and  Vowel  Harmony  :  frequently  they  them- 
selves become  final  owing  to  the  loss  of  inflectional  endings,  as  in  the 

nom.  pi.  of  neut.  nouns,  &c. 

Syncope.  Brugmann  states,  as  a  general  law,  that  while  short  un- 
accented vowels  persist  in  Pr.  Gmc,  they  fall  in  W.  Gmc.  after  a  long 

stem  syllable. 

Got.  hdusida     OHG.  horta     but  Got.  nasida     OHG.  neriia 

juhiza  iungro  batiza  bez&iro. 

Note. — The  most  numerous  examples  of  Syncope  occur  in  the  pre- 
terites and  past  participles  of  the  Non-Graded  Verbs,  Class  I.  Forms 

such  as  hocta,  sa/ta,  zalta,  gisa/t,  &c,  which  appear  to  contravene  the 
law  that  i  is  retained  after  a  short  root  syllable,  are  in  all  probability 
remains  of  a  Pr.  Gmc.  pret.  formation  without  i\  cf.  Got.  bugjan, 
baiihta,  fiugkjan,  fifihia.  It  is  true  that  the  forms  hugita,  hebita,  seiita, 
giselii  are  also  found,  but  these  are  more  recent  analogical  formations. 
See  Sievers,  PBB.  v.  99,  but  also  Paul,  PBB.  vi.  1. 

Only  vowels  which  were  completely  unaccented  were  subject  to  Syn- 
cope: consequently  such  suffixes  as  OHG.  ig,  m,od,isc,o/it,  unga,lik,scqf, 

hafti,  nissa,  &c,  which  bore  a  secondary  accent,  retain  their  vowel  intact. 

Vowel  Harmony.  Medial  vowels  tended  to  be  assimilated  to  final 

vowels  in  Gmc.  Examples  are  specially  frequent  in  OHG. :  keisar  but 

keiseres,  offan  but  offonon,  hwigar  but  hungirita.  Such  assimilations 
are  to  be  observed  particularly  in  Otfrid.  There  is  tendency  in 

OHG.  to  weaken  vowels  in  medial  syllable  to  e :  Otfrid,  wurzehin, 

bitter 0 )  manegan,  jungero. 

285  Secondary  Vowels.  The  frequent  loss  of  IG.  final  syllable  in 

Gmc.  had  of  course  the  result  that  consonants  which  originally  had 
been  medial  became  final  in  Gmc. 

When  a  group  of  consonants,  one  of  which  was  nasal  or  liquid,  thus 

became  final,  the  W.  Gmc.  dialects  tended  to  generate  a  secondary  vowel 

between  these  consonants  which,  though  not  arising  in  OHG.  when 

the  group  was  not  final,  eventually  established  itself  even  in  the  in- 
flected forms  when  the  group  was  medial,  e.  g.  : 

Got.  /ugh  OHG.  fogal  OE.  fugol 
ibfis  eban                                   efen 
bditrs  biitar                                 bitter 
akrs  ackar                                decer 
winlrns  wintar  ivinter 

• 

This  secondary  vowel  in  OHG.  was  usually  a  before  /,  n,  r ;  a  or  11 
before  m. 

In  OHG.  this  generation  of  secondary  vowels  was  not  confined  to 

groups  of  final  consonants,  but  even  took  place  medially  between  rh. 
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///,  rwt  and  he.  These  'secondary'  secondary  vowels  are  not  sys- 
tematically developed,  and  the  same  IMS.  often  shows  forms  with  and 

without  them:   they  do  not  persist  in  MHG. 

The  vowel  generated  was,  in  these  cases,  usually  a,  but  sometimes 

took  colour  from  neighbouring  vowels  :  e.  g.  zor/it — zoraht,  forhta — 

frahta,  garwer — garaurr,  (melo)  mehves — melawes. 
UG.  is  particularly  subject  to  secondary  vowels,  developing  them  in 

all  /-combinations  (though  rarely  with  dentals),  and  even  between  siv, 
ZW,  m  :  e.  g.  UG.  perac,  purikio,  siaracli,  duruft,  ivaram,  zverac/i, 

kifu  rap/in,  kafuribity  haramscara,  zewei\  suwimman, 

(</)  Vowels  in  prefix.  286 

The  vowel  of  the  prefix,  lying  as  it  did  immediately  before  the 

accented  vowel,  was  especially  exposed  to  weakening.  It  passed 

gradually  to  a  colourless  vowel  c,  but  with  unequal  progress  in  the 

several  dialects :  as  a  rule  UG.  showed  a  preference  for  a  where 

Franconian  had  /.  This  fact,  that  the  dialects  varied  considerably  in 

their  treatment  of  the  prefix  vowel,  is  very  useful  in  determining  the 

age  and  origin  of  a  manuscript. 

OHG.  had  as  prefixes :  ab,  ant,  bi,  ga,  ur,  za,  zer ;  and  with  these 

may  be  included  the  prepositions  az,  bi,  ur,  za,  as  bi  and  za  at  any 

rate  were  always  proclitic,  and  they  shared  the  same  treatment  as 

prefixes  in  OHG. 

As  prefixes  to  the  verb  these  particles  were  always  unaccented, 

though  in  the  nominal  composition  they  had  originally  the  full  accent. 

A^  (Got.  at)  is  never  found  in  OHG.  as  a  verbal  prefix  :  it  is  always 

preposition  or  adverb,  and  is  very  soon  replaced  by  zi\  zuo.  [It  is  only 

preserved  in  MHG.  as  unz  <—  nnt  az>.~\ 
[Ab  is  very  seldom  found  as  a  verbal  prefix,  being  replaced  by  aba 

It  occurs  occasionally  as  ob  or  b  :  Notker  btaz,    Kuhns,  Zs.  xxvi.  40.] 

Ant  corresponds  to  Got.  and:  Got.  and-beitan ;  and  supplants  the 

Got.  prefix  in  :  in-brannjan.     OHG.  antbizjm,  antbrennan. 
In  OHG.  ant  was  weakened  to  inl,  and  when  the  /  fell  it  became  in. 

It  occasionally  occurs  as  unt :  untivichan. 

Bi  preserved  the  i  throughout  the  ninth  century,  but  then  passed 

into  be.  In  the  oldest  UG.  MSS.  the  form  ba,  pa  is  found,  but 

BR.  has  //:  pidiu,  piporgen.  The  adverbial  bi  with  fully  stressed 

vowel  finally  established  itself.     See  Wilmanns2,  §  328,  note. 
Far,  fur,  for.  In  its  oldest  form  this  prefix  appears  as  fur,  for. 

It  was  then  weakened  to  fir,  fir,  and  fer.  The  OHG.  fer  represents 

three  Gothic  particles—//-^,  fair,  four :  in  OHG.  these  were  not  felt 
to  be  distinct  and  became   merely   dialectal  distinctions.      In  UG., 

1 167  1 
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namely,  the  usual  form  is  far,  as  also  in  the  Weissenburg  K.,  whereas 

Rh.  Franconian  has  fir,fer,  and  East  Franconian/tf/',/}/r.  This  holds 
good  for  the  ninth  century,  after  which  the  form/^r  became  universal. 

Bethge  (153)  quotes: 

Hildebrand,  furlet;  Tatian,  furlazan,  forlazati. 
Weiss.  K.  farlaz,  Isidor,  firleazssi,  fyrstant. 
Otfrid,  firlazu,  fersagenti,  unfarholan. 
Notker,  ferleiten ;  Will,  versageti. 

Ga  (UG.  ka,  Got.  ga)  passed  very  soon  to  gi  in  Franconian :  in 

Alemannic  the  form  ga  held  until  the  commencement,  in  Bavaria  until 

the  middle  of  the  ninth  century.  From  the  end  of  the  century  the 

form  gi  (ki)  was  universal.  Alemannic  monuments  have  mostly  ka — 
hi,  Bavarian  at  first  ca  and  then  ka.  Franconian  has  g  only,  except 
Isidor,  who  writes  cha,  chi.  The  vowel  could  be  assimilated  to 

the  root  of  the  word,  as  Otfrid's  '  ungamachu]  or  even  suppressed, 
as  O.  gitalin,  N.  guan.  In  some  of  the  older  texts  the  vowel  is  occa- 

sionally suppressed  before  initial  consonant  /,  m,  n,  r,  w,  as  Tatian, 

gloubit;  and  this  usage  became  common  in  some  dialects  during  the 

tenth  century,  though  never  universal. 

Ur.  In  OHG.  ur  (Got.  us)  is  both  preposition  and  prefix.  Com- 
pounded with  verbs  it  preserved  the  u  only  in  UG. :  the  predominant 

form  was  ar,  and  this  passed  during  the  ninth  century  to  ir,  which 

gradually  became  the  universal  form  by  the  end  of  the  century.  As 

with  gi,  the  i  gradually  gave  way  before  e,  and  by  the  eleventh  century 

er  is  the  definitely  fixed  form.  The  preposition  ur  went  through  the 

same  early  stages,  but  fell  into  disuse  during  the  ninth  century,  except 

as  noun  prefix,  in  which  capacity  it  has  survived. 

Za,  zi,  ze.  This  particle  was  prefix  and  preposition,  but  represents 

in  reality  two  separate  words.  The  preposition  za  is  the  weak  degree 

of  zo,  zuo,  zua  (NHG.  zu),  while  the  prefix  za  has  lost  original  r  «—  z. 

Got.  tuz,  Lat.  dis  ?  (Cf.  her — he,  theser — these.)  The  nouns  zurlust, 
zurkank,  Sec,  preserve  the  full  form  of  prefix.  See  Braune,  §  72,  and 
Paul,  PBB.  vi.  552. 

The  UG.  form  is  za  until  the  ninth  century,  then  Alem.  adopted  zi, 

but  Bav.  kept  za  through  the  century.  Franc,  from  the  first  had  only 

zi,  which  in  the  tenth  century  became  universal,  passing  eventually 
into  ze. 
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Development  in  OHG.  of  W.  Gmc. 

Syllable. 
W 

Vowels  in  Accented 

Gmc. OHG. W.Gmc. OHG. MHG. NHG. 
at ei 

*  slain  a 
stein stein Stem e 

niair- 
mer mer mehr 

au on 

*augr 

ouga 
ouge 

Auge 

0 *hauh- hbh hbh hoeli 
*hauhjan- hbh.  n hoe  hen 

Iwhen 
in ill 'Uiuhijan- liuhten liuhten leuehlen 
to tO  (to,  ie) *beolan- beoian bieten 

bieten *leohia- leoht lieht Lie  hi 

•<(') a 
*brahta 

brdhta bralilc brachte 

(--) 
a *latan- IdZfUl 

lazfn 
lassen 

*sldpan- sldfan slafen schlafen 

e(i) ea  (id,  ie) 
*he~r 

hear 
hier 

hier 

(--) 
ea 

*het 

luaz, 

hiez, 

hiess 
i t *lihan- lib  an llhen 

leihen 3 uo 

*don 

liwn iuon tun *modar 
muoter muoter Midler *godi 

guoli 
guete 

Giite 
u u 

*hus 

hus hits Hates 
*ludjan- luten liuten tauten 

a a 

'■'  nuui- 
man man 

Mann 
*/adar 

faler 

vater Vater 
e e 

*narjan 
nerien neren nahren 

§ */ramadi 
fremidi fremede 

Fremdc 
e £ *werfian- werdan werden iverden 

*neman- nemen nemen nehmen 
i i 

*wind- ivinl wint Wind 
*liggjan 

liggen hgen 
liegen 

0 o 
*goda- 

got 

got 

Golt 
u u 

*kunsii 
kunst 

kunst Kunst *suhti 
suht suht Sucht 

*gulfiin 

guldin gillden 
gulden 

*wunni- iiunni wiinne Wotine 
*sunu- sunn sun Sohn *kuning- 

h  lining 
I'u/iic 

Konig 

287 

I  2 
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CHAPTER    V 

THE  VERBAL  SYSTEM 

288  The  IG.  verbal  system  was  far  more  complete  than  that  of  Germanic. 

It  possessed  four  moods,  six  tenses,  three  voices,  three  numbers ;  of 

these,  Germanic  retained  three  moods,  Indicative,  Optative,  Imperative; 

two  voices,  Active  and  Middle;  and  only  two  tenses,  viz.  Present  and 

Preterite.  Furthermore,  the  Middle  Voice  is  only  found  in  Gothic, 

and  of  the  three  numbers,  Singular,  Dual,  and  Plural,  the  Dual  is 

retained  only  in  Gothic. 

In  IG.  the  tenses  served  merely  to  distinguish  the  mode,  and  not  the 

time  of  action :  thus  the  Perfect  marked  not  action  in  the  past,  as  it 

does  now,  but  the  completed  state.  The  formal  distinction  of  time  of 

action,  such  as  is  made  by  the  modern  tense,  was  in  IG.  marked,  not 

by  the  verbal  form  itself,  but  by  separate  particles,  which  became 

affixed  to  the  verb,  either  as  prefixes  or  suffixes.  In  the  case  of  action 

in  the  past  the  Augment  e,  an  independent  temporal  adverb,  was  pre- 
fixed to  the  verbal  form  which  denoted  duration,  inchoative,  iterative 

action,  &c,  and  for  action  in  the  future  the  suffix  -sie,  -sio  was  added  ; 
present  time  was  left  undenoted  so  far  as  affixes  are  concerned. 

289      IG.  verbs  were  either  (a)  Thematic,  or  (b)  Athematic. 

(a)  Thematic  verbs  are  those  in  which  in  the  Present  a  so-called 
thematic  vowel  intervened  between  root  and  personal  ending;  this 

thematic  vowel  was  e  or  0.  The  root  could  have  either  Sirong  or 

Reduced  vowel-grade,  but  it  remained  unchanged  throughout  the 

Present,  e.g.:  IG.  *bhfr-o}  bher-e-si,  bher-e-li,  bhe'r-o-?nes,  bhe'r-e-lhe, 
bher-o-nti. 

(b)  Athematic  verbs  are  those  which  in  the  Present  added  the 

personal  endings  direct  to  the  bare  root  or  to  the  suffix  (295)  without 

any  intervening  vowel :  the  root  had  in  the  singular  the  Strong  grade, 

in  the  plural  the  Reduced  grade  of  vowel,  e.  g. : 

Sing.  *es-mi,  Sk.  ds-mt,  Gk.  ei-/u,  Got.  urn,  OHG.  (b)i-?n. 
Plur.  *s-enti,  Lat.  s-imt,  Got.  s-ind,  OHG.  sint. 
Both  classes  agree  in  the  main  in  the  Personal  endings,  except  that 

in  the  1st  person  singular  the  Athematic  verbs  added  the  ending  -mi, 
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while  the  Thematic  verbs  had  no  personal  ending,  but  merely  lengthened 

the  thematic  vowel  -0  to  -0. 

The  Personal  endings  of  the  Present  are  classed  as  (a)  Primary,  and  290 

(b)  Secondary. 

(a)  Primary  or  Absolute  endings  are  characterized  in  IG.  by  final  -1 : 
in  the  1st,  2nd,  3rd  sing.,  and  3rd  plur.,  they  appear  in  those  forms  in 

which  the  verb  is  used  absolutely  or  independently,  e.  g.  in  the  Indicative 
Present. 

(/>)  Secondary  or  Conjunctive  endings  (without  final  -t)  are  always 
found  in  the  tenses  formed  with  an  augment  and  in  the  Optative, 

probably  arising  from  an  enclitic  use  of  the  verb. 

The  Perfect  Indicative  had  its  own  special  endings  in  the  singular. 

Present  :  Singular.  291 

1st  person. 

Primary  -mi.     *es-mi.     Pr.  Gmc.  *im-mii  Got.  im. 

Secondary  -m,      Lat.  sie-tn.     [This  -m  — >n  in  Pr.  Gmc.  and  fell.] 
OHGji. 

2nd  person. 

Primary  -si.     *es-si.     Pr.  Gmc.  (s  — >z)  *T>irizi,  Got.  bain's,  OHG. 
bin's. 

Secondary  -s.  Lat.  sie-s.  This  -s,  though  retained  in  E.  Gmc, 

Got.  wt'Uis,  fell  in  W.  Gmc,  OHG.  wili> 

3rd  person. 

Primary  -//.     *es-fi.     Pr.  Gmc.  *is-ti\  Got.,  OHG.  is/. 
Secondary  -/.     Lat.  sie-t.     This  -/  fell  in  Gmc,  Got.  wili,  OHG. 

U  'Hi. 
Plural. 

1st  person. 

Primary  -mes,  mos.  Lat.  feri-mus,  Got.  bair-a-m  (with  fall  of  short 
vowel  and  assimilation  of  vis). 

Secondary  -men,  me.  Gk.  tyepofitv,  Gmc  -?)!?— >?na,  Got. 
bairdi-ma,  OHG.  berem. 

2nd  person. 

Primary  -the.  Sk.  bhar-a-iha,  Gk.  ̂ epere.  Got.  bairi/>,  OHG. 
beret. 

Secondary  -te.  After  the  IG.  period  the  distinction  between  -the 

and  -te  is  lost.     Sk.  abhar-a-ta.  Gk.  e^e/KTe,  Got.  bain'/),  OHG.  beret, 

1  For  -s  in  OIIG.  birisi  beres}  &c,  cf.  323. 
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3rd  person. 

Primary  -nti.  Sk.  bhdr-a-nh\  Gk.  cfyipovrt,  Got.  bairand,  OHG. 
bera?if. 

Secondary  -nt.  Sk.  abhar-a-n,  Gk.  tyepov,  Lat.  ferebanf,  OHG.  beren. 

Sk.  and  Gk.,  like  Grac,  lose  the  final  -Z.1 

292  I.  Thematic  Verbs.  The  Present  stem  was  formed  by  the  addition 

to  the  root  of  the  thematic  vowel  e  :  0.  The  1st  person  of  all  three 

numbers  had  the  grade  0  (Gmc.  a),  as  had  also  the  3rd  person  plural ; 

all  other  forms  had  -e,  which,  being  in  unstressed  syllable,  gave  Gmc.  -/. 
The  1st  person  is  formed  without  personal  ending,  but  has  the 

lengthened  vowel : 

*bhero Gk.  <j>€po) Got.  hair  a OHG.  biru 
*bheromes 

cfiipofia' 
bairam berames 

*bheronf? 
(fiepovn 

bairand berant 

293  According  to  the  place  of  the  accent  there  were  two  main  divisions 
of  Thematic  Presents : 

(a)  Those  in  which  the  accent  lay  on  the  root  syllable  and  which 

showed  the  Strong  grade  of  the  root,  as  Gk.  c^epw,  cficpovo-L,  Lat.  fero, 

ferunt,   Got.  baira,  bairand,  Gk.  oW^o,  Pr.  Gmc.  *sf?gb~,  Got.  sffiga, 
OHG.  stlgu. 

(b)  Those  in  which  the  thematic  vowel  bore  the  stress,  and  which 

showed  the  reduced  or  vanishing  grade  of  vowel  in  the  root,  as  IG. 

*teudeti — >  hide'ti,  Sk.  tuddii. 
These  latter  are  called  Aorist-Presents,  for  Presents  with  stress  on 

the  Thematic  vowel,  having  the  same  accentuation,  had  also  the  same 

root  vowel  as  the  Aorist:  cf.  Got.  digan  with  i  beside  beidan  (z),  trudan 

294  beside  niman,  &c.  When  the  meaning  of  the  root  was  modified  by 

the  addition  of  a  fuffix,  the  Thematic  vowel  was  added  to  this  suffix. 

Only  the  chief  of  such  formations  which  have  left  traces  in  OHG.  are 

here  mentioned : — 

i.  Suffix  ne\no.  Gk.  /ca/xi/w,  hafiov;  Lat.  sperno,  sprevi;  Got. 

fraihnan,  frah,  OHG.  spurnan,  or  (with  assimilation  of  n  to  preceding 

consonant),  OHG.  gellan  (//<—  ln\  bachan  {ck<—  gg  <r—gn). 
ii.  Suffix  te  :  io.  Gk.  kXctttu),  Kei<\o<f>a;  Lat.  pkc/o,  plexi\  OHG. 

flehian,  brestan. 
iii.  Suffix  nue  :  nuo*    Gmc.  nu  — >  nn  (98);  OHG.  7vinnan,brinnan. 

1  Got.  bairdina  for  Hah'din  is  probably  due  to  the  analogy  of  the  1st  pers.  pi. 
bairdima. 
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iv.  With  an  inset  nasal  in  the  root.  Lat.  rumpo,  rupi\  linquo}  liqui\ 

Got.  standan,  si<~>/\  OK.  siod, 

v.  Suffix  ie'io.  IG.  distinguished  two  classes  otjeito  presents: 
the  first  in  which  ie :  to  remained  unchanged  throughout  the  stem  ;  the 

second  in  which  the  ie  forms  showed  reduction  to/  Only  this  latter 

class  is  represented  in  Gmc.  The  i  (in  2nd  and  3rd  pers.  sing,  and 

2nd  plur.)  was  followed  by  the  -is,  -ip  of  the  ending.  After  a  short  root- 

syllable  this  /'+  i  seems  to  have  given//  in  Got.,  but  after  a  long  it  gave  ! ; 
cf.  Got.  bidjis  but  soheis;  but  cf.  127.  In  W.  Gmc.  the  long  and 

short  roots  are  not  distinguished,  but  j  is  lost  before  ;",  and  con- 
sequently the  2nd  and  3rd  pers.  show  no  lengthening  of  consonant. 

OHG.  hefu,  hevis,  hevit . . .  Jieffent;  Got.  bidjan,  OS.  biddean,  OHG.  bitten, 
but  OS.  bidis,  OHG.  b/tis. 

vi.  Suffix  -eie,  -eio.  These  were  causative  verbs.  As  Gmc.  un- 

stressed -e  gave  t\  the  2nd  pers.  -eiesi  necessarily  gave  Is,  and  the  3rd  -iieti 
gave  it.  They  thus  coincided  with  the  long  syllables  in  ie,  jo  and  passed 

into  that  category. 
II.  Athematic  Verbs.      In  these  the  Present  stem  consists  either  295 

of  the  bare  root  or  is  formed  with  a  long  vowel  or  diphthong  suffix : 

the  1st  pers.  ends  in  -mi. 
i.  Verbs  with  bare  root  as  Present  stem  have  the  Strong  grade  in 

the  Singular  and  the  Reduced  grade  in  the  Plural :  e.  g.  *es-mi,  es-ti, 
but  *snti,  &c. 

ii.  Verbs  with  IG.  suffix  -e  or  -ei  have  Reduced  vowel-grade  in  the 

root  and  Strong  in  the  suffix  :  these  show  Gmc.  e,  e.  g.  OHG.  hobe-m. 
iii.  Verbs  with  IG.  suffix  -a  and  -0  coincided  in  Gmc.  in  -0 :  these 

may  be  either  Primary,  OHG.  borom  (Lat.  forare),  or  Denominative, 

OHG.  salbom  (Lat.  salba). 

iv.  Verbs  in  -??di,  which  in  Gmc.  becomes  -na,  are  mostly  Inchoatives, 

e.  g.  Got.  «a-/>aurs?ia?i,  ga-staurknan ;  ON.  slitna,  brotna ;  OHG. 
h  linen. 

Gmc.  made  considerable  changes  in  this  IG.  system  of  Present  296 
formation.  While  in  IG.  several  forms  of  the  same  verbal  root  with 

different  Present  stems  denoting  different  shades  of  meaning  were  in 

use,  Gmc,  as  a  rule,  discarded  all  but  one,  and  generalized  that  one. 

If  two  forms  were  retained,  Gmc.  usually  used  them  independently 

with  different  meanings ;  cf.  OHG.  spanan,  to  tempt,  and  spannan,  to 

stretch.  Further,  the  various  suffix  consonants,  with  the  exception  of 

/  in  the  -ie  and  -io  stems,  showed  a  strong  tendency  to  become  part 



bitten 

hejfen 
skep/en 
lahhen 

sizzen OE.  sit  tan 

liggen ticjan 
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of  the  verb  stem,  and  therefore  to  be  retained  throughout  the  whole 

system  of  their  respective  verbs,  instead  of  being  confined  to  the 

Present  only:  thus,  beside  Got. fraihnan, J rah,  OE.  forms ^e-frijnan, 

je-frxjn.  Finally,  nearly  all  Athematic  Verbs,  with  the  exception  of 
the  stems  with  -e  and  -5,  passed  into  the  Thematic  class,  consequently 
in  OHG.  there  are  but  few  traces  left  of  any  special  Present  form  in 

distinction  to  other  verbal  forms.  Of  the/ Present  stems  apart  from 

those  of  Non-Graded  Class  I  (see  below),  Gmc.  has  still : — 

Got.  bidjan  OHG, 

hafjan 
skapjan 
hlahjan 

*sitjan  sitan 
*ligjan  ligan 

Perfect  Tense  in  IG.  and  Preterite  in  Gmc. 

297  Personal  endings,  IG.  In  the  Plural  these  are  the  same  as  in 

the  Present,  but  in  the  Sing,  are  -a}  -tha,  -e  for  the  1st,  2nd,  3rd  persons 
respectively ;  cf.  Gk.  o!Sa.  oTcr$a,  o!Se. 

In  Germanic  final  a  and  final  e  fell ;  thus  Sk.  veda,  Gk.  otSa,  Pr.  Gmc. 

*wait,  Got.  wait,  OHG.  wei\.  In  the  2nd  pers.  -tha  should  in  Gmc. 
have  become/  except  aftery^  /;,  s,  when  it  would  have  given  /  (63),  and 

after  dentals,  when  it  would  become  ss  (100) :  thus  Got.  par/t,  OHG. 

darft,  OE.  pearft\  Got.  mag-t  <—*mah-t,  &c,  but  the  /  became 
generalized  ;  Got.  skalt,  not  *ska/J>. 

298  Reduplication.  The  original  IG.  Perfect  was  generally  formed 

from  the  root  by  a  special  form  of  reduplication,  i.  e.  by  the  addition  of 

the  initial  root  consonant  plus  -e  before  the  root  and  the  suffixing  of  the 
personal  endings.  In  the  Singular  the  root  was  originally  stressed, 

having  the  Strong  vowel  grade,  while  the  Dual  and  Plural  had  stress  on 

the  personal  endings  and  consequently  Reduced  vowel  grade. 

Gk.  TTZTrovOa,  Got.  band  \  Gk.  ttIttoiOo.,  Got.  bdip\  Gk.  K€K\o<f>a, 
Got.  hlaf. 

Roots  beginning  with  double  consonants  no  doubt  originally  re- 
peated both  consonants,  and  Gothic  has  retained  reduplication  with 

initial  st  and  sk :  e.  g.  skdidan,  skaiskdip,  (ga)statdan,  (ga)siai-statd. 
In  most  cases,  however,  simplification  set  in ;  cf.  Sk.  stha  :  tis/ha,  Gk. 

<f>evyu) :  Trecfivya,  Lat.  spondeo :  spopondi,  Got.  siepan :  saislep. 
299  The  vowel  of  the  reduplicating  syllable  was  e  (Sk.  a).  From  the 

earliest  times  a  certain  class  of  verbs  whose  root  consisted  of  a  single 

vowel  flanked  on  each  side  by  a  single  consonant,  while  reduplicating 

normally  in  the  Perfect  singular,  show  in  the  Plural  a  curious  con- 
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traction  of  the  reduplicating  prefix  with  the  unaccented  form  of  the 

root  which  results  in  the  vowel  e,  e.g.  Sk.  par,  sing,  pa-para,  plur. 
fecuh  :  cf.  Lat.  capio,  cept)  with  long  c  spread  to  the  Sing. 

The  Gmc.  languages  tend  to  abolish  reduplication  entirely  where 

the  difference  of  tense  is  sufficiently  marked  by  internal  vowel  change, 

but  in  the  case  of  the  verbs  corresponding  to  the  class  just  mentioned 

the  reduplication  could  not  be  lost  in  the  plural,  owing  to  its  complete 

fusion  with  the  root,  and  hence  arise  the  anomalous  pret.  plurals  of 

(iinc.  gradation  series  4  and  5  (see  Wilmanns,  iii,  p.  36  ;  Brugmann, 

A'.  Vgl  Gr.  §§  708,  709;  Feist,  PBB.  xxxii.  462). 
Got. OE. ON. OHG. 

Sing. Plur. Sing.       Plur. Sing.    Plur. Sing.    Plur. 
bar  (for  *be-bar) berun bder        hderon bar       horn bar      barun 

qap  (for  *0e-qaj>) 
qepun 

cwsep    cwdedon hvad   kvvdu 
quad   quatun 

300 

A  parallel  development,  perhaps,  may  be  observed  in  the  progress  of 

Gmc.  itself  where  those  verbs  which  still  retain  reduplication  in  Gothic, 

like  hdi/an,  haihait,  &c,  appear  in  ON.  and  W.  Gmc.  with  a  long  e 

vowel,  possibly  produced  by  the  fusion  of  the  two  syllables  in  the 

plural,  and  which  then  spread  to  the  singular.  ON.  heita,  he't;  OE. 
ha/an,  het ;  OHG.  heizz&n,  hez,  (later  hia£). 

It  should  be  stated  that  this  explanation  of  the  unreduplicated  per- 
fects in  the  later  Gmc.  dialects,  in  verbs  which  show  reduplication  in 

Gothic,  is  rejected  by  many  scholars,  who  consider  that  these  are 

descended  direct  from  IG.  unreduplicated  perfects,  and  that  the  re- 

duplication in  Gothic  was  very  often  an  analogical  innovation  and  not 

an  historical  survival.  Feist  (PBB.  xxxii.  458)  maintains  that  Gmc. 

from  the  beginning  possessed  a  number  of  verbs  with  unreduplicated 

perfects,  in  which,  however,  the  perfect  was  sufficiently  distinguished 

from  the  present  by  its  endings,  and  sometimes  also  by  its  root  vowel, 

but  the  fall  or  weakening  of  the  endings  and  the  coinciding  of  the  root 

vowels  in  consequence  of  various  developments  obliterated  the  distinction 

between  present  and  perfect,  and  it  became  necessary  to  distinguish 

them  in  some  other  way.  Gothic  in  many  cases  adopted  reduplication 

on  analogy  with  its  existing  reduplicating  verbs,  while  N.  and  W.  Gmc. 

adopted  from  such  verbs  as  P.  Gmc.  */de/an,  *let  on  the  one  hand,  and 

Pr.  Gmc.  *dukan,  *eank  on  the  other,  a  vowel  e  (e)  or  co  to  denote 
its  perfects. 

ON.  and  OE.  retain  traces  of  the  original  reduplication  in  isolated 
forms: — 

ON.  roa,  rera;  sd,  sera;  snua,  snera. 
OE.  hatan,  heht  (beside  he/) ;  //lean,  hole  (beside  lie). 
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The  above  explanation  of  the  anomalous  e  pret.  plurals  of  Gmc.  in 
Classes  iv  and  v  leaves  unaccounted  for  the  forms  of  the  Pret.  Present 

verbs,  Got.  man,  munnum  (iv),  mag,  magum  (v),  OHG.  mag,  magun 

(and  mugun),  where  forms  *menum  (cf.  Sk.  menuh)  and  *megun 
might  be  expected.  The  Pret.  Present  Got.  ska!,  skulun,  though 

usually  classed  as  Class  iv,  more  probably  should  be  reckoned  to 
Class  iii,  since  with  double  initial  consonant  it  could  never  have 

contracted  its  perfect  plural. 

Gradation  in  Gmc. 

301  In  Gmc.  the  Preterite  (IG.  Perfect)  of  Thematic  verbs  is  character- 
ized by  the  vowel  gradation,  which  had  arisen  in  IG.  from  the  different 

accentuation  of  Sing,  and  Plural,  and  these  verbs  are  classified  according 

to  the  regular  variation  of  related  vowels. 

I.     IG.  e  :  o  series. 

a.  With  accent  on  the  root  in  the  Present. 

These  verbs  had  in  the  root  of  the  Present  e,  in  the  Perfect  Singular  o, 

while  in  the  Perfect  Plural  and  the  Past  Participle  they  showed  the 

Reduced  grade. 
Gothic.  OHG. 

i.  steigan,  sfdz'g,  stigum,  stigans         s/Jgan,  sleig,  stigum,  gistigan 
2.  biugan,  bdug,  bugum,  bug  an  s  biogan,  bong,  bugum,  gt'bogan 
3.  hilpan,  halp,  hulpum,  hulpans        hejfan.  half,  hulfum,  giholfan 
4.  niman,  nam,  nemum,  numans         neman,  nam,  namum,  ginoman 

5.  giban,  gaf,  gebum,  gi'bans  geban,  gab,  gabum,  gigeban 
These  verbal  series  represent  the  series  of  vowels  obtained  from  the 

combination  of  qualitative  vowel  gradation  with  quantitative  (264). 

In  the  Singular  these  verbs  show  the  gradation  e  :  0  {ei\  oi;  en :  on), 

which  in  Gmc.  gave  e  or  i\  a  (z :  a?\  eu :  an).  In  the  Plural  the  vanishing 

grade  occurred  ;  thus  in  roots  with  diphthong  the  second  component  i 

or  it  became  syllabic  :  e.  g.  bzudan,  bdup,  budum. 

With  roots  which  contain  a  liquid  /,  r  or  nasal  m,  n,  either  before 

or  after  the  root-vowel,  the  sonant  /,  m,  n,  r  are  represented  in  Gmc. 
by  11I,  um,  un,  ur,  or  ///,  &c,  e.  g. 

Got.  hulpans,  numans,  bundans,  waurpans  (< —  *7vurpans).1 
302  p.  The  second  class  of  Thematic  Presents  were  those  which  stressed 

the  Thematic  vowel,  the  so-called  Aorist-Presents.  Cf.  Sk.  tuddti. 

Gk.  Tpifiin.     See  above,  293. 

This   class,   though   extremely  important  in  IG.,  is  in  Gmc.  no 

1  In  Class  v,  where  the  Past  Part,  has  neither  the  second  element  of  a  diphthong 
nor  the  7/-vowel  accompanying  the  nasals  and  liquids,  the  vowel  of  the  Past  Part, 
seems  to  have  been  lent  by  the  Infinitive. 
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longer  living- ;  it  was  in  the  main  absorbed  by  the  root-accented 
verbs,  but  a  proof  that  it  was  once  of  some  extent  is  afforded  by  the 

fact  that  in  OK.  and  OS.  the  3rd  person  plural  of  all  verbs  ends  in 

the  voiceless  spirant  J?  (IG.  /),  which  originally  can  have  belonged  by 

right  only  to  forms  in  which  the  accent  lay  on  the  stem-vowel  imme- 

diately preceding  the  IG.  -»/,  e.g.  *IG.  -6nti\  Gmc.  -dnp,  OE.,  OS.  a/> 
[beside  Gmc.  a  tiff.  Got.  and,  OHG.  anf\. 

Traces  of  these  stem-accented   presents  surviving   in    Gmc,   and  303 

showing  therefore  in  the  root  of  the  present  the  vowel  which  in  Gmc. 

is  commonly  the  mark  of  the  Preterite  Plural  or  Past  Participle,  are  the 

following :  — 

Got. OE. ON. OHG. 
dig  an  i 

— — — 

trudan  ii 

\tredan~\ 

troda 
[/re/an] — 

sugan  ii 
suga 

sugan — — — 
suffan wullan  iii 

spurnan 
— 

spurnan 
— murnatt — — 

luhan  iv — luka 
luhhan — cuman horn  a — 

Sometimes  in  Class  ii  this  u  has  undergone  a  secondary  lengthening. 

A  certain  number  of  these  stem-stressed  verbs  passed  into  the  weak  304 

conjugation,  notably  those  which  had  an  io  present  and  therefore  corre- 
sponded closely  with  the  weak  verbs  having/ presents;  such  are  Got. 

namnjan,  hropjan,  hafjan,  brukjan  (but  OE.  brfican  remains  graded),  &c. 
In  some  cases  Aorist  present  verbs  of  the  first  series  which  had  present 

root  vowel  i  like  their  Past  Part,  joined  the  fifth  series,  and  new  forms 

were  created  in  consequence,  e.  g.  Got.  bid/an,  *&hetdh,Gk.  7m#w,  formed 

a  preterite  baft  by  analogy  to  giban,  gar,  in  place  of  *baifi,  the  form  to 
be  expected ;  cf.  Gk.  iriiroida.  These  transferences  from  one  series 

to  another  occur  especially  frequently  among  verbs  with  inset  nasal, 

e.  g.  scindo — scidi,  linquo — ftqui,  Got.  standan — stop.  In  Gmc.  this 

nacal  of  the  present  has  in  most  cases  adhered  to  the  root,  and  has 

become  part  of  it  in  all  forms.  Cf.  Lat.  pango — panxi.jungo—Junxi, 
Got.  siggan,  OHG.  sinkatt,  Got.  s/iggan,  OHG.  siinkan,  but  OHG. 

dringan  beside  G.fireihan,  and  further  OHG.  stantan  stuont  wz'ndan, 
k/imban,  swin/an,  &c. 
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II.     A-Presents  and  Reduplicating  Verbs. 

305  A  number  of  verbs  in  Gmc.  contain  an  a  in  the  present  root  which 

has  never  been  sufficiently  explained.  (Probably  a  number  of  verbs 

of  very  different  origin  have  fallen  together.)  Jt  might  be  of  three 

origins:  (i)  arising  from  IG.  o;  (2)  arising  from  IG.  a;  (3)  arising 

from  Gmc.  Schwa  vowel,  if  the  verb  was  a  stem-accented  one. 

A  large  class  of  these  ̂ -presents  in  Gmc.  alternate  with  a  long  0  in 

the  preterite,  and  may  perhaps  belong  to  those  IG.  verbs  whose  conju- 

gation shows  only  quantitative  gradation — 0  :  0  or  a  :  a  (Gmc.  a  :  0) : 
Lat.  odio,  odi;  Got.  fa ran, for;  OY,.  far  an,  for;  OHG.  faran,f nor,  &c. 

306  i.  The  Gmc.  a  :  3  verbs  are  commonly  classed  as  the  sixth  series  of 
Graded  verbs.  Their  Preterite  Plural  shows  an  anomalous  0,  which 

has  apparently  been  lent  by  the  Singular  instead  of  the  Schwa  vowel 

which  would  be  expected. 

Gothic  OHG. 

far  an,  for,  forun,  farans  far  an,  fuor,fuorun,  gifaran 
hafjan,  hof  hcfnm,  hafans         hejfen,  knob,  huobnn,  gihaban 

ii.  A  second  class  of  ̂ -presents  in  Gmc.  show  in  Gothic  redupli- 

cation without  vowel-gradation.  The  vowel  a  of  the  present  may  occur 
before  consonant  or  before  i  and  u,  yielding  the  diphthongs  at  and  au 

respectively.  They  fall  into  the  class  of  non-graded  reduplicating 

verbs  like  slepan.     Such  are  : — 

Got.  haldan,  haihald  OHG.  haldan,  hell  (hialf) 
falpait,fdifalp  faltan,felt  (fialt) 

hditan,  haihait  heizgfin,  kez,  (fa'az,) 

307  Verbs  of  this  class  which  in  Gmc.  have  the  root-vowel  a,  de,  ai  show 
contraction  to  e,  but  those  with  root  vowel  0  or  au  in  the  present  (verbs 

in  OE.  like  fea /Ian,  foil,  &c,  are  anomalous)  show  in  all  other  dialects 

except  Gothic  the  diphthong  eo. 

Got.  OHG.  OE.  ON. 

hldupan  loufan — leof  hledpan — hlTop  hlaupa — hliop 
Jvopan  wuofan — *weof  (ivuofa)  hzvopan — hwebp 
diikan  ouhhon  (^ouhhotd)  auka — iok 

A  number  of  verbs  belonging  to  this  class  in  OHG.,  spallan,  walzan, 

skalfan,  are  denominatives  of  OHG.  origin;  see  PBB.  xxiii.  303. 

308  iii.  The  IG.  e  :  0  series  corresponding  to  a  Gmc.  de:  0  series. 
Gk.  prjyvvfXL,  eppoyya. 
Got.  le/an,  lailot  [lailotum,  le/ans]. 
Got.  tekan,  taitok  \taiiohun,  tekans\ 
OHG.  lazftn,  liaz,,  liaz}im,  gi-ldzfin. 
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It  is  possible  that  some  verbs  classed  in  Gmc.  as  belonging  to 

Series  6  are  historically  stem-accented  Presents  of  this  0-series;  cf.  adj. 
lots  in  Got.  beside  Ictaiu  Unfit,  and  the  ON.  conjugation  of  taka,  tok 

beside  Got.  iikani  taitok. 

The  long  3  of  the  Singular  is  carried  through  the  Plural:  this  was 

no  doubt  facilitated  by  the  fact  that  the  0  of  this  class  coincided  with 

the  0  (IG.  0  and  a)  of  the  series  above.  This  section  of  Reduplicating 

verbs  fell  together  by  contraction  in  the  later  dialects  with  the  other 

sections  which  show  no  gradation. 

Non-Graded  Preterite  in  Gmc. 

The  Preterite  form  inherited  by  OHG.  from  IG.  is  thus  characterized  309 

by  the  gradation  of  vowel,  but  the  great  majority  of  OHG.  verbs  form 

their  preterite  by  a  specially  Gmc.  formation,  which  consists  in  the 

addition  of  a  dental  to  the  verb-stem.  This  mechanically  formed  Pre- 

terite was  termed  by  J.  Grimm  the  '  weak '  Preterite,  and  the  term 
has  been  retained  for  all  verbs  which  are  conjugated  in  this  way, 

i.e.  the  greater  number  of  the  io  class  of  Presents  and  the  Athematic 
verbs  and  new  derivatives. 

Note. — As  to  the  origin  of  this  dental  suffix  opinions  are  still  very 
much  divided.  The  question  whether  it  derives  from  IG.  /  or  dh  cannot 
be  answered  with  certainty,  as  the  evidence  is  very  conflicting.  In  Got. 
kunjni,  OE.  cuffe,  OHG.  konda,  Got.  ga-danrsta,  OE.  dorsle,  OHG.  gi- 
/ors/a,  Got.  pdnrfta,  OE.  dorfte,  OHG.  dorfta,  and  the  like,  it  would 
appear  to  have  originated  in  IG.  /  or  t/i,  but  other  preterite  forms,  as 
Got.  skulda,  munda,  OS.  habda,  hogda,  OE.  sceo/de,  &c,  can  only  be 
explained  as  arising  from  IG.  dh. 

The  explanation  most  generally  accepted  is  that  this  dental  suffix  is  310 

of  twofold  origin:  (1)  That  the  dental  formation  of  the  Preterite  is 

a  periphrastic  formation  created  specially  for  the  Denominative  verbs 

which  had  originally  only  a  present  tense,  i.  e.  that  it  is  a  combination 

of  the  verbal  stem  with  a  past  tense  of  the  verb  '  to  do  ',  either  Perfect 
or  Aorist,  e.  g.  Got.  salbo-da  =  salve  I  did  (cf.  in  classical  Sk.  the 
periphrastic  perfect  of  causative  verbs  gamqyam  cakara  and  gamaydm 

dsa;  Macdonell,  Skr.  Gr.,  §  139).  The  vast  majority  of  verbs  with 

this  formation  are,  as  has  been  stated,  derivatives  and  mostly  denomina- 
tives, which  in  IG.  had  no  perfect.  When  the  need  for  an  expression 

of  past  action  arose  with  such  verbs  the  root  *dhe  was  employed,  with 
some  oblique  case  of  the  verbal  noun.  To  the  IG.  root  dhe  the 

Aorist  form  was  ed/ie,  cf.  Sk.  ad/idm,  ad/ids,  ad/mt,  and  the  Gk.  Aorist 
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311  e$r]u,  iOrjs,  €$r],  Got.  -da,  -des,  -de.  The  Perfect  form  was  *dhedho, 

Pr,  Gmc.  *&#>,  OHG.  &/#,  OE.  dyde.  The  Gothic  plural  termina- 
tions -dedum,  -dedup,  -dedun,  which  must  closely  represent  Pr.  Gmc, 

correspond  so  exactly  to  the  OHG.  perf.  of  the  verb  '  to  do ',  tatum, 
tdtut,  tatun,  that  they  are  no  doubt  identical,  but  neither  of  them  have 

been  entirely  explained.  The  Gothic  inflexion  of  the  weak  verbs  in 
the  Preterite  would  be  therefore  due  to  a  mixture  of  Aorist  and 

Perfect  forms. 

(2)  That  it  arose  in  part  also  from  verbal  forms  in  which  a  -/,  -ih 
suffix  in  IG.  appeared.  In  the  2nd  person  sing,  of  the  perfect  there 

existed  beside  the  personal  ending  -tha  also  a  secondary  ending  -thes, 

Sk.  -thus.  This  is  the  Gk.  -Oris  of  the  weak  Aorist  Passive,  e.  g.  e8o- 

6r]<s,  Sk.  a,  -thas,  on  the  model  of  which  Gk.  created  personal 

endings  for  the  1st  and  3rd  person  -d-qv,  -Orj,  in  analogy  to  r)v,  rjs,  ?/• 
This  IG.  -thes  would  give  birth  to  a  Gmc.  dental  suffix  in  the  2nd  pers., 
and  as  a  form  of  this  origin  Got.  kunpes  would  coincide  with  a  form 

salbodes  derived  from  the  periphrastic  formation  cited  above.  Gmc, 

like  Gk.,  formed  a  1st  pers.  and  3rd  pers.  to  match,  e.  g.  Got.  kunpa. 

Thus  is  explained  the  dental  suffix  of  the  Preterite  Presents  which 

was  joined  immediately  to  the  root  without  medial  vowel. 
For  the  formation  of  the  Weak  Preterite  in  Gmc.  see  PBB.  vii.  457, 

xxxiv.  127  ;  Wilmanns,  iii,  §  38. 

Perfect  Personal  Endings. 

312  Singular. 

1.  -a.       Sk.  veda,  in  Pr.  Gmc  *wai'ta,  Got.  wait, 
2.  -tha.  Sk.  vettha,  in  Pr.  Gmc.  th  after f  h  s  —>  t:  darf  -/,  in  other 

cases  it  should  have  given/  (d),  but  the  -/  was  generalized. 

3.  -e. 
Plural. 

1.  -nm  (in  Gmc).     Got.  berum,  ON.  bgrum,  OHG.  barum,  QE.bxro/i. 
2.  -up  „  Got.  berufo,  ON.  bgrud,  OHG.  barut, 
3.  -und        „  Got.  benm,  ON.  bgru,  OHG.  barun. 

i.  The  origin  of  the  -u  in  plural  terminations  is  not  clear :  it  is 
common  to  all  Gmc  languages,  and  is  found  in  the  Dual  (Got.)  as 
well  as  in  the  Plural. 

ii.  The  3rd  pers.  pi.  in  Pr.  Gmc  ended  in  -und,  which  •*—  IG.  -;// 
(sonant  «):  probably  from  this  person  the  u  was  adopted  for  the  1st 

and  2nd  persons  also.  So  much  is  clear  that  this  u  represents  the 

vanishing  grade  of  vowel  in  IG. 
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Perfect  Indie. Graded  (Strong). Non-Graded 
(Weak). 

Gothic. OHG. Gothic. OHG. 

Sing.   i.  bar bar salboda salbola 
2.  bart ban sal  bodes salbblos 

3.  bar 
bar salboda 

salbota 

Plur.   1.  berum barum salbbdedum salbotum 
2.  birup barut salbodedup salbbtut 
l.  berun barun salbodedun salboiun 

143 

\V.  Gmc.  only  shows  the  termination  -/  of  the  2nd  pers.  in  the  313 
Preterite  Presents,  e.  g.  da///,  maht,  &c.     With  other  graded  verbs  it 

has  replaced  the  normal  2nd  person  by  a  form  terminating  in  -i,  whose 
root  has  the  same  vowel  as  the  Plural,  i.  e.  in  the  reduced  or  vanishing 

grade,  e.  2:. : 

].  ih  bant   but  du  bundi 
OE 

buude 
Hi  zoh     but  du  zugi 

lUjC 

ih  zeh     but  du  zigi 
tije 

ih  sluoh  but  du  sluogi 
sldje 

This  form  in  -1  is  probably  the  remnant  of  an  augmentless  aorist,  as 

Gk.  Aet'-w,  (c)Ai7T€s.  The  IG.  termination  -es  became  in  Gmc.  -iz  : 
final  -z  would  fall  in  W.  Gmc,  while  -i  would  remain  after  a  short  but 
be  lost  after  a  long  syllable  until  constraint  of  system  replaced  it. 

This  Aorist-form  is  foreign  both  to  Gothic  and  to  ON.,  though 
found  in  all  W.  Gmc.  dialects,  and  must  thus  be  a  purely  W.  Gmc. 

survival  :  it  forms  one  of  the  distinguishing  characteristics  of  W.  Gmc. 

as  opposed  to  East  and  North  Gmc. 

Conjunctive. 

IG.  kept  distinct  the  two  moods,  Optative  and  Conjunctive;  while  314 

Gmc.  unites  the  functions  of  both  in  its  conjunctive  (also  variously 

styled  Optative  and  Subjunctive),  which  in  the  main  inherits  the 

terminations  of  the  IG.  Optative.  This  was  formed  by  the  addition 

of  a  mood-sufiix  to  the  stem,  plus  the  tense-suffix  (if  there  was  one). 
The  Optative  suffix  was  -k  :  -i,  to  which  were  added  the  secondary 

personal  endings:  thus  in  the  Gk.  kvOet-qv,  \v  is  root,  0e  tense-suffix, 

07  mood-suffix,  v  personal  ending.  Lat.  s-ie-m,  s-i-m.  In  Gmc.  the 

-ie  suffix  gave  way  to  -1,  though  traces  of  it  are  preserved  in  Gothic 

sijau,  sijdi's,  &c. 
Thus  the  Reduced  grade  of  suffix  was  generalized  and  is  found  in 

Athematic  and  Thematic  verbs  alike.  Pies.  Got.  wileis,  wileima) 

OHG.  si,  sis,  si,  Sec. ;  OE.  sle.  Got.  bereis,  beri,  nimei's,  nemi.  OHG. 
nanus,  nam/,  talis,  tali.     OE.  bdtre,  bdere :  tiiitme,  nxme. 
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In  the  Thematic  verbs  the  thematic  vowels  in  the  Precent  combined 

with  the  Optative  suffix  to  form  oi,  e.  g.  Gk.  <j>evyoi<;,  favyoi.  Pr.  Gmc. 

*deraiz  (IG.  -0— >  a),  Got.  bairdis.  W.  Gmc.  aim.  unstressed  syllable 
gave  e  and  was  weakened  to  e  when  final ;  thus  Got.  bairais,  OS.  beres, 

OHG.  beres,  OE.  bere. 

In  the  Athematic  verbs  with  suffix  -e  or  -/z<z  the  Optative  suffix  -1 

was  added  to  the  stem  suffix  -£  and  -;/a  respectively,  and  as  -ei  and  -as 

became  in  Gmc.  -ai,  the  Optatives  of  these  verbs  coincided  with  those 
of  the  Thematic  class :  e.  g.  OHG.  habes,  habe ;  Got.  habdis,  habdi, 
hdilndis,  hdilndi. 

The  verbs  in  -0  should  equally  have  -ai,  but  with  them  the  original 
Conjunctive  terminations  appear  to  be  retained  in  Gmc:  e.g.  Got. 

salbo,  OHG.  salbo. 

Imperative. 

315  The  2nd  person  shows  the  bare  stem  without  any  personal  ending, 

whether  in  Thematic  or  Athematic  verbs  :  the  former  originally  had  the 

termination  -e  of  the  Present  stem,  but  IG.  final  -e  wras  lost  every- 
where, cf.  Streitberg,  p.  55  (but  also  Van  Helten,  PBB.  xvii.  567),  so 

that  all  graded  verbs  eventually  are  without  it  : 

Athematic.      IG.  V  t,  to  go :    Gk.  (!£)«,    Lat.  (ex)i,  Got.   {hir)i. 

Thematic.  IG.  \/  bher,  to  bear :  'L&t.fere,  Pr.  Gmc.  *Sere,  Got.  bair. 
So  Got.  steig,  far,  gif,  and  OHG.  slig,far,  gib,  OE.  sfi^far,  jief. 

The /-stems  varied  between  *ize,  */,  and  1,  which  resulted  in  Ji  (— >  i) 
in  W.  Gmc.  after  a  short  and  1  after  a  long  syllable  :  Got.  bidei  for 

Hidji,  OS.  bidi,  OHG.  biti,  OE.  bide,  but  Got.  ddmei,  OS.  doml,  OHG. 

tuomi.  (OE.  must  have  generalized  -i  in  all  cases  and  have  lost  it 
after  a  long  stem,  e.  g.  dem.) 

The  3rd  person  was  formed  by  the  addition  of  the  particle  tod  which 

gave  "id,  e.g.  Lat.  ferto,  Pr.  Gmc.  *db  (Got.  daut),  and  to  this  a  3rd 
person  plural  was  formed  in  -ntod\  cf.  Lat.  ferunio  (Gmc.  -ndo,  -tido). 

Gmc.  final  -0  usually  yields  Got.  -a,  and  the  forms  to  be  expected 

would  be  Got.  *nimada  and  *nimanda.  The  -an  actually  found  is  still 
unexplained:  it  may  stand  for  -aii  (=  0)  cr  -du\  cf.  Bethge,  §  204; 
PBB.  xxviii.  546  ;  IF.  Anz.  xv.  263.  These  forms,  however,  are  only 
found  in  Got.  and  do  not  occur  in  OHG. 

Got. OHG. Ot Sing. 2. nim nim nim 

Plur. 

3- 

1. 

2. 

3- 

nimadau 

{jiimaiii) 
(nimij?) 
nimandau 

(nememes) 
(nemet) 

(nim 
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The  Infinitive. 

Originally  the  Infinitive  was  a  noun  which  expressed  the  action  of  316 

the  verb— the  doing,  the  coming— but  it  soon  was  felt  to  be  a  part  of 

the  verb.  There  was  no  one  common  form  for  the  Infinitive  (Vedic 

Sk.  had  twelve  forms):  like  the  noun,  it  was  composed  with  various 

suffixes.  Germanic  had  but  one  form,  the  Infinitive  Present  Active, 

with  the  suffix  (IG.  -ono:  -eno\  -no)  added  to  the  present  stem. 

This  Infinitive  was  in  all  probability  a  Neuter  Substantive  :  -nom, 

-  >/  »  *bheronomt  Sk.  ddanam  =  the  eating,  Pr.  Gmc.  *e/anam,  Got. 

item.  In  Gmc.  the  usual  ending  is  -an<--onom,  OE.  e/an,  OHG. 

ty^in ;  but  in  OHG.  the  -Jan  verbs  soon  weaken  the  a  to  e  under 

influence  of  /,  and  their  Infinitive  ends  therefore  in  -en,  e.  g.  sizzen, 
nerien,  &c. 

Athematic  verbs  have  -n  in  W.  Gmc.  :    OHG.  gan,  start,   haben, 

salbbn,  tuon. 

In  IG.  the  Infinitive  suffix  was  at  first  added  to  the  root  and  not  to 

any  tense  or  mood  stem,  but  as  the  initial  vowel  o  coincided  with  the 

thematic  vowel  the  Infinitive  in  Gmc.  followed  the  formation  of  the 

Present  tense,  and  the  Infinitive  suffix  was  added  to  the  present  stem 

even  when  extended,  e.g.  Got.  fraihnan,  bidjan,  standan,  &c,  not 

fraih-an,  bid- an,  s/ad-an. 

Participles. 

A.  Present  Participle.  In  the  parent  language  the  stem  of  the  317 

Present  Participle,  which  was  declined  like  a  noun,  was  formed  by  the 

addition  of  the  suffix  -nt  to  the  present  stem,  e.  g.  IG.  *b/ie'ro-n/,
 

Gk.  4>4>a>v  (<-  cfxpovrs),  tfpovros,  Lat.  ferens  (<-ferents),ferentis,  Got
. 

bafrands.  This  suffix  had  gradation,  i.  e.  could  be  -on/,  -en/,  or  -nt; 

cf.  Lat.  wts—euntis{*-i<mtis).  Gmc,  like  Gk.,  generalized  the  o- 

grade,  while  Latin  adopted  the  ̂ -grade,  but  the  reduced  grade  has  been 

preserved  in  a  few  isolated  substantives  in  Gmc,  e.  g.  Got.  hulundi 

beside  OHG.  helantt,  Pr.  Gmc.  *durg_undi  ->  Burgund- ;  Got. sunjis= 

true,  *sundjo  to  V  es  =  to  be  (cf.  Lat.  s-ons,  son/is) ;  Got.  tunpus  to 

V  ed=  eat,  Lat.  d-ent ;  ON.  iind-r,  OE.  tind,  OHG.  zinn ;  beside  Gk. 

oSovr-,  OHG.  zand,  OS.  /and,  OE.  /bd,  ON.  tgnn.  In  the  vocalic 

athematic  verbs  the  long  vowel  should  have  been  shortened  in  OHG. 

before  double  consonance,  but  constraint  of  system  seems  to  have 

caused  its  retention,  e.g.  salbon/i,  habenti,  but  Got.  habands.  In 

occasional  substantival  forms  the  shortened  form  is  found :  Pr.  Gmc. 

*fri-jnnd-  ->  Got.  frijonds,  but  OE.  fre-ond,  OHG.  friunt ;  Pr.  Gmc. 

*fijend--*G<*.fijandsi  OHG. pant  (to  OHG.j&fa),  OE./W. 

n6j  K 
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The  Present  Participles  were  by  their  formation  -;//-  stems,  and  are 
declined  as  such  in  Gk.  and  Lat.  In  Gmc,  however,  their  declension 

as  consonant-stems  is  much  restricted,  and  in  fact  is  only  retained  in 
the  few  present  participles  which  are  felt  to  be  rather  of  a  nominal 

than  an  adjectival  character ;  cf.  Got.  frijonds,  fijands,  &c.  (eleven 

cases  in  all).  In  OHG.  these  are  restricted  to  friunt  and/iant;  OE. 

\\?isfrednd,febnd,  joddond,  net/end,  djend,  hdelend,  neriend,  and  rldend. 
In  cases  where  its  adjectival  value  was  felt  E.  and  N.  Gmc.  declined 

it  like  an  w-stem,  so  that  in  form  it  coincided  with  the  so-called  weak 
adjective.  The  W.  Gmc.  languages  treated  this  adjectival  Present 

Participle  as  a/a-stem,  which  might  be  declined  either  strong  or  weak 
in  OHG.  and  OE. :  e.  g.  OHG.  nemanti  or  nemanter,  OE.  nimende,  &c. 

From  IG.  times  the  feminine  forms  of  the  Present  Participle  have  been 

formed  by  -ie  or  -z-suffix  (cf.  Sk.  bhavanti),  and  Got.  alone  retained 

this  peculiarity,  e.  g.  Masc.  nimanda,  Fern.  ~e?\  Neut.  -5. 

B.    Past  Participle. 

318  The  Past  Part,  in  IG.  was  formed  either— 

(a)  with  suffix  *-ono  :  -eno  :  -no  ; 

(b)  with  suffix  -to. 
(a)  The  suffix  -ono :  -eno  :  -no  occurs  only  with  primary  graded 

verbs,  and  of  these  the  last  is  generalized  in  Gothic  and  OHG. 

in  thematic  verbs.  The  Past  Participle  had  suffix  stress,  hence  the 

root-vowel  was  in  the  Reduced  or  Vanishing  grade.  In  verbs  not 

belonging  to  the  e :  o  series  (Gmc.  i-v)  the  Schwa  of  the  Past  Parti- 

ciple gives  Gmc.  a,  which  in  the  case  of  the  ̂ -presents  thus  coincides 

with  the  Infinitive.     Got.  far an— farcins,  ha/dan — haldans,  &c. 
Verbs  of  the  x :  3  series  had  in  the  Preterite  PI.  vowel  5,  in  common 

with  the  a  :  o  series,  and  appear  to  have  followed  their  example  in 

adopting  the  same  vowel  for  the  Past  Participle  as  they  had  in  the 

Present :  titan — titans  (platans),  tvopan — Ivopans  (*k>aflans). 
It  is  noteworthy  that  the  grade  -ono  was  not  generalized  in  OE.  or 

in  ON.  These  dialects  preferred  the  suffix  -eno,1  hence  beside  Got. 
baurans  and  OHG.  giboran  stand  ON.  borinn  and  OE.  boren ;  beside 

Got.  fulhans,  OHG.  gi-folhan,  stand  Got.  futgins  (adj.),  ON.  fSlginn, 
OJL.fotjen. 

319  The  Athematic  verbs  adopted  the  grade  -no  :  e.  g.  OHG.  gi-ta-n, 

OE.  je-do-n,  and  a  few  isolated  forms  which,  though  not  actually  Past 
Participles,  yet  belong  to  the  verb,  show  this  suffix  also;   e.g.  Got. 

1  Such  at  least  seems  the  generally  accepted  theory,  but  compare  the  ingenious 
theories  of  A.  Kock,  PBB.  xxiii.  84. 
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us-Iukn-s  (adj.)  to  litkan,  OHG.  sd-n  to  scinan,  Got.  bar-n  to  bairant 

Got.  ////o--;/  to  liugau,  Got.  tf//j  <—  *alns  (/i  assimilated)  to  a/an. 
(b)  The  IG.  suffix  -/(9  (Gmc.  -#-)  was  in  Gmc.  almost  restricted  to  320 

derivative  verbs,  although  in  the  parent  language  it  appears  to  have 

been  used  with  Primary  and  Secondary  alike  :  e.  g.  Pr.  Gmc.  *salbodazi 
Got.  salbops,  OHG.  gisalbot,  OE.  jesealfod;  Got.  nasips,  OHG.  ginerit, 

OR  $entred\  Got.  habaips,  OHG.  gi/iabet,  OE.  gehdefd. 

A  few  Primary  verbs  in  Gmc.  also  have  this  suffix  -to  in  place  of 

-of/o  :  these  are  the  Preterite  Presents,  as  Got.  paurfts  to  par/,  mahts  to 

«M^-,  Got.  -zviss,  ON.  -zrir,  OE.,  OHG.  -wis  (^-  Pr.  Gmc.  *uis{s)az 
<—  IG.  uit-to-s),  and  some  of  the  Primary  /-Presents,  as  Got.  bug j an, 
ivaiirkjan,  pagkjau,  p.p.  bauhts,  zvaur/iis,  pdfi/s,  &c.  These  participial 

formations  with  suffix  -/o  were  often  used  as  adjectives ;  indeed,  it  is 

impossible  to  draw  a  dividing  line  between  the  two  usages  in  many 

cases.  It  is,  however,  frequently  the  case  that  as  adjectives  they  had 

the  strong  grade  cf  root- vowel  and  the  voiceless  spirant  p,  while  as 
participles,  of  course,  they  had  the  reduced  grade  and  the  voiced  spirant 

d.  In  the  Gothic  kiinps  <—  Pr.  Gmc.  *ku?i-po,  ON.  kunnr,  kudr,  OE. 

cud,  OS.  ku$t  the  root-vowel  (u)  points  to  former  suffix  stress  (vanishing 

grade),  while  the  p  points  to  root-stress :  it  must  thus  represent  a 

blending  of  the  two  forms — originally  *g-h-to-s  (adj.)  and  *g-n-to-s 
(p.p.).  The  true  participial  form  survives  in  Got.  -hinds :  in  airpa- 

kunds,  goda-kunds,  himina-kunds. 

Personal  Endings  in  OHG. 

Thematic  Verb  and  Non-Graded  Verb  in  -ja 

(*)• 

Present. 

IG. Got. OHG 
8th  cent. Tat.  &  Is. 0. Notker. 

g.  *nemo 
ninia          nimu nimu nimu nimo 

nemesi nimis         nimis 

nimis{f) 7iimisl{s) 
nimest 

nemeti nimip        nimil nimil nimit nimet 
)1.  ih~ monies nimam       nemames nememes nemen(ines) 

nemen 
tiemete nimip        nemel(al) nemet nemet nement 
nemonti nimand     nem-ant nemant nement nement 

321 

i.  The  first  person  singular. 

IG.  -5,  when  final,  -^  u  in  W.  Gmc.  in  unaccented  syllable.     A  root  322 
vowel  e  — »  i  in  OHG.  before  a  following  -u  (277).     This  ending  in  -// 
was  preserved  until  the  end  of  the  ninth  century,  after  which  it  passed 

regularly  into  -0,   but  -0  is  found  already  sporadically  in  the  ninth 

century :  K.,  Ra  innezzo,  spano,  zisceido,  piuuerbio,  inginno. 
k  2 
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Before  vowel  this  -u  is  occasionally  elided,  especially  before  enclitic 
ih  :  T.  gih  ih,  until  ih,  O.  heiz,  ih,  scrib  ih,  wan  er,  zell  iu,  &c.  After 

a  long  syllable  final  -u  should  have  fallen  in  W.  Gmc,  but  was  retained 

by  analogy  with  short  syllables  (283).  K.  has  once  -a  for-?/,  hriusa 

(63.  16). 

323  ii.  Second  person  singular. 

Pr.  Gmc.  -si :  -zi  (s :  z)  according  to  the  place  of  accent  in  IG.  O.  N. 

has  generalized  the  -zi  forms  while  OHG.  shows  those<— the  voiceless  s. 

The  presence  of  -s  in  OHG.  is  due  partly  to  confusion  between  the 
two  classes  of  Thematic  verbs,  those  with  root  and  those  with  stem 

(Aorist  Presents)  stress  :  in  which  latter  [Gmc.  *hde'si]  -s  would  remain. 
In  part,  perhaps,  also  the  -s  in  OHG.  is  due  to  the  fact  that  the  pronoun 

when  following  the  predicate  was  often  attached  to  the  verb  encliti- 

cally  :  e.  g.  gibizi  pu  — >  gibistu,  and  thus  the  -s,  not  being  felt  to  be 

final,  was  preserved.  The  same  explanation  applies  to  the  -s  in  the 
2nd  person  singular  of  all  tenses;  see  Wilmanns,  i.  §  150,  iii.  §  3; 
PBB.  xxxiv.  138. 

In  the  ninth  century  the  ending  "is  was,  in  the  Indicative,  replaced 

by  -ist,  at  first  in  Franconian  and  then  in  the  tenth  century  in  UG. 
also:  Fr.  Taufgel.  forsahhistu  and  for sahhist  thu;  T.  gisihist  thu 

beside  gisihis  thu,  quidist,  nimisl,  &c.  The  form  +  /  is  generally  used 

by  Notker,  though  the  shorter  form  lives  on  into  MHG.  This 

accrescent  -/  was  of  course  due  to  the  enclitic  adherence  of  the  pro- 
noun thu  to  the  verb,  and  was  probably  not  uninfluenced  by  the  2nd 

person  of  the  Preterite  Presents  which  ended  in  -/ ,  e.  g.  weist,  gitarst, 
&c.  See  PBB.  vi.  549.  From  the  Indicative  the  extended  form 

passed  gradually  into  the  Conjunctive.  O.,  though  using  the  forms  in 

/  fairly  often,  never  does  so  for  the  Conjunctive. 

324  iii.  Third  person  singular. 

Nimit  is  the  regular  development  of  IG.  *neme/i.  The  dental  passed 
from  IG.  /  to  Gmc./->  #->  W.  Gmc.  d  ->  OHG.  /.  In  both  2nd 
and  3rd  person  singular  contracted  forms  are  occasionally  found :  first 

with  Otfrid,  as  quis,  qutsl,  quit  for  quidist,  &c.  The  form  laz  (Otfrid, 

iv.  24),  which  has  been  considered  a  contracted  form  for  lazis,  is  ex- 
plained by  Erdmann  as  a  clerical  error  for  Uaz  =  Nazi.  In  Notker  the 

contracted  forms  of  quedan,  chisi,  chit  for  chid?st,  chidit  are  common  :  he 

also  uses  the  form  wirt  for  wirdit,  to  werdan,  and  fert  toxferit,  iofaran. 

325  iv.  First  person  plural. 

The  OHG.  ending  -mis  presents  many  difficulties.  IG.  *nemomes 
would  give  Gmc.  and  OHG.  *nemam  ;  cf.  Got.  nimam.     Bethge  (§211) 
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assumes  OHG.  -mis  to  be  the  direct  descendant  of  the  Primary  (IG.) 

mis  with  lengthened  vowel-grade,  but  does  not  explain  the  retention 

of  the  -s,  nor  the  lengthening  of  -e.  Kogel  (PBB.  viii.  126)  refers 

mis  back  to  an  IG.  *masi ;  cf.  Vedic  mast  (with,  however,  short  -a), 

and  claims  that  the  original  form  was  in  IG.  *mam,  Gmc.  -/<—  4f, 

and  the  -s  would  be  protected  by  the  accent  and  the  final  -i :  this 

explanation  is  open  to  objections  not  less  grave.  Yet  another 

theory :  that  OHG.  mis  is  a  new  OHG.  innovation  and  represents  an 

enclitic  personal  pronoun  (I.F.  xvii.  73),  is  equally  unsatisfying.  The 

whole  question  is  still  open.  In  Gmc.  as  in  Gk.  the  1st  pers. 

plural  shows  only  secondary  termination  in  the  Indicative  and  Con- 

junctive alike,  except  only  in  OHG.,  which  retains  the  original  dis- 
tinction between  Primary  and  Secondary,  and  distinguishes  Indie. 

nemamis  from  Conj.  nemem,  Pret.  namum,  Conj.  ndmin.  Only  after 

a  struggle  is  the  Primary  ending  -mes  of  the  Indicative  supplanted  by 

the  Secondary  -m.  The  oldest  OHG.  forms  of  Indicative  are  probably 
ntinumes,  &c,  which,  however,  are  only  preserved  in  the  Keron 

Glosses  and  in  Pa.,  for  the  ending  -mes,  of  whatever  origin,  if  it  bore 

the  accent,  would  cause  vanishing  grade  of  thematic  vowel  before  -?n, 

which  would  therefore  yield  -times,  while,  if  the  -mes  was  not  accented, 
IG.  0  before  m  would  likewise  yield  u.  Elsewhere  the  vowel  appears 

by  analogy  as  either  -a  or  -e,  the  form  -amis  being  peculiarly 

favoured  by  UG.  and  -ernes  by  Franconian.  The  oldest  OHG.  monu- 
ments confine  the  ending  -mes  to  the  Indicative  Present;  e.  g.  Ind. 

dikkames,  Conj.  dikkem.  Isidor  and  M.  have  the  ending  -mes  in  the 

Indie.  Pres.  and  Pret.  Conj. ;  Pa.,  Ra,  K.  have  it  for  Pres.  Ind.  and 
Conj.,  but  not  in  the  Pret.  T.  uses  it  throughout,  beside  the  shorter 
form  in  -m. 

In  the  older  MSS.  -m  in  the  Indicative  only  occurs  four  times, 
and  of  these  thrice  in  the  Wk.  Confusion  soon  sets  in,  and  in  later 

OHG.  the  forms  in  -mes  and  -m  are  used  indiscriminately  until  -m  at 

last  prevails  to  the  exclusion  of  -mes,  and  the  Present  Indicative  -ames, 

-ernes  is  supplanted  entirely  by  the  Conjunctive  -em  (-en).  This  is  the 

universal  form  for  the  Indicative  in  Otfrid,  who  only  once  writes  -mes, 

iii.  3.  13,  lazftnes  (for  which  a  variant  lazemus  is  given  in  F.).  See 
PBB.  ii.  137,  iv.  421,  viii.  126. 

In  Tatian  and   some  other  MSS.,  forms  occur  in  -unmes,  i.  e.  in  326 

which  the  ending  -mes  has  been  added  to  an  already  complete  plural 

form  in  -un,  e.  g.  gdbunmes,  qudmunmes,  gihaloiunmes.     These  are  all 

Preterite  forms  in  which  the  secondary  -m  (n)  was  regular  and  thus  had 

-un  before  the  -mes  was  added  in  analogy  to  the  Present.     Further  : 
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in  some  of  the  Glosses  -mas  occurs  for  -mis  :  uair dineozamas  (i.  38.  3), 

and  there  are  five  instances  of  -mus  for  -mis :  zaspaltemus,  Pa.  perpur- 
nemus,  and  three  in  the  Freis.  O. :  singemus,  Uemus,  bittemus,  all  of 

which  are  probably  mere  clerical  errors.  The  same  may  be  said  of 

the  frequent  forms  in  -men  in  the  Glosses,  as  they  only  occur  where 

the  original  had  the  shortened  notation  -m  for  -mis,  and  the  copyists 

may  have  mistaken  this  -iii  to  stand  for  -en,  the  suffix  which  was 

current  in  their  day,  and  have  created  the  hybrid  form  -men. 

In  Notker,  Will.,  the  final  -n  often  suffers  apocope  before  a 
following  pronoun.     This  also  occurs  once  in  O.  ii.  6.  32,  naege  wir. 

327      v.  Second  person  plural. 

The  IG.  ending  of  the  2nd  person  plural  was  in  the  Indicative  the; 

cf.  Sk.  bhdratha,  Gk.  cfreperc,  Lat.  vehite.  IG.  *bherete—>  in  Gmc. 

*biridi  [Paul  maintains  that  the  final  -e  fell  before  becoming  -i,  and 

that  the  penultimate  -e  was  retained  in  Gmc,  thus  Pr.  Gmc.  *T>ered ': 
but  this  penultimate  -e  must  have  become  -i  in  Gmc,  since  it  was 
unaccented],  Got.  bairip,  OHG.  bint.  (OE.  and  OS.  adopt  for  the 
2nd  person  the  form  of  the  3rd  person  berad.) 

In  OHG.  one  monument  only  shows  the  old  forms  at  all  consistently, 

viz.  the  Mons.  Frag.  Here  there  are  twelve  instances  of  a  2nd  person 

plural  in  -it,  and  it  is  important  to  note  that  the  -i  has  effected  muta- 
tion, ir  quidit,  gasihit  for  quedit,  gasehet,  ferit  for  faret:  thus  they 

must  be  historically  old  forms  and  not  due  to  analogy.  In  the 

Imperative  also  the  ending  -*'/  stands.  The  oldest  form  of  Present 
would  then  be  :  quidhu,  quidhis,  quidhit,  qued/iumes,  quedhit,  quedhant. 

Imperative  :  quidh,  qnedham,  quidhit.  The  form,  however,  which  is 

more  or  less  universal  is  not  -it  but  -et,  which  may  be  analogy  to  1st 

and  3rd  person  plural.  It  has  been  suggested  though  that  this  is  the 

old  2nd  person  dual,  Pr.  Gmc.  *beredam,  Gk.  cfyiperov,  with  secondary 
suffix.  In  it  the  penultimate  -e  would  not  have  passed  to  -i,  owing  to 

the  original  presence  of  guttural  vowel  following  :  the  -et  form  probably 

existed  in  the  oldest  OHG.  side  by  side  with  the  form  in  -it.  The 
adoption  of  this  dual  form  for  the  plural  was  favoured  by  the  fact  that 

constraint  of  system  demanded  the  same  vowel  throughout  the  plural 

(cf.  ON.farifi  beside  Sing. /err),  e.  g.  quedhumes,  quedhet,  quedhant.  See 

Wilmanns,  iii.  §  28  ;  PBB.'w.  403,  viii.  135,  ix.  355,  xiii.  125  ;  Walde, 
Auslautsgesetz,  p.  119.  The  ending  -et  is  the  general  one,  but  in 

Alemannic  (Rb  and  B.)  -at  often  occurs,  a  form  which  appears  to  be  due 

to  the  influence  exerted  by  the  3rd  person  in  -ant.  In  later  Alemannic 

the  3rd  person  is  adopted  bodily  into  the  2nd  person  -ant  or  later  -ent. 
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at  first  only  sporadically,  but  with  Notker  throughout,  e.g.  Pa.  and  K. 

irfimemant,  danmnl,  haffent  (imp.),  and  even  in  Franconi
an :  Tatian, 

ir  quedhent,  fringe**,  uizzent,  uuohnt,  &c. ;  Otfrid,  ii.   12.   56 
 ir  inl- 

fahent  (v).  ii.  19.  8  swerreni.     Other  forms  in  Tatian  (y)  are  f
ound  in 

-wit  {uuizzunt,  104.  8  ;  gihortunt,  30.  1  ;  saztunt,  135-  21 ;  ingringunt, 

87.  8  ;  NWiAm/,  88.  11)  and  -«»/:  in  Sam.  31  Mgwi/. 

328 
vi.  Third  person  plural. 

The  regular  ending  is  -ant  (from  IG.  *nemontt)  for  the  strong  verb  and
 

-cut  for  the  -Jan  presents  and  Non-Graded  verbs,  i,  as  the  a  following  J 

would  -*  e.     Only  a  few  older  MSS.,  however,  observe  this  dis
tinction 

carefully;  Pa.,  K.,  R.,  M.  have  regularly  quedant,  singant,  uuahsa
nl, 

&c,  but  danchent,  uuanent,  &c.     Soon,  however,  interchange 
 arises  :  in 

UG.  -^////becomes  predominant,-**/ in  Franconian  for  all  verbs  :  vara
n/, 

pagan/,  Musp.,  but  Tatian  and  Otfrid  have  regularly  -en/.   
  Otfrid  has 

onceferanJ  (F.  v.  22.  1),  and  once  sizzint  (F.  i.  10.  25).     Fran
conian 

has  everywhere   -<?«/  except  with    Isidor,   who   writes    always    -an/: 

e.  g.  rw««»/s  infahant,  chiborant,  cz&anl,  and  only  once  has  -en/,  
e.  g. 

sizzent. 

Present  Conjunctive. 

IG. Got. OHG. 
8  th  cent. Is.  and  Tat. 

0. 
N. *nemot (nimau) 

nimdis 
neme neme neme neme 

'-fiemois nemes 
nemes(i) 

nemes nemes/ 
*nemoi nimdi neme neme neme neme 
ncmoim- nimdima nemem  (ames, 

ernes) 

nememes  (en) nemen nemen 
*nemoite nimdi p nemet neme/ neme/ neme/ 
*nemoint mm  a  in  a ncmen ncmen nemen nemen 

329 

These  are  old  Optative  forms.  The  suffix  -*  plus  the  thematic
 

vowel  _0_>  IG.  -oi,  which  in  Gmc.  ->  at.  Thus  *nemat\  &c.  :  at'-> 

-e  in  secondary  syllables,  which  preserved  its  length  when  pro- 

tected by  a  consonant,  e.  g.  nemes,  nemem,  but  was  reduced  to  -e  when 

final :  e.g.  in  the  1st  and  3rd  persons  singular  neme.  The  length  of 

-e  is  clearly  demonstrated  by  the  older  writing  -ee,  BR.,  &c,  and  by 

Notker's  notation  with  circumflex. 

i.  Occasionally  the  -e  of  the  1st  and  3rd  persons  singular  passes 

into  -a  in  Bavarian  :  cf.  the  Freis.  Pn.  uuerda  and  wesa;  and  this  is 

not  infrequent  in  later  Bavarian  ;  in  other  dialects  it  is  rare  :  Sam. 

geba,  Isidor  bichnaa. 

Like  the  -u  of  the  Ind.  Pres.  the  final  -e  is  frequently  elided  before 

following  pronouns  :  O.  heifer,  inbiet  er>  niaz>  er,  uuerd  er. 
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ii.  The  final  -s  of  the  2nd  person  sing.,  as  in  Indicative,  is  not 

normal  in  root-accented  verbs  (323).  OE.  preserves  in  the  conjugation 

the  true  j-less  form  pu  bere,  pu  nime,  &c.  As  was  shown,  this 
es  was  towards  the  end  of  the  ninth  century  extended  to  est  by 

analogy  to  the  Pres.  Ind. 

iii.  For  the  ending  of  the  1st  person  plural  see  Indicative  (325). 

The  Conjunctive  ending  should  be  and  was  at  first  -em  with  long  -e, 

later  -ernes,  but  ernes  is  the  Indicative  form  which  has  passed  into  the 

Conjunctive.  In  the  ninth  century  -en  occurs  and  eventually  becomes 

universal.  For  Pers.  endings  of  Conj.  Present  Non-Graded  verbs 
see  370. 

Imperative. 

330      In  the  Imperative  2nd  person  singular  in  OHG.  the  final  vowel  of 

Thematic  verbs  -e  was  lost  before  the  OHG.  period,  and  the  double 
consonance  which  would  be  expected,  arising  from  gemination  before 

ji after  short  stem,  was  simplified,  e.g.  bili  beside  bitten  (315). 

Got. OHG. 
8th  cent. Is.  and  Tat. 

0. 

N. 

nim nim nim nim nim 
nimadau 
nimam nemames  (em) nememes  (en) nememes nemen 
nimip nemet  (at) nemet nemet nemet 

The  form  in  -en  for  the  1st  person  plural  is  originally  an  optative. 
The  original  form  was,  like  that  of  the  2nd  person  plural,  identical 

with  the  Pres.  Ind.  Plural,  ending  in  -amis,  -ernes  :  of  this  there  are  many 
instances  in  Otfrid  (bitlemes,  &c,  Kelle,  p.  37)  and  Isidor,  but  very 

early  the  Conjunctive  was  employed  for  the  Imperative,  and  the  endings 

-amis,  -ernes  gave  way  to  the  conjunctive  form  -em,  -en  :  e.  g.  Murb. 

Hymns,  singem,  petbem,  chuuedem,  frauuem,  duruchuuacheem,  kakan- 

laujjeem,  &c.     For  Imperative  of  Non-Graded  verbs  see  371. 

331 

Preterite. 

Got. OHG. 
8th  cent. Is.  and  Tat. 

Otf. 
Notker, 

nam nam nam nam nam 

namt ndmi ndmi ndmi ndmi 
71am nam nam nan 

nam 
nemum namum  (umes) ndmumes 

unmes,  un 
namun ndmen 

nemup ndmut namut ndmut ndmet 
nimun namun namun namun ndmen 

Gothic   shows   the   strong   vowel-grade   throughout  the  singular 
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OHG.  only  111  the  1st  and  3rd  sing.     In  the  2nd  pers.  it  has  the  vowel 

of  the  plural. 

i.  The  -/  of  Got.  in  the  2nd  person  has  already  been  referred  to, 

and  it  is  clear  that  it  is  regular  only  with  those  stems  which  terminate 

in  labial,  guttural  or  -s ;  otherwise  it  should  show  /.  OHG.  only 

shows  the  -/  with  the  preterite  presents:  in  all  other  graded  verbs 

OHG.  has  in  the  2nd  person  singular  -i,  which  has  also  been  already 

referred  to  (313)-  It  is  an  augmentless  aorist  form  with  final  -* 

preserved,  even  after  long  roots,  by  analogy  to  the  verbs  with  a  short 

root,  as  bundi,  stigi,  like  bull,  &c.     Cf.  PBB.  ii.  155. 

ii.  Common  to  all  Gmc.  languages  is  the  -um,  &c,  of  the  dual  and  332 

plural.  It  should  be  noted  that  the  OHG.  Non-Graded  verbs  with 

Isidor  and  in  Alemannic  do  not  show  this  ending  -urn,  -un :  but  -on, 

-ot,  -on  {PBB.  ii.  136);  the  other  dialects  make  no  difference  in 

this  respect  between  the  Graded  and  Non-Graded  verb.  Occasionally 
in  Franc.  Bav.  the  -un  is  weakened  to  -on,  thus  Freis.  O.  sage/on, 

higunnon,  and  sometimes  also  to  -an  :  ir/uage/an.  Sporadically  cases 

occur  of  a  1st  person  plural  in  -mis,  -amis,  and  unmes  (R.,  Rb, 

and  T.)  by  analogy  to  the  present,  but  after  the  ninth  century  these  no 

longer  occur  and  the  universal  ending  is  -un  until  the  days  of  Notker, 
when  the  weakened  -en  becomes  fixed.     For  forms  in  unmes  see  326. 

Preterite  Conjunctive. 

IG. Got. OHG. 
8th  cent. Is.  and  T. 

0. 

N. 

-Jem nemjau 11  ami nami nami name(-i) 

-jes nemeis ndmis 

ndmisij) 

namis namis  t 

-jet nemi nami nami nami 

nanie[i) 

-1  in nemeima namim  {imes) ndmimes(in) namln namin -ite nimdp namit namit namit 
ndmitiint) 

-int ncmeina namin namln namin namin 

333 

As  was  seen  in  section  314,  the  Optative  suffix  was  -ie  or  -i :  in 

Pr.  Gmc.  -z  became  adopted  for  the  singular  and  plural  alike,  and  in 
OHG.  was  shortened  to  -i  when  final  in  Bavarian  and  Franconian, 

but  remained  long  when  protected  by  a  consonant. 

In  Alemannic  and  in  the  Franconian  Isidor  the  length  of  final  -i  is 

preserved  with  the  Non-Graded  verbs ;  hence  with  Notker  these,  salboti, 

Sec,  have  the  -i  still  long,  but  nami  is  already  weakened  to  name. 

The  plural  has  at  first  in  the  1st  person  only  -im,  then  for  a  short 

time  -imes  and  -in  side  by  side ;  finally  after  the  ninth  century  only  -in. 

In  late  Alemannic  the  2nd  person  usually  ends  in  -int,  as  in  the 
Indicative  -en/,  see  328. 
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Prefix  ga. 

334  In  OHG.  most  verbs,  whether  Graded  or  Non-Graded,  form  their  Past 

Participle  not  only  with  the  suffix  -an  or  -/,  but  also  with  the  prefix  gi-. 
This  is  the  Gothic  ga,  Lat.  cum  {con),  and  was  used  already  in  Gothic 

not  only  with  the  original  meaning  '  together  ' :  garinnan,  Mk.  i.  33  = 
to  run  together  {gabairan  =  confer o\  gaqiman  sik  =  to  gather  themselves 
together,  but  also  in  many  cases  to  attribute  perfective  meaning  to  a 

verb,  which  otherwise  had  only  imperfect  meaning,  or  to  convert  a 

preterite  into  a  pluperfect  (galdusida  =  he  had  loosed,  Mk.  v.  4  ;  gaha- 

bdida  =  he  had  taken,  John  vi.  17,  &c.) :  also  slepan  =  to  sleep,  beside 

gaslcpan  =  to  fall  asleep,  rinnan  =  to  run,  beside  garinnan  =  to  obtain 

by  running,  1  Cor.  ix.  24.  In  this  sense  it  was  naturally  combined 

more  often  with  the  Past  Participle  than  with  other  forms  of  the  verb, 

and  in  OHG.  gradually  all  simplex  verbs  adopted  it  save  those  in 

which  the  perfective  sense  was  still  strong,  as  to  come,  to  find,  &c, 

e.g.  queman — quoman,  fintan—funtan,  bringan — brungan,  uuerdan — 
uuordan,  and  those  used  as  adjectives:  e.g.  trunkan,  kund  to  kennen, 

sculd  to  sculan,  eigan  to  eigun,  in  which  the  adjectival  sense  was  yet 

alive,  but  gi-noman,  gi-loufan,  gi-graban,  gi-salbbl,  &c.  Verbs  com- 
pounded with  inseparable  prefixes  such  as  bi,  gi,  fir,  int,  zi,  ar,  did 

not  take  this  prefix,  e.g.  binoman,  firnoman,  &c,  but  where  the  prefix 

was  separable,  as  with  ab,  uz>,  the  prefix  £7-  is  inserted,  e.  g.  abagitioman, 
uzginoman. 

Forms  of  the  Past  Participle  without  the  prefix  in  simplex  verbs  are 

rare.  Tatian  heiz&au  (13.  1),  hangan  (94.  4),  rehtfestigot  (64.  14) 

beside  girehtfestigot  (62.  12) ;  Otloh  rihtet,  preitet,frez&en  ;  Pa.  kepan  ; 

HI.  wuntane  (bouga) ;  R.  phinol.     PBB.  xiii.  516  and  xv.  70. 

Gradation  Series  I-V. 

1,  IG-.  e  :  o  Series. 

335  1 .  Pr.  Gmc.     i ai     i     i *stigan- 

*staig 

*stigum 
*stig_anaz 

Got.           ei ai     i    i steigan 

stdig 

stigum stigans 
OHG.  (a)  1 ei     i     i sfigan 

steig 

stigum gi-stigan 

CO* 

e     i     i zihan zeh 
zigum gi-zigan 

All  verbs  showing  the  gradation  IG.  e  :  0  in  which  the  root-vowel  e  :  0 
occurred  before  i  belong  to  series  I  (301). 

i.  Verbs  with  root  ending  in  -h  or  -w  in  OHG.  have  e  instead  of  ei 
in  the  pret.  sing.  (271). 

ii.  The  verb  spiwan  has  a  variety  of  forms :  Alemannic  has  as 

infinitives  splan  and  spigan:  the  preterite  occurs  with  Otfrid  as  spe 
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with  fall  of  the  -o  and  with  Notker  as  speh,  analogous  to  ich,  &c:  in 

the  plural  Otfrid  has  spiun  for  spiwun,  and  Tatian  spuun  by  analogy 

with  Muwun,  Sec:  and  in  the  Dtnkm&ler  (91.  49  and  90.  23)  Past 

Fait. gespuen  and  ge-spiren  beside  gispiuuan  are  also  found.  The  form 

spiren  is  probably  in  analogy  to  giscriran,  as  is  split  to  gisctiit. 
Phys.  has  a  form  uzspiget.     CL  231. 

to  Class  I.  a  are  : — Verbs  belonging 

b'ifan,  wait 
I'lZjin,  bite 
bBchant  shine 
fllzfin,  to  be  zealous 
glizjin,  glitter 
gni/an,  rub 

grifan,  seize 
grinan,  grin 
hllfan,  open 
(h)iugan,  bow 
hrinan,  touch 
Aiium,  open  (bud) 
k  11  ban,  cling 
5&z#,  remain 

To  Class  I.  b  belom 

'dlhan,  thrive 
"Il/iau,  lend 
rlhan,  order 

*£dan,  go 

*midan}  avoid 
»?<fo«,  envy 
rlban,  rub 

rafa«,  writhe 
rhnan,  touch 

*risari,  rise 
r?/a»j  ride 
rJ^;/,  tear 
scinan,  shine scrian,  cry 

scriban,  write 
j/gwi,  conquer sllchan,  creep 

jv/ta,  filler 
//^#;/,  accuse 

336 

s/i/an,  slip 

s/lzan,  tear 

smtzjzn,  smear *smdan,  cut 

s/igan,  mount 
strlchan,  stroke 
s/rl/an,  struggle 

szulc/ian,  weaken 
sivinan,  vanish 
/rlban,  drive 
wichan,  yield 

zvl/an,  wind 
wizjzn,  punish 

fwIAan,  fight 

zihan,  accuse 

Of  these  a  number  (marked  *)  show  grammatic  change :  s  :  r,  d :  /, 

h  :  g  or  zc;,  e.g.  ra« — rtrum)  snldu—snitum\  wihu — wigum)  lihu — 
liwum. 

II.  Pr.  Gmc.  *«        ##      //      «         Heugan-     *daug  *dugu?n   *tuganaz  337 

Got.  (a)    z"ft        tf'tt      ?/      z/  biugan       bdug    bugum     bngans 
(b)    z'z/        rt'/*    <?£    aw  tiuhan        tdtih     tauhum    tauhans 

OHG.  (a)     &        ou      u 
io  (eo)  Fr.    biogan 

(b)     z'0^0)    duo  ziohan 

0  UG.  biugan  ) 

boui 

zoh 

bugum     gibogan 

zugum    gizogan 

0  in  which  root  vowel e:  0 All  verbs  showing  the  gradation  IG. 

occurred  in  front  of  u  belong  to  II. 

In  OHG.  Pr.  Gmc.  au—>o  before  h  and  dentals:  in  other  cases  it 

remains  a  diphthong,  hence  bio/an — bot,  but  sliofan — slouf.  Pr.  Gmc. 

cu  — >  OHG.  eo  (io)  before  a  following  a  or  0  in  Franconian,  but  in  UG. 

— >iu  before  labial  or  guttural,  to  only  in  other  cases  (275),  hence 

Fr.  Hog  an,  UG.  Hug  an. 
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Verbs  belonging  to  Class  II.  a  are 

biogan,  bend 
Hiogan,  fly 
hiofan,  lament 

kh'oban,  cleave 

kriochan,  creep 

liogan,  lie 
riochan,  smell 
skioban,  push 

sliofan,  slip 

stioban,  rush 
trio/an,  drip 

triogan,  deceive 

338  i.  Verbs  terminating  in  -wan,  as  bliuwan,  (k)niuwan,  kiuwan,  have 
in  the  Present  -iu  in  all  forms,  both  in  UG.  and  in  Franconian :  they 

also  differ  from  the  class  in  having  a  long  -u  in  the  Pret.  Plur.  and  the 

Past  Part.  Thus  :  ih  bliuu — blou — bluwum — gibluwan  ;  kiwan,  kiuuit, 

kou — kiiun — gikuuuan.  In  the  Past  Part,  the  w  often  falls,  e.  g.gibluan, 
ginuan.  They  had  in  Pr.  Gmc,  it  would  seem,  ww  and  it,  probably 

<—  u-\-w.     Got.  bliggwan,  &c,  belong  to  III. 

ii.  OHG.  riuwan,  to  crush,  MHG.  r haven,  though  probably  be- 
longing originally  to  reduplicating  verbs  like  buan,  &c,  follows  the 

conjugation  of  bliuwan. 

iii.  Hiofan,  to  mourn,  only  occurs  in  UG.  texts  Pa.,  K.,  therefore 

always  as  hiufan  (or  hiupan). 
339 Verbs  belonging  to  Class  II.  b  are 

biotan,  offer 
diozfin,  sound 
driosan,  fall 

fliohan,  flee 
fliohan,  flow 
*friosan,  freeze 

giozjan,  pour 

{fir)griozfin,  crumble */a'osan,  choose 

far-*liosan,  lose 
ar-liotan,  grow 

(h)lioz,a?i,  draw  lots 

niosan,  use 
riozfin,  weep 

'siodan,  seethe 

skiozfin,  shoot 
sliozfin,  shut 

iv.  Fliohan  has  given  up  its  grammatical  change  in  OHG.  and 

forms  flnhwn,  giflohan,  perhaps  to  avoid  falling  together  with  Jliogan  (a). 

v.  The  verbs  sugan,  sufan,  and  luhhan  differ  from  the  rest  of  the 

class  in  having  a  long  u  throughout  the  Present,  but  in  the  other  forms 

they  agree  with  biogan,  e.  g.  louh,  luhhum — gilohhan.  They  are  old 

stem-accented  Presents  (293),  and  the  //  represents  the  weak  vowel 
grade  with  secondary  lengthening. 

340  III.  Pr.  Gmc.  e,  i  a  u    u  *3inffan-  *dand  *bundum     *bundanaz 
Got.  (a)    i  a  n    u  bindan  band  bundum       bunda?is 

(b)    ai  a  au  au  wairpan  warp  waicrpum    waurpans 
OHG.  (a)    i  a  u    u  binlan  bant  buntum       gibuntan 

(b)    e  a  u    0  werdan  ward  wurtum      zvortan 

0  gradation  whose  root To  Class  III  belong  verbs  showing  IG.  e 

begins  or  ends  in  double  consonance  :  if  the  root-vowel  is  followed  by 

a  nasal,  the  verb  follows  the  example  of  bindan,  if  by  any  other  con- 
sonant it  belongs  to  III  b. 
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Thus  to  Class  III.  a  belons 

brinnan.  burn 

dinsan,  draw 
dringan.  press 
dwingan,  force 

*  fin  dan,  find 
bi-ginnan,  begin 
hifikdJi,  limp 

(Ji)limman,  growl 
kiimban,  climb 

klingan,  sound 
krimman,  scratch 

hrimphan,  crumple 
bi-limphan,  happen 

gi-lingan,  succeed 
bi-Iinnan,  cease 
gt-nindan,  to  be  willing 
rimphan,  rumple 
ringan,  wrestle 
rinnan,  flow 
in  t -rinnan,  flee 
serin  fan,  burst 
sing  an,  sing 

And  to  Class  III.  b  :— 

be/gan,  be  angry 
fc/fa*,  roar 
berutan,  procure  (Kogel, 
^.  i.  2.434) 

b  res  fan,  burst 
brettan,  draw,  weave 
dreskan,  thresh 
fchfan,  fight 
felahan,  hide 
flchian,  weave 
gelian,  to  be  worth 
Julian,  resound 

help/an,  help 

hrespan,  snatch 
*hwerban,  act,  turn 
*hwerfan,  throw 
ar-leskan,  extinguish 
melkan,  milk 

quellan,  swell 
skellan,  sound 
s  keif  an,  blame 
skerran,  scratch 
smelzan,  melt 
smerzan,  smart 

sinkan,  sink 
simian,  think 

slintan,  devour 

spinnan,  spin 
sp  ringan,  spring 

swimman,  swim 
swingan,  swing 
trinkan,  drink 
winnan,  rage 

ivintan,  turn 

snerfan,  pucker 
snerhan,  wind 
sierban,  die 

*swelhan,  swallow 
swell  an,  swell 
swerban,  whirl telban,  dig 

wellan,  roll 
*werdan,  become 

werpfan,  throw werran,  confuse 

341 

i.  /Vfefoi  shows  at  first  grammatic  change,  fand—fanfum,  but  very  342 

soon  the  forms  begin  to  level  out,  especially  as  /  tends  to  — ></  after 

nasal.     Tatian  has  nearly  everywhere  the  form  in  </,  and  by  Notker's 
time  all  difference  has  vanished. 

ii.  Biginnan  more  often  has  a  weak  form  of  preterite  than  the  strong  : 

bigonda  or  %0/z/a  for  bigan(?i),  and  Isidor  writes  bigunsta,  bigonsla, 

which  seems  in  analogy  to  unnan — 0/w/tf. 

iii.  To  frrogaii  the  historically  correct  preterite  0rfl«^,  brungum 

occurs  in  Otfrid  ;  the  weak  form  £ra£/0  from  the  causative  [Got.  Hragg- 

jan.  OS.  brengean,  OE.  brengan]  is,  however,  the  more  usual.  The  past 

part,  brungan  is  more  generally  used  than  />tf/z/  in  the  oldest 
documents. 

iv.  Spurnan  also  has  a  weak  preterite  in  use,  spnrnla,  beside  the  343 

strong  forms  fir-sparni  (O.  iv.  4.  20)  and  fir-spurnan  (p.p.).     As  the 
7/  in  infinitive  shows,  it  is  an  old  aorist  present. 

v.  The  verb  brestan  has  also  forms  as  if  from  Class  IV,  pret.  brastum, 

so  always  N.  (bras  fen). 

vi.  The  regular  form  of  past  part,  to  dwingan  is  gidimgan,  pret. 
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plur.  dungum  (w  lost  before  u,  129),  but  only  the  older  texts  like  K. 
have  consistently  forms  without  w. 

vii.  The  preterite  ginand  used  by  O.  must  belong  to  infin.  *ginindan 
(  =  to  show  courage). 

viii.  The  verb  hwerfan,  hwarf,  hwurbum,  gihworban  shows  levelling 
in  all  directions,  so  that  two  verbs  arise  from  it,  hwerfan  and  hwerban, 

of  which  the  former  is  preferred  in  Isid.  and  Alem.,  but  the  latter  in 

T.  and  O.  f  (v)  occurs  mostly  in  present  in  UG.  texts,  and  occasionally 

in  pret.  plural  and  past  participle. 

ix.  To  hellan  the  only  past  part,  recorded  in  OHG.  is  gehel/an,  as  if 

belonging  to  Class  V,  but  MHG.  has  gehollen. 

x.  Verbs  like  fehtan,  in  which  root- vowel  is  neither  preceded  nor 
followed  by  liquid  or  nasal,  should  normally  have  past  participle  either 

with  d,  Gmc.  a  (OHG.  *gifahfan),  or,  as  in  Class  V,  9  assimilated  to 

vowel  of  present  (*gifehfan);  the  past  part,  gifohtan  must  be  analogical 
with  verbs  of  Class  IV. 

344  IV.  Pr.  Gmc.  e  a  §e  u  *beran-  *bar  *bderum  *3uranaz 
Got.  (a)  i  a  e  u  niman  nam  nemum  numans 

(b)  at  a  e  ait  bairan  bar  berum  baurans 
OHG.  e  a  a  0  beran  bar  barum  giboran 

To  this  class  belong  historically  only  graded  verbs  e :  o,  whose  root 

originally  contained  only  single  consonants,  one  of  which  must  be 

liquid  or  nasal.  Thus :  beran,  Man,  lehhan  {hh  <—  Gmc.  k),  nenian, 

quelan,  queman,  qneran,  rehhan  (< —  k),  ze?na?i,  zerari. 
A  number  of  other  verbs  have  crept  into  this  class  in  OHG. : 

brehhan,  breman,  dweran,  skeran,  sprehhan,  s/eMan,  swehhan,  trejfan, 

irehhan,  Iwelan. 

345  Queman  is  inflected  throughout  according  to  this  class  only  in 

Isidor,  H.,  and  M.  Beside  the  present  forms  founded  on  the  root 

*kwem  (Got.  qiman)  others  occur  very  early,  and  especially  in  Tatian, 
which  are  founded  on  an  aorist  present  root  *kum.  Thus :  kumu, 
kumist,  kumit,  conj.  home,  pres.  part.  ko?nenii,  past  part,  kumen ;  cf.  OE. 

cuman,  ON.  koma.  These  forms  gradually  displaced  the  older  ones 

from  *kwem  in  the  present,  and  are  the  only  ones  used  by  Notker,  so 
that  queman  had  fallen  from  use  by  the  twelfth  century.  The  preterite 

remained  regular :  quam,  quantum,  though  in  late  OHG.  the  labial  -u 

tended  to  turn  the  following  -a  into  -0,  ckom,  chomen.  The  past  part, 
is  regularly  queman  as  if  from  Class  V  in  all  older  MSS. :  with  Notker 
it  becomes  chomen. 
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V.  Pr.  Gmc 

<' 

a 

df. 

e 
*getan~ 

*gat 

*gi&Zum *ge3anaz  346 
Got.  (a) 1 d 

(' 

i 

giban 

g¥ 

gebum gibans 
P>) 

ai a e at sailvan sa/u sekfum saihans 
OHG. c d a e 

gcban 

gab 

gdbum gigeban To  this  class  belong  those  graded  e  :  0  verbs  whose  consonants  are 

other  than  those  mentioned  in  Classes  III  and  IV,  thus : — 

gt-fehanl  fit  oneself,  rejoice 
gi-fez&fin  (< —  /),  fall 
fnchan,  breathe 

gez&n  (<-  /),  get 
*/eAanj  say 
*jesan%  foam 

jet  an,  weed 
knetan,  knead 
*tesan,  read 

*gi-nesan,  recover 
*qitedan,  say 
*  redan,  speak 

*sehan}  see 

wcban,  weave 
*wegan}  move 
wehan,  contend 

*wesan,  to  be 

weian.  bind 

and  the  three /-present  verbs:  bitten,  Uggen,  sizzen. 
A  number  of  other  verbs  from  Classes  III  and  IV  have  joined  this 

class  in  OHG.  : — 

klenan,  smear 
kresan,  creep 

mezgflti,  measure 

pflegan,  wait  upon, 
to  be  wont 

gi-skehan,  hasten 
stredan,  gush 

tretan,  tread 

i.  Verb  roots  ending  in  s,  d,  and  h  should  show  grammatic  change :  347 

of  these,  those  in  s  do  show  the  change  s  :  r  with  some  regularity : 

tas — tarut,  ginas — gindrum,  wesan — warntn.  Of  quedan  the  forms 
quatun  and  giquetan  are  common  at  first,  but  soon  succumb  to  levelling. 

Those  in  h  rarely  have  the  change  to^  or  w,  though  Notker  writes  always 

gejegen  and  often  geseuuen.  Ezgfln  and  frez&an  differ  from  the  rest  in 

having  long  vowel  in  the  preterite  singular:  dz^  frdz,;  cf.  Got. fret, 

OE.  det,  but  it  is  curious  that  twice  with  Otfrid  this  dz,  should  rhyme 

with  gt'saz:  iii.  6.  35  and  v.  14.  24.  Williram  writes  az:  Zs.fdA. 
44.  12,  &c. 

ii.  Contracted  forms  occur  in  the  present  of  quedan,  quis,  quit) 

N.  chh,  chit.  In  late  Bavarian  a  past  part,  choden  occurs  according 
to  Class  IV. 

iii.  In  bitten,  Uggen,  sizzen  the  old  present  formation  with  -/-  suffix  348 

yielded  the  same  result  in  present  tense  as  in  the  weak /-presents  ;  it 
caused  also  gemination  of  consonant,  except  in  2nd  and  3rd  person, 

e.  g.  biitu,  bitis,  bitit,  *6i'f femes,  biitet,  biitenf,  but  of  course  only  in  the 
present:  Uggen,  liggu,  sizzen,  sizzu,  but  tag,  saz,,  &c.  By  degrees  the 

form  from  single  consonant  prevailed  in  most  cases  and  penetrated  into 

the  whole  present  already  with  Tatian,  while  Notker  has  only  the  forms 
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biten  and  ligen,  &c.     On  the  other  hand  the  zz  (<—  //)  of  sizzen  Sec. 
prevailed. 

iv.  The  OHG.  verb  tretan,  OE.  /redan,  is  in  Got.  an  aorist  present, 
trudan,  and  has  there  joined  Class  IV. 

2.  Pr.  Gmc.  a  :  6  Series. 

349  VI.  Pr.  Gmc.     a       5       5     a       *faran-    *for       *forum       *faranaz 
Got.       a       5       5     a        far  an     for       forum       farans 
OHG.    a     no     no     a        far  an     fuor     fuorum      gi-faran 

The  origin  of  the  verbs  which  belong  to  this  class  has  already  been 

discussed  (305).     They  are  : — 

bahhan,  bake  malan,  grind  stantan,  stand 
dwahan,  wash  ?iagan,  gnaw  fragan,  carry 
galan,  sing,  charm  sahhan,  quarrel  gi-wahan,  call 
graban,  bury,  dig  skaban,  scrape  wa/isan,  grow 
hladan,  load  slahan,  hit  waskan,  wash 
laffan,  lick,  lap  snahhan,  creep  watan,  wade 
lahan,  blame  spanan,  entice 

and /-presents  :  heffen,  skepfen,  sivcrien. 
350  i.  Grammatic  change  is  shown  regularly  by  those  whose  root  ends 

in  h,  but  the  consonant  of  the  preterite  plural  has  passed  into  the 

singular :  dwahan,  dwag,  gidivagan,  slahan,  sluog,  sluogum  ;  so  also 

/uog,  giwuog,  &c. 

To  *giwahan — ghvnog  Otfrid  forms  a  present  giwahinen  and  a  past 
participle  giwahinit  (i.  9.  1).  In  older  texts  the  dental  change  is 

shown  in  the  past  participle,  kihlatan,  kilatanan  to  hladan,  but  Monsee 

Fr.  has  always  giladan,  and  O.  and  T.  always  d.  A  curious  form  is 

kihliad  (Ra,  Graff.  4.  11 13),  which,  however,  Kogel  explains  as  a 
clerical  error  for  kihluad. 

ii.  Stanlan  should  of  course  have  the  in-fixed  nasal  only  in  the 

present,  but  it  forms  regularly  stuont — gistantan,  nevertheless  there  is, 
especially  in  early  texts  (Wk.),  a  second  form  without  the  nasal,  sluat, 

stuot  (Got.  stop,  ON.  stod,  OE.  stod).  T.  has  vors/o/un,  O.  gistuat  (ii.  6. 

40),  gistuaiin  (i.  9.  23  ;  20.  5). 

351  iii.  OHG.  has  two  present  forms  for  bahhan  (<—  Pr.  Gmc.  /') : 
Gl.  i.  274,  za  pahanne,  and  ii.  252,  ungipahaniu,  but  i.  713  zi  bakkane 

and  Notker's  pacchet  («— Pr.  Gmc.  kk).  PBB.  ix.  583.  To  this 
class  belong  also  several  verbs  with  /-suffix  in  present,  e.  g.  heffen, 

skepfen,  swerien,  *intsteffen  and  hlahhen,  which  last,  however,  passed 
into  the  third  weak  class,  as  Notker  writes  lachen,  preterite  lacheton : 

it  only  occurs  as  a  strong  verb  in  R.  hloh.  To  heffen  the  Present 

at    first    runs:    heffu,    hevis,    hevit,    heffemes,    &c.    (127),    but    soon 
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single^  written  :\  spreads  over  the  whole  tense.  Grammatic  change 

is  shown/":  b  with  the  b  extended  to  the  singular:  Jiejfu — huob — huobum. 

Notker  levels  out  in  favour  of /"in  past  part,  er  haven. 
iv\  In  skepfeti  (Got.  ga-skapjan)  the  j  has  caused  in  the  present 

W.  Gmc.  gemination,  and  in  OHG.  the  fricative  persists  throughout 

the  singular,  though  properly  it  should  alternate  with  ff  (  <—  W.  Gmc. 

single^)  in  2nd  and  3rd  person.  The  preterite  is  regular:  skuof— 
skuofum — giskaffan. 

OHG.  formed  another  present,  ska  fan,  and  Otfrid  has  a  weak 

form  seaftln  (i.  9.  8).  The  infinitive  to  intsnab,  insuabun,  Otfrid,  and 

insefil,  ensebben,  must  have  been  *intseffen. 

v.  The  past  participle  to  swerien  is  always  gisworan  (for  *giswaran). 

Reduplicating  Verbs. 

Pr.  Gmc.  had  two  classes  of  verbs  with  reduplicated  perfects:  (a)  those  3f52 
in  which  the  preterite  showed  a  vowel  different  from  the  present ; 

(b)  those  which  had  the  same  vowel  in  present  and  preterite,  e.  g. : 

(a)  Got.  gre/an,  gaigroi,  gaigroium,  gretans. 

(b)  Got.  hdUant  haihdit;  stdutan,slaisldtit\  haldan,  haihald;  hdhan, 

haihah ;  fldkan,faiflok. 

In  OHG.  these  verbs  have  no  reduplication,  but  show  an  apparent 

vowel  gradation  of  a  different  type  from  that  already  discussed  (305), 

according  to  which  they  are  divided  into  two  classes : — 

(a)  Those  with  preterite  vowel,  W.  Gmc.  e,  OHG.  ea,  ia  (the  present 
a,  a,  or  ei). 

(b)  Those  with  preterite  vowel,  W.  Gmc.  eo,  OHG.  eo  and  to  (the 

present  0,  ou,  no).     E.g. 

(a)  fallan  —fial—fialun  —  gifallan ;  slafan  —  sh'af—  sliafun  —  gi- 
sldfan  ;  heizfin — hiaz, — hiazpn — giheizfin. 

Such    verbs  are :    bagan,  bannan,  blantan,   bldsan,  bratan,  fahan, 

faldan,  fallan,  gatigati,    hah  an,  haltan,  heizpn,  lazfin,  meizfln,  ratan, 

int-ralan,  salzan,  skallan,  *skeidan,  slafan,  spallan,  spannan,  swet/an, 

walkan,  wahan,fir-wazfin,  zeisan,  and  the  /-present  erien  (erren). 
i.  Isidor  and  Tatian  write  short  e  before  ng  in  place  of  ia  :  e.  g.  gene,  353 

infenc,  arhenc ;  and  the  same  is  the  case  in  the  Monsee  Fr.  (PBB.  i. 

507).     To  fahan  a  preterite  without  nasal  sporadically  occurs  :  e.g. 

T.  intfiegun,  phiegin,  &c.  ;  see  PBB.  vi.  544,  note. 

ii.  Noteworthy  is  the  short  imperative  to  lazjan,  Ps.  138.  35,  la. 

Syncopated  forms  of  the  present,  as  tal,  &c,  are  not  uncommon,  and 

a  pret.  Be,  in  which,  perhaps,  analogy  with  gan  and  han  is  to  be 
seen. 

1167  l 
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iii.  Of  the  verbs  with  a-presents  which  formerly  also  had  a  redupli- 
cated perfect,  one  strong  past  part,  is  still  preserved  in  K. :  zipldhanner 

(63.  18),  Pa.  zapldha  finer ',  Ra  ziplaner,  inblahenen  to  bldan. 

(b)  houuan — hiu  (hid) — hiunum — gihouuan,  sloz/in — sliaz,  (sle£) — 

sliazjim — gisloz/in  (Got.  an);  wuofan — wiof- — wiofum — wiwfan  (Got.  3). 
i.  In  UG.  these  verbs  whose  roots  ended  in  a  labial  have  of  course 

iu  instead  of  io  (275) :  T.  liof,  N.  liuf. 

ii.  To  hruofan  and  ivnofan  there  are  also  /-presents,  hruofen 

<—  hropjan  and  ivuofen  <—  ivopjan,  which  occur  side  by  side  with  the 
form  without/  inFranconian,  but  in  UG.  are  alone  used,  and  have  weak 

preterite  and  past  part,  ruofla,  (ana)ruophtun. 

354  Very  curious,  and  possibly  a  remnant  of  the  old  reduplicating  perfect, 

are  certain  forms  with  r,  which  occur  in  verbs  of  this  class :  e.  g. 

To  stozjin:  steroz,  s/iriz,  slerozun ;  to  skrolan:  kiskrerol',  to 
plozfln:  pleruzznn,capleruzzi\  to  buan  (O.):  biruun,  biruuuis.  The  r, 

however,  is  more  probably  not  etymological,  but  rather  a  consonant 

glide. 
See  PBB.  viii.  551,  ix.  525,  xv.  350,  xxxii.  488m;  J.  Schmidt: 

Kuhne,  Zs.  xxv  ;  Wilmanns,  iii,  p.  38. 

The  weak  verb  fluohhon  replaces  fluohhan,  of  which  only  past  part. 

(far^fluahhan  is  recorded. 

Similarly  buan  forms  preterite  bii/a,  but  past  part.  £■#£#«,  preserved 
1 11  MHG.  (gebiiwen). 

The  Non- Graded  (Weak)  Verb. 

355  The  weak  verb  is  characterized  by  the  absence  of  Gradation  and  the 

formation  of  preterite  and  past  part,  by  dental  suffix. 

In  Pr.  Gmc.  there  were  the  following  classes : — 

(1)  Verbs  which  were  originally  causatives  (as  Got.  lagjan  =  to  lay) 

or  denominatives  (as  Got.  wenjan,  to  hope  <—  wens,  hdiljan  «—  hails) 

withy-suffix,  Got.  lagjan,  lagida,  lagips,  and  with  these  were  joined  also 

some  primary  verbs  with  /-presents,  G.  waurkjan,  OHG.  (wirkan) 
wurkcn.     These  yield  Got.  and  OHG.,  Class  1. 

(2)  Denominatives  from  feminine  (Pr.  Gmc.  -0)  stems  with  athematic 
present :  Got.  salbon,  OHG.  salbon.    Got.  and  OHG.,  Class  II. 

(3)  Primary  verbs  with  athematic  suffix  e:io  or  eio  (cf.  iaceo — latere) 
<—<?/.  Got.  and  OHG.,  Class  III.  Got.  haban,  OHG.  haben.  Wilmanns, 
iii,  §  47- 

(4)  Inchoatives  with  suffix  -nan.    Got.,  Class  IV.    Got.  full-nan,  in 
OHG.  lost  or  absorbed  into  other  classes. 
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In  011G.   there   survive  the  first   three  classes:    (1)   verbs   whose  356 

infinitive  ends  in  -en  (<—  jan\  pret.  -i/a,  -ta ;  (2)  -on,  pret.  oia  ;  (3)  -en, 
pret.  eta. 

I.  (j)  The  verbs  with  infinitive  in  -en  are  a  very  numerous  class, 

consisting  chiefly  of  causatives,  e.g.  sezzen — leggen,  and  denominatives 
from  nouns,  adjectives,  and  adverbs,  and  also  some  originally  strong 

verbs,  e.  g.  buan,  stuen,  &c. 

This  class  is  divided  according  to  the  stem  into — 

(1)  Verbs  which  originally  had  a  short  stem. 

(2)  Verbs  which  originally  had  a  long  or  polysyllabic  stem. 

(r)  Short-Syllabled  Stems. 

By  the  W.  Gmc.  law  of  gemination  of  consonants  the  final  consonant 

was  geminated  in  the  1st  pers.  sing,  and  in  the  plural  before/,  but  not 

in  2nd  and  3rd  sing,  where/ was  absent:  thus  zellu,  zelis,  zelit,zellemes, 

Belle/,  zellent,  but  very  soon  levelling  out  began,  usually  in  favour  of  the 

single  consonant,  thus  zelu,  zelemes,  zelent.  This  is  not  consistently 

carried  through  until  the  tenth  to  eleventh  century,  except  by  Tatian, 

who  writes  regularly  zelen,  &c,  while  Otfrid  still  uses  the  geminated 

forms.     It  is  rare  that  the  double  consonance  ousts  the  single. 

i.  Verbs  with  affricata  zz,pf,  ck  (<—  //,  pp,  kk)  extend  these  to  the  357 

whole  present,  instead  of  alternating  with  z&,  ff,  hh  (<—  /,  p,  k),  e.  g. 
sizzen,  sizzit,  stzzemes  for  sizzen,  siz&it,  sizzemes. 

ii.  Verbs  with  w  have  double  forms :  ww  develops  with  vowel  pre- 

ceding to  a  diphthong  auw—>ouw  not  subject  to  mutation,  while 
before  single  w  the  a  was  mutated.  An  interchange  would  thus  be 

expected :  Pr.  Gmc.  *frawjan,  OHG.  ihfrouwu,  du/rewis,  erfrewit, 
wir  frouwemes,  &c,  but  levelling  soon  disturbs  the  normal  course  of 

development.  Bavarian  prefers  the  former,  the  ouw-(orms  <r— ww, 

Franconian  the  ew-fonns  «—  w  :  e.g.  Bav \ frouwen,  strouwen,  lonwen  ; 

Franc,  frewen,  strewen,  teuwen,  and  the  forms  with  mutated  a  passed 
also  into  the  preterite.  Such  verbs  are:  bewen,  dewen,  drewen,  flewen, 
zewen;  see  PBB.  ix.  528. 

iii.  Verbs  in  which  r  precedes/.  These  mostly  retain  the/ without 

geminating  the  r\  tierien,  nerigan,  nergan;  the  writing  with  ig  is 

particularly  frequent  in  Bavarian  up  to  the  twelfth  century.  On  the 

other  hand,  Alem.  and  Franc,  favour  forms  with  geminated  r  :  nerren. 

Otfrid  uses  either,  more  or  less  indifferently,  but  seems  to  prefer  to 
retain  the  i  with  single  r. 

L  2 
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(2)  Long  or  Polysyllabic  Stems. 

358  After  long  vowel  the  consonant  in  these  stems  should  remain  single, 

and  it  does  so  in  Franconian  (save  T.  57.  5,  horrenne),  but  in  UG. 

geminated  forms  are  fairly  frequent  in  the  older  texts,  especially  in  B.5 

where  even  b  and  g  are  geminated  :  keauckan  (ii.  51),  kelaubpames, 

erlauppe.  With  /,  r,  /,  s,  m,  ?i  gemination  occurs  most  often  and  is 

retained  longest:  horran,  lerran,  w'issan,  leittan\  the  Muspilli  has 
many  instances:  wissant,  arteillan  ;  see  PBB.  vii.  no. 

I.  Verbs  with  root-vowel,  Gmc.  0  (— >  OHG.  mo,  ua),  as  ?nuoen,  bluoen, 
druoen,  gluoen,  (h)luoen,  spuoen,  were  conjugated  quite  regularly  so  long 

as  the  vowel  remained  not  diphthongized,  but  when  3  — »  uo{iid)  they 
mostly  drop  the  second  component  of  the  diphthong  and  lengthen  the 

u :  e.g.  bluff,  gluent  in  place  of  bluoit,  gluoent.  At  the  same  time 

these  other  forms  occur  also,  as  do  forms  in  which  it  is  the  diphthong 

which  is  kept  intact  and  the  flexional  vowel  which  falls  :  e.  g.  bluonti 

for  bluoenti.  PBB.  xi.  61.  Occasionally  also  these  verbs  develop 

an  h-  or  £"-glide :  bluohen,  mitogen ;  rarely  a  z^-glide  :  bluoiven. 
Verbs  with  the  root-vowel  a,  which  were  formerly  included  in  the 

Reduplicating  verbs,  such  as  sden,  baen,  nden,  &c,  also  belong  to  this 

class.  They  frequently  have  an  ̂ -glide :  e.  g.  blahen,  bahen,  and 
sometimes  a/:  e.g.  blajen,  sajen.  E.  Franc,  prefers  a  w:  blawen, 

sdwen,  T.  PBB.  xi.  5 1 . 

859      II.  Verbs  with  Infin.  in  -on. 

These  are  mostly  denominatives  and  rarely  iteratives. 

i.  Sporadically  u  is  written  in  place  of  0,  e.  g.  Tatian  89.  1  saiumes, 

97.5  goumumes.    Isidor  once  (4.  3)  has  the  0  diphthongized  in  adhmuot. 

ii.  When  these  verbs  are  derived  from  a  nominal  /-stem  they  show 

in  the  oldest  texts  the/  still  preserved  (mostly  as  e),  e.  g.  enteon,  minneon  ; 

especially  is  this  the  case  in  Pa.,  K.,  Ra :  ungaanteot,  kie?ilioi,  hienteod. 
Tatian,  88.  5,  has  sun/eon  beside  sun/on,  and  Otfrid  redion  beside 
redon  elsewhere. 

360      HI.  Verbs  with  Infin.  in  -en. 

These  are  chiefly  intransitives  expressing  condition  or — as  derivatives 
from  adjectives — entering  into  a  condition,  oral  ten  =  Lat.  inveterasco, 

rifen  =  to  grow  ripe. 

Not  infrequently,  and  especially  in  Bavarian  texts,  a  is  found  for 

e.  Otfrid  has  many  instances  (see  Kelle,  74),  and  Tatian:  sagant, 

wuonanti,fastante  ;  this  also  occurs  sporadically  in  Alemannic,  to  which 
dialect  also  the  double  forms  in  the  Optative  are  virtually  restricted. 
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The  Non-Graded  Preterite. 

Where  the  Non-Graded  Preterite  in  OHG.  had  been  formed  
from  361 

primary  verbs  it  had  the  ending-  -ta  (see  above),  and  thi
s  -ta  followed 

directly  on  the  root  (Got,  mahta,  waurhta),  but  in  far  the  great
er  number 

of  cases  the  verbs  which  show  a  non-graded  preterite  are  of  seco
ndary 

Origin,  and  the  -ta  is  linked  to  the  root  by  a  characteristic  vowel 
;  in  1st 

non-graded  class  {-en  presents)  this  vowel  is  -i-  (nerita),  wh
ich  causes 

mutation  if  not  early  syncopated  (zelila  or  %aUa)\  in  2nd  n
on-graded 

class  (-on  presents)  -0,  salbdta  ;  and  in  3rd  {-en  presents)  -e,  habeta.
 

Class  I.     In  Class  I,  as  a  general  rule,  the  short  stems  have 
 -ita,  362 

the  long  stems  and  polysyllabic  stems  -la  with  syncope  of/
",  but  there 

are  exceptions  to  this  : — 

(1)  Verbs  with  originally  short  stem  ending  in  Gmc.  pj,  tj\  kj,  i.  e. 

with  OHG.  pf,  zz,  ck  (UG.  cch)  in  the  present,  have  -fa  and
  not  -i/a; 

e.  g.  step/en,  sezzen,  wecken ;  stafta,  sazta,  wahla.  Tatian  once  writes 

arrdita,  and  forms  with  -ita  are  also  found  in  Isidor  and  M. :  rehhita ; 

Merseb.,  Sp.  kzidun.     PBB.  vii.  139. 

(2)  Verbs  with  stems  ending  in  Gmc.  dj  ox  //,  i.  e.  with  OHG.  //  o
r 

//in  the  present,  have  as  a  rule  -ta  :  e.g.  skutta  {skutita),  zalta (zeliia). 

UG.,  on  the  whole,  prefers  the  form  without  -i  for  roots  ending  in 
 // 

and  //:  scu/ta,  zalta  ;   while  Otfrid  uses  both  indifferently. 

Note.— An  a  of  the  present  root  generally  ->  e  mutated  by  the 

following  /.  In  the  preterite,  where  the  i  was  syncopated  befo
re 

mutation  set  in,  the  a  is  preserved,  e.  g.  zellen  (<—  zalja?i),  Pret.  zalta, 

and  an  apparent  vowel-gradation  (J.  Grimm's  '  Riickumlaut  )  
dis- 

tinguishes preterite  and  present. 

(3)  Franconian  shows  numerous  long  stems  with  preterite  in  -ita,  363 

especially  in   Isidor  and  M.     Tatian  has  -ita  in  polysyllabic  verbs 

and  those  ending  in  double  consonance  and  h  :    ambahlita,  giarbitite, 

(h)naffezitun,  nahita,  &c.     PBB.  ix.  322. 

Isidor  has  two  long  stems  without  -i,  chihordo?i  and  bichnadi.  Otfrid 

also  has  some  few  with  -i,  but  the  vast  majority  without. 

(4)  When  already  in  Pr.  Gmc.  a  root  ending  in  g  or  k  took  the 

preterite  ending  -ta  without  any  intervening  vowel,  this  g  or  k  -> 

Gmc.  x:  Got.  bugjan—baHhta,  Pagkjan—pahta,  OE.  bycjan—bb/ite, 

pencean—bohte,  OHG.  denken—dahta.      So  also  OHG.  dfihla,  worhta, 

brahta,  &c. 

When  -ta,  however,  came  at  a  much  later  period  in  OHG.,  to  follow 

directly  on  ck,   only  through  syncope  of  the  intervening  vowel,  the 
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change  of  ck  to  h  before  /,  though  usual,  is  not  invariable  :  thus  OHG. 

dechen  forms  preterite  dahta  or  dackta.  The  latter  seems  to  be  pre- 

ferred in  Bavarian  and  Franconian,  while  Alem.  prefers  ht,  and  O. 

consistently  has  kt,  and  T.  only  once  ht  (wahta). 

364  It  should  be  noted  that  certain  changes  of  the  stem  are  brought 

about  by  the  dental  suffix  : — 

(a)  Verbs  in  Gmc.  -wjan  vocalize  the  w  to  o  in  the  preterite  when 

they  syncopate  the  t,  e.g.  garota  (Hild.  garutun)  or  garwi :ta. 
(b)  k  in  the  combination  skt  often  falls,  mista  to  miskan,  wansta  to 

wunsken ;  this  is  frequent  with  Notker. 

(c)  Assimilation  takes  place  and  -ta  of  suffix  unvoices  a  final  voiced 

consonant  of  root :  ougen — oucta,  gilouben—giloupta.  This  change, 
which  no  doubt  always  took  place  in  pronunciation,  is  not  always 

denoted  in  writing ;  the  forms  ougta,  giloubta  are  more  frequent  than 

the  others  in  Franc,  but  UG.  prefers  the  forms  with  k  (c)  and  p. 

(d)  Other  changes  are  purely  orthographical,  e.g.  gemination  is 

simplified  and  /+/,  d+t  after  consonant  are  reduced  to  / :  hungarran — 

hungarta,  Ulan — llta,  ah/en — ahta. 

365  The  original  conjugation  of  the  verbs  in  -en  seems  to  have  coincided  in 

some  details  with  that  of  the  verbs  in  -Jan,  hence  to  haben,  leben,  sagen, 
Sing.  Pres.  forms  occur :  hebis ;  hebit  \  lebis ,  kbit  \  segis,  segit,  and  further 

the  Preterites  hebita,  lebita,  segtta,  more  especially  in  UG.  (M.),  but  also 

occasionally  in  Isidor,  who  has  the  form  hapta  (cf.  OS.  habdd).  For 

these  three  verbs  a  pre-OHG.  syncopated  Preterite  must  be  assumed  : 

*/?abda,  *sagda,  *h'bda;  or  a  Gmc.  formation  without  linking  vowel. 
PBB.  ix.  520. 

Past  Participle. 

366  The  Past  Participle  usually  follows  the  form  of  the  Preterite :  those 

verbs  which  have  only  -ita  forms  have  only  a  form  -it  in  the  participle, 

and  where  the  preterite  was  formed  in  -ta,  e.  g.  sazta,  the  inflected  forms 

of  the  participle  are  similar :  gisazter ;  but  uninfected  have  -z't,  and, 
where  possible,  mutation  :  e.g.gisezzit — gisazter,  gihor it — gihorter,  &c. 

The  uninfected  forms  without  -i  are  very  rare.  Otfrid  has  ginant, 
biknat,  and  T.  also  a  few  instances:  giwant  (67.  9),  giruorl  (n.  71), 

and  erduompt  (172.  5).  The  short  stems  in  -/  have  occasionally  forms 

without  ■*,  as  gizalt,  far  salt,  kasalt. 

The  Past  Part,  of  Non-Graded  Verbs  has  of  course  the  prefix  gi-  in 
OHG.,  see  334. 
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Non-Graded  Verb.     Class  I. 

Indie.  Pres. 

Sg. I. zellu nenu,  nerrut  ?iero 
2. zelis(t) 

nertSi  nerist 

3- 

zelit nerit 
PI. Zellemes 

(nertemes),  nerval,  neren 
2 . Zellet neriat,  neriet,  nerrel,  neret 

3- 

zellent neriant,  nerient,  nerreiit,  nerent 

Conj.  Pres. 
Sg. 1. telle nerie,  nerre,  nere 

2. zelles(t) neries,  nerres,  nerist 

3. 

zelle nerie,  ?ierre,  nere 
PI. 1. 

zellem(eme's) 
ncrien,  nerren,  neren 

2. sellet neriet,  nerret,  neret 

3- 

zcllen nerien,  nerren,  neren 

Indie.  Pret. 

Sg. 
1. 

zalia,  zelit  a 
nerita 

2. 
zaltos(t),  &c. nerit os  (-osi) 

3- 

zalla,        „ nerita 
PI. zciHum  [Alem. -dm,  -on]      nerihan,  -unmes,  -nn 

2. zaltid   f     ., -at,  -ont]       neritut 

3- 

zaliun   [    ,, -on]              neritun 

Conj.  Pret. 
Sg. 1. 

zalti,  zelit i neriti  [Alem.  and  Is.  neriti] 
2. 

zaltis(ist) 
neriiis{ist)  [Alem.  and  Is.  nerit'u 

3- 

zalti neriti  [Alem.  and  Is.  neriti] 
PL 1. 

zalthn,  -in 
fieri : times 

2. zaim neritit,  -hit 

3- 

zalthi nerithi 

Imperative. 
Sg- 2. 

zeli,  zele neri,  nere 
PI. 1 zellemes neriemes,  nerren,  neren 

2 zellet nerial,  nerret,  neret 

Infinitive. 

zellen nerien,  nerren 

Pres.  Part. 

zellenti nerienli,  nerrenti,  nerenle 

Past  Part. 

gizelil,  gi'zalt 
ginerit,  generel 

367 
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368 

n, 

pi. 

pi. 

Class  II. Class  III. 

Indie, .  Pres. 

i.  salbbm,  -on,  -b habem,  -en  (-0,  -on) 

2.  sal  bos,  -dst habes,  -est,  hast 

3.   salbot habet,  hat 

1.  salbomes,  -on,  -den habemes,  -en,  -een 
2.  salbot  (-out) 

habet 

3.  salbon  t,  salbon habenl,  habunl,  hand 
Conj. 

Pres. 

1.  salbo,  -oe,  -oje  (a) habe(-a),  -ee 
2.  salbbs(-t),  -ojesl habes(-f),  -eest 
3.  salbo,  -oe,  -oje habe(-a),  -ee 
1.  sal  bom,  -on,  -den habem,  -en,  -een 
2.  salbot,  -del habet,  -eel  (-enl) 

3.  salbon,  -den ha  ben,  -een 

Indie. Pret. 

1.  salbo  fa habeta,  hate 
2.  salbo  Ids  (-dst) habelbs 
3.  salbo ta habeta 

1.  salbdtum  [Alem.  -otri\ habetbm  (-urn) 
2.  salbo  tut 

habelbt,  -dnl,  -id 
3.  salbot  mi ha  be  ton,  -un Conj. 

Pret. 

1.  salbot/  [Alem.  and  Is.  -f\ habeli  [Alem.  and  Is. 

-'] 

2.  salbot? st habelisl 

3.  salbo  ft  [Alem.  and  Is.  -7] habeli  [Alem.  and  Is. 

-'"] 

1.  salbo tim,  -In habetim,  -in 
2.  salbo  tit,  -hit habelit 

3.  salbo  tin habetin 

PI. 

Imperative. 

Sg.  2.  salbo  habe 

PI.   1.  salbdm,  salbomes,  -on  habem,  habemes,  -en 
2.  salbot  (-dnt)  habet  (-enl) 

Infinitive. 

salbon  haben,  -een,  -an,  -on 
salbdnnes  habennes 
salbonne  habenne 

Participles. 

salbdnli,  gisalbbt habenti,  gihabet 
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Non-Graded  Verb.     Personal  Endings. 

The  inflexional  endings  of  the  Non-Graded  verb  are  in  the  main  369 

identical   with  those  of  the  Graded  verb  (321):  only  the  few  cases 

in  which  they  differ  are  here  mentioned. 

Indicative  Present. 

The  1st  pers.  sing,  of  the  -jan  verbs  ended  originally  in  -in,  e.g. 

wamu,  that  of  the  -on  and  -en  verbs  in  -dm  (salbom)  and  -em  (habem) 

respectively.  The  ending  -in  was  reduced  to  -u  (wanu)  by  analogy  to 

Graded  verbs,  and  -dm,  -em  pass  to  -on,  -en  in  the  ninth  century.  Late 

Rh.  Fr.  Williram  spread  the  -n  form  to  all  the  conjugations,  the  -i 

only  remaining  sporadically  and  after  -r  in  short  syllables.  Gl.  herio, 

O.  nerru;  Will,  often  ascribes  the  -0  form  to  verbs  in  -en,  &c. :  habon, 
S  hi  foil. 

Conjunctive  Present. 

The  verbs  of  the  First  Class  (those  in  -jan)  agree  entirely  in  the  370 

personal  endings  with  the  Graded  verbs;  but  those  of  the  Second 

and  Third  differ.  These  form  the  Conjunctive  either  with  long  0  or  e, 

alone  or  plus  an  inflexional  vowel,  e.  g.  salbo — satboe,  habe — habee.  The 

short  forms  only  are  used  in  Franconian  (one  exception,  Is.  3.  5  blu- 

chisoe),  and  the  long  occur  consistently  in  Alem.  In  Bavarian  the  long 

forms  of  verbs  in  -on  are  common,  sallboge,  satbogest,  salboge ;  but  of 

verbs  in  -eh  they  are  rare.  Wilmanns,  hi,  §  85,  derives  these  forms 

from  an  original  -oja — oje.    Brugmann  considers  them  new  formations. 

Notker  uses  only  the  long  forms,  and  does  not  mark  the  length  of 

the  vowel  preceding :  e.  g.  da?ichoen,  choroen,  showing  that  the  5,  e 
of  the  stem  had  been  shortened.  See  PBB.  ix.  506.  The  lengthened 

forms  often  develop  consonant  glide  (236). 

Indicative  Preterite. 

The  b  of  the  2nd  person  sing,  (-os)  is  occasionally  replaced  by  a  371 

and  by  n  in  Tatian  (cf.  Sievers,  47.8,  gilonb/us ;  21.  4,  sagetns;  81.  4, 

zuehotus  ;  233.  8,  gilonbias  ;  238.  4,  woltas).  Isidor  has  chiminnerodes. 

In  the  plural  the  dialects  differ :  Bavarian  and  Franconian  have  -turn, 
-hit,  -tun  in  Graded  and  Non-Graded  verbs  alike,  but  Alemannic  has 

forms  in  u  only  with  the  Graded  verbs  (332),  and  with  the  Non-Graded 

always  has  -torn,  -tot,  -ton.  This  practice  is  followed  by  Isidor  alone 

of  non-Alem.  writers,  e.g.  salbotbm,  habetmn,  but  griffum,  &c.  In 
Notker  the  distinction  is  still  clearly  marked. 
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Conjunctive  Preterite. 

The  i  is  long  when  followed  by  a  consonant :  e.  g.  in  2nd  pers.  sing, 

and  ist,  2nd,  3rd  pi.:  in  1st  and  3rd  sing,  it  is  short  when  final,  salbofi, 

except  in  Isidor  and  in  Alemannic,  where  the  old  length  is  preserved 
even  when  final. 

Imperative. 

In  contrast  to  the  Imperative  of  the  Graded  verbs,  the  Non-Graded 
verbs  form  theirs  with  vocalic  ending,  ?\  0,  or  e.  The  verbs  with 

/-Presents  form  it  in  -i,  ligt,  &c. ;  those  with  double  consonance,  ze//en, 
reduce  this  to  single  consonant,  zeli.  Cf.  PBB.  vii.  112,  161,  and 

note  that  this  i  in  Class  I  is  often  elided  before  following  vowel : 

e.  g.  O.  gizel  uno,  her  i\  giscier  iz„  &c. 

Anomalous  Verbs. 

A.    Preterite  Presents.     B.    Verbs  in  -mi. 

372  Gmc.  has  a  considerable  number  of  anomalous  verbs,  of  which 

the  forms  which  express  present  meaning  have  the  vowel  gradation 

and  inflexions  of  a  preterite.  Such  verbs  were  not  unknown  to  IG., 

and  seem  to  have  arisen  by  a  natural  development  of  meaning.  The 

completion  of  one  action  is  often  the  starting-point  of  another  or  the 
justification  of  a  statement,  and  so  the  perfect  tense  of  one  verb  may 

logically  become,  as  it  were,  the  present  of  another,  with  due  modifica- 
tion of  meaning.  The  IG.  Vwid  =  to  see,  but  the  perfect :  Sk.  veda, 

Gk.  oTSa,  Got.  wait,  OHG.  wei\,  OE.  wat,  has  become  equivalent  to 

1  I  know  ',  though  the  original  meaning  is  preserved  by  other  parts.  Cf. 
Gk.  tSctv  and  Lat.  video,  vidi. 

Greek  has  of  such  verbs  olSa,  Latin  a  few  more;  novi—I  have 

recognized,  therefore  know,  odi,  memini.  Gmc.  shows  many  more  of 

such  verbs:  Got.  wait,  tdis,  ddug,  kann,  parf,  gadars ,  skal,  man,  binah, 

mag,  gamot,  og,  dih.  OE.  wdt,  dedj,  cann,  dearf,  dearr,  sceal,  an,  man, 

waej,  mot,  a].     These  are  commonly  known  as — 

373  Preterite  Presents.  As  a  consequence  of  their  origin1  the 
inflection  in  the  existing  present  of  these  verbs  in  OHG.  is  that  of  the 

Strong  Pret.,  with  the  exception  that  the  2nd  pers.  sing,  retains  the 

original   Gmc.  ending  -/  (313).      A  new  preterite  is  formed   which 

1  Klnge  and  Wilmanns  claim  that  a  certain  number  of  Gmc.  Pret.  Pres.  (Got.  kann, 
an,  }arf,  &c.)  arise  from  old  -mi  presents  through  analogical  formations.  Gr.  i. 
440;  Wilmanns,  iii,  §  57.  3.  The  point,  however,  is  still  obscure,  but  whatever 
their  origin  these  verbs  in  Gmc.  have  perfect  inflexions  of  graded  verbs  in  the 

present  tense.  These  they  retain  in  OHG.,  as  also  the  -/  of  the  original  Gmc.  in 
the  2nd  pers.  sing. 
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inflects  like  the  preterite  of  the  Non-Graded  verb,  but  is  formed  without 

mediate  vowel.  OHG.  has  preserved  eleven  such  verbs  which,  ac- 
cording to  the  vowel  of  their  original  perfect,  can  be  assigned  to  the 

gradation  series  : — 

Series  I.     wei^  =  I  know, 374 

Ind.  Sing. 
wti\ 

wrist 

wei'z 

Plur. 

wiz&um,  -utncs,  -un 
wiz&tf,  -unf,  -un 

wizgpn,  -en 

Conj.  Sing. 

wiz&'y  -e 

Plur. wizgfn 

Pret.  Ind. 

Sing,  wissa,  wisla,  wessa,  westa, 
wissosf,  &c. 
Imperative. 

wiz&,  wizgft  (-en/) 

Pret.  Conj. 

Sing,  zvissi,  wessi,  westi.  wissis,  &c. 

Pres.  Part. 

iviz&anti,  -enti 

Past  Part. 

giwiz&an 
Thus  in  Gmc.  to  the  weak  grade  of  the  root  were  formed  a  new 

preterite,  an  infinitive,  and  present  and  past  part. 

i.  The  preterite  wissa  is  only  UG. ;  wessa  and  westa  are  Franconian. 

(For  origin  of  double  forms  see  101.) 

ii.  The  old  participle  of  wiz&an  is  gawis,  giwis,  gwis,  but  in  OHG. 
it  has  become  adjective. 

Series  II.    toug  =  it  befits.     3rd  pers.  sing.      It  is  in  OHG.  an  375 

impersonal  verb  to  which  an  Infinitive  form  does  not  occur. 

3rd  pers.  sing. :  toug,  taoc  (loik),  touk.     Plur.  lugun,  -en.     Opt.  tuge. 

Pret.  tohta  (dohta).  Plur.  tohtun  (dohiun).  Opt.  tohti.  Pres.  Part. 

toganti. 

Series  III.    (a)  darf  =  I  am  allowed,  I  venture.  376 

Pres.  darf,  darft,  darf,  dur-     Conj.  durfi(e) 

fun Pret. 
 
dorfta

,  
do
rf
to
n 
 

dorfti
 

(If)  skal  =  I  owe,  I  am  obliged,  I  must. 
Pres.  skal,  sal,  sol  Con],  skuli,  side 

377 

skalt,  salt,  soil,  solst 
skal,  sal,  sol 
skulumes,    -un,    sulin, 

suln 

skulut,  skull,  sulet,-ent, 
-ut 

skulun,  
tulun,  

-on,  -in, suln 

Pret.  skolla,  skolda,  so  I  la 

sulist 

skuli,  sule 
skulim,  sulin 

Pres.  Part,  skulinti 
skultanter 

In  fin.  skolan,  suln 

skuli t,  sulin  I     Past  Part,  kiskolet 
(Gl.  ii.  223.  26) 

skulin.  sulin 

skoldi,  solli 
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The  forms  without  c  (k)  prevail  after  the  tenth  century :  they  are 

regular  with  Notker ;  the  c  (seal)  remains  longest  in  Bavai  ian  ;  sal  in 
Franconian.  In  Tatian  are  forms  without  c :  solta,  sal,  sidut.  In  late 

Alem.  a  contracted  form  sund  <r—  sulenl  (M.M.)  for  the  2nd  pers.  plural. 

378      (c)  an  =  I  grant. 

3rd  pers.  pi.  unnum,  -en.     Opt.  unni'ie),  unnin. 
Pret.  onda,  ondiin.     Conj.  ondi.     Infin.  unnan.     And  with  -gi-. 
3rd  pers.  pi.  gunnen.     Pret.  geondost,  gionsta.     Conj.  gionsti. 

(d)  kan  =  I  know,  I  am  (mentally)  able. 

Pres.  kan,  kanst,  kan.     PI.  kunnun,  -en.     Conj.  kunni. 
Pret.  konda.     Conj.  kondi.     Infin.  kunnan.     Pres.  Part,  kunnanti. 

Otfrid  has,  as  with  unnan,  a  secondary  preterite  form  in  -sla, 
originally  konsta,  and  there  is  a  rare  Bavarian  form  kunda.  The  old 

Past  Part,  kund  has  become  an  adjective. 

(e)  gi-tar  =  I  dare.     PI.  giturrun.     P.p.  gitorran. 

379  Series  V.     (a)  ginag  =  'it  suffices  '  only  occurs  in  this  one  form. 

(b)  mag  =  I  am  able  (physically). 
Pres.  mag,  maht,  mag,  magun,  magut,  magun.     Conj.  megi. 

Pret.  mania.     Pres.  Part,  maganti.     Infin.  magan. 

Beside  these  forms,  which  are  the  oldest,  others  are  developed  with 

root-vowel  u  in  the  Plural :  first  in  Franconian  with  T.  and  O.  Thus  : 

mugun,  mugnt,  mugun(enf).  Similarly,  in  the  Preterite  the  form 

mohla(:  seolla)  creeps  in  beside  mania.  These  new  forms  then  pass 

into  Alemannic  and  are  all  regularly  used  by  Notker  except  mohla. 

Otfrid  retained  the  older  Conjunctive  form  megi  beside  mngi,  and  in 

Bavarian  these  older  forms  magen,  &c,  lasted  till  the  close  of  the 

eleventh  century.     PBB.  xv.  210. 

380  Series  VI.     muo?  =  I  may. 

Pres.  muoz  (muaz,,  vwaz^  ?no£),  mnost,  miwz,,  mnoz}in,  muozfnt  (Alem.), 
muozpn.     Conj.  muozj. 

Pret.  mnosa,  mnosim  {innoson,  Alem.).     Conj.  muosu 
Williram  has  a  Preterite  muosta. 

eigun  =  we  possess.  Of  eigun  (Got.  dih),  eigul,  eigun  there  is  in 
OHG.  no  singular.  Conj.  eigi.  Imperative  eigint.  The  Participle 

eigan  is  an  adjective. 

The  verb  is  comparatively  rarely  used  and  disappears  in  the  eleventh 

century,  when  it  is  replaced  in  its  functions  by  haben. 
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In   Rl>  there  is  found  a    form   tigames   in   which   the    inflectional 
vowel  of  the  Present  lias  been  carried  through,  representing  the  oldest 

form  of  the  1st  person  plural  (325). 

B.     Verbs  in  -mi  (295). 

(1)  The  verb  substantive.  381 

(2)  iuon. 

(3)  g**  an^  ttSn* 

(4)  wollen. 

(1)  The  verb  substantive  in  OHG.  derives  from  three  roots: —  382 

(a)  Root  *es  (IG.  *es-mi,  *s-mcs,  *s-ie-m). 

(b)  Root  *bheu  (Gk.  <£vco,  Lat/01),  OE.  beo-m,  OS.  biu-m,  OHG. b-im. 

(c)  Gmc.  strong  verb  *wes-%  Got.  wisan,  ON.  vera,  OE.  wesan, 
OHG.  wesan. 

From  (<7)  are  formed  the  3rd  pers.  sing,  and  pi.  pres.  indie.,  the 

conj.  sing,  and  pi. 

From  (a)  and  (b)  are  formed  the  1st  and  2nd  sing,  and  pi.  indie,  pres. 

From  (c)  are  formed  the  pret.  ind.  and  conj.,  the  imper.,  and  the 

participles. 

The  infinitive  (sin)  is  an  OHG.  innovation. 

Got.             OHG.  Got.            OHG. 

Pres.  Sg.  tm  bim  Pres.  Conj.  sijdu  si 
is  bis/  (bis)  sijdis  sis(i) 
is/  is/  sijdi  si 

PI.  sijum  birum  (-un,  -nines')  sijdima  si?n(-es),  sin sijnft  bind  (bir/,  bircn/,  bint)  sijdip  si/,  sin/ 
sind  sin/  (sin/un)  sijdina  sin 

The  W.  Gmc.  present  is  formed  from  a  mingling  of  root  *es  with  383 

root  *bheu :  OHG.  bim,  OS.    bium  beside  Got.  tm,  and  bis/  beside 
Got.  m  ;  birum,  birut  <—  \^bhai  +    Ves  +  pret.  ending.     Only  OE. 

has  a  full  Present  from  the  root  *bheii,  which  root  is  entirely  lacking 
in  Got.  and  OX. 

The  preterite  and  other  forms  are  derived  regularly  from  Vwes,  thus 

pret.  was,  wari,  was,  wdrun.  Imper.  wis.  Infin.  wesan.  Part,  present 

wesan /i.  [aruueraner  =  Lat.  confecius  preserves  the  old  past  part,  of 

wesan,  but  is  only  used  as  adj.] 

i.  In  the  Ind.  and  Conj.  pres.  forms  of  wesan  are  occasionally  used 

(cf.  Otfrid,  ii.  9.  19),  and  again  for  the  Infin.  wesan  Otfrid  frequently 
uses  the  new  form  sin,  which  occurs  first  in  Is.  and  T.,  but  with  Notker 

predominates  over  wesan. 
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ii.  The  2nd  pers.  sing,  of  the  indicative  rarely  occurs  without  / :  bist 

is  found  already  in  the  earliest  texts,  which  in  other  verbs  have  only 

forms  in  -s,  uimis,  neris,  &c. :  it  may  have  been  lent  by  the  pret.  pres. 

o;  by  3rd  pars,  ist.  When  bis  is  found  in  T.  (and  Rb)  it  is  possibly 

not  original,  but  merely  false  resolution  of  bist  +  tu  into  bis-tu  ; 
yet  bis  occurs  regularly  in  the  Bavarian  poem  Daz,  himilriche  of 
about  1 185. 

Sintun  (M.),  sindun  (Is.),  which  adds  a  secondary  ending  to  a 

primary  form,  probably  arose  through  analogy  to  the  preterite  presents, 

helped  perhaps  by  the  preterite  endings  of  birum,  bimt. 

iii.  For  the  imper.  wis  a  form  bis  occurs  once  in  OHG.  (Rb  Gl.  i. 

425  pis). 

384      (2)  tuon.     Normal  forms.     (Tatian.) 

Pres.  Ind.  Sg.  tuon Conj.  tuo,  tuoe Imper.  Sg.  tuo 
tuos(t) 

tuesfj),  tuoest PI.  tuomes iuot 
tuo,  tuoe 

„    tuot PI.  tuo fnes  (- 

Oil) 

(tuem,  tuo  em) 
tuot tiiet,  tuoei(-ent) 
iuonl tuen,  tuoen Pres.  Part,  tuonti 

Past       „    gitan 
Pret.  Ind.  Sg.  ieta Conj.  tdti tdti 

tdtls(t) 

ieta tdti 

PI.  tatum  {-times) tdtim  (-imes) 
tdtut tdtit 
tdtun tdtln 

385  There  is  great  confusion  of  forms  within  the  system  of  this  verb  : 

how  great  may  be  seen  from  the  various  forms  for  the  2nd  pers.  sing. : 

tuos,  duas,  tuas,  toos,  toas,  duost,  tois,  duis,  ducst,  tuest,  deist.  Braune 

claims  that  all  these  derive  from  the  one  IG.  root  dhe  :  dhb  (Gk. 

riOr)ixt) :  that  the  forms  in  which  0  appears  not  diphthongized,  e.  g.  torn, 

&c,  are  the  oldest,  and  that  then  the  0  — >  oa,  ua,  uo,  and  also  the 

influence  of  the  Graded  verb  made  itself  felt  in  adding  an  inflectional 

vowel,  before  which  the  diphthong  usually  occurs  as  ii.  Thus 

Pa.,  K.  toam,  toat,  B.H.  tuam,  Musp.  tuo,  while  the  influence  of  the 

Graded  verb  shows  itself  in  such  forms  as  R.  tdit,  Is.  duoe,  N.  tiien, 

iuoemes,  &c,  when  the  root  to,  tuo  is  given  thematic  inflections.  Wil- 
manns,  on  the  other  hand,  claims  that  the  various  forms  which  occur 

in  OHG.  point  to  varying  stems  in  Gmc.     Thus  : — 
1.  The  usual  Pres.  Ind.  tuon,  Opt.  tuo,  Imper.  tuo,  must  derive  from 

a  Gmc.  stem  do,  possibly  IG.  dho  in  gradation  relation  with  dhe. 

2.  In  Alemannic  forms  occur  of  the  Optative  as  if  derived  not  from 
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a  form  do  but  from  an  extended  form  in  -0/0.    Notker  (Psalms)  writes 
Con].  Tics,  tuoic.  Utoiest,  &c,  but  mostly  does  not  mark  the  /,  writing 

tuoe,  twist,  &c,     Elsewhere  also  the  form  tuoge  is  found. 

3.  In  South  Rh.  Franconian  (O.)  the  forms  which  occur  are  derived 
from  a  form  du.  O.  has  for  the  Plural  Pres.  Ind.  ducn,  duct,  ducnt,  and 

for  the  Sing,  dues,  dual  beside  duis,  did/.  This  ui  =  ue  is  a  diphthong, 
not  u  +  i  or  //  +  e. 

4.  In  Mid.  Franc,  forms  deist,  deit  must  derive  either  from  the  root 

dhe  +  thematic  endings  or  from  an  extended  stem  dheio.  See  Braune, 

§  380  ;  PBB.  ix.  508-9  ;  Wilmanns,  iii,  §  33. 

(3)  gan  and  stan.  386 

Beside  the  usual  forms  of  the  verbs  gangan  and  s/anlan,  the  verbs 

gan  and  stan  (originally  -mi  verbs,  perhaps  from  same  root)  are  found, 
which  are  frequently  erroneously  explained  as  contracted  forms  of 

gangan  and  stantan.  They  appear  either  as  gan,  stan,  or  as  gen,  sten. 

The  former  prevail  in  Alem.,  while  Bavarian  and  Franconian  have 

mostly  -e. 
Pre S.  Ind. 

Conj 

Imper. 
Alem. Fr.  Bav. 

Sg.  gam gem[n) 

g* 

Sg.  {gang) 

g^J) geS(t),  geist 
<?*".  ges 

(') PI.  games,  gemes,  gen 

gat 
get*  g^'t

 

get 

„  gat,  get PL  games gan,  gemes,  gen 

gen 

gat 

get 

get 

Pres.  Part.  ̂ ////',  genti 
gant 

gent 

gen 

Infin.  ̂ a«,  ̂ « 

6'A/;/,  sten  is  inflected  in  precisely  similar  fashion.  387 
i.  For  an  explanation  of  the  twofold  vowel  see  Wilmanns,  iii,  §  35, 

and  PBB.  xi.  41. 

ii.  Although  the  forms  in  -c  are  only  Franconian  and  Bavarian,  both 
Otfrid  and  Tatian  have  the  infin.  stan,  the  1st  pers.  sing,  stan, 

an.l  the  part,  stanti.  Further,  the  3rd  pers.  sing,  gat,  stdt  appears  less 

often  than  get,  stet  (Tatian). 

iii.  Otfrid  has  the  2nd  and  3rd  pers.  sing,  geist,  steist,  geit, 
skit. 

iv.  In  Alem.  only  -a  forms  are  found. 

v.  Very  late  in  OHG.  a  form  gie  (cf.  lie  353)  appears  for  the  1st  and 

3rd  pers.  sing.  pret.  Merig.  has  this  twice.  Brg.  ii ;  PBB.  xxiii. 

315;  I.F.  xii.  197. 

(4)  wellan.  388 

The  verb  wellan  [ivollen)  presents  a  medley  of  old  forms  with  others 

analogous  to  the  preterite  presents  and  the  Non-Graded  verbs  in  -en. 
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It  is  derived  from  root  *uel,  the  Optative  of  which  already  in  Pr.Gmc. 

had  the  functions  of  an  Indicative  ;  cf.  Got.  wiljdu  —  I  will,  &c.  A 
Conj.  was  formed  to  this,  and  a  Non-Graded  preterite,  Got.  wilda, 

ON.  vilda,  OHG.  welta,  formed  from  strong  grade  of  root.  OHG.  welta 
is  rare,  and  the  usual  wolta  seems  to  have  been  formed  from  reduced 

grade  *wlda—>zvulda,  and  by  a-mutation  wolta,  OE.  wolde. 

Pres.  Ind.  willu  (e,  a,  o),  wella,  will,  wile,  wil 
ivili  wile,  wil,  zvilis,  wilt 
wilt  wile,  willi,  wilil,  wil 
wellemes  wollemes,  wellen,  wollen 
wellet  wollet,  wollent,  wellent 
wellent  wellant,  wollent,  wolent 

389  i.  In  the  older  texts  willu  is  the  regular  form,  Is.,  K.,  B.,  O.,  but  O. 

has  also  iville  and  Tatian  willa  (PBB.  iv.  379  and  vi.  258) ;  the  other 
forms  are  late  OHG. 

ii.  For  the  2nd  and  3rd  pers.  wili  is  the  normal  form  :  wilt  occurs 

in  Williram  and  wilit  in  O.  {willi  once  in  Pa.  and  K.),  after  the  analogy 

of  the  -jan  verbs. 
iii.  The  e  of  the  other  plural  forms  is  probably  borrowed  from 

OHG.  wellen,  to  choose,  Got.  waljan, and  is  certainly  mutated  a— >e. 
not  Gmc.  e,  as  was  formerly  assumed.     PBB.  ix.  563. 

iv.  The  present  plural  and  the  preterite  have  only  0  in  Franconian. 

O.  and  T.  both  write  wollemes  (en),  &c.  In  UG.  the  e  forms  remain 

prevalent,  both  in  the  present  and  in  the  preterite  :  welta ;  elsewhere 
wolta  is  usual. 



CHAPTER    VI 

NOMINAL  AND  PRONOMINAL  SYSTEM 

NOUNS 

In  IG.  nouns  and  adjectives  were  declined  in  the  same  way,  but  the  390 
pronoun  had  different  inflection,  and  this  distinction  in  inflection  is 

reflected  in  all  Gmc.  languages.  In  Germanic  the  substantive  pre- 
serves in  the  main  the  original  nominal  inflection,  the  pronoun  the 

original  pronominal,  while  the  adjective  declension  has  become  a 
compound  of  both. 

IG.  had  three  genders  :  Masculine,  Feminine,  and  Neuter,  and  three 
Numbers  :  Singular,  Dual,  and  Plural ;  of  these  Germanic  retained  the 

three  genders  and  two  numbers — Singular  and  Plural,  but  it  lost  the 
Dual  almost  entirely. 

IG.  had  eight  cases  :  Nominative,  Vocative,  Accusative,  Genitive, 
Dative,  Ablative,  Locative,  and  Instrumental. 

Of  these  Gmc.  has  preserved  the  first  four,  though  in  W.  Gmc.  the  391 

Vocative  coincided  with  the  Nominative.  To  do  duty  for  the  re- 
maining four,  Gmc,  in  the  main,  retains  but  one,  termed  the  Dative, 

which  may  in  form  be  the  descendant  of  any  one  of  the  four,  though 
in  the  plural  it  has  usually  descended  from  the  IG.  Instrumental,  and 
in  the  singular  from  either  the  Locative  or  the  Instrumental.  A 
separate  case  with  Instrumental  function  occurs  in  Gothic  only  in  a  few 

fossilized  forms:  J>e,  hi\  and  in  OHG.  only  in  the  a-  and  /-stems  of 
nouns  and  adjectives.  Traces  of  a  separate  case  for  the  Locative  are 
still  more  rare. 

According  to  the  ending  of  the  stem,  nominal  inflexion   is  either  392 
vocalic,  if  the  stem  ended  in  a  vowel,  or  consonantal,  if  it  ended  in 
a  consonant. 

Noun  declension  in  OHG.  varied,  as  in  all  other  Gmc.  languages, 

according  to  the  nature  of  the  stem-suffix  which  had  been  added  to  the 
root.  The  case-suffixes  were  originally  identical  in  all  declensions, 
distinguishing  masculine,  feminine,  and  neuter  in  the  Nominative  and 
Accusative,  and  the  later  differences  arose  solely  from  the  difference 

in  stem-ending,  and  the  fusion  of  these  with  the  case-suffix. 
Il67  M 



Ace. 

-?is 

Gen. 

-dm 

Dat. -bh  or  -m 

Inst. -ois,\\\i\\e'.  0  stems 
-m      „    all  others 

Loc. -sti,  -si? 
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According  to  the  original  stem-ending  the  following  classes  of  nouns 

are  distinguished  in  OHG.  stems  :  A  stems  (-Ja,  -wa)  ;  O  stems  (-Jo) ; 
I  stems  ;  U  stems,  and  Consonant  stems. 

It  is  at  first  sight  not  an  easy  matter  to  determine  to  which  class  the 

nouns  respectively  belong,  as,  owing  to  the  fall  of  final  vowels  and 

consonants,  many  IG.  and  even  Pr.  Gmc.  distinctions,  notably  that 

between  masculine  and  feminine  noun-stems,  have  vanished,  and  the 

Nom.  Sing,  of  various  stems  are  left  identical  in  appearance  :  e.  g. 

Jamb,  wort,  tag,  anst,  while  the  Plural  shows  that  they  differ  from  one 

another :  e.  g.  lembir,  wort,  taga,  ensti. 

393  The  original  case-endings  of  IG.  (omitting  those  which  have  left  no 

trace  in  OHG.)  were:  — 

Sg.  Nom.    -s,  or  without  an  ending.  PI.  Nom.  -es 
-m  (neuter) 

Ace.      -m 
Gen.     -so,  s?o,  -s  (pronominal  form) 
Dat.      -at 

Inst.      -(0,  e  )  -0,  -m 

(a)  -a,  -m Loc.      -i,  or  without  ending. 

A.     Vocalic  (Strong  Declension). 

I.     A  Declension. 

394  This  declension  comprised  those  nouns,  Masculine  and  Neuter, 

whose  stem  in  Pr.  Gmc.  ended  in  -a :  it  corresponds  to  the  Greek  and 

Latin  0-declension,  and  is  thus  from  the  IG.  standpoint  often  termed 
the  0-declension. 

1.  Pure  A  stems,     a.  Masculine  Nouns. 

Pr.  Gmc.  Got.  OHG. 

Sg.  Nom.  -a-z  dags  tag 
Ace.    -a-m  dag  tag 
Gen.  -e-so  dagis  tages,  -as,  -is 
Dat.    -at  daga  fog?,  ~a> 
Inst.    -<?,  -e  tagu,  -0 

PI.  Nom.  -o-z  dagos  taga,  -a 
Ace.    -a-nz  dagans  taga,  -a 
Gen.  -5{in)  dage  tago 
Dat.    -o-miz  dagam  tagum 

395  i.  Nom.  Sg.  The  IG.  case  termination  was  -j,  which  was  added  to 

the  stem  ending  -0.  IG.  *ekuos,  Gk.  iWos,  Lat.  equo-s.  This  -os  in 
Gmc.  became  az.  The  -z  fell  already  in  W.  Gmc.  and  the  -a  becoming 

final  fell  also  :  e.  g.  W.  Gmc.  *daga  ->  OHG.  tag. 
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ii.  Ace.  Sg.     The  IG.  case  termination  was  -m,  *eku<hmi  Gk.  wnro-v,  396 
I. at.  i>iiw-m.     In  Pr.  Gmc.  this  -w  became  -»,  then  fell,  leaving  the 
vowel  unprotected,  and  this  fell  also. 

It  should  be  noted  that  Proper  nouns  ending  in  a  consonant,  which 

are  declined  by  this  declension,  sometimes  show  in  OIIG.  an  Accusa- 

tive in  -an,  as  do  also  certain  other  words  frequently  used  as  Appella- 

tives :  e.g.  truhlinan,  /'a/eran,  mannan,  and  (once)  eo/a?i(  =  Go//)  in 

PR.  (Otfrid,  v.  17.  62  Poldnan,  Ace.  to  Poloni '=  Stella  Polaris). 
This  -an  is  the  adjectival  termination  for  the  Accusative,  and  is  natural 
with  Gmc.  Proper  names  which  were,  to  start  with,  compounds  with 

adjectival  meaning.  Their  influence  affected  foreign  names,  and  there 

were  formed  Pet  rasa  n,  Zachariasan,  C/in'slan,  &c,  on  the  analogy  of 
Hluduigan  (battle-famous),  Harlmuotan  (boldheart),  Werinprahtan,  &c. 
/  iii.  Gen.  Sg.  The  normal  OHG.  form  is  -cs :  tages,  formed  from  397 

the  pronominal  ending -jo  in  IG.  (*fie-so,  Got.  fits)  with  vowel-gradation 
of  stem  eso  :  oso,  but  this  IG.  -e,  being  in  unaccented  syllable,  — >  i  in 
Pr.  Gmc.  and  was  weakened  in  OHG.  to  a  colourless  -e.  The 

OHG.  form  in  -as  is  not,  as  might  at  first  sight  appear,  the  original 

-as  from  IG.  -oso  (which  would  give  Gmc.  -as,  but  a  later  dialect  varia- 
tion which  occurs  especially  in  Bavarian  after  the  close  of  the  ninth 

century.  This  -as  for  -es  is  extremely  rare  in  Franc,  but  masas  occurs 
in  the  Stein  Gl.  602  ;  cf.  Franck,  Alto.  Gr.,  §  131. 

The  ending  -es  of  W.  Gmc.  Genitive  (OE.  dzejes,  OS.  dagas,  OHG. 
tages)  presents  many  difficulties.  When  the  accent  lay  on  the  root  of 

the  noun  (as  it  is  assumed  to  have  done  in  Gmc.)  Pr.  Gmc.  -es  would 

become  -iz  and  the  final  -z  would  fall  in  W.  Gmc.  Two  possibilities 

would  account  for  the  retention  of  -s :  (1)  there  may  have  been  a 
fluctuation  of  accent  in  some  nouns  and  the  Gen.  have  had  the  accent 

on  the  stem  and  not  the  root,  in  which  case  Pr.  Gmc.  -e's  would  remain 
\V.  Gmc.  -es  ;  or  (2)  the  noun  may  have  borrowed  the  ending  from  the 
Genitive  of  the  demonstrative  pronoun  which,  being  monosyllabic,  was 

stressed,  and  therefore  Pr.  Gmc.  *J>e'so  became  *W.  Gmc.  fies,  OHG. 
<ls.  whence  by  analogy  OHG.  tages. 

iv.  Dat.  Sing.     The  normal  form  is  -c.tage.     The  case-ending  in  398 

IG.  was  -ai,  which  with  the  -0  of  the  stem  became  -01;  cf.  Gk.  iWo), 

Lat.  equoi.     This  in  N.  and  W.  Gmc.  — ->  -at  which,  being  unaccented, 

passed  first  to  -/,  and  then,  being  final,  to  -e.     In  OHG.  -a  for  -e  in  the 
Dative  is  found  in  UG.  monuments  and  three  times  in  T. 

Got.  daga  is  probably  in  origin  an  Instrumental  from  dago'd.  OHG. 

jfagw  — >  Pr.  Gmc.  fiag-o  or  -e,  cf.  Got.  Ive,  fie,  Ivammeh),  as  the 
Normal  Dative  would  have  been  daga/. 

M  2 
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399  v.  Instrumental.  The  Instrumental  is  in  OHG.  only  found  in  the 

Singular  of  the  o-  and  ?'-stems,  and  ends  in  -u  (  <—  Grac,  -o).  In  the 
earliest  monuments  it  is  used  indifferently  for  the  Dative  or  Instrumental, 

then  it  is  restricted  to  use  with  the  prepositions  mit,  ze,  hi,  and  finally 

it  is  replaced  by  the  Dative  in  all  its  functions.  The  -u  is  preserved  in 

OHG.  iagu>  OS.  dagu,  and  was  weakened  to  -o  at  the  close  of  the 
ninth  century.     (But  see  Walde,  Germ.  Ausl,  p.  77.) 

400  vi.  Nom.  PI.  The  Nominative  termination  was  in  IG.  -es,  which 

combined  with  the  stem  termination  -0,  giving  in  IG.  -os,  in  Gmc, 

Got.  -os :  dagos,  ON.  dagar.  The  quantity  of  final  -a  in  OHG, 
is  doubtful :  the  Nom.  form  to  be  expected  would  be  iaga  (283). 

Notker  marks  the  -a  occasionally  as  long  (nine  times  in  all) ;  but  the 

evidence  of  the  Nom.  PI.  of  theyVz-stems  (Ja—^e)  goes  also  to  prove 
that  it  was  short,  or  at  any  rate  had  very  early  become  short  (before 

the  development  of  -ja  to  -e).  It  may  be  that  the  Accusative  had  sup- 

planted the  Nominative.1     See  PBB.  ii.  135. 
vii.  Ace.  PI.  The  Accusative  form  to  be  expected  is  iaga  with  loss 

in  W.  Gmc.  oi-nz)  Streitberg,  U.G.  §  172. 

401  viii.  Gen.  PI.  The  termination  in  IG.  of  the  Genitive  was  -dm, 

which  with  the  stem-ending  -0  gave  -dm,  Gk.  wv  (this  -0  was 

apparently  then  extended  to  all  stems,  whether  originally  0-stems  or 
not) :  OHG.  /ago. 

The  Gothic  -<?  is  unparalleled  in  any  other  IG.  language  :  it  maybe 
a  purely  Gothic  innovation,  or  perhaps  vowel  gradation:  e:  0;  cf. 
PBB.  xvii.  570. 

402  ix.  Dat.  PI.  The  Dative,  as  has  been  stated,  at  an  early  period 

was  replaced  by  the  Instrumental  in  its  functions.  The  case-ending 

was  in  IG.  -mis  (this  -?nis  appears  as  -ms  in  W.  Gmc.  Datives  of  names 
in  Latin  inscriptions,  as  AJlifns,  Valvims ;  cf.  Streitberg,  U.G.  §  172). 

The  OHG.  form  admits  of  two  interpretations :  either  (a)  the  ending 

-mis  was  added  to  the  vanishing  grade  of  the  stem  ;  -s  in  unaccented 

syllable  — >  -z,  which  fell  in  W.Gmc,  and  sonant  -m  yielded  -u,  hence 

dag-nm  ;  or  (b)  -ms  was  added  to  the  0-grade,  IG.  -0  remained  before 

-///  (Pr.  Gmc.  *drago?n),  and  then  before  -m  became  in  all  dialects  -u : 

OE.  dayum,  OS.  dagum,  OHG.  iagum;  Brugmann  3,  §  269. 
Of  the  double  forms  -nn  and  -on  for  the  Dative  PI.  the  prevailing  one 

is  -tin  in  Isidor  and  UG.  and  -on  in  Franconian. 

1  OS.  dagos  (Hild.  6  helidos),  OE.  dajas,  are  insufficiently  explained,  as  final  -s 
would  have  fallen  in  W.  Gmc.  :  they  are  generally  assumed  to  base  upon  an  IG. 

extended  form  os :  es,  from  which  possibly  Got.  -os  and  O.  Fris.  -ar  (Jislw)  also 
derive,     Cf.  Wjlmanns,  iii,  §  160,  and  Bethge,  §  318, 
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or  -an  :  Bamb. 
In  very  late  texts  -<//   is  found:   M.M.,  Kzzo,  &C 

Glaube,  werchan. 

An  apparently  uninfleeted  Dative  is  found  in  three  words  :  hits,  dor/, 

holz  (T.  and  O.).  It  is  perhaps  a  trace  of  an  original  Locative  in  c\  <\ 
in  which  -c  would  have  fallen  in  Gmc.  after  long  syllable. 

Most  Masculine  nouns  in  OHG.  are  inflected  like  tag:  thus— 
403 

arm,  arm 

bergt  hill 
boug,  armlet 
fingar,  finger 

fisk,  fish 
/'gal,  bird 

/ia/s,  neck 
himil,  heaven 
kuning,  king 
le/s,  lip 

leih)  melody 

mag.  kinsman 

nid,  envy 

rat,  help,  counsel 

regan,  rain sind,  path 

&fa«,  treasure 
thegan,  thane 

and  a  few  foreign  words,  as  bisco/  martyr,  &c. 

Note.— Words  in  at,  ar,  an  following  a  long  root-syllable  have  at 
first  the  a  only  in  the  Norn,  and  Ace.  Sing.,  but  gradually  it  creeps 

into  all  cases :  e.  g.  fingar,  fingres,fingr  urn,  but  later  finga res, fingar urn. 
Words  with  short  root  of  course  retain  the  a  throughout  from  the 
earliest  limes. 

b.  Neuter  Nouns. 404 

Got. OHG. 
Sg.  Nom.  icaurd 

Ace. 
Gen.   waurdis 
Dat.    waiird 

PI.  waurdc 
Sg.  wort 

PI.  ivort 

waurde 
ivaurdam 

ivortes,  -as 

zvorte,  -a 

worto 

ivortum,  -on,  -un 

i.  Nom.  and  Ace.  Sing,  develop  like  the  Masc.  Ace.  Sing. 

As  regards  the  Genitive  and  Dative  cases  of  the  Neuter  nouns,  what 

has  been  said  of  the  Masculine  applies  to  them  also  :  they  differ  only 
in  the  Nom.  and  Ace.  PI. 

ii.  Nom.  and  Ace.  PI.  An  original  -a  must  be  assumed  in  IG. 

This  -a  became  in  Gmc.  -b  (which  is  preserved  as  -5  in  Gothic  mono- 

syllables ;  cf.  fib) ;  Pr.  Gmc.  -b  when  final  became  in  E.  Gmc.  -a,  in 
N.  and  W.  Gmc.  -u,  which  falls  after  a  long  but  remains  after  a 

short  syllable.  In  OHG.  this  -u  has  fallen  entirely,  only  leaving 

traces  of  its  existence  in  the  Alem.  diminutives  in  -ii  (Franc,  -tin), 

which  have  their  Plural  in  -liu  (though  -in  in  the  oblique  cases) :  Nom. 

Ace.  PI.  chinditiu  to  chindilin,  ephiliu  to  ephilin,  &c.,  and  in  the  Neuter 

of  the  /<z-stems  in  Tatian,  cunnu.  A  certain  number  of  words  in 

-in  (Fr.),  -i  (UG.),  as  chussi,  pekhi,  einberi,  are  treated  in  the  same 
war. 
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405 2.  JA  stems. 

Masculine. 

Got. OHG. 
Sg. Nom.  hairdeis 

Ace.    hairdi 
Gen.    hairdeis 

Dat.     hairdja 
Inst. 

hirli 
hirli 
hirtes 

hir/ie,  -e 
hir/iu,  -u,  -o 

PL Nom.  hairdjds 
Ace.    hairdjans 
Gen.    hairdje 
Dat.    hairdjavi 

hir/e,  -a 

hirte,  -a 
hirteo,  -w,  -o 
hirium,  -im,  -on,  -un. 

Neuter. 

Sg. 

Nom.  £i0u' Ace.       „ 

Gen.    kunjis 
Dat.     £k«/<2 
Inst. 

kunni >> 

kunnes 

kunnie,  -c 
kunniu,  -u,  -o 

PI. Nom.  Zv////<7 
Ace.        ,, 

Gen.     kunje 
Dat.     kunjavi 

kunni 

kuntieo,  -io,  -o 
kunnini,  -in,  -om,  -on,  -un. 

406  i.  For  case  terminations  see  above.  In  the  Nominative  and  Accu- 

sative Singular,  as  in  tag,  the  bare  root  +/  stands,  case-suffix  and 

stem-vowel  have  fallen,  leaving  -j final:  *hirij,  and  final  -j  is  vocalized 
to  -i. 

In  the  Nominative  and  Accusative  Plural  Masc.  final  -ja  in  the  earliest 

period  becomes  -e  (279),  so  that  the  oldest  form  of  Nominative  Plural 
is  hirte,  which  is  found  in  Pa.  and  Ka.  without  exception.  In  the 

ninth  century  they-stems  began  to  be  confused  with  the  pure  ̂ -sterns, 
and  the  Nominative  hirta  was  formed. 

ii.  The  oldest  form  of  Dative  Singular  is  -ie  (Ps.  138  and  Ra  cntie, 

O.  herie,  Lw.  chunnie).  Otfrid  has  occasionally  forms  in  -i:  eimvigi, 

anagengi,  heri.     The  ending  -e  is  of  later  date. 
407  iii.  The  Nominative  and  Accusative  Plural  Neuter  is  normally  the 

bare  root  +/,  kunni,  without  final  -u,  but  Franconian  (T.)  has  forms 

in  -iu  and,  with  loss  of  -i,  in  -u :  e.  g.  nezziu,  giwatiu,  beru,  cunnu, 
gibirgu,  &c. 

iv.  The  Dative  Plural  has  -um  (-un,  -on)  like  tf-stem,  or  -im  (-in). 

The  latter  is  probably  the  regular  development  of  the  older  -iom,  -iem 

and  not  an  analogical  formation  from  the  z-stems  (PBB.  vi.  22  r  and 

vii.   113).      Masculine  nouns    prefer  -im  in  Franconian  and  -um  in 
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UG.,  while  Neuters  in  UG.  generally,  and  nearly  always  in
  Franconian, 

have  'im. 

Words  declined  like  hirti  are  :—  
408 

am,  hireling  puzzi,  Lat.  puteus 

{Jant)dai,  robber  ////,  dill 

foWf,  millet  kw»i  wheat 

hrucki,  back  ^  ordinator 

lahhi,  leech  «»«!  friend 

and  the  nouns  in  -art,  nomina  agentis,  as  &7<7/7,  //^r/,  &c,  to  which 

should  be  added  the  foreign  words  altari  and  karkaru 

v.  Words  with  zr  before  the  -j  show  double  forms  :  gouwi,  gewi. 

Note.— Beside  suffix  -aria  suffix  -eri also  appears  frequently  ;  thus, 

although  it  is  clear  from  Notker's  accentuation  that  the  -a  in 
 -an  was 

Ion"-  the  presence  of  forms  in  -ari  must  also  be  assumed,  since  in 

Franconian  (Is.  and  Otf.)  such  forms  as  skaherz,  driageri,  sanghen
 

nepheri,  safari,  &c.,  occur,  showing  mutation.  In  Alemann
ic  the  fall 

of  they"  frequently  caused  gemination  of  the  r  in  these  nouns  ending 
in  -art',  betari—betarres. 

3.  WA  stems. 

These  differ  from  the  ̂ -sterns  only  in  the  Nominative  and  Accusa-  409 

live  Singular  and  the  Neuter,  Nominative,  and  Accusative  Plural,
  where 

the  final  -w  is  vocalized  to  -0. 

Neuter.  Masculine. 

Got.  OHG.  OHG. 

Sg.  Norn.  Ace.      hum  kneo  sneo,  sne 

°  Gen.  kniwis  knaves  snewes 
Dat.  kniwa  knewe  snewe 

PI.  Norn.  Ace.      kniwa  kneo  snewa,  a 

Gen.  kniwe  knewo  sn'ewo 

Dat.  kniwam  knezvum,  -un,  -on  sn'ewum,  -tin,  -on 

i.  Already  in  the  ninth  century  ̂ -sterns  with  preceding  long  vowel,  410 

as  hleo,  seo,  sneo,  e'o,  &c,  lost  their  final  -0 :  thus  hie,  se,  sne',  &c.    
 This 

fall  of  the  w  in  the  Nominative  seems  to  have  influenced  occas
ionally 

the  oblique  cases,  as  in  these  also  the  zv  is  now  and  then  absent
 :  rees, 

sees,  es,  &c. 

ii.  When  the  w  followed  on  a  consonant,  a  secondary  vowel,  mostly 

a,  but  sometimes  0  or  e,  was  often  developed :  e.  g.  skato,  genitive 

skatwes  or  skatawes,  dative  ska/zee  or  skatawe. 

iii.  The  words  bit,  spriu,  sou,  ton,  seem  never  to  have  had  a  final  0
: 

they  appear  to  have  had  -ww  in  Pr.  Gmc.  and   thus  show
  final  -u. 



.  Nom. *-o   PI.  *~oz 

giba gibos 

geba 

Ace. -on         -oz 

giba 
gibos 

geba 

Gen. -oz         -on 

gibos 

gibo geba 
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Oiher  words  declined  like  kneo  are  : 

horo,  dirt  melo,  dust  Ireso,  treason 

hreo,  corpse        stro,  straw  zeso,  right 

II.     O  declension. 

411  This  declension  includes  Feminine  nouns  only,  and  forms  the  com- 

plement to  the  ̂ -declension  of  Masculine  and  Neuter  nouns.  It 

corresponds  to  the  Gk.  and  Lat.  ̂ -declension,  and  is  therefore  some- 
times termed  the  a-declension. 

It  also  is  subdivided  into  pure  J-stems  and  /J-stems :  the  zw-stems 

are  treated  in  the  same  way  as  the  pure  J-stems. 

6  stems. 

Pr.  Gmc.  Got.  OHG. 

geba 
geba 

geba  (-u,  -0)    gebbno
 

Dat.    
  
-oi      

  
-omiz  

  
gibdi  

 
gibom  

    
gebu,  -0  gebdm, 

 
-on,  ~nn 

412  JO  stems. 

OHG. 

(a)  Sg.  Nom.  snnlc,  -ea,  -ia,  sunta  PI.  sunk,  -ea,  -id,  suntd 
■**-CC.  55  55  55  ?5  '.1  '»  >)  >) 
Gen.         ,,        ,,     ,,        ,,  sunleono,  suntbno 
Dat.      suntiu,  suntu  sunleom,  -dm,  -on. 

(b)  Sg.  Nom.    kuningin  PI.  kuninginnd 

Ace.      kuninginna  (-in)  kuninginnd 
Gen.    kuninginna  kuninginnono 

Dat.      kuninginnu  kuningin  nom,  -on 

413  i.  Nominative  Singular.  In  IG.  the  nominative  singular  ended  in  -a 

without  suffix  :  Skr.  kdnid,  Gk.  0z&,  Lat.  dea.  This  IG.  -a  gave  Pr.  Gmc. 

-<?— >  a  in  Gothic  when  final  (unless  preserved  by  enclitics,  or  in  mono- 

syllables, e.  g.  in  aino-hun  ( =  Lat.  nulla),  so,  &c).  In  W.  Gmc.  the 
final  -0  became  -u,  which  was  syncopated  after  a  long  syllable  and  in 

polysyllabic  nouns.  Thus  in  OHG.  the  nominative  should  end  in  -u 
after  a  short  and  be  without  a  final  vowel  after  a  long  syllable ;  cf. 

OE.  31'efu  beside  lar  (283).  The  OHG.  nominative  form  in  -a  is 
that  of  the  accusative  which  has  passed  into  the  nominative.  There 

are,  however,  in  some  of  the  oldest  monuments,  B.,  R.,  Is.,  Monsee 

Fr.,  instances  of  the  regular  nominative  form  without  final  vowel  after 

long  syllable :  e.  g.  Isidor,  chimeinidh  (=  gimeinilh),  and  in  the  Ker. 

Gl.  several  words  in  -unc,  as   kisamanunc,  feslinunc,  uuerdtmc.     To 
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these  may  be  reckoned  a  number  of  J-stems  which  show,  beside  the 

usual  nominative  in  -a.  a  nominative  without  final  vowel :  these  are 

buoz,  ha!l>.  huu'il  uuls,  stunt:  they  are  used  in  formulae  and  standing- 

expressions,  such  as  ander  halb,  thin  stunt,  ander  wis.  The  regular 

nominative  is  further  found  in  the  proper  names  declined  like  \hejb- 

stems  and  in  words  ending  in  -in  and  -////,  as  burdin,  wurgun,  &c.  The 

nouns  with  termination  -in  originally  had  only  the  nominative  without 

final  vowel ;  gradually  the  accusative  form  -inna  sometimes  found 

adoption  as  nominative,  while,  on  the  other  hand,  the  uninflected 

nam.  form  extended  over  the  whole  singular ;  finally  the  two  forms 

existed  side  by  side,  giving  rise  to  the  double  form  in  JMHG.  kunigin 

and  kuniginne.     See  PBB.  v.  142. 

ii.  Accusative    Singular.     Pr.  Gmc.  -dm  yielded  Got.,  OHG.,  and 
OS.  a,  but  OK.  e. 

iii.  Genitive  Singular.  The  case  termination  was  added  to  -a,  e.g.  414 

-</  +  -so,  giving  -aso  (Gmc.  -bz)  (cf.  Gk.  Oefc,  Lat. patet-familias,  Got. 

gidos),  whence  in  OHG.  -a  should  be  expected  (with  W.  Gmc.  loss  of 

-z*—s),  and  possibly  the  -a  was  long  in  the  earliest  OHG.,  though 

the  older  Genitive  form  of  the  /Osteins  ending  in  -e  ̂ -  -ja  is  an 

argument  against  this  (cf.  above,  taga,  400).  A  strong  tendency 

existed  to  level  out  the  genitive  and  dative  cases  :  the  -a  of  the  Genitive 

is  found  sporadically  in  the  Dative.  Otfrid  uses  it  in  sela,  ahta,fdra,  &c, 

probably  for  the  sake  of  the  acrostic,  but  it  occurs  more  often  in  B.  : 

on  the  other  hand  the  -u  {-ni),  -0  of  the  Dative  penetrated  into  the 

Genitive.  Isidor  rehtnissu,  BR.  leru,  Tat.  uuisungu,  sahhu,  spahidu,  &c. 

Otfrid,  again,  probably  for  the  sake  of  the  rhyme,  has  thera  redinu. 

Notker  uses  only  -0.  Most  texts  after  the  tenth  century  show  -u  and 
-<>  indifferently  in  both  cases. 

iv.  Dative  Singular.     IG.   -a  +  -fli-»  Gmc.  -aiy  Got.    -at.      Got.  415 

gibdi,  OE.  p'efe,  OHG.  gebu,  OS.  gedu,  are  old  instrumental  <—<?<—  a. 
This  -u  should  fall  after  a  long  syllable,  but  in  most  cases  is  restored ; 

cf.,  however,  the  formula  '  ze  dero  selbun  uiiis '  {PBB.  xii.  553). 
v.  Nom.  and  Ace.  PI.  For  the  Nominative  the  regular  form  would  416 

be  -a,  geba,  as  IG.  -a  +  -^yields  -as,  Gmc.  -bs,  W.  Gmc.  -bz,  OHG.  -a. 

For  the  Ace.  IG.  -a  +  -?is,  with  loss  of  -«,  would  yield  -as,  — >  OHG.  -a. 

There  would  therefore  be  a  distinction  to  be  made  in  the  quality  of  the 

-a  between  the  Nom.  and  Ace.  in  OHG.,  which,  however,  was  levelled 

out;  see  van  Helten,  PBB.  xvii.  273.  The  usual  -a  is  accented 

long  by  Notker,  and  thus  was  presumably  still  long  in  his  day,  but 

it  is  curious  to  find  that  again  the  older  /J-stems  have  -e  (414)-  ̂ n 

Bavarian  the  ending  is  -a  for  Nom.  and  Ace.  alike,  but  in  the  mid- 
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eleventh  century  this  -a  frequently  gives  way  to  -e\  cf.  Schatz,  Altb. 

Gr.,  §  no  d.  Some  older  Alem.  texts  show  Nom.  and  Ace.  PI.  in  -o ; 
thus  in  the  BR.  and  in  the  Interl.  Hymns  kebo,  firino :  Isidor  once 
has  miltnisso. 

417  vi.  Gen.  PI.  Pr.  Gmc.  -on  should  yield  OHG.  -o ;  gebo  (like  iago 
above) ;  cf.  OS.  gebo,  OE.  jie/a,  but  the  feminine  ̂ -sterns  in  OHG. 
borrow  their  Genitive  PI.  form  from  the  feminine  //-stems;  thus 

gebono.  [If,  however,  an  IG.  ending  -no  <—  nom  be  assumed,  this 

would  yield  regularly  -ono;  cf.  Wilmanns,  iii,  §  159.  3.]  At  a  later 
date  the  Gen.  ending  passed  in  UG.  from  -ono  through  -one  to  -on  : 
which  form  is  used  by  Notker.  In  Franc,  however,  instead  of  the 

second  -0  being  weakened,  the  first  is  shortened  to  -0,  giving  -ono  and 
then  weakened  to  -eno. 

418  vii.  For  the  Dative,  -um  in  place  of  -dm  is  rare :  B.  has  it  a  few  times, 

Isidor  once,  dheodum,  and  Tatian  in  the  three  texts  a,  ft,  y,  in  which  u 
often  stands  for  0. 

The  nouns  declined  like  geba  form  a  very  large  class,  including  the 

numerous  derivatives  from  weak  verbs,  i.  e.  those  ending  in  -unga  ;  the 
abstract  nouns  in  -nissa  and  -ida,  and  further,  after  the  ninth  century, 
the  feminine  nouns  formed  from  masculines  with  W.  Gmc.  derivative, 

suffix  -innjo,  lose  the  -jo  forms  and  inflect  like  geba,  e.g.  burdin, 
lent  in,  &c. 

Nouns  of  the  J-declension  have  several  forms  in  common  with  the 

nouns  of  the  7/-declension  of  feminines  (cf.  the  Nominative  Sing, 
and  Dative  Plural),  and  it  is  very  natural  that  considerable  intermingling 

should  have  taken  place  :  from  the  earliest  times  the  Gen.  Plural  is 

borrowed  from  the  //-stems.  Nearly  all  writers  use  both  vocalic 

(strong)  and  //-stem  (weak)  forms  of  the  same  noun:  Braune  (§  208) 
gives  a  list  of  seventeen  such  nouns  used  in  double  form  by  Otfrid 

alone.  The  /?-stems,  on  the  other  hand,  had  strong  affinity  with  the 

feminine  /-stems,  and  most  of  them,  especially  those  in  -nissa,  have 

a  secondary  form  in  -/',  e.g.  folnissi  beside folnissa. 
419  The  Nom.  and  Ace.  Sing,  in  -e  is  of  course  the  normal  development 

of/  -f-  a.  The  -ea,  -ia,  -a  are  later  analogical  formations.  Before 

the  -ono  of  the  Gen.  PI./ is  most  often  written  e\  cf.  240. 

yj-stems  show  mutation  of  the  root-vowel  where  it  is  a,  and  gemina- 
tion of  consonant  after  a  short  vowel. 

Jo  feminine  stems  show  a  strong  tendency  to  be  confused  with  the 

feminine  -/  formations,  and  in  many  cases  the  same  word  shows  two 

alternatives:  e.g.  minnea  beside  minni,  &c.  &c. 

The  OHG.  thin,  din,  a  maiden,  OS.  ////'//,  Got.  piivi,  piujos,  histori- 
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callv  belongs  to  this  declension,  but  in  the  main  it  has  gone  over  to  the 

feminine  /-stems  (PBB,  ix.  538),  and  the  original  ̂ -inflections  arc 
rare  (cf.  Notker,  gen.  pi.  thiwon). 

III.    I   Declension. 

This  declension  contains  only  masculine  and  feminine  nouns. 
a.  Masculine. 

Pr.  Gmc.  Got. 

420 

Norn.  *gasiiz 
PI 

gasfiz 
Sg.  gasts 

] 
?\.  gaslcis 

Ace.    *gastin 
gastinz 

gast 

gas/ins 
Gen.   *gastaiz gaslio(n) 

gas/is 

gasie 

Dat.    *gastei  (loc.) 
gastimiz 

gas/a gastim 

lnstr.  *gasfi 
OHG. 

g.  Nom.    ga si PI.  gesti 
Ace.     gas  I 

gesti 

Gen.    gasies 

gesteo. 

-io, 

-0 

Dat.     gasie geslifn, 

-in 

lnstr.  gastiu,  -u,  gesliu,  gastu 

i.  With  nouns  of  short  root-syllable,  whether  masculine  or  feminine,  421 

the  Nominative  and  Accusative  should  end  in  -^(283)  (cf.  OE.  wine 

beside  jiesl)  ;  but  already  in  the  early  period  of  OHG.  the  distinction 

between  short  and  long  had  been  effaced,  and  there  are  but  few  instances 

of  -i  being  preserved  after  a  short  syllable  :  wint,  risi,  and  the  verbal 

abstracts  quiti,  huki,  and  (in  compounds)  kumi.    Kogel,  p.  157. 

ii.  It  will  be  seen  that  the  Gen.  Sing,  should  have  yielded  OHG. 

gasie  {at  — >  e— >  e  when  final),  but  in  Pr.  Gmc.  already  the  analogy 
with  the  fl-stems  affected  the  singular,  and  a  Genitive  was  formed  in 

-cs ;  cf.  Got.  gash's,  ON.  gests,  OE.  pesies. 
iii.  The  Dative  Masculine  both  in  Got.  and  OHG.  is  also  formed 

by  analogy  with  the  a-stems.  The  usual  OHG.  lnstr.  gastu  is 

probably  formed  by  analogy  with  the  «-stems.  Cf.  Biugmann, 
ii.  386. 

iv.  The  Nom.  PI.  in  -i  is  regularly  formed  from  1G.  ei-cs,  Gmc.  -i*,  422 
Got.  eis. 

v.  The  Dative  Plurals  Masculine  and  Feminine  usually  remain 

-i'm,  -in,  till  the  end  of  the  tenth  century,  when  the  weakened  form  -en 

regularly  supplants  them.  Sporadically  -em,  -en  are  found  in  early 
texts. 

vi.  The  plural  of  nouns  with  root-vowel  -a  shows  mutation,  except 

of  course  in  the  oldest  texts,  but,  as  certain  consonant  combinations 
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impeded  mutation  in  UG.  and  not  in  Franc,  so  UG.  shows  forms  such 

as  palgi,  pachim,falli,  Inst,  falliu,  while  Franc,  has  belgi,  &c. 

423  A  large  number  of  nouns  are  declined  like  gas/.  The  /-declension 

coincided  in  OHG.  with  the  ̂ -declension  in  the  singular,  and  with  the 

//-declension  in  the  Nominative  and  Accusative  plural :  as  a  result, 
nearly  all  the  nouns  of  the  latter  passed  into  the  /-declension,  and 

there  are  many  transfers  from  the  ̂ -declension  to  the  /-  and  vice 

versa.  The  /-declension  is  also  reinforced  from  original  consonant 
sterns,//^,  &c.  Hence  a  considerable  variety  of  forms  is  found :  many 

/-stems  have  a  plural  as  if  from  an  rt-stem,  and  double  forms  both  of 

a-  and  of/-  abound  :  e.g.  win/a — winti,  scilt — scilta — scilli ;  in  fact  it 
is  needful  to  refer  largely  to  other  Gmc.  languages  in  order  to  be 

able  to  assign  a  noun  to  its  rightful  declension,  unless  by  chance  the 

Instrumental  or  the  plural  happens  to  have  been  preserved.  With  the 

change  of  declension  came  often  a  change  of  gender. 

424  b.  Feminine. 

Pr.  Gmc.  Got.  OHG. 

Sing.       Plur.  Sing.  Plur.  Sing.     Plur. 
Nom.  -iz  -iz  ansts          ansteis  attst       ensti  ■ 
Ace.     -ivi  -iz  anst  anslins  anst       ensti 
Gen.    -diz :  -Iz  anstdis       anste  ensti      enstio,  -co 
Dat.     -ei  anstdi        anstim  ensti      enstim,  -in 

i.  Here,  too,  the  distinction  between  long  and  short  syllable  in  the 

Nom.  Sing,  has  been  effaced,  except  in  the  case  of  tun\  kuii,  and  a  few 

others  (421).  As  regards  mutation  the  same  rule  obtains  in  the 
plural  as  with  the  Masculine  nouns, 

ii.  The  OHG.  Gen.  in  -/,  ensti,  has  been  variously  explained :  some 
see  in  it  a  gradation  change,  Got.  anstdis,  OHG.  ensti:  others  analogy 

to  the  Dative  form.  See  Wilmanns,  iii,  §  165,  and  literature  there 

quoted. 

iii.  The  -/  of  the  Dative  is  of  equally  dubious  origin.  Brugmann 
derives  it  from  an  Instrumental  in  -z,  van  Helten  (PBB.  xxviii.  539) 

from  an  original  eii:  possibly  both  Got.  anstdi  and  OHG.  ensti  derive 

from  the  same  form  ei,  which  in  E.  Gmc.  — >  di,  in  W.  Gmc.  — >  ei—>I. 
Very  occasionally  in  OHG.  a  Gen.  or  Dat.  Sing,  is  found  without  any 

ending,  e.  g.  Fr.  Pn.  mit  dinera  anst (34),  Ps.  138  ?nit dinero giwalt  (22). 

It  is  possibly  an  old  Instrumental,  in  which  -/  has  fallen  after  long 
stem. 

iv.  The  Feminines  have  no  Instrumental  in  regular  use,  but  a  couple 

of  early  texts  have  forms  in  -co,  -in,  with  an  apparent  locative  meaning: 
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Pa.  txceho  toco — haohero  steteo,  St.  Gall.  Credo  in  kiwaltiu  (Zs.fdA, 
28.  113). 

The  Feminine  nouns  declined  according  to  the  /-declension  in 
OHG.  are  very  numerous;  to  it  belong  all  feminine  nouns  which  in 

Nom.  sing,  end  in  a  consonant,  all  abstracts  formed  with  the  suffixes 

-sea//,  "Scaft  the  verbal  abstracts  in  -/,  as  fart,  tat,  &c,  a  few  of 
the  older  concrete  nouns  formerly  belonging  to  the  consonant  stems, 

as  eih,  ganst  mus,  and  the  monosyllables  au  (sheep),  huo,  suo. 

IV.     U  Declension. 

This  declension  is  preserved  only  in  a  few  words ;  apart  from  the  425 

forms  of  the  Nom.  and  Ace.  Singular,  only  the  oldest  MSS.  show 

genuine  -u  inflections :  most  nouns  with  long  stem  syllable  which  lost 

the  final  -//  in  W,  Gmc.  passed  over  into  the  /-declension  before  OHG. 

limes,  and  a  few  joined  the  ̂ -declension.  Those  with  short  stem  in 

the  main  preserved  the  -u  in  the  Nom.  and  Ace.  Singular,  but  formed 
all  other  cases  after  the  /-declension. 

Pi .  Gmc. Got. OHG. 
Masc. 

g.  Nom. 

-us 

sunns sunn  (suno),  sun 
Ace. 

-U71 
sunn sunu  (suno),  sun 

Gen. 
-oils 

sundus 
sun  (-<?),  suncs 

Dat. 

-eu 

sundu suniu.  sune 
PI.  Nom. -iuiz 

sunjus 

sum' 

Ace. 
-U71Z 

sununs 

sum' 

Gen. 
-udm 

suniwe 
suneo,  -0 

Dat. -umiz 
sunum sunim 

Neuter. 

fi/iu,  -0 

fihu,  -0 

fehes 

fehe 

(fihiu),feho 
fihiu,feho fieho  (N.) 
fie  hen  (N.) 

i.  The  Nom.  Singular  of  this  originally  -eu  class  had  the  reduced  426 

vowel  grade,  sunu-s  ;  the  u  is  preserved  in  T.  and  O.  (fn'du,  situ,  hugu), 
but  passed  later  into  0,  hence  such  double  forms  as :  meto — mito,  feho 

— -fi/10,  in  which  /  is  due  to  the  former  presence  of  an  u.    Notker  always 
uses  the  0  form :  in  early  texts  it  is  rare. 

ii.  The  Genitive  in  IG.  ended  in  -011s  ;  cf.  Got.  sundus:  this  should 

have  given  OHG.  long-^  and  there  are  instances  of  this  form  in  Isidor: 

fr/d<~>,  Ker.  Gl.  witb  (the  length  of  vowel  is  assumed  to  be  proved  by 

the  writing  'fr/'doo'  in  K. ;  see,  however,  Kogel,  Ker.  Gl.,  p.  164),  but 
these  are  very  rare  :  nearly  everywhere  -es  is  used  by  analogy  with 

the  /-stems  with  which  the  Nom.  PI.  of  the  //-stems  coincided,  e.  g. 

gesti — sunt. 

iii.  The  Dative  goes  back,  as  in  the  0-  and  /-stems,  to  an  old  locative  427 

with   lengthened  grade  (cf.   Got.  sundu) ;    -eu  became  E.  Gmc.  -au, 

\V.  Gmc.  -eu,  then  -iu.    In  OHG.  this  form  in  -in  is  in  use  as  a  Dative 
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in  the  oldest  monuments:  Is.  3.  10,  sum'u;  3.  16,  sidiu)  O.fritftu; 
M.fuozgiu  (on  foot),  beside  hugiu,  sigiu.  This  Dative  form  coincided 

with  the  Instrumental  of  the  z"-stems,  and  when  the  zz-stems  passed 
into  the  z-declension  it  took  up  Instrumental  function,  while  the 

Dative  in  -e  of  the  z-declension  replaced  it  as  Dative  :  e.  g.  sune,  site,  &c. 
See,  however,  also  van  Helten,  PBB.  xxviii.  539  (already  referred  to  for 

the  Dat.  Sing,  of  z'-stem),  in  which  he  derives  this  Dative  from  a  form 
in  -eui,  parallel  to  Dat.  in  -i  of  the  z- stems  from  -en. 

428  iv.  The  only  feminine  noun  of  this  class,  ban/,  is  declined  like  an  z'- 
stem  in  all  cases  except  the  Dative  plural,  which  it  forms  in  -um,  -on, 

-un.  Notker  writes  handen  without  mutation,  though  in  late  OHG.  the 
form  hen  tin  had  already  appeared.  The  only  Neuter  noun  is  fihu, 

which,  apart  from  the  Norn,  and  Ace.  -u,  is  irregular. 

v.  Otfrid,  iv.  5.  59,  has  an  Ace.  Plur.  in  -u  :  situ  (cf.  Goihic  sununs). 

Isidor  has  once  a  Dative  suni  (cf.  PBB.  ix.  549,  for  nom.  sunn — sun). 

B.    Consonant  Declension  (Weak). 

I.    N  stems. 

429      This  declension  comprises  Masculine,  Feminine,  and  Neuter  nouns. 

Masculine  :  stem  IG.  -on,  -en,  -n. 

Gmc.  -an,  -in,  -n. 

Pr.  Gmc.  Nom.  Sg.  -0,  Gen.  -inzo     Nom.  PI.  -aniz,  Gen.  -non 

Ace.  Sg.  -anm  Ace.  PI.  -nnz,  -nunz)  -annz,  -anunz 

Dat.  Sg.  -z'zzz'  Dat.  PL  -miz,  -nmiz 

Feminine  and  Neuter  Nom.  Sing,  -on ;  other  cases  as  the  Masc. 

430 Got. OHG. Sing. Plur. 
Sing. 

Plur. 
Masc Nom hana hanans hano hanon,  -un  (N.  -en) 

Ace. hanan hanans 
hanon,  -un j>         '>          »> 

Gen. hanins hanane hanin,  hen  in hanono  (N.  -<?zz) 
Dat. hanin hanam 

J)                    '5 hanom,  -on  (N.  -on) 

Fern. Nom. tuggb 
tuggdn  r 

zunga zungun 

Ace. 
tuggbn ?> zungun 

5> 

Gen. 
tuggons tuggbno 

>•> 

zungono  (N.  -on) 
Dat. 

tuggdn iuggom n 
zungom,  -on 

Neut. N.A. hair  to hairtona lierza herzun,  -on  (N.  -en) 
Gen. hair  tins hairtane 

herzen,  -in herzono  (N.  -on) 
Dat.    hair  tin     hairtam herzbm,  -on  (N.  -on) 
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The  stems  which  in  IG.  ended  in  -;/  could  have  as  the  full  stem:  431 

-on,  -tti,  -n,  or-;/,  and  in  certain  cases  the  lengthened  grade  -on,  -en,  so 
that  the  history  of  their  Germanic  development  is  not  simple. 

i.  Norn.  Sing.  Masc.  and  Neut.  The  Nom.  Masc.  in  IG.  consists 

of  stem  without  suffix,  but  with  lengthened  grade  of  vowel :  by  the  side 

of  -on  (cf.  7/yc/uor)  and  -en  (ttoi/atJv)  were  also  Nom.  forms  in  -0  without 
-;/,  possibly  with  a  slurred  accent,  cf.  Caio  <—  Calon.  In  the  Nom. 

W.  Gmc.  0  gave  OHG.  -0  :  gumo.  Neuters  only  differ  from  the  Masc. 
in  the  Nom.  and  Ace.  Sing,  and  PI.  The  Neut.  and  Fern.  Sing,  ended 

in  IG.  -on  — ->  Pr.  Gmc.  -on  (not  like  the  Masc.  in  -0);  Got.  hairto, 

tuggo;  OHG.  herza,  zunga.  The  quantity  of  the  -a  is  uncertain 
(cf.  Schatz,  Altb.  Gr.,  §  112,  A). 

ii.  Ace.  Sg.  Masc.  IG.  -on  -f  -m  (Catonem),  Gmc.  -anum :  Got.  432 
hanan,  OE.  hanan.  OHG.  has  two  forms,  hanun,  hanon  (OS.  hanoii). 

Of  these  the  first  possibly  represents  the  vanishing  vowel-grade  in  the 

stem,  though  it  is  frequently  accepted  as  the  weakening  of  -0  to  -u 

before  nasal  +  -u,  like  the  -um  of  the  Dative  PI.  (402),  thus  :  Pr.  Gmc. 

*yanonu{ni)  gave  OHG.  hanun.  The  second  form  hanon  is  more  diffi- 
cult to  explain,  and  no  entirely  satisfactory  attempt  has  yet  been  made. 

It  is  possible  (1)  that  IG.  0  was  preserved  in  OHG.  and  OS.,  and 

never  passed  into  a  in  these  dialects,  because  the  following  u,  de- 
veloped before  ;/  in  Gmc,  preserved  it  (cf.  the  retention  of  IG.  0 

before  -m  in  *dagom,  Dat.  Plur.  (2)  That  IG.  0  passed  into 
a  in  OHG.  and  OS.  as  in  Gothic,  but  under  the  influence  of  the 

Gmc.  -//;//  following  suffered  mutation  to  0  parallel  to  the  mutation 

caused  by  i  in  verbal  forms :  binffesi,  bindis.  Van  Helten's  attempt 
to  account  for  the  OHG.  -un  forms  as  u  mutation  of  -on  forms  is  not 

convincing;  cf.  for  the  whole  question  Streitberg,  U.  G.,  §  180; 
PBB.  xv.  460  and  the  literature  there  cited. 

In  OHG.  Isidor  and  the  earliest  UG.  texts  show  preference  for  the 
form  hanun,  while  Franc,  favours  the  form  hanon. 

iii.  Gen.  and  Dat.  Sg.  Masc.  and  Neut.  As  stated  above,  the  ;*-stems  433 

had  in  their  stem-forming  suffix  partly  the  grade  -en  and  partly  that 

of  -on  (264).  The  IG.  -en  form  is  one  which  survives  in  the  Gen. 

and  Dat.  Sing.  (Gmc.  -in)  in  Got.  and  W.  Gmc.  ;  cf.  Got.  hanins,  hanin, 

OHG.  henin  [while  IG.  -on  (Gmc.  -an)  is  preserved  in  the  Ace.  Sing. 
and  Nom.  PI.].  OHG.  weakens  Pr.  Gmc.  -in  frequently  to  -en,  and 
Isidor  and  UG.  show  a  preference  for  -in,  Franc,  for  -en. 

iv.  Nom.  PI.  Masc.  IG.  *-ones,  Gmc.  *-aniz,  yielded  Got.  -ans  and 
in  OHG.  would  — >  -an  (cf.  OE.  hanan),  but  the  termination  in  OHG. 

is  -on,  -un.     This  has  been  explained  as  the  Accusative  form  which 
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has  penetrated  into  the  Nominative,  but  this  is  hardly  satisfactory,  and 

it  is  most  probable  that  the  -on,  -un  is  due  to  the  influence  of  the 
following  nasal  (432). 

v.  Ace.  PI.  Masc.  The  Ace.  PI.  in  Gmc.  would  have  either  (1) 

vanishing  grade  -n  +  -ns,  or  (2)  -0  grade,  -an  -f  -ns.  The  former  is 
perhaps  preserved  in  Got.  auhnuns  (PBB.  viii.  115)  and  in  the 

OHG.  hanun  form.  OHG.  and  OS.  revert  to  the  -0  grade,  Gmc. 

anunz  (or  onunz  with  retained  IG.  -6)  yield  -on  in  OHG.  like  the  Ace. 
Sing.  (432)- 

434  vi.  Nom.  and  Ace.  PI.  Neuter.  The  Neuter  PI.  seems  originally 

to  have  been  intimately  connected  with  the  Feminine  abstract  sing.,  and 

to  have  had  in  IG.  the  feminine  suffix  -a  added  either  to  the  vanishing 

grade  or  to  the  lengthened  -0  grade  of  the  stem.  This  IG.  vanishing 

stem  -na  appears  in  Lat.  nomina,  and  is  preserved  in  Got.  namna, 

alma,  and  in  OHG.  herzun ;  while  Got.  hairlona  is  the  regular  de- 

scendant of  the  lengthened  stem  -ona.  The  OHG.  herzun  sometimes 

in  later  texts  appears  as  -on  through  confusion  with  the  masculine  or 

through  mere  weakening,  and  is  of  course  by  Notker's  time  reduced  to 
-en.  Forms  like  herza  for  Nom.  and  Ace.  PI.  (puga  B.,  herza  B.  and  O.) 
are  probably  singular,  and  are  used  as  plural  on  the  analogy  of  the 

Neuter  ̂ -sterns,  where  the  two  forms  are  the  same.  See  J.  Schmidt, 

IG.  Neutra,  but  also  Brugmann 2,  §  480. 
vii.  Gen.  PI.  The  stem  originally  had  only  vanishing  vowel-grade  -n 

before  -dm,  Sk.  rajtiam,  Got.  abne,  manne,  auhsne  (PBB.  xii.  543). 

Got.  fianane  is  a  new  formation  in  analogy  with  the  -an  cases.  OHG., 
like  the  other  W.  Gmc.  dialects,  borrows  the  Masc.  and  Neuter  Gen.  from 

the  Pr.  Gmc.  *-onom  (Got.  tuggono),  OHG.  hanono,  herzbno,  zungono, 
OE.  hanena,  heortena  (f.),  tunjena.  For  the  development  in  OHG.  of 

Pr.  Gmc.  -onom  see  417. 

435  viii.  Dat.  PI.  The  stem  here  originally  had  the  reduced  grade  -11 

or  -;/  before  consonant  suffix,  which  should  yield  Pr.  Gmc.  *-nmiz, 

Got.  -nuvi  (OE.  rare  oxnuni).  Got.  abnam,  watnam  retain  the  stem  -n, 

though  their  -am  seems  to  have  been  borrowed  from  the  ̂ -sterns. 
Got.  hanam,  hairta?n.  Otherwise  in  Gothic  and  in  all  Germanic 

languages  the  -n  of  the  stem  has  entirely  disappeared,  and  the  Dat. 
PI.  OHG.  hanbm,  herzom,  zungom  has  been  adopted  from  some  other 
declension. 

436  Note.—  Of  the  varying  forms  :  -un,  -on  for  Ace.  Sing,  and  Nom.  PI., 
-in,  -e?i  for  Gen.  Dat.  Sing.,  those  in  -un  and  -in  are  the  older,  and  are 
those  used  by  Isidor.  They  are  preserved  in  UG.,  but  later  Franconian 
uses  the  -wand  -en  forms.     In  the  Gen.  and  Dat.  Sing,  the  older  texts 
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duly  have  the  mutated  root-voweJ,  as  henin,  nmin,  from  W,  ««*, b u  constraint  of  system  soon  levelled  out  the  mutated  forms  in  favour of  the  unmutated  forms  U,  the  Norn.  Notker  uses  the  weakened  form 
-.«m  a  I  cases  except  the  Norn.  Sing,  and  the  Gen.  I'l  •  cf.  PBB.  iv j,vs  and  4o^s. 

A  very Jarge  number  of  Masculine  nouns  belong  to  this  class  s  the 
man    ,-stem  words  expressive  of  agency  formed  from  verbs,  Mgebl forasago,  Ac,  see  A%(,  §  15,  and  PBB.  iii.  1.  *      ' 

Many  Masculine  nouns  in  Gmc.  had  formerly  ay  preceding  the  437 
suffix,  i.e.  were  -jan,  -jin  stems,  but  as  they  had  vanished,  as  everywhere before  an  /,  and  ja  had  become  e,  its  former  presence  can,  after  the 
ninth  century,  only  be  recognized  by  the  gemination  in  words  likegtselio, or  by  the  mutated  vowel,  as  erbo,  kempho,  fetiro,  and  in  a  few  nouns 
with  -rj,  as  after  r  the  j  maintained  itself  longer,  e.g.  ferio,  burio, sA'dr/o,  &c.     See  Braune,  §  223. 

Feminine. 

i.  The  Norn.  Sing,  is  the  same  as  that  of  the  Neuters.  438 11.  Oblique  cases.  Sing,  and  Norn.  Ace.  PI. :  the  -un  of  these  cases 
in  OHO.,  OS.  -un,  ON.  -*,  is  not  explained.  (Brugmann3,  §  271.)  OE. 
has  levelled  -an  throughout  to  match  the  Masc;  cf.  PBB  xv  463 In  OHG.  the  Gen.  and  Dat.  PI.  of  the  Feminine  nouns  have  been 
adopted  for  the  Masc.  and  Neuter  (see  above),  and  the  Gen.  PI.  has also  been  taken  over  into  the  feminine  stems. 

_  NoxE.-There  are  but  few  Neuter  nouns  following  herza,  only  ouga orat  wanga.  Otfnd  uses  a  Dat.  Sing,  herzen  as  Dat.  PI.  •  cf.  Kelle  240 There  are  many  nouns  declined  like  zunga  :  here  too  there  were  former 
-jan.  -j in  stems,  as  kevia,  redia,  brunia,  and  what  has  been  said  about the  Masc.  applies  to  them  also.  To  the  Nomina  agentis  in  -art  there 
were  also  Feminines  in  -ana,  -arra,  and  -ara ;  cf.  Braune,  §  226. 

II.  Abstract  Nouns  in  -i. 

This  declension  in  OHG.  comprises  (a)  adjectival  abstract  nouns  in  439 
-/,  such  as  helh\  milti,  Hurt,  zwn,  &c,  and  (b)  verbal  abstracts,  as  mendi 
dih,  &c.  The  former  were  in  OHG.  a  very  large  class,  as  they  could 
be  formed  from  any  adjective,  the  latter  were  comparatively  few.  The 
adjectival  abstracts  had  as  stem-ending  originally  -hi  (//-stem),  Got. 
manage/,  manageins  ;  the  verbal  nouns  had  -mi  (/-stem),  Got.  ddupezns, 
ddupeindis.  Confusion  between  the  two  declensions  and  subsequent levelling  out  have  caused  a  great  simplification  in  the  OIIG.  inflections 
of  such  feminine  nouns,  and  the  two  fall  together  in  the  one  OHG. paradigm. 
1167  N 
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Got OHG. 
Sing. Plur. 

Sing. 
Plur. 

Norn. managci manageins menigi  (-//) menigi  (-In) 
Ace. managein manageins 

J1 

5'                >) 

Gen. manageins managcino 

55 

meneghio 
Dat. managein manageim f! 

menegim,  -In 
440  i.  The  forms  with  -///  in  the  Norn,  and  Ace.  PI.  are  used  consistently 

only  by  Isidor  and  in  the  Mons.  Fr.,  M.:  elsewhere  they  are  sporadic. 

The  Dat.  PI.  in  -in  is  replaced  in  Alem.  occasionally  by  the  extended 

forms  -inom,  -Inum,  e.  g.  hohinum,  Notker  forms  a  Nom.  and  Ace.  PI. 

hohina,  so  that  the  whole  plural  is  as  if  formed  with  the  suffix  -Si* : 
e.g.  heitina,  heilino,  heilinon.  The  Gen.  PI.  is  rare:  O.  once  has  res/o, 

Gen.  PI.  from  resit,  instead  of  restino.     {PBB.  ix.  319.) 

ii.  A  number  of  nouns  with  suffix  -in,  which  strictly  belong  to  the 

y^-stems,  have  virtually  joined  this  class :  e.  g.  burdtn,  tugin,  tentin, 

hartin,  butin,  lungin  (-«//).  At  least  they  waver  between  the  y'^-class 
and  this,  but  tend  to  adopt  the  -i  forms.  Thus  in  the  singular  they 

have  forms  in  -/,  and  throughout  the  plural  show  the  -In  forms,  as 
Notker  does.  Mons.  Fr.  has  beside  a  Nom.  burdi  a  Dat.  PI.  burdinum  ; 

Nom.  lugin,  Gen.  PI.  iugino,  T.  lugina. 

III.  (a)  R  stems,    (b)  ND  stems,     (c)  Monosyllabic 

Consonant  stems,     (d)  S  stems. 

(a)  R  stems. 

441  These  are  nouns  denoting  relationship,  e.  g.  /a/er,  bruoder,  muoier, 

sivester,  tohier,  which  have  preserved  consonantal  inflection  throughout 

the  earlier  monuments,  but  show  a  strong  tendency  to  be  influenced 

by  other  declensions. 
Got. OHG. Sing. Plur. 

Sing. 
Plur 

Nom bro/jar broprjns bruoder bruoder 
Ace. bropar bropruns 

5' 

,, Gen. broprs broprc 55 bruodero 
Dat. brbpr broprum 

5 1 

bruoder  um . 
■un,  -on 

442  IG.  r-stems  in  the  main  are  words  denoting  relationship  and 

Nomina  agentis :  as  in  the  case  of  the  //-stems  the  r  is  preceded  by 
a  vowel  which  may  occur  in  the  e :  0  grade,  the  vanishing  or  the 

lengthened  grade  e :  0.  For  the  alternation  of  full  vowel  and  vanishing 

vowel  grade  before  r  cf.  Gk.  -n-aripa,  irarpL 

The  only  /--stems  which  survive  in  OHG.  are  Masculineyiz/tv  and 
bruoder,  Fern,  muoier,  sivester,  tohier. 

i.  Nom.  Sing.      In  IG.  this  case  is  formed  as  in  the  //-stems  without 
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suffix,  but  with  compensatory  lengthening  of  stem-vowel;  cf,  Gk.  warrjp, 
(ppuTiop. 

In  Gmc  the  long  vowel  is  shortened  before  r  :  in  E.  Gmc.  -er 

and  -or  yield  -ar  (Got.  fadar,  bro]>ar)\  in  OHG.  both  result  in  -er, 
fakrt  bruoder  (a  form  like  bruodar  is  quite  exceptional/  PBB.  ii.  141, 
iv.   4i9);    while  in  OK.  the  final  vowel    is  coloured  bv  that  which 
precedes :  finder,  but  broSor, 

ii.  Ace.  Sing.:  the  stem  -c  or  -0,  cf.  Gk.  jraTcpa,  pipopaj  thus  -<r  443 
4-  ~m  :  -ar  +  -m.     Final  m  was  lost  in  Gmc,  and  also  the  distinction 
between  -er  and -or.     Got.  fadar,  bropar;  OHG.  fa/er,  bruoder. 

iii.  The  Gen.  Sing,  has  the  vanishing  grade  stem-vowel  and  the 
usual  suffix  (-050  :  -cso  ;  -so :  Gk.  naTP6s,  Lat.  patris,  Pr.  Gmc.  *bropriz, 
Got.  broprs).  Final  2  falls  in  W.  Gmc,  and  OHG.  and  OE.  develop 
a  secondary  vowel  between  /  and  /- :  OHG.  bruoder,  OE.  br'odor  (later 
brodres)% 

iv.  Dat.  Sing.  This  is  an  old  Locative  in  -/',  cf.  Lat.  pa/ri;  stem  in 
the  vanishing  grade  :  Got.  bropr.  In  OHG.  bruoder  has  a  secondary 
vowel  as  in  the  Gen. 

v.  Norn.  Plur.  Pr.Gmc  *fab*eri%  as  in  Greek  had  the  full  grade 
of  stem;  cf.  7rare>es.     OHG./a/er,  OE.  fieder. 

vi.   Ace   Plur.      IG.    had  the   vanishing   grade-stem  +  -us,    Lat.  444 
palres  (<-*/>a/rens),  Pr.  Gmc.  *fadr-nz,  Got.  fadruus.     OHG.  and  the other  dialects  use  the  Nom.  as  Ace 

vii.  Gen.  Plur.  The  stem  was  in  the  vanishing  grade  ;  cf.  Gk.  Trarpwv, 
Lat.  pair  urn,  Got.  fadre.  The  other  dialects  adopt  forms  with  full 
grade  stem  from  the  other  cases :  OHG.  bruodero,fa/ero,  OE.  fdedera. 

\  iii.  Dat.  Plur.  The  stem  was  in  Gmc.  vanishing  grade  +  -miz  ;  Pr. 

Gmc.  'fadrmiz,  Got.  fadrum.  The  W.  Gmc  dialects  carry  through  the 
stem-vowel  from  the  other  cases  :  O'rtG.fa/erum,  OE. fxderupi. 

In  OHG.  the  Feminines  preserve  more  faithfully  than  the  Masc.  445 
their  original  declension.  Not  till  very  late  do  they  show  the  analogy 
with  the  ̂ -declension,  and  then  only  in  the  Plural.  Notker,  Gen. 
Sing,  lohlw,  Nom.,  Ace  PI.  tohtcra,  Dat.  tohterou.  A  Dat.  PI.  from 
the  ̂ -declension  is  also  found  in  Notker,  tohteruu.  The  Fern,  form 
twiger  =  a  mother-in-law  is  historically  an  Astern,  and  usually  retains 
its  inflection  as  such  (T.  and  O.  always),  but  in  N.  shows  a  Gen.  swiger 
by  analogy  with  the  r-stems. 

Of  the  Masculine  bruoder  is  more  faithful  to  its  old  declension  than 

fahr.  Fater  has  in  no  single  instance  in  OHG.  its  true  plural,  faiert 
but  always  appears  as  fakra  like  an  ̂ -stem,  while,  except  in  P.. 
bruoder  a  does  not  occur  before  Notker. 

N   2 
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On  the  other  hand,  in  the  singular  gen.  of  fa/ir,  fateres,  dat.fa/er 

and  fatere  exist  side  by  side  in  early  texts.  A  Dative  PI.  in  -on  is  found 

for  both  words  in  T.  and  in  O.,fatoron,  bruodoron,  even  -an  :  bruadaran, 

with  sympathetic  colouring  of  the  stem-vowel ;  cf.  PBB.  vi.  252. 
The  Accusative  fateran  (H.)  is  dealt  with  above,  396. 

446      (b)  ND  stems. 

These  are  participial  stems  :  IG.  ent :  out :  nt.  Of  Gmc.  Participles 

Present  in  -nd,  those  which  had  lost  all  participial  meaning  and  had 
become  true  substantives  retained  their  true  consonantal  declension  : 

of  these  only  two  remain  in  OHG.,  friunt,  ftant,  and  these  are 

strongly  contaminated  by  the  inflection  of  the  a-stems. 

Got OHG. 
Sing 

Plur. 

Sing. 
Plur. 

Nom 
•  frijonds 

frijonds 
/Hunt 

frtunt,  -a,  -a Ace. 
frijond 

frijonds 

,, 

5J                    ?> 

Gen. 
frijondis frijonde friuntes friunto 

Dat. 

frijond frijondam friunte 
friuntum,  -un,  -on 

447  i.  The  inflection  in  OHG.,  except  for  the  Nom.  Sing,  and  PI.,  is  that 

of  the  tf-stems.      Frinnt  is  the  usual  form  for  the  Nom.  PI.,  while  of 

fianl  the  form  in  -a  is  more  general.  Only  Isidor  and  BR.  have  Nom. 

and  Ace.  PI.  fiant.  A  Dative  Sing,  friunt  occurs  once  in  Gl.  i.  705. 

The  PI.  lanipiiant  =  indigenos  Voc.  453  is  the  only  other  consonant 

plural  in  OHG. 
ii.  OHG.  has  a  certain  number  of  other  substantival  participles  in 

-ant,  as  wattant,  heilant,  skepfant,  hetfant,  wigani,  &c.,  but  these  show 
no  trace  of  consonantal  inflection  except  for  the  Nom.  Sing,  (which  is 

without  the  -i  of  the  Present  Participle  ivaltanti),  and  in  the  main 
a  present  participle  in  OHG.,  even  when  used  as  a  noun,  keeps  the 

adjectival  -ja  stem-inflection  in  contrast  to  the  other  dialects :  OS. 

neriand,  OHG.  nerrendco  (Is.)  (weak  -ja  inflection)  ;  OS.  waldand, 
OHG.  waltanto  (wk.),  or  waltanti  (sir.). 

(c)  Monosyllabic  Consonant  Stems. 

448  (a)  Masculine.  The  nouns  belonging  to  this  class  show  few 
traces  of  consonantal  inflection  :  they  have  in  part  adopted  that  of  the 

u-  and  z'-stems. 

Fuoz,  (Lat.  ped-,  Gk.  iro$-)  has  passed  into  the  z-declension,  only 
retaining  the  -urn  ending  of  the  Dat.  PI.  fuoz^um  (ON.  Nom.  Pl.yVr, 

OE./?/  show  still  consonantal  inflection).  The  one  noun  which  in  early 

OHG.  had  pure  consonantal  inflection  was  man. 
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Got.  OIIG 

Sing.  Plur.  Sing.  Plur. 

Nom.  (manna)       mans  (mannans)         man  man 

Ace.    imannan)        „  „  man  nhl" 

Con.    mans  matrnl  matmes  manno 

Dat.    mann  (mannam)  »"*»»'>  man    »*»»»»*>  -**>  'on 

i.  As   Gen.  Sing,  the  form  man  is  twice  found  in  Otfrid,  i
i.  18.  21  449 

and  v.  si.  11,  both  apparently  metri  gratia. 

ii.  The  Norn.  PI.  is  always  man  until  quite  late,  when  a  plu
ral  after 

the  (7-stems  appears  :  e.  g.  scefmanna,  &c. 

iii.  Isidor  always  and  the  Mons.  Fr.  and  BR.  often  use  a  
pronominal 

Ace.  Sing,  mannan,  treating  the  word  as  an  appellative,  396. 

The  compounds  toman,  neoman,  which  are  used  as  pronou
ns,  always 

have  the  pronominal  Ace. 

iv.  In  compounds  man,  as  a  rule,  is  treated  as  the  simplex:
  to  this 

there  is  one  notable  exception— goman,  compounded  of  gomo  md  m
an, 

which,  though  still  retaining  the  Norn,  and  Ace.  PI.  gomman 
 and  the 

Gen.  Sing,  gommannes,  has  also  many  weak  forms:  when
  it  was  no 

longer  felt  to  be  a  compound  of  man  the  secondary  accen
t  fell,  and 

ihe  -man  was  treated  as  a  derivative  syllable,  thus  -a  weakened
  to  -<?, 

and  -nn  was  reduced  to  -//.  Then  arose  such  forms  as :  commana, 

gomanes,  gomennes,  gomenen  (with  reduced  -mm). 

(b)  Feminine.  '  Of  these  the  greater  part  had  passed   into  th
e  450 

/-declension  :  there  are  only  left  naht  (Lat.  nod-\  burg,  brust,  and  buoh, 

bruoh,  which  latter  two  as  Feminines  are  only  used  in  the  plura
l. 

Got.  OHG 

Sing.  Plur.  Sing.  Plur. 
Norn,  nahts         nahts  naht         naht 

Ace.    naht  nahts  naht  naht 

Gen.   nahts         nahte  naht         nahto 

Dat.     naht  nahtam  naht         naht  urn,  -un,  -on 

i.  A  form  nahtes  is  found  in  adverbial  use  only,  though  late  in  OHG. 

it  has  the  definite  article  with  it :  O.  this  nahtes.  '1 "ages  inti  nahtes  
was 

a  standing  idiom  often  found  in  0.,  T.,  &c.,  and  the  form  nahtes  is
 

clearly  analogical  to  tages. 

ii.  Of  buoh  no  singular  form  is  known  except  the  Norn.  Buoh  = 

Biblia  is  regularly  Fern.  PI.  until  the  end  of  the  ninth  century  {wih
o 

puah)  when  it  began  to  appear  as  a  Neuter :  O.  thiz  buah.  Notker  has  dm 

buoh.    Otfrid,  for  the  sake  of  the  rhyme,  twice  uses  a  Gen.  Sing,  buacchi. 

iii.  Burg  and  brnst  more  commonly  have  forms  after  the  /-declens
ion. 

Brust  has  a  Norn.  PL  brust  in  K.,  R\  cf.  Kogel,  Ker.  Gl.  171 ;  else- 

where the  Norn.  PI.  is  brust/.     For  dusunt  see  498. 
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451  (d)  S  stems. 

These  neuter  nouns  are  frequently  included  in  the  a-declension  in 
OHG.  grammars  because  their  inflexion  in  the  singular  is  identical 

with  that  of  wort.  They  are,  however,  consonant  stems  in  which  the 

stem-forming  suffix  has  been  treated  as  a  case  ending. 
The  stem  in  IG.  was  of  the  os  :es  :s  gradation,  corresponding  to  the 

Lat.  opus,  oper-is  class,  Gk.  yeVos,  yeVeo-is.  These  ̂ -sterns  originally 
had  in  the  Nom.  and  Ace.  the  mere  stem  -os ;  the  -os  of  the  stem  in 

Gmc.  became  -as,  -az,  and  fell  in  W.  Gmc,  leaving,  so  far  as  the  Nom. 

and  Ace.  were  concerned,  no  distinguishing  mark  between  the  j-stems 

and  the  neuter  ^-sterns,  OHG.  lamb,  j-stem,  OHG.  wort,  tf-stem 

[as  in  the  latter  the  IG.  suffix  -om  had  fallen]  :  in  the  oblique  cases  the  es- 
stem  was  protected  by  the  case-ending  following,  and  therefore  should 

have  been  retained  in  W.  Gmc.  -ir,  but  owing  to  the  Nom.  and  Ace. 

forms  most  of  the  ̂ -sterns  passed  into  the  tf-stems  in  the  singular, 

while  retaining  in  the  plural  the  -ir  <—es  stem  (Pr.  Gmc.  -iz  =  W.  Gmc. 

-ir).  In  the  oblique  cases  of  the  singular  -ir  was  retained  in  a  few 
forms,  as  chalbires,  hrindires  for  hrindares,  westir,  ahir  with  -ir  levelled 

back  into  the  Nom.  and  Ace,  and  doublets  (cf.  OP2.  sige — sigor),  and 
in  the  names  of  places,  as  Kelbirisbach  ;  cf.  PBB.  iv.  415. 

452  The  number  of  words  rightly  belonging  to  the  ̂ -sterns  in  Gmc.  was 

at  first  small,  but  as  the  -ir  was  soon  adopted  as  a  plural-forming  suffix 
they  were  soon  reinforced  already  in  OHG,  by  the  inclusion  of  neuter 

nouns  originally  belonging  to  other  declensions  :  e.g.  hoiz,  huon,  chrut, 

ci,  Mr,  rad,  /iris,  hrind,  loh,  loub,  noz#  bant,  bret,  farh,  btat,  and 

occasionally  sum,  tat,  kar. 

Otfrid  has  diufiiir,  iii.  14.  53  ;  Phys.  wihtir\  and  see  Teg.  G\.,Georgics, 

iv.  309,  Aen.  ix.  224. 

The  root-vowel  was  mutated  by  the  following  -i:  thus  kalb — helbir, 

grab — grebir,  &c.  Where  the  root-vowel  was  0  arising  from  P.  Gmc. 

11,  the  plural  sometimes  retains  the  original  u,  as  loh — tuhhir.  abgot — 

abgntir,  though  levelling  out  soon  took  place  in  favour  of  the  root-vowel 
of  the  singular. 

■tin,  -on 

Sg.  Nom. 
Jamb PI.  lembir 

Ace. lamb 
tembir 

Gen. lambes lembiro 
Dat. ia?nbe lembir -urn, 
Inst. 

lambu,  -o 
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PRONOUNS 

Personal  Pronouns. 

1 1  is  not  possible  to  speak  of  an  actual  declension  of  pronouns  in  453 
IG.,  as  the  pronominal  forms  show  no  trace  of  case  inflection  :  they 

appear  to  have  been  merely  roots  originally  combined  with  enclitic 

particles,  which  latter  took  the  function  of  case  suffixes  ;  cf.  Gk.  c/xe-ye, 

Gmc.  *meie,  *meA,  Got.  mik,  OHG.  mih.  Owing  to  the  presence  in  the 
parent  language  of  unaccented  forms  beside  accented  (cf.  OK.  ic,  ON. 

<k.  Lat.  ego),  it  is  not  always  possible  to  state  the  original  form  with 

accuracy,  but  in  OHG.  the  large  majority  of  pronominal  forms  derive 
from  the  Pr.  Gmc.  unaccented  forms. 

Got. OHG. Got. OHG. 

i  st  Pers.  Sg.  ik 
ih 

PI.  was wir 

mik mih uns,  unsis unsih 

meina nun unsara wiser 
mis mir uns,  unsis uns 

i.  Norn.  Sing.    Sk.  ahdm,Gk.  ey(o(v),  Gmc.  *ek,  ik.    In  the  Glosses,  454 
i.  30,  39,  the  form  1/1/ia,  ihcha  occurs,  Lat.  egomet.     The  form  ih  fre- 

quently is  used  with   verbal  forms  enclitically,  in  which   case  Otfrid 

often  elides  the  vowel,  e.g.  zelluh  =  zellu  ih. 

ii.  Ace.  Sing.  Sk.  mam,  ma,  Grk.  ifjA  +  the  particle -ye  =  e/xeye 

(Gk.  ye  =  Pr.  Gmc.  */v),  *mekei  hence  Pr.  Gmc.  *mek,  mik. 
iii.  Gen.  Sing.  For  the  genitive  of  the  personal  pronouns  the  forms 

of  the  possessive  adjective  were  used.  The  process  has  been  explained 

as  follows :  at  first  the  ordinary  use  of  the  genitive  (possessive)  was 

marked  by  the  case-ending  (cf.  '  father's  house '),  or  by  a  special  word, 
as  mln\  when,  however,  verbs  and  adjectives  governing  the  genitive 

were  introduced  it  became  necessary  to  have  a  genitive  form,  and  this 

was  -applied  by  the  possessive,  which  then  was  generally  adopted  as 

the  genitive  of  the  pronoun  (see  464). 

iv.  Dat.  Sing.    IG.  *me,  to  which  was  added  in  Gmc.  *-z.    Pr.  Gmc.  455 

accented  *mez,  unaccented  *miz  ;  Got.  ?nis,  OHG.  mir, 

v.  Nom.  PI.  IG.  *uei  (Sk.  vqydm)  with  $  in  Gmc,  the  sign  of  the 
plural,  Got.  wasy  OHG.  wir  unaccented  (early  Alem.,  Pa.  wer,  an 

accented  form). 

vi.  Ace.  PI.  IG.  -ns  (reduced  grade  to  *nes),  Sk.  nas,  Lat.  nos, 

Gmc.  *uns.  OHG.  unsih,  in  analogy  with  the  Sing,  mih ;  Got.  unsis 
in  analogy  with  the  Dative  Sing,  mis,  or  possibly  with  the  Plural  of  the 

2nd  person  :  izwis. 
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456      Second  Person.     Pr.  Gmc.  iu,  Gk.  tv,  Lat.  tu,  Gmc.  *pu. 

Got. OHG. 

Sg.  J>u PI.  jus 

Sg.  du 

PI.  ir 

]mk 
izwis 

dih 
iuwih 

peina 
izwara 

din 

iuwer 

pus 
izwis dir in 

457  i.  The  Nominative  when  used  enclitically  was  shortened.  Ace. : 

as  with  the  ist  pers.,  the  particle  -ge  was  added  to  tu :  *tu-ge  (cf. 

Gk.  av-ye),  giving  Got.  puk  ;  OE.  thee  ̂ —  ie+ge  :  *tue :  tu  :  te.  To  this 

te  the  Dative  added  -z,  Pr.  Gmc.  *pizt  OHG.  dir  (though  Got. pus  after 
Ace.  puk).  The  Got.  Nom.  Plur.  is  formed  from  the  original  root  iu 

(Sk.  yuydm)  +  the  -s  of  the  plural :  the  other  Gmc.  languages  have 
adopted  a  form  in  analogy  to  the  ist  pers.  wir\  ON. per,  OE.  je(r), 

OHG.  ir  (<—  *Jer,  *jir),  old  Alem.  Ps.  ier,  Is.  and  M.  er,  aer,  De  Hein 
14  gi,  with  fall  of  final  r.     Braune,  §   282.  3. 

ii.  The  forms  in  the  Ace.  and  Dat.  PI.  wis  and  unsih,  iu  and  iuwih 

are  generally  quite  clearly  distinguished  in  use,  but  there  was  in  OHG. 

already  a  tendency  to  confuse  them,  which  is  indicated  in  several 

passages.  Thus  the  Ludwigslied  has  four  cases  of  iu  for  the  Ace.  PI., 

and  the  Augsb.  Gebet  has  wis  as  Ace.  PI.  (37.  1),  MM.  3.  130. 

Graphically  there  were  variations  in  the  oblique  cases.  Otfrid  writes 

a  single  u  for  uw  :  iuer,  iuh,  &c,  where  others  use  two  and  sometimes 

three  us  :  iuuer,  iuuuer.  Isidor  has  occasionally  forms  with  e  instead 

of/:  eu,  euuih,  B.  once  euuih,  Al.  Ps.  euuui/i,  and  towards  the  close 

of  the  eleventh  century  a  contracted  form  iue/i,  itch  makes  its 

appearance.     Braune,  §  282.  6. 
iii.  The  Genitive  forms  were,  as  has  been  said,  derived  from  the 

Possessive  adjective.  IG.  *meios,  teuos  (cf.  Lat.  mens,  tuus)  had  for  some 

reason  fallen  into  disuse,  and  were  replaced  by  Pr.  Gmc.  *mtno-zi 

phio-z,  slno-z,  derived  either  from  *me,  te  (Gmc.  pe),  se  with  the 

adjectival  suffix  -ino  (cf.  Got.  gulpeins,  IwaX.faginus),  or  from  the  Dat.- 

Loc.  *?nei,  tei,  sei  (Gmc.  *mz)pz,  si)  with  suffix  *-no.  Otfrid,  in  several 
instances,  uses  a  form  mines  for  the  Genitive  when  it  is  combined  with 

selb\  thus  iv.  31.  25  mines  sclben  uuisi,  and  once  v.  7.  61  faru  in  sines 

setb  gisihii,  but  he  never  uses  this  extended  form  in  connexion  with 
a  feminine  noun.  Bethge,  §  322.  2. 

458  iv.  The  Plural  of  the  Possessives  was  formed  by  the  suffix  -ero 

(possibly  the  comparative  suffix,  cf.  -tero,  which  is  used  in  Lat.  noster, 

Sec),  *wisero-z,  Got.  unsara,  OHG.  wiser,  &c.  The  length  of  -e  in 
these  forms,  wiser,  &c,  is  marked  by  Notker,  and  is  also  proved  by  the 
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double  -«  in  15.  and  St.  Gall.  Pn.,  probably  in  analogy  with  the  Nom. 

Masc.  of  the  adjective,  which  also  ended  in  -ir ;  but  see  KQge\,P£B. 
ii.  i  40  and  viii.  1  28. 

v.  Dual.  The  Dual,  which  in  Got.  is  still  extant,  has  left  hardly  any  459 

traces  in  OHG.  :  Otfrid  has  a  form  -unkcr  zucio  (iii.  22.  32)  as  Gen. 

PL  of  the  1  st  pers.,  and  Nom.  git,  Ace.  ink,  for  the  2nd  pers.  occur  ; 
moreover,  the  forms  in  Mod.  Bav.  os  and  ink  beside  a  possessive 

taker  must  derive  from  an  original  dual  and  show  that  such  a  form  did 
exist  in  German.  The  stem  of  this  Dual  was  the  same  as  that  of  the 

Plural:  1st  pers.  Nom.  -ue  4-  -rf-»Gmc.  *weit  OS.  wit,  OE.  wit; 

Ace.  -;/  +  the  article  -ki  =  Got.  ugk,  OS.  unk.  2nd  pers.  Nom.  -/// 

+  Gmc.  -/— >  Got.  *jut.  In  W.  Gmc.  analogy  to  wit  caused  the  form 
OHG.  git)  OS.  git,  OK.  ;//:  the  Ace.  inc  has  yet  to  be  explained. 

Reflexive  Pronoun. 

Stem  *se  (sue),  cf.  Lat.  se,  Got.  sik — seina — sis  for  all  numbers  and  460 

persons,  sik<—*se-\-ge.     In  OHG.  the  Reflexive  has  but  two  cases, 
the  Gen.  sin  and  the  Ace.  sih  :  the  remainder  are  supplied  from  the 

pers.  pronoun,    sih  was  not  used  for  the  Dative  until  late.    Muspilli,  28, 
is  the  earliest  instance. 

Thir 1  P. Tson. 
Got. OHG. 

Sg.  is ita si 

ir,  er 

i\ 

sin 

si,  si 
in  ii ita 

ija in,  inan 

i\ 

siii 

(sie) 
is 

is izos (sin) 
es,  is ira,  (0,  it) 

imma imma izdi imu,  0 imu,  0 

irn,  (0) 

PI.  eis 

ija 

*ijos 

sie sin 
sio 

ins 

ija ijos 

sie siu 
sio ize 

*ize 

izo iro 
iro iro 

im im im im.  in im.  in im.  in 

The  pronoun  of  the   3rd  person    in    Gmc.  is    derived  from  three  401 

distinct  roots,  from  the  IG.  demonstratives  (1)  *so,  sa  (sio,  sia),  (2)  from 
ei  with  the  reduced  grade  i,  and  (3)  from  eio  :  ita,  cf.  Lat.  is,  ea,  id. 

i.  Masc.  Nom.  ir,  or,  er,  Got.  is,  Lat.  is  <—  root  /'. 
Neut.      „      iz,  „     ita    „    id. 

In  OHG.  Isidor  uses  for  the  Nom.  Sg.  always  ir,  the  Mons.  Fr.  show 

forms  er,  aer.  Occasionally  the  LG.  form  he  occurs  in  the  III.,  Lw., 

and  Mers.  Sp.,  seven  times  in  Tatian,  which,  with  the  prevailing  form 

her  of  Franc,  monuments,  is  the  descendant  of  IG.  *ki,  Lat.  cis,  citra, 

Got.  -//is,  hina.     The  Neuter  iz,  becomes  es  in  later  OHG. 
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ii.  Masc.  Ace.  Inan  is  the  regular  form  until  the  eleventh  century. 

/;/  is  the  only  form  in  Notker,  and  occurs  occasionally  in  earlier 

writers,  e.g.  Musp.  19,  and  frequently  in  Tatian  beside  inan. 

iii.  Genitive.  The  genitive  of  the  Masculine  should  be  the  same 

as  that  of  the  Neuter,  viz.  is,  es,  but  these  forms  were  lost  very  early 

in  OHG.  and  replaced  by  the  reflexive  sin.  The  oldest  form  of  the 

Neuter  Gen.  is  is,  which  begins  to  be  replaced  by  es  as  early  as  the 

eighth  century,  and  occurs  with  T.  and  O.  always.  Sin  for  the  Neuter 
Gen.  is  also  found. 

iv.  Dative.  To  the  root  i  was  originally  added  the  stem  *sm  (cf. 

Sk.  tasmai,  tasmiri),  Pr.  Gmc.  *mm,  to  which  was  joined  the  instru- 
mental ending  e :  0,  Got.  -a,  OHG.  -11(0).  (Got.  imma ;  OHG.  imu, 

with  single  m  owing  to  the  want  of  stress.)  In  OHG.  imu  is  the 

regular  form  ;  this  passed  into  imo  in  the  ninth  century,  in  Franc,  first, 

and  later  in  UG.  (But  see  Jellinek,  PBB.,  who  derives  -0  in  all 

monuments  which  do  not  weaken  -u  to  -0  from  IG.  Abl.  in  -od.) 

482  v.  Feminine.  Nom.  siu,  s?.  The  root  was  IG.  *sid,  Gmc.  sia, 
which  unstressed  would  give  siu,  OE.  sen.  This  siu  is  in  OHG.  the 

usual  form  :  the  secondary  forms  si  and  si  occur  at  later  times  and  are 

equivalent  to  Got.  si,  from  *sie—>si.  The  alternating  quantity  of 
OLIG.  -1  in  si  and  si  is  due  to  the  change  from  stressed  to  unstressed 

position  in  the  sentence  (cf.  du  and  du).  Notker  marks  it  by  circum- 
flex as  long,  but  when  used  enclitically  it  is  short.  Otfrid  frequently 

writes  si.     In  the  ninth  century  si  is  rare.    (Muspilli,  3.) 

Ace.  sia,  sic.  Sia  is  regular  until  the  end  of  the  ninth  century,  and 

then  begins  to  pass  into  sie :  in  T.  the  form  sie  occurs. 

Gen.  ira,  Dat.  iru.  The  initial  i  is  rarely  weakened  to  e,  K.,  Merseb. 

31.  1,  and  Otfrid.  The  final  vowel  u — 0  varies  as  in  the  o-stems,  and 
at  an  early  date  the  distinction  between  the  Genitive  and  Dative  was 

levelled  out  and  the  u  of  the  Dative  penetrated  into  the  Genitive,  but 

rarely  the  a  of  the  Genitive  into  the  Dative. 
483  Plural.  The  Nom.  Ace.  sie,  siu,  sio  represent  the  original  root  with 

the  adjectival  endings.  Otfrid  has  fairly  frequently  the  Masc.  form  sie 

for  the  Neuter  siu,  and  replaces  the  Fern,  sio  by  sie  (sia).  Notker  has 

only  sie  for  all  three  genders,  Gen.  plur.  reg.  form  iro.  Tatian  once 
writes  for  the  Gen.  PI.  cro,  and  very  rarely  the  forms  iru  and  ira  are 

found  (for  iro).  In  the  paradigms  the  pronominal  forms  are  given  in 

their  full,  i.  e.  independent  shape,  but  after  stressed  words  the  pronoun 

lost  its  stress  and  was  joined  to  them  as  an  enclitic.  The  changes 

which  this  usage  occasioned  are  clearly  seen  in  O.  With  him  the 

monosyllabic  forms  with  initial  vowel   lose  this  vowel  after  vocalic 
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ending,  e.  g.  wior  —  toio  er.  zaJtaz,  =  zalta  i\,  saz/az,  —  sazia  i\,  though 
in  the  case  of  er  it  is  generally  the  preceding  vowel  which  falls,  e.  g. 

mloubt  er.  The  disyllabic  forms  as  a  rule  lose  their  initial  vowel 

after  a  vocalic  or  a  consonantal  ending  alike  :  e.g.er/n  antwurti  =  er 

me  antwurti.  Thus  are  obtained  the  forms:  nan,  mo,  sa<—sia, 

se  <—  sit\  ses  <^—  sies,  siitz  =  si  in  iz>.  Si  wireini,  sie  ouh.  sa  is  rare  ;  cf. 

Lw.  24  heigun  sa.     (Unaccented  sia,  sa,  se,  sea,  sie  or  so.) 

Possessives. 

As  was  stated  in  454,  the  OHG.  possessive  pronoun  was  a  new  464 

formation  in  Pr.  Gmc. :  */nino-z,  Got.  meins,  OHG.  min,  &c.  The 
Pr.  Gmc.  sino-z  was  used  for  all  genders  and  numbers  like  Gothic  seins ; 
but  OHG.  restricted  sin  to  the  Masc.  and  Neuter  Sg.,  the  Fern,  and 

Plural  used  the  Gen.  of  the  Pers.  pronoun  ira,  iro,  ir.  of  course 

indeclinable  [inflected  forms,  as  ires,  iren,  belong  to  the  1  ith— 1 2th 
century].  Min,  din,  sin  had  the  inflexion  of  the  strong  adj.  (cf.  miner, 

minaZj,  miniu,  &c),  but  in  the  Nom.  as  a  rule  the  uninflected  form 

stood  when  preceding  the  noun  and  varied  with  the  inflexional  form 

when  following.  Weak  inflexion  occurs  twice  in  Otfrid,  i.  2.  20  and 

iii.  7.  53  :  mno.  Franconian,  lying  between  L.  and  UG.,  had  a  special 

form  of  declension  of  the  possessives  based  on  the  OS.  form,  except  in 

the  Nom.  Masc.  It  treated  them  as  if  the  stem  were  wis,  in,  &c, 

e.  g.  declined :  Nom.  wiser,  wisaz,,  wish,  Ace.  unsan,  wisaz,,  wisn, 

Gen.  wises — wiser  a,  Dat.  wiscmo — wiseru  ;  but  these  shortened  forms 
were  not  so  much  in  use  as  the  regular  ones,  and  Tatian  restricts  his 

use  of  those  of  inner  to  those  cases  in  which  two  syllables  commencing 

with  an  r  would  follow  upon  each  other  :  iuuereru — iuueru,  while  Otfrid 
writes  ines,  iue,  ino,  inen,  &c.  In  UG.  sporadic  forms  occur  which 

apparently  indicate  the  shortened  stem,  but  they  are  all  forms  in  which 

an  er  is  suppressed  through  dissimilation  :  nnserero  — >  wiscro  ;  Notker's 
unserro  shows  the  intermediate  stage.  Syncope  of  the  e  in  the  older 

OHG.  is  very  rare,  and  is  only  met  with  in  Bavarian  (Freis.  Pn. 

wisro,  wisrevi),  although  it  becomes  frequent  after  the  early  eleventh 

century  ;  cf.  Pfifi.  v.  94.  Occasionally  a  has  replaced  e  (often  with 

Tatian) :  H.,  Rl\  M.  unsariu,  unsarem,  innarem. 

Demonstratives. 

In  Gmc.  the  demonstrative  pronouns  (Got.  sa,  so,  pa/a)  are  derived  465 

respectively  from  the  roots  *so,  (*sd),  */o.    Gothic  forms  from  root  *so, 
while  OHG.  has  lost  the   *so — sa  roots  as   demonstratives,  and  re- 

tained the  to  :  le  roots. 
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Got. OHG. 

M. 
N. F. 

M. N. 

F. 

Sg.  Norn. 
sa 

Jm/a 
so 

der,  de' 

daz, 

diu 

Ace. 

ftana 
pa/a 

Po 

den 

daz> 

dea,  dia 

{die) Gen. 

pis 
pis 

pizos 

des des dera 

(-u,  -o) 
Dat. 

pamma pamma 
pizdi 

demn,  -o demn,  -o 

deru,  o 

Instr. — 

Pe 

— — diu 

PI.    Nom 

pdi 

Pa 
pos 

de,  dea, 

dia,  die 

diu 

(*»■) 

deo,  dio 

Ace. 

pans 

po 
pos 

de,  dea, 

dia,  die 

diu [da) 

deo,  dio 

Gen. 

pize 
pize 

pizo 

dero dero 
dero 

Dat. 

pdim 
pdim pdim 

de'm,  den 

de'm, 

den 
de'm,  den 

{deam,  dien) 

466  In  IG.  the  two  stems  *so  and  */o  supplemented  each  other  in  such 
a  way  that  from  the  former  were  taken  the  Nom.  Sg.  Masc.  and  Fern., 

and  all  other  cases  from  the  latter.  In  place  of  *so,  *sd  IG.  could  use 
*sw  and  *sid,  and  for  */o,  */a  also  */io  and  *tia :  hence  OHG.  Nom. 
Sg.  Fern,  siu  and  Nom.  PI.  diu. 

Nom.  Masc.  Sg.  IG.  *so  was  used  as  bare  stem  as  in  Sk.  sa,  Gk.  6, 

Got.  sa,  sdi.  OHG.  se'  represents  this  j^-stem  +  -i  (cf.  Lat.  qo-i 
->  qui),  Got.  sdi  ( =  ccce\  OHG.  se.  OHG.  der  (*pe  +  the  -r  of  Nom.) 

is  anew  formation  which  replaces  j-roots.  LG.  and  MG.  de,  /he  show- 
loss  of  r  and  compensation  lengthening.  Franc,  uses  /he  and  even 

diphthongizes  this  e  to  ie,  frequently  in  T.,  /hie.  Other  HG.  variants 

are  de  Pa.,  dee  Ra,  and  dhe  (selbo)  Is. 

Accusative.  IG.  */o-m,  Sk.  /dm,  Gk.  tov,  Lat.  is-tum,  OS.  then,  OHG. 
den,  in  which  the  e  is  derived  from  analogy  to  the  other  cases. 

Neuter  Sg.  Nom.,  Ace.  IG  */W,  Sk.  tad,  Gk.  to,  Lat.  is-/ud,  ON. 

pa/,  OS.  /ha/,  OHG.  daz,.     Got.  pa/a  has  an  adjoined  particle  -a. 

Instrumental.  OHG.  diu  <—  IG.  */io,  as  Got.  pe  <—  IG.  ie.  It 
appears  behind  des  before  comparatives  (Otfrid  /hes  /hiu  min),  as  de 

weakened  to  te  with  Will,  and  Notker,  Notker  des  te  spa/or. 

467  Dative.  In  Gothic  hjammeh  the  vowel  e  shows  that  this  case  must 

have  been  an  Instrumental,  which  in  IG.  ended  in  a  lengthened  e. 

Beside  -e  the  vowel  -o  occurred  — >  West  Gmc.  //  (cf.  OS.  themu):  the  a 
(IG.  6)  of  root  varies  in  gradation  to  e,  Got.  pamma  :  OHG.  demn.  The 

mm,  in  OHG.  simplified  to  m,  derives  from  IG.  -sm  ;  cf.  Sk.  Dat. 

iasmai,  to  which  OHG.  (late)  demo  with  o — //  corresponds.  In  OHG. 
the  earliest  form  is  demu  (dhemu)  Is.,  B.,  but  Pa.,  K.,  H.  have  already 

demo  beside  de?nu}  and  demo  becomes  universal  in  the  ninth  century. 
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Plural  Maac.    IG.*/*!,  Sk.  H?(butcf.  Wilmannsiii.
  p.  4«i  7)-  Gk.rot, 

Got.  M  should  give  OHG.  the,  det  whi
ch  forms  are  actually  found 

m  Bav,  and  in  the  Ker.GL,  but  Alem.  and 
 Franc,  have  the  diphthong- 

ized forms  dea,  Ail,  *«,  thia,  Tatian  and  Otfr
id  <*  and  after  the 

tenth  century  the  form  die  is  general.  Thu
s  OHG.  *  coincided  With 

Pr.  Gmc.  /and  became  m,  fit,  *,  but  Wilmanns
  (in,  §  201.  7)  and 

Franck.  (Zs/dA.  40)  reject  this  explana
tion  and  ascribe  these  diph- 

thongized forms  to  analogy  with  those  of  the  Prom,  3rd  pers
. 

'  Accusative.  IG.  te,  Ok.  rov's,  Got.  Avb,  but  already
  in  early 

OHG.  the  Norn,  is  used  for  the  Ace. 

The    Nominative-Accusative    Plural    Neuter    is  
  formed    from   the 

Vto  +  endings  like  neut.  noun.  A  curiou
s  form,  dei,  is  found  from 

earliest  times  in  UG.,  and  is  preserved  until  the
  twelfth  century.  It  has 

not  been  explained,  Wilmanns2,  §  201.  8.
  • 

Genitive.     The  pronominal  termination  was  -so
m,  which  joined  the 

stem  in  -oi,  e.g.  IG.  *toisom,  Sk.  tesam,  Pr.  Gmc
.  Vxiiza,  OE.  <fara 

would  be  OHG.  deiro,  but  OHG.  dero  has  * for  « 
 from  the  Gen.  Sg. 

Dative     IG.    The  same  stem  *0i+  -»*>,  *»»*,  
Pr.  Gmc.  *>««!*, 

Got  fidim,  OHG.  «/«*,  in  the  ninth  century 
 din.     In  Alem.  are  found 

dcam.  diem,  dun,  with  diphthong  from  -e,  which  i
n  olher  dialects  appears 

to  have  been  early  shortened. 

Feminine.     Root  j*.  «*,  Sk.  tf,  Lat.  ̂ rJ,  Got.  w,  OK.  j»  ,  OHG.  468 

would  yield  siu,  but  has  taken  the  initial  con
sonant  from  the   root 

to :  tio,  .  .  , . 

Genitive.  Dative.  **««,  Sk.  feguf,  Pr.  Gmc.  *J>esa
i,  Got.  M<; 

OS.  theru  and  OHG.  <fcr«  are  Instrumental  in  9  fo
rmed  by  analogy 

to  the  nominal  declension. 

Plural.  The  Norn,  and  Ace.  have  nominal  inflectio
n  :  IG.  tas,  bk. 

(as  Got.  A*.  Beside  IG.  *tds  there  was  */(&,  Pr.  Gmc
.  Vnoz,  from  which 

OHG.  deo  is  derived.  The  older  forms  theo,  dec,  di
o  pass  in  the  tenth 

century  to  die,  but  already  in  the  oldest  texts  are 
 often  represented  by 

the  Masc.  :  Is.  dhea,  BR.  dea,  dia,  Otfrid  and  Tatian 
 thie,  thia.     N. 

always  die.  ■ 

Like  tr  so  der  shows  many  contractions,  especially 
 in  Otfrid. 

The  forms  ending  in  diphthongs,  die,  &c,  in  the  Norn.
  Masc.  PI,  are 

sometimes  replaced  in  the  oldest  monuments  by 
 the  and  de.  Otfrid 

elides  final  vowels  before  initial  vowel,  marking  their  fa
ll  by  a  point 

under-  the  vowel  to  be  elided,  thie  engila,  or  writing  in 
 one  word, 

as  thiuuo  for  thie  iuud.  Consonantal  terminat
ion  is  even  more 

drastically  contracted,  as  themo  =  ther  into,  ther  =  then  er
,  theih  =  thaz, 

ih,  Sec. 
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After  ze  the  article  is  shortened  :  zeru,  zer,  zen.     Isolated  is  ubar  iz, 

(=  das£)  ivaz&er,  Tat.  89.  4. 

469  Dese,  deser.  This  compound  pronoun  is  specifically  Gmc. :  it  is 

composed  of  the  IG.  root  */o,  *so+ the  particle  *si  (cf.  t'sdem,  eadem, 
&c),  and  appears  first  in  NGmc.  :  old  Norse  Runic  Nom.  sasi, 

susi.  Originally  only  the  pronominal  part  was  inflected,  as  pansi, 

pasi;  then,  when  the  sense  of  composition  was  lost,  the  inflection  was 

transferred  to  the  particle :  peser,  pesses,  on  the  lines  of  the  Strong 

Adjective  declension,  OHG.  dese,  desiu,  &c.  In  OHG.  the  forms  of 

the  pronoun  vary  considerably  according  to  dialect  and  scribe  ;  some 

show  the  inflection  of  the  pronoun,  others  that  of  the  particle. 

470  {a)  Is.,  Tat.,  Otfrid. 
M.  N.  F. 

Sg.  Nom.  these,  theser,  O.  iherer  thiz 
Ace.    thesant  thesen  ihiz 
Gen.   theses,  thesses  thesses 

Dat.    thesemu,  -0  thesemu,  -0 
PI,  Nom.  these  ihisiu,  O.  thisu 

Ace.    these  „         ,, 
Gen.    (deser 0)  theser 0,  therro 
Dat.    these m,  -en 

Is.  has  same  forms  with  dh :  dhese,  dhiz,  dhesiu. 

(6)  Notker. 
M. 

N. 

Sg.  Nom. diser  (dirro) 

diz 

Ace. discn 
diz 

Gen. 
(d/ses)  disses Dat. disemo 

PI.   Nom, ,  dise 
disi 

Ace. di'se 
Gen. dirro 

thisiu,  O.  thisu 
thesa 

therra,  -0,  O.  therera 
therru,  -0,  O.  thereru 
theso 

>> O.  therero 

F. 
disiu 

disa,  -e dirro 
dirro 

diso,  -e 

Dat.    dise  1 1 

471       (<■•)  LTG. M. 
N. 

F. Sg. Nom.  deser diz  (dezzi) desiu,  deisu 
Ace.    desan 

?>        >' 

Gen.  desse,  desses desera,  deser 

Dat.    desemu,  -0 
deseru 

PI. 
Nom.  dese disiu,  desiu. 

deso 

deisu 

Ace.    dese  „ 
Gen.    derero 
Dat.     dese  m 

The  c  of  the  root  passed  in  the  ninth  century  to  i  in  those  forms 

which  had  final  syllable  with  /,  and  then  gave  way  to  1  in  all  cases. 
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owing  to  levelling;  by  the  eleventh  century  this  process
  is  complete, 

as  will  be  seen  by  reference  to  the  paradigm  o!"  Nolker'
s  forms. 

Nominative.     The  Nom.  Ace.  Sing.  dizt  dhiz,  with  the  affricata  *  472
 

(not  ?,  as  proved  by  Isidores  spelling  dhiz,  not  dhizs\  corr
esponds  to 

OS.  thit  (Mi//),  and  possibly  represents  the  ON.  rune  fmtsit 
 in  which 

/s_^//jhl/si _>/,;///->  *A///.'  I"  UG.  such  forms  as  dezzi,  dizzi, 

.  occur  sporadically.  The  Nominative  Feminine  deisu  only  occu
rs 

in  Alem.     (See  below.) 

Genitive.  The  regular  form  would  be  deses.  In  the  Muspilli  (103) 

is  found  the  old  form  Jesse,  showing  inflection  of  the  pronominal 
 com- 

ponent only  :  the  form  deses,  showing  inflection  of  the  particle  only,  is 

very  infrequent  in  OHG. 

Plural  Neuter.  Deisu,  deiso  (see  dei  above)  are  found  in  old  UG.
 

monuments  only :  hence  probably  the  use  of  the  same  form 
 for  the 

Nom.  Sing.  Fern.,  as   these    forms    are    identical  in   the  declension       . 
o(  der. 

Iener  (Got.  Jains)  (<-  *io  +  Suffix  -no),  UG.  ener,  is  virtua
lly  only 

used  by  Otlrid  and  Notker.     It  is  inflected  as  a  strong  adjective. 

Selb  =  ipse,  Gmc.  *seffi,  Got.  silba,  shows  both  strong  and  weak
 

inflection  in  OHG.:  seller,  az»  iu\  after  the  article  it  is  equi
valent 

to  Lat.  idem  and  has  exclusively  weak  inflection,  e.  g.  der  selbo.  O.  selbo
, 

uninfected  form. 

Samo  IG.  *somo,  Got.  sama,  is  only  preserved  in  a  few  traces  found
 

in  the  Ker.  Gl. :  den  samun,  daz,  sama,  der  selpo  samo. 

The  root  hi  (IG.  ki,  Lat.  cis,  &c.)  is  not  extant  as  an  inde
pendent  473 

one  in  OHG.     It  is  preserved  in  such  words  as  hiutu,  hiuru,
  hiar, 

hina,  the  old  superlative  hiiamum,  and  probably  in  her  for  er  (cf.
  above). 

Pr,  Gmc.  had  formed  the  comparative  pronoun  *.97az///'  =
  Lat.  talis 

(Got.  swaleiks),  which  was  preserved  as  solih  in  OHG.  The
  noun  lik 

lost  its  secondary  accent,  k->hh,  then  was  simplified  to  //,  and
  in 

Alem.  often  fell  entirely.  1  was  shortened  to  /(weakened  l0  ̂ an
d  also 

fell).  OHG.  sulih  in  Tatian  and  Isidor  generally,  but  UG.
  solih. 

Secondary  forms  are  soliheher,  sulichcs,  solehes,  solees,  solemo. 

OHG.  had  no  relative  pronoun:  the  functions  of  the  relative  
were 

performed  by  the  demonstrative  der,  daz,,  din. 

1  But  OS.  this  and  (JUG.  effig  correspond  in  pointing  to  a  Pronominal 
 form  to-d 

in  conjunction   with   a  particle  beginning  with  d  or  a  consonant.     
Cf.  Gk.  oU, 

n8c.  root 
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Interrogatives. 

474      The   only  substantival  interrogative  is  hwer,  hwaz„  which  has  no 

special  form  for  the  feminine. 

IG.  Sk.    .            Lat.  Got. 

kvo,  kvd  has  (ha),  had    quod  has 
kvi  cid                    quid  hi  (leiks) 

OHG.  hwer  with  e  in  analogy  to  the  pronoun  er : 
M.  N.                    M.  N. 

N.  hwer  hivaz,               wer  zvaz 
A.  hwenan  „                   zvenan,  wen  ,, 
G.  hives  wes 
D.  hivemu  wemo 

I.  hwiu  zuiu,  who 

For  the  Nominative  Masculine  Tatian  has  once  zvie,  cf.  /hie  for 

/her.  In  Otfrid  occasional  contraction  takes  place  :  uueih  —  uuaz,  ih  ; 

uueis/  =  uuaz,  is/,  cf.  iheisl  for  thaz,  is/,  &c. 
Accusative.  The  normal  form  is  hwenan  :  Tatian  has  twice  mien, 

but  this  form  only  prevails  in  the  tenth  century  ;  cf.  inan,  in.  The  old 

instrumental  of  the  interrogative  who  is  used  adverbially  by  Tatian 

by  the  side  of  nuio,  but  generally  uueo,  iniio,  Got.  /vdiwa,  is  used  in  this 

function.     Hwiu,  zuiu  is  a  recent  formation  in  analogy  to  thtu. 

Tatian,  59.  3,  twice  writes  nuie  (cf.  OS.  hwie),  altered  into  utter,  and 

his  dative  plural  uuen  for  zvuen  (93.  2)  is  probably  due  to  the  influence 

of  the  Lat.  original :  a  quibus. 

Adjectival  interrogatives  are  (h)wedar  =  n/er,  {h)welih  =  quis,  and 

hiiiieolih,  niiiolih  =  qua/is.  Hwe/ih  =  Pr.  Gmc.  *ywaRk,  not  =  Got. 
Ivileiks. 

The  same  process  took  place  with  hwe/ih  as  with  so/ih,  to  which  it 
forms  the  correlative,  thus  zve/ihher,  zve/iher,  we/eher,  zve/her,  or  Alem. 

zveleer,  we/er.  From  these  latter  forms  a  stem  zvelox  zw/was  deduced, 

which  was  then  inflected  zve/er,  -in,  -az,t  &c. ;  cf.  PBB.  ii.  135. 

ADJECTIVES 

475  The  declension  of  adjectives  in  Gmc.  differs  in  two  important 

particulars  from  that  of  the  parent  IG.,  and  from  that  of  all  other  IG. 

languages — 
(1)  By  adopting  in  a  large  number  of  cases  pronominal  for  nominal 

inflections. 

(2)  By  the  creation  of  a  new  system  of  inflection. 
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The  1G.  nominal  declension  had  always  shown  some  tendency 

to  be  affected  by  the  ending  of  the  demonstrative  pronoun  (cf.  Sk. 

kdnle'na,  kdfitanya,  Lat.  -drum,  -drum,  &c),  but  Gmc.  was  the  first  to 
adopt  the  pronominal  endings  to  any  great  extent,  and  to  differentiate 

in  this  way  adjective  from  noun. 

The  pronominal  inflections  first  spread  to  adj.  o-,  ̂ -sterns,  which,  like 
the  pronoun,  clearly  marked  the  three  genders,  and  this  was  facilitated 

by  the  fact  that  the  two  methods  of  declension  coincided  in  some  cases. 

The  mixture  of  forms  in  Gothic  is  already  strongly  marked  [in  the 

neuter  sing.  nom.  and  ace.  the  alternative  forms  exist  side  by  side], 

but  is  carried  even  further  in  the  later  dialects  (see  accompanying 

tables). 

The  mixture  of  nominal  and  pronominal  forms  is  perhaps  most 

satisfactorily  seen  by  comparing  the  actual  paradigms.  In  each  case 
the  adjective  is  in  the  central  column. 

Singular. 

Masculine 
Gothic. 

Neuter. 

Noun. 

dags dag 

Adjective.      ] 
blinds 
blinda?i  a 

Vonoun.         Noun. 
sa                  waurd 

pana              waurd 

Adjective. blind,  blind  at  a 

blind,  blind ata 

Pronoun 

pata 
pata 

dagis 
daga 

blindis 
blindamma 

Feminine. 

pis 

pamm
a 

giba 

giba 
gibbs 
gibdi 

blinda 
blinda 
blinddizbs 
blinddi 

so 

i*. 

pizos 
pizdi 

Masculine. 
OHG. 

Neuter. 

\Toun. 

/ac- ta c 

Adjective. 
blint,  blinler 
blintan 

Pronoun.         Noun. 
der                wort 
den                wort 

Adjective. blint,  blintaz, 
blint,  blintaz, 

Pronoun 

daz, 

daz, 

/ages 
tage 

blintes 
blint  emu 

Feminine. 

des 

demu 

geba 

geba 

geba 

gebu 

blinliu 
blinla 
blintera 
blinteru 

din 
dia 

dt  ra 
dent 

476 
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Plural. 

Gothic. 

Noun. 

dagos 
dagans 

Masculine. 

Adjective. 
blinddi 
blindans 

Pronoun.          Noun. 

pdi               ivaurda 
pans             ivaurda 

Neuter. 

Adjective. blinda 

blinda 

Pronoun. 

P~o 

Po 

dage 

dag  am 

blinddize 
blinddim 

Feminine. 
pize pdim 

gibos 
gibos 

gibo gibom 

blindbs 
blindos 
blinddizo 
blinddim 

pos 

pos 
pizo pdim 

Masculine. 
OHG. 

Neuter. 

Noun. 
iaga 
iaga 

Adjective. 
blinte 
blinte 

Pronoun.           Noun. 

(did)  de             wort 
{did)  dl             wort 

Adjective. blintiu 
blintiu 

Pronoun 
diu 
diu 

/ago 

iagum 

blintero 
blintem 

Feminine. 

dero 
dem 

gebd 
geba gebono 

gebom 

blinto 
blin/o 
blintero 
blintem 

dio 
dio 

dero 
dan 

477  In  Gmc.  the  consonant  adjectival  stems  perished,  and  of  the  vowel- 

stems  only  a-,  i-,  ̂ -sterns  were  left,  which  virtually  all  adopted  the 

inflectional  system  of  the  ̂ -sterns  (the  old  i-  and  ̂ -sterns  becoming  in 

Gmc.  Masc.  ia-,  Fem./J-stems).  In  addition  to  these  a-stems,  which  re- 
tained the  whole  system  of  their  original  inflection,  a  secondary  adjectival 

form  arose  through  extending  the  root  by  means  of  the  suffix  -n :  -en : 

-on,  and  thus  forming  an  7z-stem  with  a  substantival,  or  rather  indi- 
vidualizing, meaning  when  not  actually  in  apposition  to  a  noun.  As 

Gk.  o-Tpapos  =  squinting,  crrpa/Jwv  =  the  man  who  squints,  or  Latin 

Cdtus  =  sly,  Calo  -onis  =  the  sly  fellow,  so  Gmc.  *blindaz  =  blind, 
but  blindo  =  the  blind  one.  This  definitive  sense  of  the  adjective  led  to 

its  being  most  often  used  with  the  Demonstrative  (Got.  manna  sa  blinda 

=  the  man,  the  blind  one  =  the  blind  man,  cf.pu  is  sunns  ??ieins,sa  liuba), 

and  the  distinction  grew  up  between  the  adjective  form  in  -s  (declined 
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a*  ./-stem)  and  that  in  -»  (as  //-stem),  that  the  latter  was  always  used  as 
marking  a  special  individual  with  the  definite  article,  while  the  former, 

being  quite  general  in  application,  stood  with  the  substantive  without 

the  article.  This  distinction  again  rendered  necessary  the  formation  of 

Feminine  and  Neuter  forms  for  these  new  adjectives  in  -//,  and,  as  this 

//-stem  Masc.  adj.  was  identical  with  the  //-stem  noun,  so  for  the 
corresponding  feminine  and  neuter  adjective  were  adopted  the  endings 

oi'  the  //-  nominal  stems. 
It  will  in  the  ordinary  adjectival  declension  (Strong)  be  noted  that  478 

OHG.  alone  among  Gmc.  dialects  has  spread  the  pronominal  form  over 

the  Nom.  sing.  Masculine  and  Feminine  and  Neuter,  in  which  OE.  and 

OS.  retain  the  nominal  endings.  The  old  nominal  inflection  remained 

in  use  especially  predicatively  :  thus  there  are  in  OHG.  apparently  three 

inflectional  systems  for  the  Nominative  case  Masculine  and  Neuter  : — 

((/)  The  nominal,  usually  miscalled  the  uninflected  form.1 
(6)  The  strong,  usually  without  accompanying  pronoun  and  used  as 

attribute  or  predicate. 

(c)  The  weak,  usually  used  after  a  demonstrative  pronoun. 

The  Strong  Adjectival  Declension. 

The  strong  declension  of  adjective  is  divided  into  pure  a-,  J-stems,  479 

/a-,  /J-stems,  and  iva-,  wto-stems,  as  are  the  nouns,  but  there  is  no 
difference  in  their  inflection  except  in  the  nominal,  i.  e.  the  flectionless 

form.  This  in  the  case  of  ja~,  /J-stems  ends  in  ?',  e.  g.  festi, 
hreinix  in  the  case  of  wa-t  w/0-stems  it  ends  in  -0  after  a  short 

vowel  or  a  consonant,  cf.  /ah,  garo,  frao,  and  after  a  long  vowel  the 

final  -0  falls  already  in  the  ninth  century,  cf.  grd,  bid,  &c. ;  see  189. 

tf-stems.  Nom.  singular  Masculine  and  Neuter.  The  -e  of  the  480 

pronominal  termination  -er  was  long,  for  which  a  satisfactory  explana- 

tion has  not  yet  been  found  (cf.  Wilmanns  2,  §  427) ;  this  is  proved  by 

double  spelling  and  by  Notker's  accentuation  ;  see  PBB.  ii.  98  and  viii. 
127.  In  Bavarian  (and  once  in  Tatian  leobar)  this  -er  is  weakened 

to  -ar,  but  otherwise  it  is  universal.  In  the  tenth  century  -az>  of  the 

Neuter  became  ez,  (igj,  about  the  same  time  that  the  weakening  begins 
of  -an  to  -en  in  the  Ace. 

The  Genitive  in  -es  has  in  late  Bavarian  a  variant  in  -as,  corre- 

sponding to  the  Gen.  of  the  substantive  (above).  The  Dative  singular 

was  originally  -amu,  -amo,  which  is  found  in  the  UG.  texts  of  the  eighth 

century  by  the  side  of  -emu,  -emo  :  from  the  ninth  century  on  -emu  is 

1  The  use  of  the  ikctionless  adjective  spreads  from  the  nominative  to  other  cases, 
and  even  to  the  feminine,  especially  in  predicative  use. 

0  2 
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the  form  generally  in  use,  until  Notker,  who  elides  the  e  after  /,  r  in 

polysyllabic  words,  e.  g.  luzzelmo,  andcrmo. 
481  Feminine.  In  the  Nominative  singular  UG.  diverges  from  Franconian, 

in  that  UG.  preserves  the  diphthong  iu  (Notker  places  the  accent  on 

the  i  =  iu),  while  Franconian  at  an  early  date  converts  iu  into  u  (the 

i  in  this  iu  was  not  here  syllabic  but  =  /,  and  falls  thus  according 

to  rule).  With  Tatian  the  forms  in  u  are  the  more  numerous, 

while  Otfrid  rarely  has  any  other  (see  Kelle,  271,  273);  see  PBB. 
ii.  165. 

The  case  termination  -iu  should  cause  /-mutation  of  the  preceding 
vowel ;  but  this  is  only  regularly  the  case  in  one  word,  al,  in 

Franconian  :  e//iu,  ellu  is  regular  with  Isidor,  Tatian,  and  Otfrid,  while 

UG.  nearly  always  has  alliu.  Other  instances  are  rare — endriu  occurs 
in  Merigarto,  2.  20.  Cases  occur  sporadically  of  a  feminine  singular 

accusative  in  -c  in  place  of  -a,  e.  g.  alle,  sine ;  these  are  found  in  the 

older  MSS.,  apparently  in  analogy  to  the /^-sterns. 
482  Plural.  The  nominative  masculine  is  often  written  with  -<?  in  later 

Bavarian,  and  occasionally  so  in  Franc,  and  Alem. ;  cf.  K.  andhra, 

Is.  mlna,  dhina. 

Notker  uses  the  Masculine  form  for  the  Feminine  {blinde  is  with  him 

Nominative  and  Accusative  plural  Masculine  and  Feminine),  as  he 

does  with  the  weak  adjective  declension  (486).  The  Nominative  plural 

Neuter  ending  in  -iu  is  treated  in  identically  the  same  manner  as  the 

Nominative  singular  Feminine  in  -iu,  e.  g.  Alem.  ~iu,  Franc,  chiefly  -u. 
Variations  of  the  Dative  Plural  (normally  em,  en)  occur  in  late  Bavarian 

monuments,  but  also  once  in  Tatian,  89.  1,  and  in  the  Lw.  :  minan 

1.  23,  sinan  1.  43. 

483  jo- stems.  Of  these  it  has  been  said  above  that  they  differ  from  the 

pure  a-  and  ̂ -sterns  only  in  the  flectionless  form,  which  with  them  ends 

in  -i,  whereas  the  former  always  have  a  consonant  ending.  Only  in 
the  oldest  texts,  and  then  rarely,  do  forms  occur  which  show  the  older 

formation  in  the  oblique  cases  with  -J,  -i,  -e  before  the  inflection :  Ra 
kaumantian,  farlikantian ,  O.  redie  for  redi. 

Words  with  short  root-vowel  show  the  original  presence  of  /-suffix 

by  gemination — and  where  possible  /-mutation :  such  forms  as  mini, 

luggi,  nuzzi  point  unmistakably  to  an  original  *midjiz,  Got.  midjis,  &c. 
Gemination  after  a  long  syllable  exists  in  Alem.  (occasionally  with 

-n  and  -/,  cf.  (h)reinnan,  spattiii),  and  is  frequent  in  UG.  with  -r :  thus 
mart,  mdrrer,  marriu,  mdrraz,,  &c. 

484  The  wa-,  m^-stems  are  few  in  number.  It  was  stated  that  in 
the  flectionless  forms  thev  end  in  -0,  but  otherwise  coincide  with  the 
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strong  adjective  blint,  A  distinction,  however,  should  be  made  between 

(</)  those  in  which  a  consonant  or  short  vowel  precedes  the  zv,  and  (b) 

those  in  which  a  long  vowel  precedes. 

a.  wa-t  E&£-stems,  with  a  consonant  preceding  the  w,  usually 
develop  a  secondary  vowel  a,  <;  0  before  the  w :  e.  g.  garo,  garwer  or 

ga  rawer,  mar*:,  tnarwes  or  mar  awes  \  such  words  brei/alo,  kalo,  salo, 
elo,  zeso. 

/>.  Those  with  preceding  vowel  lose  the  0  already  in  the  ninth 

century  if  the  vowel  be  long,  and  contract  the  root-vowel  and  0  to  o  in 
the  uninflected  cases  if  it  be  short,  e.  g.  grdo,  blao,  lao,  sleo  become  grii, 

bhl,  sic.  Id,  whereas/hro,  rao,fao  become  fro,  ro,/o.  In  the  inflected 

forms  both  retain  the  zv  :  blawes,frawes. 
Often  the  contracted  uninflected  form  was  taken  to  be  the  stem  and 

to  it  was  added  a  strong  inflection:  froer,  froun,frdaZf  Info  there  is 

alternation  between  //  and  w,  foher,  fohem  beside  fouuer :  this  is  not 

grammatic  change,  but  merely  a  glide  or  sign  of  the  division  of  syllables. 

GIou  had  -ww  from  Pr.  Gmc,  Pr.  Gmc.  azvzv  — >  au  —>  on  (cf. 

Got.  giaggwo),  and  thus  never  had  a  final  -0  in  the  uninflected  form 
(above,  (b)).  It  inflects  regularly,  glouuer,  &c.  Curiously  in  Otfrid  the 

-an  has  not  become  -ou:  iv.  7.  9,  glauue;  v.  23.  i^,glaucn;  see  Kogel 
PBB.  vij.  167  and  ix.  526. 

The  Weak  Adjectival  Declension. 

Gothic. 
Sing. Plural. 

Mase. Fern. Neut. Masc. 
Fern. 

Xeut.    485 

X. blinda 

blind') 

blindo blinda /is blindons blindona 
A. blindan blindon 

blindi> 
55 

>> 

(i. blindins bl in  dons blindins blindanc 

blindon>~> 

blindiine 

I). blindin blindon blindin 

oik; 

blinda  m blindo  m blindam 

X. blinlo blinta blinta 
blinton, 

-tin 

bliniun 
bliniun, 

-on 

A. blinton, bliniun ?> >> 

)> 

>  > 

G. 

-UU 

blinlen, -in bliniun blinlen, 

-in 

blintono blintono blintono 

D. j» ■>■> 

5) 

bl in  torn, 

-on 

blinlom, 

-on 

blinton, 

-011 

Generally  speaking,  the  inflectional  system  is  identical  with  that  of  486 

the    ;/-stem    nouns,   only  in   certain  texts  discrepancies  have  arisen: 
Otfrid,  for  instance,  makes  the  Xominative  and  Accusative  Masculine 
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Plural  of  the  noun  end  in  -on,  but  that  of  the  adjective  in  -tin :  and 

only  once  uses  the  form  -ono  for  the  Genitive  PI.  Tatian  also  seems 

inclined  to  the  -un  form.  Notker,  on  the  other  hand,  as  in  the  other 

instances  (482),  uses  the  Masculine  ending  -on  for  the  Feminine  also, 
and  it  is  noteworthy  that  for  the  Dative  plural  he  invariably  writes  the 

strong  adjective  inflection  -en  in  place  of  the  weak  -on  :  thus  blinten 

(PBB.  ii.  136).  The/tz-  and  wa-  ;/-stems  inflect  regularly  as  above, 

only  occasionally  showing  traces  of  the  original  /  as  -e  and  -/:  Wess. 
mareo;  Is.  nerrendeo,  wa/dendeo;  M.festeom. 

Participles. 

487  In  OHG.  both  participles,  the  Present  ending  in  -enti  as  well  as  the 

Perfect  ending  in  -an  or  -/,  may  show  the  triple  declension  like  other 
adjectives:  (1)  The  nominal  (uninflected). 

(2)  The  strong. 

(3)  The  weak. 
The  Present  Participle  in  -enti  is  treated  as  a  /tf-stem  (479),  and 

thus  has  its  Nominative  in  -z'for  the  so-called  uninflected  form  nemanti. 
The  inflected  forms  nemanler — az> — in  have  no  trace  of  the  -J.  The 

Past  Participle  of  both  graded  and  non-graded  verbs  is  inflected 
exactly  like  blint,  strong  and  weak. 

It  should  be  noted  that,  in  place  of  the  ending  in  -an  in  inflected 

forms,  Franconian  texts  often  allow  the  ending  to  be  coloured  to  -en, 

-in,  -on  by  neighbouring  sounds  :  thus  O.  einboronon,  giscribene, 

gihaltenera,  giborgenero,  eiginaz,  tigenen,  &c.  In  UG.  the  ending  -an 
is  consistent.     See  PBB.  vi.  239. 

Comparison  of  Adjectives. 

488  IG.  marked  the  comparative  and  superlative  degrees  by  means  of 

various  suffixes  which  were  added  direct  to  the  root  of  the  adjective, 

and  not  to  the  positive  stem. 

(a)  The  comparative  was  formed  by  the  addition  of  the  suffix  -ios 

and  -ih  to  the  root,  and  the  superlative  by  the  addition  of  -isto  (i.  e.  the 

comp.  suffix  -is  and  -to).     Cf.  altior,  cAc^io-tos,  KpaTicrTos :  Kparvs. 
This  suffix  appears  in  the  lengthened  degree  as  -ids  (cf.  maior  < — 

*?naios),  and  in  the  reduced  degree  (which  in  Gmc.  is  the  general  one) 

as  -is  (Got.  -is,  OHG.  -ir) ;  cf.  magis.  If  a  vowel  preceded,  the  -/"  of 
the  suffix  formed  with  it  a  diphthong;  cf.  root  *pte,  Gk.  7rXeW, 
7rA€to"ro5. 

To  the  comparative  stem  -iz  Gmc.  added  the  formative  suffix  -;/  :  -en  \ 

-on  (cf.  Gk.  fj&iwv  <—  *r)&L<Twv) ;    and  thus  the  total  stem  of  the  Gmc. 
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comparative  became  -izen  and  was  declined  like  any  ether  //-stem  in 

(«nie..  as  Got.  managiza,  Gen,  managizins\  &c. ;  alfteis,  com  p.  atjnza, 

Gen.  ajfiizins,  while  the  superlative  stem-suflix  -w/0  was  treated  like  an 

ordinary  adjective  and  subject  to  double  inflection  as  in  Got.  hduhisis — 

hauhista.  OHG.,  however,  adopts  exclusively  the  «-Stem  declension 

for  the  superlative  :  Jwlu'sio,  as  for  the  comparative. 
Beside  the  suffix  -iz,  -isto  Gmc.  used  also  a  parallel  formation,  -oz, 

-osto,  to  mark  the  degree  of  comparison  ;  e.g.  Got.  szvinfis,  sivinpoza^ 
OHG.  hohoro,  hohosto,  beside  kohiro.  Sic.  This  form  was  in  Gothic 

and  OHG.  chiefly  confined  to  the  a-stems.  The  form  is  due  to  the 

existence  in  the  parent  1G.  language  of  many  adjectives  with  a  -jo 
suffix  in  the  positive :  when  these  formed  their  comparative  with  the 

ids  sufiix  (cf.  laX,  juniorem)  the  1  was  not  felt  to  be  part  of  the  comp. 

suffix,  but  was  taken  to  be  the  /of  the  positive;  e.g.  in  IG.  *neu — ids, 

comp.  neu — ids,  -on,  the  i  seemed  to  belong  to  the  first  component, 

as  if  ncui — ds — on,  thus  the  suffix  -oz  became  accepted  as  comparative 

sufiix,  and  to  it  in  analogy  with  -isto  was  formed  -osto. 
This  new  formation  was  no  doubt  helped  considerably  by  the  fact 

that  a  large  class  of  adverbs  in  -0  existed  with  which  the  comparative 

ending  -0  agreed,  but  it  is  not  possible  yet  to  prove,  as  some  have 

assumed,  that  the  comparative  in  -0  arose  from  the  comparative  of 
these  adverbs.     See  PBB.  xvii.  552. 

(6)  The  IG.  suffix  -cro  or  -tero  (cf.  Gk.  iraXal- repos)  did  not  live  on 
into  OHG.  productively,   though  such  forms  as  aftar,  innaro,  uzfiro, 

fordaro,  &c,  preserve  it.     In  OHG.  it  appears  only  in  adverbial  forms, 

and  perhaps  in  the  Possessive  Pronoun  unsar,  &c.  (464). 

(c)  The  IG.  suffixes  -dvio  and  tdmo  (cf.  Lat.  nltimus)  have  perished  489 

without  leaving  any  traces  except  OE.  forma,  OS.  forma,  Got.  fr-uma, 

inn-uma,   af-iuma.      The  formation  of  double  superlatives   such    as 

aftumists  is  a  proof  that  the  superlative  force  of  -ma  was  no  longer 
felt. 

In  OHG.  the  only  living  mode  of  comparison  is  that  with  suffixes 

-iro,  -isto ;  -oro,  -osto.  While  in  the  older  language  the  forms  in  -oro, 

-oslo  were  mainly  confined  to  the  ̂ -sterns,  OHG.  knew  no  such  dis- 

tinction. Many  adjectives  have,  especially  the  a-slems,  double  forms, 

as  hdh,  holiisto,  -osto,  &c. ;  the/tf-stems  almost  exclusively  have  forms  in 

-i\  eng,  engiro,  engisto,  while  compound  words  and  adjectives  composed 

with  a  derivative  suffix  always  have  -oro,  -osto  :  salig,  saligoro,  satigbsto. 

Dialectal  peculiarities  are  early  manifested,  as  Otfrid's  liaber  for  the  490 
more  general  liobor,  and  not  infrequently  the  comparative  and  super- 

lative are  formed   with   different  vowels:    e.g.   the    comp.  altiro   is 
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universal,  but  for  the  superlative  UG.  has  allisl,  Tatian  altoslo.  Mutation 

caused  by  the  -i  is  checked  by  the  usual  consonant  combinations,  and 

in  UG.  by  combinations  with  -r,  armiro,  altiro,  while  in  Franc,  in  the 
latter  case  it  takes  place  :  eld  iron  (279).  In  Franc,  often  there  is  found 

in  place  of  -iro  the  weakened  form  -ero,  especially  in  Otfrid,  but  in 

UG.  the  -ero  does  not  prevail  until  the  times  of  Notker.  Otfrid  also 

has  forms  in  -ere,  -ara,  -oro  [afteren,  ziarara,  &c),  but  always  under 
the  influence  of  a  following  vowel,  viz.  always  due  to  vowel  harmony. 

[Paul  explains  these  vowels  e,  a,  0  as  secondary  developments 

before  ;-.] 
To  Jung,  comp.Jungiro,  is  also  found  a  second  formjugiro  (BR.  once, 

Tat.  three  times),  which  must  represent  an  older  Pr.  Gmc.  *jiwxizo 

— >JUXZZ°>  Got.  Juhiza.  Tatian's  g  instead  of  h  must  be  analogical. 
491  To  syncope  is  due  the  form  of  the  substantival  herro.  Jungbro 

(Otfrid)  is  not  a  comp.  in  -or,  but  probably  another  case  of  syncope 

(<— disyllabic  *jungro)  with  secondary  vowel  metri gratia.  Possibly  in 
both  cases  the  substantival  use  would  account  for  the  shortening. 

Other  cases  are  erron  (Is.)  for  eririn,  and  allhrom,  Gl.  i.  96.  16  = 

altcrom,  Pa. ;  cf.  OS.  herro,  jungro,  aldrom,  &c,  PBB.  vi.  154. 

In  OHG.,  as  in  OE.  and  ON.,  both  the  comparative  and  superlative 

have  only  weak  inflection  (whereas  Got.  superlative  could  have  both 

strong  and  weak) :  lengiro  m.,  hngira  f.,  gen.  lengirin,  -fin,  kngisio, 
-a,  &c. 

Whatever  exceptions  are  found  are  in  Otfrid,  ii.  6.  45  :  bczircmo 

dat.  pi.,  rehteren,  snazeren,  merenjungislemo,  cristeru,furisten.  There 

is  one  example  of  the  so-called  uninflected  form  of  superlative  in 
Musp.  22,  Salanas  allisl. 

Sporadically  (in  Pa.,  K.,  Ra,  O.)  forms  ending  in  -a  for  Nom.  Sg. 
Masc.  are  found  both  of  comparative  and  superlative  :  furira,furista. 
This  is  the  neuter  form  used  for  the  masc. 

Irregular  Comparison. 

492  As  in  all  IG.  languages,  so  in  OHG.  some  adjectives  are  defective, 

i.  e.  have  no  regular  comparative  and  superlative,  but  supply  these 
forms  from  other  roots. 

OHG. 
bez&iro      bezzjsio 
ii'irsiro     wirststo 

j  mero       J  meisto [nieriro    \vicroro  (UG.) 
(minnisio nunniro  \  7 

{/ezjzjsto 

(a)  gofis ubils 

mikils 

Uitils 

Got. 
baiiza 
wairsiza 

vidiza 

ba  lists 

nidisls 

mini  lis  Is 
guot 

ubil 

mihhil 

luzzil 
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(/>)  To  adverbial  positives  the  following  adjectival  comparative  forms 

have  been  brought  into  use  : — 

ti/'/ro,  -cro,  -aro aft(e)rbsto,  aftisto 
a  ■-  trro criro,  -oro,  -cro 

crislo 

furi furiro 
furisto  {fursto) 

forna fordlO,  -(/(lO,  -den l /ord(a)roslo,  /order is lo 
hiniar kin Zero,  hiniaro hinUresto 

oba obaro,  -oro oberbsto 
unlar uniero unlar  oslo,  unieroslo "; 

uzfro /izt{e)roslo,  u^aroslo 

The  comparative  forms  were  clearly  not  felt  to  be  such  after  a  time, 

for  in  VG.  a  number  of  comparatives  existed  with  an  extended  suffix 

-oro,  thus  :  aflroro,  erroro,  for{c)rdro,  furiroro,  hiul(e)rdro,  innardro, 
obcroro,  underoro ;  whereas  nidari  had  become  purely  positive  with 

strong  forms  nidarcr,  -az„  and  a  comparative  nidaroro,  superlative 
nidarosio. 

Sidcro  =  the  late  one,  adj.  to  s'ld,  stands  entirely  alone,  as  does 
rn it oslo  =  the  last,  superlative    to   micro   and   cnli  (Otfrid,   i.    3.    7 
v.  3.  55> 
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CHAPTER    VII 

NUMERALS 

493  The  IG.  system  of  counting  was  the  decimal  system :  this  was  in 

prehistoric  times  combined  with  the  Babylonian  sexagesimal  system, 

which  has  left  traces  of  its  presence  in  Gmc.  languages  down  to  the 

present  day.     These  are : — 
(i)  The  special  form  of  word  adopted  for  n  and  12. 

(2)  The  check  made  in  the  tens  at  60. 

(3)  The  continuance  of  counting  by  tens  up  to  120.  Cf.  ON. 

tolfrdedr  —  120,  Mod.  Germ.  Grosshundert.  (It  was  this  counting  by 
tens  up  to  120  which  necessitated  the  adoption  in  Gmc.  of  separate 

units  for  11  and  12  in  place  of  the  compounds  1  +  10,  2  +  10,  as 

in  Latin  undecirn,  &c.) 

The  Cardinal  Numbers. 

494  (1)  The  numbers  1,  2,  3  are  regularly  inflected  and  distinguish 

a  masculine  and  feminine  form.  Ein  as  a  numeral  has  strong  adjec- 
tival inflection,  but  generally  remains  uninflected  in  the  Nom.  Sing,  and 

Ace.  Sing.  neut. ;  cases  of  the  inflected  form  are  rare  :  einaz,,  ski/  T., 

einaz,,  Ms  O.,  einer,  einin,  einaz,,  or  ein,  ein,  ein.  Already  in  OHG.  ein  is 

used  as  indefinite  article,  but  not  at  all  frequently  :  in  such  cases  it 

can  be  used  in  the  plural,  also  with  a  plural  noun :  in  ein  en  baachon, 

fori  einen  ostoron,  zi  einen  gihugtin. 

(2)  Zwene  inflects : 
Masc.  Neut.  Fern. 

zwene  zwei  zzva,  zwo 
zweio 

zweim,  -ein 

The  Nom. -Ace.  Fern,  is  in  some  UG.  glosses  zuo,  zivo,  zo.  Isidor 

has  twice  as  Gen.  zweiio,  Tatian  zweiero.  (For  quei  in  Ker.  Gl. 
cf.  148.) 

(3)  Drl  inflects  regularly,  dri,  dno,  driu,  Gen.  drio,  Dat.  drirn,  drin, 

but  the  influence  of  the  strong  adj.  declension  is  shown  in  the  Nom.- 
Acc.  Masc.  of  late  OHG.  drie  (Isidor  once  dhrie),  and  in  the  Gen. 

dnero  (cf.  zweiero).     Otfrid  has  a  form  Ace.  Fern,  thriu  beside  thrio, 
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and  Xotker.  as  usual,  does  nol  distinguish  between  masculine  and 
Feminine. 

(4)  The  numerals  from  4  to  14  arc  either —  495 
(a)  uninflected  when  used  adjectivally  before  a  noun,  or 

(b)  inflected  when  used  substantially  and  after  a  noun. 

In  the  latter  ease  the)  arc  treated  as  /-stems,  while  the  neuter  ends  in 
/.v.  //  as  with  the  strong  adjectives,  e.g.  masculine  and  feminine  fort] 

fioriu  (Franc  fioru),  Dat.  fion'm,  -w,Gen.fioreo,fioro. 
(  Hfrid  writes  once  siban  in  place  of  sibun,  niuuan  for  niun,  and 

Xotker  often  zeen,  zen.  It  should  be  also  noted  that  in  sibim  and  zchan 

the  final  s\  liable  is  often  assimilated  to  the  inflectional  ending :  sibim\ 
zchiniu. 

Isidor's  schse  appears  to  be  formed  according  to  the  adj.  decl.,  as 
elsewhere  schsi  is  found.  Of  ahlo  the  Nom.  ahtoivi  occurs  in  Gl.  i. 

742.  62,  and  a  Dat.  ahloiven  is  found  in  N. 

(5)  The  numbers  13-19  are  formed  by  prefixing  the  respective  unit 
to  zchan,  e.  g.  drizehan,  fiorzehau,  &c.  Drizehan  may  be  inflected  in 

both  numbers,  viz.  N.  drift  zenin,  the  others  only  in  -zihan. 
(6)  From  20  to  100  the  tens  are,  in  the  ninth  century,  formed  by  496 

composition  with  -zug  (Got.  tigus) :  zweinzug,  drizzug  (and  driz&ug), 

Sec. ;  but  from  70  to  100  the  older  language  (Mons.  and  Gl.)  used  com- 

pounds with  -zo  :  sibunzo,  ahtozo,  *m'unzo,  *zehanzo,  which  no  doubt  were 
originally  continued  to  120:  *einlifzo,  *zwelifzo.  The  compounds 
with  -zug  and  -zo  are  indeclinable,  and  are  used  as  substantives  (as 

zug  =  decade)  with  the  genitive,  feorzuc  wehhono,  but  adj.  use  is  rare : 

Tatian,  however,  has  zweinzug  thusuntin.  -zug  is  often  found  as  -zog, 

also  as  -zee,  -zec/i,  -zig  before  Notker's  time. 
Driz&ug  is  usually  found  with  the  spirant  z&,  not  the  fricative  z.    The  497 

reason  is  perhaps  that  the  word  was  not  felt  to  be  a  compound  of  *prl 

and  *tig.uz,  and  the  /  was  therefore  shifted  to  z&  as  if  intervocal  and  not 
initial.     The  fricative  is  found  sporadically  by  analogy  to  zzueinzug,  &c. 

(7)  For  100  the  older  language  has  only  the  forms  zehanzo,  zehanzug,  498 

and  more  than  100  can  be  expressed  by  multiplication,  e.g.  500 fin/ 

s/unfeenzig.  200  zwiro  zehanzug  :  usually,  however,  200-900  are  ex- 
pressed by  hunt,  used  as  a  neuter  substantive,  e.  g.  zwei  hunt  phendingo. 

Hundert,  hunder  only  enter  the  language  in  the  twelfth  century 

through   LG. 

(8)  Dusuni,  tusent  is  originally  a  feminine  substantive,  and  is 

generally  treated  as  such,  but  since  dusunt  is  used  uninflected,  even  in 

the  plural  and  oblique  cases — manago  thusuntO.  v.  23.  223,  thusuntfilu 

managa  (for  0)  iv.  17.  17,  Kelle  313,  N.  driu  tusent — it  is  also  treated  as 
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a  neuter.  On  the  other  hand  Tatian  uses  a  plural  form  after  the  o 
declension,  zwa  thiisunta,  and  a  Dative  thusuntin,  where  O.  and  Will, 

write  thusanton,  -tin.  The  noun  after  dusent  stands  in  the  Gen.  when 
dusent  is  in  the  Nom.  or  Ace.,  but  when  in  the  Gen.  or  Dat.  dusent  is 

used  attributively  :  zehen  thiisunta  ta  lentdtio,  but/for  thiisunton  mannon. 

(9)  Units  were  joined  to  tens  by  inli  \  drlyig  inti  ahio.  When  the 

unit  comes  next  the  noun  the  latter  is  in  apposition;  if,  however,  the 

ten  comes  next  the  noun  the  latter  must  be  in  the  Genitive  :  drizpg 

inti  ahto  iar  but  iaro  drizpg  inti  ahto.  Occasionally  8  and  9  are 

expressed  by  subtraction  :  cines  min  dhanne  fimfzuc  iaaro  =  by  one  less 

than  50,  and  Otfrid  is  fond  of  multiplication:  ziviro  sehs  iaro  =  12, 

tint  if 'stun  don  sibini '  =  77,  ihria  stun  ton  finfzug  ouh  thri  =  153. 

Ordinal  Numbers. 

499  The  ordinals  'first,  second,  third'  are  not  formed  from  their  respective 

cardinal  numbers.    '  First '  is  expressed  by  the  old  superlatives  eristo  and 

furisio.  '  Second '  is  given  by  ander  with  strong  adjectival  inflection 

until  Notker,  when  it  acquires  also  weak  inflection.  '  Third '  <—  *J?ri  + 
-Ho,  tertius,  Got. pridja,  OE.  dridda,  OS.  thriddio,  OHG.  driito. 

The  remainder  are  all  formed  as  superlatives  with  -osto :  fiorzug- 
osto,  &c. 

Other  Numerals. 

500  (1)  Distributives.  In  OHG,  there  are  but  few  instances :  ciniuzze 

=  singuli,  ziviske  =  dim',  driske  —  terni,feoriske  =q~uatemi  are  formed 
with  the  suffix  *ko.  In  Sing,  they  have  not  actually  distributive  meaning, 
but  rather  multiplicative  :  einazem,  einzen,  io  zwene  inti  zwene,  unless 

perhaps  N.  Lib.  i.  41  under  zuisken  is  distributive  in  force. 

(2)  Multiplicative  numeral  adjectives  are  formed  with  the 

suffix  -fatt :  this  can  be  added  to  any  cardinal  number :  zwl/att, 

drifatt,  &c.  ;  and  then  again  are  often  extended  by  the  suffixes  -tin, 

-ig,  -ichh. 
Traces  of  other  formations  are  left  in  einlih ;  viorzuhlih  =  quadra- 

genarius ;  zwinal,  zwiniting,  gazwineli  —  geminus ;  fioring  =  quaternio  ; 
zehaning,  &c. 

501  (3)  Multiplicative  numeral  adverbs.  These  are  usually  formed 

with  stunt,  an  adverbial  form  to  stunta,  which  follows  the  adjectival 

cardinal  numbers  :  driostunt,  vior stunt,  zen(zehe?i)stunt,  &c.  Beside 

these  there  is  also  cines  (Notker  finest)  ziviro  =  bis,  zwiror  (Old  Bav.), 

zwiron  (Tat.),  which  Notker  makes  into  ziviront,  driror  (H.).    Instead  of 
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stunt  also  Award  is  used  :  sibun  ward  =  septief,  vierwerda,  Merig.j  spurt 

—  stadium  is  also  found :  dritn  spurtim  (M.)  =  tcr. 

K0TE. — In  the  ninth  century  the  dative  plural  is  used  adverbially, 

sets  stuntom  =  sexies,  II.  sibun  stundon  —  septies  ;  Is.  einlif  stunton. 

Ot.  Gl.  ii.  289  has  viorzihan  stuntd  =  quater  denes,  and  O.  thria  stunta 

zwene—  6  (i.  5.  2). 

(4)  '  For  the  first  time  '  =  Prist,  '  for  the  second  time  '  =  andera  stunt, 

Notker  anderest)  '  for  the  third  time'  =  thrittun  stunt. 

(5)  Fractions  are  rendered  with  teil :  ein  kit,  der  hatbo  ieit,  &c,  zwene 

ahtoteile.     Of  old  fractional  terms  has  survived  fiordung  =  quadrans. 

ADVERBS 

(a)  Formation. 

(1)  Adverbs  were  formed  from  Adjectives  and  Participles  by  the  502 

addition  of  -b  to  the  root. 

The/-  of  the/0-stems  fell  before  this  5}  so  that  no  trace  of  mutation 

is  found  :  e.  g.  snett-o,  dan-o,  ubft-o,  ang-o  to  eng-i,fasto  to/esti,  samflo 

to  semfti,  itonio. 
Of  the  zctf-stems  only  one,  gar 0,  iormed  an  adverb,  which  is garwo 

or  garo.     Guot  has  wela,  wota  as  adverb. 
OHG.  has  a  number  of  adverbial  forms  of  adjectives  compounded 

with  -tt/i.  Presumably  these  were  originally  adjectives  in  -lih  corre- 

sponding to  all  the  adverbs  in  -Ucho,  but  in  many  cases  the  adverb 

alone  is  extant :  e.  g.  gcrnUcho,  garaUcho,  and  there  are  no  adjectival 

forms  in  -Bh. 

(2)  Often  special  cases  of  the  adjective  are  used  as  adverbs:  503 

a.  The  Accusative  singular  neuter :  mera,  meista,filu,  mihhil, ginuog, 
tuzzil. 

b.  The  Genitive  singular  neuter:  attes}re/ites,wes,gd/ics,/ram??wrtes, 
tin  in. 

c.  The  Accusative  singular  feminine  of  the  weak  declension  :  gahun, 

nahun  :  forms  in  -inga,  as  itatingun,  gahingiin. 
d.  The  Accusative  singular  masculine  of  the  weak  declension  :  noton, 

foilon,  ginuagon. 

e.  The  Dative  plural :  einazen,  tuzlgem  (  =  pautati??i),  smalihhem. 

(3)  Pronominal  adverbial  forms  (locative). 

a.  Rest.  -r  :  hiar,  dar,  war  (sar\  cf.  Gk.  Scv-po. 
b.  Direction,  -ra  :  hera,  dara. 

-rot:  Zierot,  darot. 

-wert,  art:  anawert,fravimort. 
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c.  Motion  from,     -na  :  Notker  -nnan  :  hina,  hi?ia?ia,  hinna,  himum. 

d.  Time.  -nne  :  danne,  define,  wanne. 

e.  Manner.  so,  sus  {1i)imeo,  sama. 

f.  Cause.  danta,  therefore,  (h)mianla,  wherefore. 

(6)  Comparison  of  Adverbs. 

504  The  comparative  form  of  all  adverbs  is  formed  with  -or,  whether  the 

corresponding  adjective  has  -ir  or  -or  :  e.  g.  reini,  reiniro,  adv.  reinor ; 
festi,fesliro,  adv.  faster  ;  angor,  &c.  (the  other  adverbs  show  an  r  from 

analogy  with  adjectives  where  Pr.  Gmc.  z  was  not  final).  In  the  super- 

lative the  form  -5sl  largely  predominates,  though  forms  in  -ist  also 

occur  :  langost,  fastost,  &c.,  but  en's/,  nahist,jungist,  and  a  few  others. 
Irregular  forms  are:  baz,,  bez&ist)  zvirs,  wirsisl;  mer,  meis/;  min, 

minnist. 

In  W.  Gmc.  min,  5az„  zvirs  (Got.  mins,  da/is,  wairs),  Pr.  Gmc. 

*minniz,  baliz,  wirsiz,  the  -iz  has  fallen  (131),  as  also  in  er,  sid,  hall, 
which  in  early  OHG.  have  no  comparative  and  superlative.  In  later 

days  er,  sid  develop  new  forms,  eror,  erist,  and  sidor. 

In  mer,  Got.  mat's,  the  -r  has  been  retained  as  in  the  pronouns 
mir,  &c,  132. 
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I.  a.  With  Pret.  vowel  ei. 
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titan bett bitum 

gi-bitan 
to  wait 

tizfitn 
5ei\ 

biz&um 
-biz&an 

lo  bite 
blichan bleich blichum 

-blichan 
to  shine 

pzfln 

fit* fliz&um 
-fliz&an 

to  occupy  oneself 

glizpn 

gfa'%
 

gliq&m 
-ghz&an to  shine 

gnitan 

gncii gnitum 
-gnitan to  rub 

gy'ifan greif 
griffum 

-griffan to  seize 

grin  an 
grein grinum 

-grinan to  grin 

(h)nigan \h)neig (h)nigum 

-hnigan 
to  bend 

(h)rinan 
\h)rein \ji)rinum 

-hrinan 
to  touch 

k'inan 
kein kinum 

-kinan 

to  germinate 
k  11  ban kleib klibum 

-kliban 
to  adhere 

liban leib libum 

-liban 

to  spare 
11  dan hid litum 

-lidan 
to  suffer 

mid  an meid mitum 

-mi tan 

to  avoid 
nldan 

(mid) (nidum) 
-(nidan) 

to  envy 

riban reib ribum 

-riban 

to  rub 

(gi)-rlchan 
-reich -richum -richan 

to  rule 

r'idan reid ridum 
-rid an 

to  turn 
rim  an reim rimum 

-riman 
to  obtain 

risan reis rirum 
-rir  an 

to  rise 

titan reit ritum 
-ritan 

to  ride 

rizfin 
reiz, 

riz&um 

-riz&an 
to  tear 

scinan scein scinum 
-scinan 

to  shine 
scrian screi scrirum 

-scriran 

to  cry 

scriban screib scribum 
-scriban 

to  write 

sigan 

seig 

sigum 

-sigan 

to  sink 
slichan sleich slichum 

-slichan to  creep 

slifan 

sleif 
sliffum 

-sliffan to  slip 

silvan 
steiz, 

sliz&um 
-sliz&an 

to  cleave 
stnizfln smeiz, smiz&um 

-smiz&an 
to  throw 

snidan sneid snitum 
-snitan 

to  cut 

stigan 

steig 
stigum 

-stigan 
to  climb 

strichan stretch st  richum -strichan 
to  stroke 

stritan streit stritum 
-stritan 

to  dispute 
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swlchan sweich swichum 
gi-swichan 

to  desert 
swinan swein swinnm 

-sivinan 
to  diminish 

triban treib tribnvi 
-iriban 

to  drive 
wichan weich w/'chum 

-wichan 

to  yield 
wisan weis wisum 

-zvisan 
to  avoid 

WlZ/Hl 
weiz, 

wiz&im 
-wiz&an 

to  reprove 

b.  With  Pret.  vowel  e. 

dihan deh 
digum gi-digan 

to  thrive 
Zihan leh liwum 

-liwan  (h) 
to  lend 

rthan reh rihum 
-rihan 

to  arrange 

s'lhan seh 
sigum  (w) 

-sigan(h,w) 
to  sift 

spiwan 
spe(o) 

spi(w)n/)i 
-spiwan 

to  spit 

tihan teh tihum 

-tihan 
to  attempt 

wlhan  (g) {weh) 
(wignni) 

-wigan 
to  fight 

zihan zeh zihnm 
•zihan 

to  accuse 

II.  a.  With  Pret. vowel  ou. 

biogan 

boug 

bugwn gi-bogan to  bend 

fliogan floug 
fliigum 

-flogan 

to  fly 

hiofan  (b) (houf) 
(hubutri) 

-{hoban) 
to  mourn 

klioban klonb klubum 
-kloban 

to  cleave 
kriochan krouch kruchum 

-krochan 
to  crawl 

liogan 

long 

lugum 

-logan 
to  lie  (men/in) 

riochan ronch ruchum 
-roc  han 

to  smoke 
skioban skoub shibiun 

-skoban 

to  push 
sliofan 

slonf 

slufiim 

-slofan 
to  slip 

stioban stonb stnbum 
-stoban 

to  disperse 
trio/an 

tronf 
trufum 

-trofan to  drip 

triogan 

troug 
trugnm 

-irogan 
to  deceive 

Aorist  presents. Pres.  vowel 
u. 

luhhan louhh luhhnm 
gi-lohhan 

to  lock 
sufan 

sonf 

snfnvi 

-sofan 
to  drink 

sfigan 

song 

siigum 
-sogan 

to  suck 

Roots  ending  in w. 

blinwan blou bluwum gi-b/u(w)an to  beat 
hriuwan 

(h)ron (h)rfiwnm 
-(h)rfiiw)an to  pain 

kiuwan kon kiavum 
-fa~i(zv)an 

to  chew 

b.  Pret vowel  6. 

bio/an hot buium 

gi-botan 
to  offer 

dioz/in 
doz, 

diiZjZjum 
-doz&an 

to  resound 
driozfin 

droz, druz&um 
-droz&an 

to  vex 

fliohan 

floh 

Jin  hum -flohan 
to  flee 

fliozfin 

floz, 
fluzzjum -floz&an 

to  flow- 
friosan 

fros 
frurum 

-froran to  freeze 

giozfin 
got, guz&um 

-goz&an to  pour 
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(fir)griozfln 
-grd% 

-gruz&im 
fir-grozjsfln 

to  rub  out 

(bi)-(/i)niotan      -{h)ndt 
(h)nutum 

bi-(/i)no/au to  make  fast 
kiosan 

k~>s 
kurum 

gi-korau 

to  choose 

(p'r)-liosan 

-los 
-In  in  in 

Jir-loran 

to  lose 

(ar)-liolan 

-lot 
-Inlnm 

a  r -lota  u to  shoot  up 

\h)liozfin 

Wo* (k)Iuzjyim 
gi-loz&an to  gain  by  lot 

nioz.au 
noz, 

(nuzfini) (-noz,(ii) 

to  enjoy 

runtfln 

roq, 

ruz&tm 
-roz&an 

to  lament 

siodan sod Silt  11  III 

-solan 
to  boil 

skiozfln 
skoq, 

skuzgjtm 
-skoz3zan to  shoot 

sliozfln 
sloz, 

sluz&um 
-slogan to  shut 

III.  a.  Pres.  vowel  i ;  Past  P. u. 

Wingan (brang) (b  rung  urn) gi-bruugau 

to  bring 

\rin  nan bra  nn brunnum 
-brunnan 

to  burn 
dinsan dans diuisum 

-dunsan 
to  draw 

dringan 
drang 

drungum 
-d rung  an 

to  press 
dwingan 

dwang 
d(w)ungitiu -d(io)ungan to  compel 

tin  dan 
/and /uni urn 

-/untan to  find 

bi-ginnan -gan -giinniini bi-gunnan 
to  begin 

h  ink  a  11 hank hiinkum 
gi-hunkan 

to  limp 

klimban klamb kin  mbn  111 
-kluinban 

to  climb 
klingan 

klang 
klungiim 

-klungan 
to  sound 

krtmman kram kr 11  m  mum -krumman 
to  scratch 

krimpfan 

krampf 
krump/um 

-krump/an 
to  writhe 

(Ji)limman 
(/>)lam (/i)  1 11  in  111 1 1 1/1 -{Ji)lumman 

to  roar 

bi-limpfan 

-lamp/ 
-lump/urn bi-lump/an to  occur 

gi- ling  an 

-lang 
-I ung  um 

gi-lungan 
to  succeed 

bi-linnan 

-Ian 
-lunnum bi-lunnan to  cease 

ring  an 

rang 
rungum 

gi- ring  an 

to  struggle 

rinnan ran run  n  u  11 1 
-runnan 

to  run 

int-rinnan 
-ran 

-ruiinum int-runnan to  separate 
singan 

sang 
sungum 

gi- sung  an 

to  sing 

tinkan sank sunkum 
-sunkan 

to  sink 
sinnan sail sun  nu  1/1 

-sunnan 
to  think 

skrinlan skrant skruntum -sk  run la  11 to  burst 
si  in  i  an slant sluntum -s  lun  la  11 to  swallow 

spin  nan 
span spunnum -spunnan 

to  spin 

springan sprang sprungum -sprungan 
to  spring 

switnman swam swum  mum -sivumman to  swim 

swingan 
swang 

swungum 
-swungan to  swing 

swmkan swank swunkum -swunkan to  hurl 

timpfan 

tamp/ 
in  in p/u  m 

-lump/an 
to  steam 

trinkan trank irunkum trunkan to  drink 
winnan lean wunnuin 

-  wunnan 
to  strive 

win  tan want wantum 
-wuntan to  wind 

b.  Pres. vowel  e. Past  P.  0. 

belgan 

balg 
bulgum gi-bolgan 

to  rage 

Lilian bal bullum 
-bollan 

to  bark 

1167 p 

507 
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brestan bras/ brustum 

{bras  him) gi-broslan 
to  burst 

brettan brat bruttum 
-broitan 

to  twitch 
dreskan drask druskum 

-droskan 
to  thresh 

fehtan 
faht fuhtum 

-fohlan 
to  fight 

felhan 

falh 

fulhum 
-folhan to  hide 

flehian 

flaht fluhtum 

-jlohlan to  plait 

geltan 

gait 
gultum 

-goltan to  be  worth 
hellan hal hullum (-holla  n) to  sound 

help/an 

halpf 

hulpfum 
-holpfan 

to  help 

hrespan 
hrasp 

kruspum 
-hrospan 

to  snatch 

hwerfan  (b)    hwarf  if) 
hwurbum  {/) 

-hworban(f) 

to  turn 
kerran kar kurrum 

-korran 

to  growl 
ar-leskan 

-task 
luskum 

-loskan 
to  extinguish 

melkan malk ?n  id  him 
-molkan 

to  milk 

quellan 

qual 
quuttum 

-quollan to  spring  forth 
skellan skat skullum 

-skollan 
to  resound 

skeltan skalt skiillum 
-skoltan 

to  scold 
skerran skar shirrum 

-skorran 
to  scratch 

smclzan smalz smulzuni 
-smolzan 

to  melt 
smerzan smarz smurzum -smorzan 

to  pain 
sner/an 

snarf 
snurfum 

-snorfan 
to  pull  together 

snerkan snark snurknm -snorkan 
to  link 

sterban starb sturbum 
-s  tor  ban to  die 

swelhan  (g) 
swalh  (g) 

1    sivnlgum 
-swolgan 

to  swallow 
siverban sivarb swurbuni 

-sworban 
to  whirl 

ielpan 

ialp 

iulpiim 

-tolpan 
to  dig 

wellan ival tvullum 
-wollan 

to  roll 
werdan ward wurtum 

-wort an 
to  become 

zverfan 

war/ 

wurfum 
-worfan 

to  throw 
werran war wurrum 

-worran 
to  confuse 

8      IV.  Pres.  vowel  < 3.     Past  P.  o. 

beran bar baruni 
gi-boran 

to  bear 
brehhan brahh brdhhum 

-brohhan 
to  break 

brcman brant bramum 
-broman 

to  grunt dweran dwar divarum -dworan 
to  stir 

helan hal halum 

-holan 

to  conceal 
ncman nam na?nu?n 

-noman 
to  take 

que  Ian 

qual 
qudluni 

-quolan to  torment 

queman 
quani quantum 

{-queman) to  come 

queran 
quar 

qiiarum 
-quoran 

to  sigh 

rehhan rahh rahhum 
-rohhan to  avenge 

sceran scar scdrum 
-scoran 

to  shear 

sprehhan sprahh sprahh  urn -sprohhau to  speak 
stchhan slahli stah  hum 

-stohhafi 
to  prick swcran sivar swarum 

-sworan 

to  pain ireffan 

iraf 

iraf um 
-troffan 

to  hit 
trehhan trahh t rahhum -trohhan to  draw 
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twelan (wal lie  alum 
gi-twolan 

lo  be  mad 

zeman zam zamum 
-soman 

to  beseem 
teran war zarum 

-zoran to  eat  up 

zwehhan ztvah zwahhum 
-zwohhan to  tweak 

J-Present. 

ien 
)uor s{w)uorum gi-sworan 

to  swear 

V.  Pres .  vowel  0. Past  P.  e. 

ez&tn 

<'; 

azjum gi-ez^fin 
10  eat 

gi-fehan 
-fall 

-fahuni -fehan to  rejoice 

gi-fezgfln 

-M 

-fazjim -fez^an to  fall  down 

fnehan 

fnah 
fnahum •fnehan 

to  breathe 

-gez&in 

-ga% 
-gaytm -gez&in 

to  get 

jehan 

jah 
jahum 

-jehan  (g) 
lo  speak 

fesatt 

fas 

jarum  (s) 
-jeran  (s) to  ferment 

jeian 

jal 
jdlum 

-/clan lo  hoe 

kit  nan klan kldnum 
-klenan 

to  smear 

knesan knas knarum  (,v) 
-kneran  (s) to  creep 

knetan knat knatum 
-kneian 

to  knead 
h  sail las 

I  drum  (s) 

-kran  (s) 
10  read 

mezgfln 
maz, mdzdim 

-mez&an 
lo  measure 

gi-nesan 
-ti  as narum  (a) 

-neran  (s) 
to  recover 

pflegan Pfiag 
pfldgum 

-pflegan 
to  be  used 

quedan 
quad 

quotum  (d) 
-quetan  (d) to  speak 

redan rad {rdlum) {-re  tan) to  sift 
seh  an sail sahum 

-sehan  (w) 
to  see 

gi-sfu  nan 
-skah ska  hum 

-skehan 
to  occur 

stredan strad {sir  alum) {-sir  elan) to  boil 
/re/an trat Irdtum 

-trclan 
to  tread 

weban ivab wdbum 
-iceban 

to  weave 

wegan 

wag 

wag  urn 

-wegan to  weigh 

ttbar-wehan {■ivah) (-ica/ium) (-wehan) lo  conquer 
7  its  an was cudrum {-we  ran) to  be 

J-Presents. 

bilUn bat balum 

gi-beian 

lo  beg 
lag 

lagum 

-legan 
to  lay 

SIZZi  ft 
saz, 

sdzjim 
-sez,zjin 

lo  sit 

VI.  Pres.  vowel  a .     Past  P.  a. 

bahhan buoh buohhum 
gi- bahhan 

to  bake 
dwahan dwuog{fi) da  wogum 

-dwagan 
lo  wash 

galan 

guol guolum 
-galan 

lo  sing 

gnagan gnuog gnuogum 
-gnagan to  gnaw 

graban 
gruob gruobum 

-graban 

to  dig 

hladan hluod hluodum 
-hladan 

to  load 

I aff ai  1 

luof 
luofum 

-faff an 
to  lick 

509 

510 
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lahan 
malan 
sahhan 
skaban 
slahan 
snahhan 

spanan 
stanian 

tragan 

(gi-wahan) 
wahsan 
waskan 
waian 

luog  (h) 

viuol 
snoh 
skuob 
sluog  (h) 

snuoh 

spuon sluont irnog 

wuog  (h) 

wuohs 
wuosk 
ivuot 

luogum 
miwlum 
siwhhum 
skuobum 
sliwgiun 
snuohum 

spuonum s/uonium 

wiiogum 
wiwhsum 
wuoskum 
wuotum 

J-Presents. 

heffen  huob  (/)     huobum 
skepfen  skaof  skuofum 

gi-lahan 

-malan 

-sahhan 
-skaban 
-s  lagan 

-snahhen 

-spanan -s/anlan 
-tragan 
-wag  an 

-wahsan 
-waskan 
-watan 

gi-haban 

-skajfan 

to  blame 

to  grind 
to  quarrel 
to  rub 
to  strike to  creep 

to  tempt 

to  stand 

to  earn- 
to  mention 

to  grow to  wash 
to  wade 

to  lift 
to  create 

REDUPLICATING   VERBS 

511       (a)  Pret.  Vowel  e  — >  ea,  ia. 

bdgan 

Mag 

barman bian 
blantan blianl 
blasan blias 

brdtan briat 

fdhan fang 
fa Man  (/) fiald  (/) 

fa  I  Ian 

fiat 

gangan giang 
hahan 

hiang 

haltan hi  alt 
heizfln 

hi'az, 

lazfln 
liaz, 

metz/in 
7)iiaz1 

int-raian 
-rial 

salzan si'alz 

ska  I  tan skialt 
skeidan skiad 
sldfan 

sliaf 

spaltan 
spialt spannan 
spian sweifan 
swiaf 

walkan wialk 
walzan wialz 

fir-waym 

-wiaz, 

zeisan zias 

J-Present. 

erien  (rr) iar 

gi- bdgan 
to  fight 

-batman 
to  ban -blantan 
to  blend -blasan 
to  blow -brdtan 

to  roast 
-fangan to  seize 
-faltan  (d) 

to  fold 

-fallan to  fall 
-gangan 

to  go 

-hangan 
to  hang 

-haltan 
to  hold -heizjxn 

to  call -lazjin 
to  let -meiyxn 

to  cut 
inl-rdlan to  fear 

gi-salzan 
to  salt -s  kalian 
to  push -skeidan 
to  part -sldfan 
to  sleep 

-spaltan to  cleave 

-spannan to  span -sweifan 
to  twist -walkan 
to  full -walzan 
to  roll 

fir-wdzfin 

to  curse 

gi-zeisan 
to  pluck 

gi-aran 
to  plougl 
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(b)  Pret.  Vowel  eo,  io. 

bluoytn 
Mwq, 

gi-blnozj.ni to  sacrifice 
bu  an (buta) (-bimn) to  swell 

finohhan -flu oh  ha  n 
to  curse 

til  on  fa  n 

hliof 
-hloufofi 

to  run 
houwan 

Ju'o 

'houwan 
to  hew 

hruofan 

hriof -ruofan 
to  call 

skro/an skriol 
-skrotan 

to  cut 

stoz/in 
stioz, 

stozj.ui to  thrust 

wuofan 
wt'of -wuofan 

to  cry 

XON-GRADED    VERBS 

I.  (a)  Without  Vowel  change,  Pret.  suffix  -ita. 
512 

dennen dtnita 
oi-denit 

to  stretch 

freuxn  {on) frewita  (ou) -freivit  (on) to  rejoice 

frummai fr  limit  a -frumit 
to  profit knussen knusita 

-k  n  u  sit 
io  crush 

nerien nerita 

-nerit 

&c. 

to  save 

(b)  Without  Vowel  change,  Pret.  suffix  -ta. 
koren horia 

gihorit  (-Ziorte'r) 

to  hear 

(gi)Ioubtii -loubla  (/)') 
-loubit  (-toubter) to  believe 

SO~cll 
sata -sdit  (-sdier) to  sow 

suohhen suohta -s no  hit  {-suo/iier) to  seek 
wthen wihla -wihit  (-zvihter) to  hallow 

(c)  With  Vowel  change, Pret.  suffix  -ta. 

brennen branta gi-brennit  (-b ranter) to  burn 
decken dahta -dec kit  (-da liter) to  cover 

dentpfen dampfla -dempfit  (-dampf(er) to  moderate 

festen fast  a -festit  (fasie'r) 
to  fasten 

heften hafta -heftit  (-naffer) to  fasten 

henge?i hangla -hengit  (-hangier) 

to  hang 

merit  n mar  la -merrit  (-marier) to  hinder 

refsen rafsia -refit  (-rafter) to  blame 
relten ratta  (retita) -rettii  (-ratter) to  save 
sezzen sazta -sezzit  (sazter) to  set 
tUlli  n sialta -stellit  (-stalter) 

to  place 
slepfen stapfta -stepfit  (-stapftir) to  pace 
sterken stark  ta -sterkit  (-starkter) to  strengthen 
trenk'ii trankta -trenkit  (-trankter) to  water 

7<  'tht  n walzta -welzit  (-walzer) to  roll 

(giywemmen 
wamta -wemit  (-wamier) to  stain 

: cdi  ten wanta -wentit  (-wanter) to  turn 
fen warta -wer/it  (-warier) to  injure 

zetlen zalia  (ze/it<i) -zellit  (-zalier) to  count 
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Polysyllabic. 

bouhhanen  bouhhanla  (bouhhniia)  gi-bonhh{^)nit  to  sign 
garwen  garwita  (garo/a)  -gar(a)wit  to  prepare 
heilazen  heilezta  (or  -ita)  -heilizit  to  greet &c. 

II.  Pret.  suffix  -ota. 
dankon  dankota 
dionbn  dionoia 
richison  richisota 

III.  Pret. 

folgen haren 
sorgen 

suffix  -eta. 

folgeta hare/a 
sorer  fa 

&c. 

gi-dankoi 
-dionot 

richisot 

gi-folget 

-hare/ 

to  thank 
to  serve 
to  rule 

to  follow- 
to  call 
to  sorrow 

&c. 
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INDEXES 

(The  numbers  refer  to  the  sections.     ;/ 

I.    SANSKRIT 

=  note  or  notes.) 

abharan  291 

abharata  291 

ddanam  316 
ad  ham  310 
ddmi  56,  79 
a  ham  104,  454 

djras  80 
a  pa  ram  168 

aparas  168 
<7/w  168 
asm/  289 

<w/<i»  74,  251 
dsti  74 

tfizw  77 

dyas  86 

/}#/W  66 

bdndhanam  67 

bharami  56,  66 
bhdranti  291 

bharatha  291,  327 
£A<?r#  105 
bheddmi  66 

bhraiar  66,  73,  251 

catvaras  73 
en/ 474 
fir<W  77 

dad  ha  mi  56,  67 
ddksinas  79 
ddmas  79 

dam  ay  at  i  79 

tnz'fl  73 
<nii<i  75,  170,  25° 
<#Af  68 

dhdnva  98 

<//■<#&!   87 
dirgJids  69 
<r//it?//  75 

drtighas  70 
druhyati  70 
duhitdr  67 
<//«■  79 

fl&wr  67 

g  dec  ha  mi  82 

gamaydm  dsa  310 
gamaydm  cakara  310 

£Y7^  8l gharmd  90 

han-ti  90 
lianas  98 

/fo'm  68 

/z^yI?  68 

/7y^  68 

jdmbhas  80 
janami  56,  80 

J  an as  80 
jdhgha  69 

yiiww  82 
jar  ate  8 1 

y«^tt  82 

y«j-  80 &z 474 

^  77, 474 
/•<77//c7  4I3 
kdntena  475 

/fa/tf/J  76 
kravis  76 

laghus  70 
Hmpdti  85 

mddhyas  67 

mahant-  80 7//(7;;/  454 

;//</7(7>-  85,  251 

menuh  300 

mrjati  80 

nabhas  66 

nagnds  8  2 nakhds  65 
;/(7/'/7>  74 

7/C7/V7/  71,    IO5 

^™  455 

«#«.?  Ill 7/tfY'tf    IO9 

/>dT-    2  99 

/ia7  7r,  79,  261 

pdnca  71 
papaca  299 

/wV  71 peenh  299 

pis-aids  75 

//&V-  56,  71,  85,  248 

pitaram  262 pur ?ids  97 

puriis  71 
rajiidm  434 
r/?-  77 

r&tftf  250 
rndhirdh  67 

J77,  .syt.  466,  468 .wVtf-y  79 

j-^;///'  262 

j<7//<i  85,  T04 ir//V/;//  56,  73,  75 

satyds  107 

^te  86 
skhalami  65 
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snusa  S6 

spas-  72 
sphdtati  6  2 
srdyaii  75 
sru-  75 
srUti-  75 
sthagayati  8 1 
stighnomi  69 
sva  75 

svdsr-  in 
svasrus  86,  170 
sv a  suras  75,  170 

Af<f  105,  466 
/to,  /tfj  466,  468 

tdmisra  111 
tdnomi  73 
/«;/«j  73 

tasmai  461,  467 

lasyai  468 /^  467 

/rV/fa  298 

/rij/dtf  56,  73,  108 
trtiyas  85 
tuddti  293,  302 /«/-  73 
/W;w  73 

&</  105 

//</««-  79,  102 

upa  168 
ft/><7/7    168 

vahdmi  68 vaydm  455 

z*'<fo  79,  297,  312,  372 
5"<?//>fo  312 

vidhdva  67 
vittha  63 

z/£w  90 

ynvan-  103 
yuydm  457 

II.    GREEK 

dy/oo?  80 

ay^t  68 
ayXo>  56 
atTet  86 

ulkovu)  251 

dfieXyai  80 
av8po?  IIO 
dVei/aos  7  I 

apKTOS  250 

uo-K7)6rj<s  63 
acrTrfp  147 

arret  1 45  « 

ySatVco  82 
fiaiTt)  78 

0ios  82 
/?A.€Voj  78 
/?o0s8i,  167 

yeVos  80,  451 

yeVi>s  98 

yevoj  80 

yqpvdi  8 1 
ytyviiXTKO)  56,  80 

yofx<fio<;  80 

yi'VTy  82 

SaKpv  75 

Supdw  79 

StSopKCL   264 
StiKwpLL  75>  79 j  257 

8e/ca  75,  170,  250 
SeKas  170 
Se£ios  79 

SepKOfxac  264 
ScS/ao  503 
<W-  79 

So>/x,a  79 

cyw  104 
£866t]<s  311 
eSo/xai  56 

e'Sos  79 

e8<o  79 

e&yi/  310 
ei/V^Aoi^a  264 

et/xt  289 
e/caTov  56,  73,  75 
eKvpos  75 

eXa^to-Tos  488 
iXtvcro p.ai  264 
c/xeye  453,  454 

ivvefa  108 

^31
5 

€7ri^8
at  

95 

Ittio-
kotto*

;  
1 56 

£7rTa 
 
85,  107 

tppwy
u  

308 

epvOpos  67 
«m  74,  147 

£€vkto?  95 

^y°V  95,  258,  282 

yjyepiiov  43 1 T^Sc    471    « 

rj$Lb)V  488 
rjiOeos  67 

77X109  102,  103 

r/A.v#oi'  264 

rjpiepa  IIO 

0ca  413-M 

Opc£op.CLL   63 9vyarr]p  67 
^vpa  67 

iSciv  372 

nr7rov  396 

17T7T05  77,  394,  398 

amf/u  74,  147 

KOL/XVOJ    294 

KapSi'a  75 

K€K\ocf)a  294,  298 
K\€7TTi]<i    99 
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kAv£oj  73 

KfUkiOpov  10  J 
KO/\(«)i'o5  97 

frpartOTO?  4SS 

Kparvs  85,  t53 

KpeaS  *]6 
KVUpOS    78 

KtMrtV   7") 
K'(07T//    7^ 

,W-o>      77,      262,      264, 
3^ 

Al'0€O/l'    3M 
Xwcos  00 

prn#)  251 

^ucyuAos  I02 
fxcSofiai  79 

/A€/i./?Ali)/va    110 

litfxvqfiai  372 

lxta-i]fJL/3pia    I  T  O 
fxiao<i  67 

jlo/1'  252 
/x?/r>;/3  85 

pnvvOio  98 

fAoX.CU>   1 10 

ravs  hi 

V€(f>e\'i]  66 
nJ£  74 
laws  86 

6,  9,  ro  105,  466-7 
o8e  471 

o&ws  73,  3*7 

(r>T8a    63,    79,    251 
282,  297,  372 

OKTOJ    74,    251 

O/xaA.05   10  2 
on£  65 

0^05  68 
oi/a<j  261 

TraAatTcpo?  488 

irairas  156 

■miTtofxiu  101 

7ruT>//>  56,   71,  85,  153. 
248.   260,    261,  44O, 

44-,"3 TTtflTTC    96 
7rer^)09  67 

TreVrt  71,  90,  96,  282 
7T€7roi^a  298,  304 

rrirrovOa  298 

7T€<f>vya  298 

7TT/Xl'9   66 
TrAfurro?  488 

jrAccov  488 
7TO#€l'   77 

7TOlKtAo5    7") 
j    TTOLfXljv    4  3  1 

I    TToAu    7  * 
i    7T0AV5    264,    488 

1    7T0p/v09    7  * 
Tror?  71,  79,  95 

7TTVO)    72>    *47 

7Tu£lS    156 

i     7T(0S    26l 

,   fjyjyvvfXL  308 /JTJTo/ja  443 

p^a  79 

j  (TlVapoS  I  I O 

(TlV&pOS  I  I  O 
(TKZTTTOfXaL    I  47 
o-Kta  75,  147 

(TTraLpu)  72,  T47 

<TT€yO)    8  I 
(rrct^oj    69,    257,    270. 

293 

<TTl£a>    147 

o-Tpa/2o9  477 
(TTpd/3o)v  477 

<rT(J€<t>0)    166 

(rTf)()(p(.o)  166 o-rye  457 

(TVflftoXoV  96 
(ri']'€f)\€(rOat  96 

rayafo?  73 

rayvai  98 rciva)  73 

reoxrapcs  73 

Tl'01/fU   56,    67,    385 tA>/!'OU   73 

toSc  471  ;/ 
Tp^s  56>  73 

rpifxn)  166 t  pi-mo  166 Tpc'x")  63 

T/)l/?G>    302 

rpopieu)  166 
Tp()7T€(x)    l66 

TV  73 

{»8cop  79»  I02 

VJTC/3    l68 l'7TO    l68 

<f>ayo<s  251 
cpepot  105 
^>6/)oj  56,  66,  260,  283, 

291-3,  317;  327 

</>€vyco92,  262.298,314 

cfyrjyos  66 
<popos  260 

cppd^ix)  62 <£pa™/)66,73,25r,442 

(£i'w  382 

c£ay.>  260 

Xav8aya>  69 

X€o>  68 

^ryv  68 x0€s  68 
xAwpo?  68 

Xopros  68 

dty   26  T 
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III.    LATIN 

abdo  95 
ad  105 
aes  86 
aevtnn  86 

ager  80 
alitor  488 
ango  56 

^7/^;-  68 
aperio  95 

tf^//tf  77,  86 
assessor,  -irix  101 
rt//rt  145  n 

beta  267 

bicarium  277 
for  81 

£ra'£  267 

calumnia  102 
r#;«>  75 

cannabis  78 
rdTW  76 

ra/Z(9  71,  76,  299 
caput  76 

CW0  431,  432,477 
rtf/z^  477 

frtwa  239 

celare  264 

census  178 
<7?»/kw  56,  73,  75 
m  461,473 
clino  75 

r/Wa  156 
ciueo  75 
f/«0  75 
ftf/zYj  97 

con  153  //,  334 
confer 0  334 
for  75 

crcav  76 

cum  86,  153  7/,  334 
cuminum  102 

cuprum  116,  258,  280 
cur  ins  203 
raj/ar  95 

dacruma  75 

</#/«.?  261,  262 dfoi  413 

dfoww  75,  250 

dens  73,  262,  317 dexter  79 

diaboius  177,  258 

<&u  75,  79,  257 die  tare  277 </&  79 

discus  277 
dfowfl  79 
domus  79 

dondre  261 flfoftf  75 

eadem  469 

«w  56,  79,  252 

^  104,  257,  453 
£/'#$  464 

electuarium  238 

ww,  emptus  no 

^^77,384,396,398 «/  74,  257 

eundem  96 

examen  261 
***  3 1 5 

facer e  56,  67 
fagtnus  457 

fdgus  66,  251 

(pater-)  familids  4 1 4 
fere,ferto  315 
y^ro  56,  66,  29 r,  293, 

317 

fig  ere  68 
yfodfo  66 for  are  295 

y&r£?  67 
f riiter  66,  73,  251,  264 

f rue  tits  251 

/#*'  382 
fun  do  68 

garrto  81 
^»J  257 

genuinus  98 

^777/J"   80 
gnosco  56,  80 

258 
£7/J"/0  80 
habere  64 /foj7<7  95 

helvus  68 
//*/?  68 
/^Jiw  68 
tow  68,  283 

/tortus  68 

/W/Yi'  69,  251,  282 

/#<?77/,  z'^;;/  104,  469 
?V«j,  euntis  317 
instigo  147 

$.ra  468 z!r,  £#,  ?V/  461 
&&</,  z>/7/77z  105,  466 

jungo  95,  304 

junior  em  488 
juvenis  103 
juventa  103 
lacrima  75 

/ff/i/j  69 

//77^/w  77,  294,  304 
longus  69 

lubricus  78 

magnus  80,  102 maior  488 

77/.J/V7'  85,  251 meditor  79 

medius  67,  257,  277 
memini  372 
mensa  253 

mensis  252 men t ha  257 

///^y  267 



LATIN 

>37 

misa  2  53 ,  prediedre  156,  193 
j/<5  74,  147 

meto  ioo p  sal  mum  193 Suibi  26;, 

w««  4.17 psittaens  193 
sui/ius  270 

minuo  98 pumex  156 
j«;;w  1 1 0 

mulgeo  80 pule  us  1 1 6,  142 
.v/////  262,  289 

////»</  j 70 s it pe re  ilium  264 

murmurdrt  2 

30 

quattuor  73 
0gf  466 

suspicio  107 

nam's  1 1 1 quid  4*14 
nebula  66 q it idem  104 

&««  355 

;/</Vj  71 £i«<w  77 /V^  81 

///^///j-  277 quifique  71,  96 /<£■«/«  178,  266 
nomina  434 ?*0rf  77,  105,  474 

lendo  73 

*w  455 r/ ///////    IO4 tenebrae  1  n 

fMdfer  458 
/V/z///".?  73,  98 

n<>rem  108 
radix  79 

ter tius  85,  499 

;/J?7'  372 fTgtf   26l 

/W/0  73 

"w  74,  251 
remits  267 

/rtffo  56,  78 

nudus  82 ;-£v  261 1  r  ad ue  0  107 

minis  86 /7//><V   67 
/m  56,  73 

r/////.?  251 

tu  73 

ar/to  74,  251 
rumpo  294 

/«w  104 

tftfV  261,  305, 

3/2 

/7?/>/'  294 

l uus  457 

ojfendimentum 

67 

offer  re  193 
jv7/Y5tf  295 

<?/>/<? j  251 
scindo  304 

ul limits  489 

opera  ri  193 ■yc-<9/tf  268 -nmnia  102 

0/7/j  1 68,  451 

jf/'Jfo  95 
-unique  259 

«  459 
//zzafo  79 

/w/^  304 
seco  76 

undecim  493 

/>a/Vr  56,  71, 85,  262, j-^^  79,  100,  252,254, 
unguis  65 

443-4 

257 

ft;///.?  251 

pa  tier  100 
jgfi/u  257 

///-j//.?  250 

paucus  171 seplem    85,    104,    107, z//<?r  100 

/wo  142 153  »,  277 

A"'  7i>  277, 282 septendecim  96 

pel  I  is  97 sessum  100 
z'^0  68,  327 

/  regrinus  231 D 
ja?#z  291,  314 Ztf/i*/  105,  257 

#j  71,  79-  25 
7,  261 

signum  277 Ztf«/0  82 

pirum  156 
,?////  314 ventus  257,  277 

pise  is  71,  147 

277 

similis  102 
Z70>0   78 

//lv  156,  193, 

277 
J<?c^r  75 

Ztfittf  277 

/>/Vt70    294 w/  102 
video  79,  372 

plains  97 
wn j  3 1  7 

i7-«tfW  67,  277 

^///j  71,  264 j/^w  72,  147 vinco  76,  109,  259 

pondns  142 speculum  267 
vivarium  243 

porcus  71 sperno  72,  147,  294 z'/z/z/j-  82 

/>0jr<?  147 spofideo  298 vocdre  261 

prachendo  69 j/«0  72,  147 zw.v  261 
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IV.    GOTHIC 

abna  434 

afar  168 

aflifnan  168 
afstass,  ustass  101 
aft uma  489 

aggwus  56,  68 
agis  124 
ahs  171 

flA/«a  74,  251,  283 

a/va  77,  86,  171,  242 
dih,  digum  160,372 
(f////j  271 

aifva  /undi  77,  1  69 
dinohun  413 

tunf  251,  271 

airpa  kunds  320 
air  zeis  185 

aippdu  210,  231 
rt/z<y  276 
czjs  86 
tf/fc  280 

rt^rj-  80,  285 
alls  319 

alpeisy  alpiza  169,  488 
ana-busns  10 1 

««</-  286 
and -be  i tan  286 
am/j  424 

rt^/JS/'  120 arbdips  124 
tfr^/  124 

<z,frz//.f  171 

rt/ 105,  286 
at  la  145 

dug jan  109 
fligtt  109,  150 
auhns  90 

au/isan,    auhsne    264, 

433,  434 

<ztfX'0«  140,  273,  306, 

f  307 a«jj  125,  126,  171 

badi  152 

bag  ins  109 

<$tf7  272 </<z//,r  271 

bair an    56,    66,    105, 
<#«#  37 2 

114,  151,  209,  261, 
dauhtar  67,  114, 152 

344 
ddupeins  439 

bdilrs  120,  285 ddupjan  273 
<fo/vz  319 

tfWr  67 

bar  I  63 da  ups  169 
^//j  504 ddupus  169,  273 

batiza  139,  284,  492 
-dedum  3 1 1 

bauan  251 
deigan  68 

beidan  101,  122,   150, 
Ajgwi  293,  303 

293 

rtVzz.y  126 

$0zj£  298 domjan,  domei  119 

,3*5 
fo//0«  66,  178 

berusjos  261 
bidjan  118,   152,   294, 

eisarn  171 
^//zzzz  265 

296>  304,  3i6 bap  304 

^•315 

yWtfr  56,  71,  85, 

248, 

bigitan  69 

442-4 

bileiban  168 fahan  259 
<V//<?//  372 

/tfYAr  75 

bindan  67,    114,   152, /fr//^  72,  282 
264,  340 

jfair  286 biudan  101,   150,  301 
fairguni  170 

&£«/>,  budum  1 60,  301 fair /v  us  171 
£«#£/  10  I 

falpan  306 
biugan  273,  301 

/^3!5 
£a#£-,  bugum  262,  264 

faran  264,  305, 

306, 
biutan  275 

318,  349 

M^zw;/ 103,244,338 

/?z*>  286 3/zWj  283,  476,  485 
faivdi  171 

bid/an,  b/os/reis  101 fidwor  73,  91 
/)#/fo  66,  251,  268 

fijands  3 1 7 
bo  la  139 

filhan  160,  318 
brinnan,  brims  la  98 filleins  97 

£/-qfo/-    66,    73,    251, 
///z  72 264,  267,  441,  442, /;///  71,    90,    91 
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j*w  140,  258,  282 

yofon  102 
yoyp  103 

j«?/<?  68 
yostra  68 
ybtan  68,  139 
y-sceaft  99 
ysealfod  320 
ypunyn  259 
jew/s  320 
y^?/    123,  124,    149 

153 

^/V/}/  124,  283,  413- 

17 
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*«*'    69,     131,     153, 
251,  282,  421 

y'etan  69 

ynan  68 j£tfz*/  103 

^Ja7  122 yddond  317 

^  68 
yipan  138 ^#;;/tf  68,  283 

habban,yhdefd 64,  320 
hdelend  317 

hdele(fi)  106 /zas^/  78 

^tfWtf    106 

tea  76,  430-5 
/for#  171 

hdtan^heht^hei  139,  300 

lieafod   76,    122,   124, 

149 

/W_?  
170 7?«7/$   170 to//  97 

/?<?#;7/  85 
hebban  71,  76 

M/  118 
helpan  143 

hemepe  106 

heofon  102 
//<w7<?  75,  144,  283 heortena  434 ^>  253 

herian  126 
hettend  317 

hieran  119,  251 

hlaford  242 
hleapan  307 
hlebpor  75 

hliehhan  227 hlinian  75 

hluttor  75,  120 
hniyn  109 //#//  259 

hopian  90,  91 

hrdpfn  98,  121,  232 
hrdemm  98,  232 
hreaw  76 

ted?  73,  75,  253 
7?z#a?/  77,  105 //zw/  77 

hwopan  307 

hwosla  241 

hycyn  118 
/Vy/z/  90 

«"  257>  453 

7>r/£  124 

?r<?«  171 

m  (wesan)  257 

lac  an,  lee,  hole  300 
likdan  166 

/ser#;/  125,  126,  166 
/£?/#;/  139 

/tfw/)  114 
A?/;j  69 

/<zr  283,  413 

/iwz  77,  164 

//"<rjfl»    69,    127,    128, 

i53>  296 llcuma  226 

/^  170 
^a/2  162,  166 /£<rd?2  140 

lunyr  70 /y/V/  144 

awagj  372 

mxjden  169 7//tf?Z   372 

w5ra  126 

wm-  128 
z»«?/f  80,  140 
mlbivle  109 

;//<?/  106 *0i/<z/z  79,  139 

;;/f/(?^  106 ft/zit/dfe  67,  257 WH«/V  257 

modor  85,  251 

;//<?//#  106 

monafi  106 
vioryn  124 
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mot  3  7  2 
murium  303 

my  eel  80 

waca  1 1 1 
nacod  82,  1  20,  r  29 

nxji  65 
;/t\7</  169 

//£/(>  71,  105 
nebtan  1 39 

he)*ered  320 
nerian  119,  122,  166 
neriend  3 1 7 
w/  144 

///'///  74.  251 
niman  3 1 5-3 1 7 
mm*  329 
nawend  1 1 1 

#?//  90,  91 

^ri68 
open  138 
oxnum  435 

/</</  78,  142 
penning  175 

/««</  142,  175 

/i-//  116,  142 
read  67,  251 
;?W(/  126 

rice  140 

ridend  3 1  7 

W  153 
ri^  121 

jse  86 

,r%/077  (seion)  254 
sannian  102 

scadan  205 

sceal  65,  372 
sceolde  309 

scearp  2  1 8 
.wva/7  144 

sceppan  63 

scieppan  99,  118,  142 
jr/W  282 

jr/j^  138 

scripan  162 

scuwa  to1, 

m/.v  76 

,^V<///  140 

$*/<rf  130 

self  1  $i 
sendan  1 69 
«5  462,  468 
MW  140 

seofon  85,  104,  149 
,$w»  164 

sebpan  162 jWAj//  144 

j/#(£)  118,  151 
ftit/g  122 

ffjtf  j/jar  45 1 
si  nam  130 

sinjan    70,    115,    130, 

153 

«'//«»      79,      12  8,      T  44, 

257 

jJ/>   169 

s/depan  138 

slupan  78,  138 

snipan  162 
i77<9rft  86 

snot  tor  120 
,90/  102 

specan  231 

splwan  72 
spur  nan  72,  303 
stan dan,  stod  74,  294, 

350 

j/V/» 
 
102 

steorr
a  

185 

tf*J  315 

j/zja/l  69,  124,  150 
siinca?i  130 
stream  in 
J7?^«  303 

sweor,  szvejer  75,  170 
sweostor  1 1 1 
siverian  128 
ra/0/2  241 

jj^/  103 

symbel  102 

/SfflWf   I40,   144 

/ini^r  170 

Av?r  75,  144,  T70 

temian  79 

Aw/   (draw)   75,    79, 

257 

Aw/  (ducere)  
75,  144, 

163 

//<77    75 

A>  313 timbrian  79 
/iW  3 1 7 

^  73>  r44,  3i7 1  redan  348 
Irmve  103 

tuje  313 

/7777j£  144,  283,  434 

five// 1 68 

/3>ae^  8  [ 

/W  105 /<7;'fl  467 

]  earf,  pearft  297,  372 

porfte  309 
pencean  99,  259,  363 
penian  73 

/«?^  150 >*0»  163,  259 
polian  73 

/tf/z  104 
/<?/-/  78 
p  rid  da  85,  499 //-t?  73 

prinjan  130 A',M  73,  457 

pwean  163 
pytine  73 

7?to    I3O 

wdepen  138 

M/ae/?/*  79,  102 

zew/  79,  139,251,  282, 

372 

wecc(e
)an  

145 

7vejafi
  
68 

weorc 
 
145 

iveorp
an  

143 

weorp
an  

162 
zvesan

  
165,  382 

ividuw
e  

67 

wjaw 
 
76 
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wile  257 
wind  257 
wine  421 

wolde  388 
w  recan  189 w#//^  97 

7*T;7  79 

wyrt-walu  130,  242 

winter  285 
wit  459 

wyrcean  99 
_;/*/  149 

VIII.    OLD    HIGH    GERMAN 

(For  c ,  ch,  q,  see  under  k ;  for  7>  under/";  for  uu  under  w.) 
ad-  286 
aba-  286 
abali  168 

a  band  107 

0^0/  452 
abgutir  452 
fl<for  168,  198 

tfr&zr  80,  214,  285 
ackus  120,  242 
adhmot  205,  359 
tf*r  457,  461 

afalon  168 
affoltra,  120,  190 
a/far  199,  488,  492 
tf///r  199 

agana  226 
tf^tf  77,  86,  242 
ahha  242 

rf/Vr  171,  279,  451 
ahla  414 

ff/j/ra  364 

ahto  74,  25I5  279,  283, 
495 

ahtowen  495 
ahtozo  496 
afor  214 

«/  141,  481 
alles  503 
almahficun  221 

(?//     169,     205,     490, 

491 (gi-)al
lnissi 

 
226 

tf//#r  205 

altar i  408 

alter  dm  491 

althro
m  

205,  491 
a///  279 

allteri 
 
206 

ambaht
ita  

363 

aw^a*  235 
tf#  378 

anagengi  406 
anawert  503 

tf«d?r   208,   279,  480, 

481,  482,  499,  501 

<z/2§7'  56,  68,  489 
flflgv  502,  504 

annimo  (=  aw  /»/<?)  234 

annuel,  see  antluzzi 

anst,(h)ensH  224,  234, 

424 
##/-  286 
antlnzzi  189,  202 
aniseidon  222 

apansiohem  225 
apful  120,  190,  404 
ar-  286 

ar  86 
arabeit  124 

aralten  360 
(?/'<?//  171 

araughit  220 

(gi)arbilile  363 
<37T/$<2  214 

ardampte  191 tfrtor  353 

arleskan  341 
arliotan  339 

«n«  186,  403,  490 
arouge  234 

(ar)prahastun  225 
aruueraner  383 

arwechu  214 

arworpanan  191 aserbo  437 

flj»?'  408 
(7^-/,  see  <77/j7 
<?//for,  see  tf/7<?r 

(7///tT  (=  /z/)  227 
£#0  145  7/ 
rtto  205 #«  424 

(ke)auckan  358 
augan,  see  ougan 
aughidom,  see  ougan 

auwa,  see  0&z£><2 tfz/ar  168,  198,  199 

<7zm,  see  0//zw 
awi-zoraht  109 

tfz^iv?  200 

tf£  105,  286 
a?  252,  265,  347 

azzasi  200 

ba-,  pa-  286 /)tf/V>r  156 

te/ta   294,  349,  351 

/ytfr-fo?  212 
te«  358 

<%w  352 
ba/i/ian,  pahatme  351 
/)<2^/20  212 
batman  352 
/3d7/0  90 
/3tf//7  452 

bauhnunc  214,  220 &*S  504 

/3^  272 

&//156,  193,  213,277, 

404 
behhdri  277 

b einber ga  233 

belgan  341 

fo^°7  422 /W/W  341 
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beran,    Pres.    56,    66, 194,  240.  29  |,  200. 
lain  nan     98     ;/,     294, 

II4.        1  ,")!,        20(), .»';->•  :>-«>•  33°>  34<S, 

340 

-77-     283,     :oi. 

348 

/y/vV  205 

29a, ;,-:.;-.  .144 biwdppo  196 
bruadaren  445 

Past,  300,  312,  314 biz  200 bruaiher  208 
Part.  318 biz/tn  66,  1 78,  336 brungan  334,  342 

a  :o,  403 £/a  479,  484 brunia  239,  438 

beru  407 M'<'"  353.  3  .Vs 
brunna  239 

wan  ,141 bid i an  358 
brunst  1 1 1 

betari  40S  (and  note) hi  ant  an   352,  5  i  1 br  nor  hen  270 

faAff  (  =  //)  206 blasan  352 bruoder   66,    73,   251, 

fc/ft'  128,  152 

/Vtf/  4, 52 
268, 441-5 

/v//<7//  (  =  /)  206 
blawen  358 

/;/7as7  450 

bewen  ,-,.-,7 
bldwes  484 Z>/7  410 

A—//      130.    284,  491, to?  (  =  *£/<z%)  286 
buach  213,  450 

492 
bUchan  336 £/?<?//  243,  354,  356 

bi  399 /<*/////    132,    283,    476, bahehe  (  —  ////)  213 
bi-  286 

485,  486 

^w//.w  156 

ftftfajl   1  50 
/'//////  338 fajHfJ   156 

biezp.  267 bliuwan  103,  244,  338 
3«^  66 

(bi)gezgfln  69 /;/#//,  see  bliuwan buohha   66,   251,   268, 
%////  219,  235 blue  hi  so  e  220,  370 

45° 

biginnan  332,  340.  342 blucnissa  222 
£«02;  413 

/;////,  see  wesan bluhhen  228 
3«^^fl  139 

btminza  193 bluoan  224,  236,   243, burdin  413,  418,  440 
£f)ia  175 

358 

/;///'£•  220,  222,  450 

bindan   67,   114,    152, blnoian  236 bur gar  a  1  30 

204,  258,  313,  331, bluosiar  101 Burgund-  317 

340 
bluowen  243,  358 

£ltf?0  437 

binnih  (  =  ̂/'«  ///)  234 {gi)bluwan    244..    337, (£7>«;7  253 
fo^a»  273,  301,  337 

338 

/;//// 331 

/;/V>/tf//    150,    188,    258, boohhum  212 
/v ////;/  440 

27o>  276,  337,  339 (gi)borgenero  487 
buivan  251 

(gi)bod  204 
^rJw  295 

lira  156 <^//£-  403 

{gi)birgu  278,  407 £tf//7/Z    IO9 
^7  231 

birum  383 ^rflwg-  342 
tfo?£,  see  /#£• biruun,  see  ̂ //aw bra  tan  352 rt^/z  81,  146 

biruutds,  see  £##« brawa  243 dahda  203 

^/j-,  see  wesan brehchanne  213 tfa^/a  362,  363 

biscof  156,  217,  403 brehhan  194,  213,  344 ^7/j/tf  99,  259,  363 

£/>/«  -r  231 
br eman  344 

(fir)damnon  205 ^7/^77/  122,  150,  336 brennan  1 1 1 danchoen  370 

£tf</j»  (  =  //)  206 
dra/ai  294,  341,  343 danchon  215 

bithian     (  =  bithihaii) 
£/v/  452 tfcfl^  2 1 5 

226 brettan  205,  341 
(ehi)danc  214 

/////<?;'    120,    T48,    284, ^r/'l?/"  177,  267 
da/we,  denne  503 

285 
bringan  327,.  334,  342 

tfatt/a  503 

bitten,  pi  it  an,  118,152 0r£A/a  342.  303 c/<7;-,  dfarfl,  c/^/W  503 
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daramia  234 

darben  168,  209 

dar/2^,  313,  376 
dorfta  309 

daz,    105,     141,     201, 

465,  466 
decken   146,   203,  362, 

363 
dehein  228 
deismo  226 

*/«'/,  */«#,  dual,  see  /#0« </<?»«/  73 

denken   99,    259,    328, 

363 

der  132,  397,  464-8 
dfcw,  dhese,  diser  469- 

472 f/mar  181,  471,  472 
dew  en  357 

dez  211 

dezemon
  
205 

dheodn
m  

418 

d(/i)ra/
o,    

drado  
  
204, 

208 

dhuahal  207 
dicanne  220 

dihan,  dlan   163,  226, 

259,  336 
dihton  205,  277 
d#i  439 

dikkames  325 

<#»,  </^J»<7  482 
dinsan  340 
dinstar  11 1 

rtfo/a  150 
diozjxn  339 

^  r32,  456,  457 
tfVm?,  see  flfcrar 

<///  141,  202 
<//'#  419 
dw,  dfe?  /<?  465-8 
rtVz//<z  168,  199 

diufilir  452 
</ii^  275 

<#£  202 
^/<?«  73 

dorf  56,  78,  143,  191, 

402 
dorr  en  280 

dors  tuner  234 

drankta  214 
dreskan  341 drewen  357 

drJ,  d(h)rle  56,  73, 108, 

494 
driageri  408 

drifalt  500 
drigil  63 

dirtim  spur  tint  501 
dringan  130,  259,  304, 

340 

driozjin  339 

driror  501 
drisiuuit  203 
driske  500 dr/'//0  85,  499 
drlzehan  495 

dris&ig  496-7 druhdthi,  203 

</*,/£»,  73,  207,  456 
dugidi  204 
</#te  2  2  9,    2  70,    363 

(pi)dimgan  208,  241, 

243 

dungum  
343 

dunni  73,  98 

(er)duonipt  
366 

durfan  
168,  198 

durfdige  
203 

duruft,  
duru/tlt,  

Ihurfteo 203,  237,  285 
duruh,  dure,  ditrg  226, 

227 

{duruh)siunUhc  

213 dwahan  
163,  241,  349, 

350 

dwcra
n  

344 

az,  £&7,  «*yz  86,  243 
^<z;z  102,  285,  502 ^w  195 

^//r  278 

^e/rtfo  210 

edih'nk  (=g)  219 
egesllhc  (  =  /})  213 

££7J0   I24 *&r  279 
<=>/?/  271 

«  236,  452 

«£*»  334,  38° 

«£*«,  «w  236 
eigenen  487 
eiginaz  487 

(h)eigun      224,      380, 

486 

«'^  424 

«'«      20T,   
  

251,    
 
271, 

494 
einazzem,  einzen  500 einberi  404 

einboronon  487 ft/7lft  494 

eines(t)  501 
einizen  202,  503 

einfolto  280 «'»7(f   219,   2  20 
einigeru  234 

«'»/*«  503 

eining  500 

einlif(stuntdn )  5 o  1 
f7»M  500 
einluzzi  500 

««ZW,g7"406 

«'«jr  272 

m<r<?;z  217 
^'//ar  148 

eittarghebon  220 eldiron  205,  490 

<?/y^  (z=/ie/fa)  226 
?//WH   2  37 

^//V/7    279,   481 
^/tf  484 *//V  279 

emetzigaz  201 emezzihic  225 

(ge)endiot  237 endriu  279,  481 
<?w£r  235,  472 
f«g7   68,    489 

<?;/7*^  222 
ensebben  351 en t eon  359 

£#/?r0  492 

^;//V  237,  406,  492 

(ki)entiot  35 

w  (f'<?)  242,  246,  276 
«?,  *  410 
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tecaBhc  2 1 3,  223 farwa  189 fiordung  501 tagihuar  225 farwen  27  c) 
fioring  500 toman  440 fasten  234,  360 
fiortske  500 tonaldrt  205 _/</.s7<>  2  7 1),  502 wbr  werba  501 

eowih  803 fastds  (=sl)  203 
//--  286 epfitin  404 '//A/-  56,71,85,  153  //, 
///'//A  (/>/.)  4 1 6 

j. j 7 7,460,  461-4 204,248,396,441-5 firstannissi  1  <S  7,  233 
*r  457 faUrlos  204 

yf  jy  2  1  7 ,/-  286 
/»  75 /ytt/v'  71,  147,  217,  277 

fr  402,  499.  5oi,5°4 
(gi)fehan  346 

403 

erahhar  130 ///A///  34 1,  343 /7~27/.T  200 

rr^f]  (77v  124,  176 /•////,  y/////    71,    277, 
fianzon  192 erda  278 282,  425,  426,  428 //(/A"    227 

erdb,  errfAo  210,  231 fel  97 

flegen  190 erdrihes  213 felhan  318,  341 flehtan  294,  341 

c77/7>/,   (77777    49  I (gi)folhan  318,  341 fieisc,fieisg  214,  217 
trlauppt  196,  358 feozug  ( =feor-)  496 fieisges  217 
,77//   (=    (7'  WW*)  463 /*r-  286 fleislleh  ( =  ̂  /)  2  1 8 
(777//,   (77(7/    352 

fera,fiara  266 

,tow/  357 

ClhtS-   2IO wrf9  238 

/z'^/z  337 

etho  210 /*r*0  238,  437 /ibAwi  163,  339 

euangelio  177 
yfcra  168 

yf/^/z   339 

amkemo  221 festedm  486 /7%77'  336 

£*  461 7^//' 279,  479 (gi)flohan  163,  339 
(-«///  56, 79, 139, 146, 

f estimate  4 1 3 /7V/,?/  (= float)  225 

178,316,  328,  347 fethdhahha  210 
flo scans  201 ezzen  146 /<7»0  437 
(far)fluahhan  354 

fetiah  210 fluCyfluic  219 
(gi)fez&an  346 

fluochon  354 

yW  190 //«///    236,    317,   446, 
yfz/0/  268 fahan  219,  234,   259, 

447 
fnehan  346 

352,  353 
7?m?/  202 

fo,foh  171,  245,  484 
fahnza  190 /tVzjv  200 foalaccit  202 fall  an  62,  352 jicislicho  200 /qgtf/  131,  285,  403 
_/77/tV  422 /zY//  3 1 7 _/v3/,  z'0/7  97,  253,  280 
/^  479.  484 viffoldamo  283 fole,folh  214,  215 
faltan  306,  352 vlgandum  236 /<?/&«  503 

(gi)fank    (=g)     219, yf //«?/  237 
folnissa  418 221 

fillora?ie  231 folwassan  (  =  /?s)  227 
/tftf  484 //«  71,  503 

yv>zz^  280 far-  286 
fimf*\\y  232,  282 

/7);z;/('  {—fone)  234 

_/<7/7z  414 findan  162,   208,  209, 

>r-  286 ///-(</)//  71, 452 334.  340,  342 
for  a  ha  170 

>/77//     234,     279,     305, finfstun  teen  z ig  4g  8 forahUhhun  203 
306,   324,    327.   328, 7f//£77/-   4O3 forahta  285 
349 

fins  tar  1 1 1 
for  a  sago  436 

farra  190 
(ghi)finstrit  220 

fordro  488,  492 
fam\  ferri  279 fiortfeor  495>49<M99> 

forlazseno  201 
///7  424 -,00,    fjO  T f>rna  492 
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for  scon  147,  217 
vorwe  280 

framidi  279 
frammort     186,     242, 

503 

frao    243,  245,    479, 

484 
frauwen  330,  357 

fravali  279 
frecchi  213 

(ka)frehtohe?n  225 
frez&an  334-347 
frido   277,    283,    426, 

427 

frige  236 

/h'<wwz  165,  339 
(gi)froran  126,  165 
friscit  201 
/nW  317,  446,  447 
/rJ  245,  246,  484 
frouwa  245 

frouwen,  freuuen   245, 
246,  357 

frummen  186 
fruot  62 
y^/r,  vngir  236 

_/w//j  280 
y^/fl7 190 
f no  tar  203 

><?£  71,  79,  139,  259, 

423,448 
fuoz&iu  427 

fuoz&nm  448 

/«r-  286 
{ki)  fur  apt  in  285 
furhten  285 

furi  491,  492,  499 

(ka)furibit  285 
fur  tin  227 

£Y*   (&*,    r/w)    153    //, 
286 

gabissa  168 

gabunmes  326 
£Y7/^  <T^/«f   I23,  22  1 
gahes,gaes  229,  503 

gdh{ing)un  503 
gtt/aw  349 

gangen,3i6,  381,386, 
387 

£YZ«£tf»  69,   352,   386 

gank(-g)  219 
^wz.?  68,  424 

garalicho  502 
gar(a)zver  285,  484 
garota  189,  364 

£w/  68,  124 
ganven  189,  279,  364 

gar(w)o      479,      484, 

502 

^rt^/, 
    

&w/  
  

69,    
 
131, 

153,  251,  279,  282, 

420-2 (ga)zwineli
  
500 

gdzjin  286 
£Y7^tf    130 
£V&Z     (&fo)     12  4,     24O, 

283,411-18,436 
geban    99,    123,    124, 

149,  153,  220,  277, 
3°i>  323,  329,  34^ 

geisllchun  203 

£m/  387 

g(/i)eist  220 get  tan  294 

#?/<?  68 gelt  an  341 

(ge)nathih  155,  219 
gener,  seejener 
gernlicho  221,  502 

gesdn,  see  j^a« 
geslicho  203 

gestaron  68 
gevan,  kepan  123,  149, 

153,  334 

(ge)vanen,  seefdhan 
(er)geven  176 

£^70/',  gouwi  245,  246, 

408 

gewon 
 
246 

^^zz 
 
346 

£7,  <r/z/',  /'/-  86,  286 

£•*"  457 

^'<?3  (bi)gicuf  219,  353, 
387 

,o7//<?;z  68 

ginuach  222 ginuagon  503 

£7>/«0£-  503 
^w^»  68,  139,  339 

g(h)iri  220 g{K)iruni  220 £#  459 

githtc  219 
glauwer  103,  244,  484 

gllz,an  336 

gtocka  156 
£7w  103,  244,  484 

g7z«*«  358 

gnadie  222 £7*dgw/  349 

£7Z^/z/  2  I  4 
gniian  336 

£-0/^  280 
goman,  comma  ft  a  449 
£•0^0  68,  283,  449 

goroti  214 
£■<?/  268 

£■#/,  gW,  r ̂ //^  204,  206, 221,  280,  396 

gotchundi  214 
gotlich  213 
goumumes  359 

£ra}  #rak    189,    243, 

479,  484 £r#£,  grebir  452 £7-a&z/z  196,  334,  349 

grdbo,grdveo  168 o-rz/^m  138,  336 

grim,  chrimmhc  223 
grlnan  336 
grtozflti  339 

guallichi  231 

^zmzz,  see  ivinnan 

guat,  coat  268 
£•«?>,  see  wiz&an 

guldin  280 
gumigan  214 

gundfanon  208 
gungiron,  see  Jung 

gunnan,  see  tfzz 
(bi)gunnon  332 

gunstc,  see  /#«£■ guottih  185 
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guoL  , 
268,  49a 

{rutin  280 

206, 

(gi)habau  161 
haben  04.  186,  236, 

284,  295,  3  1  |.  316, 
317,  320.  355,  361, 

365,  368,  369,  370, 

37i.  380 
habon  369 

haffent  327 
ha  f ode  155 
-/at/?  226 
-hafti  279 
&z£o»  259,  352 
ha/b  413 
//(//' v/  280 

{gtyialdtunmh  326 
hdlum  264,  344 
//<?&  403 
halspauch  222 
halt  504 

/W/V?//  306,  352 
//tf///0    106 

hanaf  7  8 

{gx)hancdi  219 
feugufl  334 

//(?;/(?,   //rw/>/    76.    184, 

279>  430-6 
/a?;//,  fctt/tii  427,  428 
hap/a  365 

hapt(bandwi)  199 

//J/-452 
har{a)mscara  232,  285 
hannlihho  279 
/M///85,  153 
ha r tin  440 

Hartmuotan  396 
^0  171 
//tfJJSf  201 

hanpit,  hour  it  149,  194 
hauwan  244,  353 

(er)haven  351 

&&£,  /^^  168.   177, 

198 
//<?£/>,  see  //#&?>/ 

//<_•//<  y/  71,  76,  161,  177, 
198,  294,  296,  306, 

:,-:•  .mo,  35* 

hefihanru  225 
he  ik  in  in  224 
/a'//  271 

//<v7(/r  219 
/hi/a ni  447 

heilanto  237 

Jici/czen  202 
/hi/ ina  440 

heimort  242 
//c/:;  146 

-/*72;  226 

heizfln,    heiz&an     139, 

201,  300,  306,  322, 

334,  352 *«&»  317,  343,  344 
he/fan/  447 

/ic/fari  408 

//<7/f/,  he  I  id os  106,  400 ;/ 
&//<z  118 
&//fl«  34I,   343 
/A///237,   439 
//<-//«  264 

hel(p)/an    143,    191, 
258,  329,  34i 

//<?//  266 

hemtdt  106 

&#/"«  198  (see  /z($w) hep /id in  1  199 

(//)tv  224.  472 

//£r,  /zwr  231,  253,  266, 

472,  503 fora  503 

her  gin  202 

(h)erda  224 
for*'  279,  406 herien  126,  369 

h<  n\h)unga  219,    225, 
238 /at/<?  369 

herist  224 

herizoho  229 
/^rtf/  503 

/7<F/7'0  185,  491 

/^rzrt     75,    144,     184, 

430-8 

/^77>    I77,    294 

//<7('/  245,    246 

(/l)<T7(>igOll    J_'| /^,  ///^  267,  300,  35 2 
///'</,  Af>  231 

htgiskt  236,  243 //////*//  243 

////<  11  236,  243 

/////?/  191 
himil  102,  234,  403 

hiini/isehes  217 

hina{na)  473,  503 
hin kan  340 

hiima,  hitman  503 
hin/ar  492 

hinvarth  209 

hi  of  an,  hiuban  337,338 

////\sv'  408 /«/'//"  405-7 

///'/"S,  forajg  200 
fo/tf  243 

hitamum  472 

(//)///  224 A10,  fob  353 
/«W7/  472 ///«/^   279 

hiutu  472 

/zFzc/,  Af^i"  236,  243 hizza  146 

(h)/adan  349,  350 

(h)/ahhen     228,     296, 

351 

ki-{Ji)/atanan  350 

(h)/eib  271 
(^)/&?,  (//)/*  410 ki-(h)tiad  350 

(/z)/7yv>;j  336 

(h)/imman  340 
(h)/inen  75 
(k)lwzfln  339 

{h)/iuh/cnti  225 
{h)liu-mund  75 ///J/z  351 

(h)losel  225 
(B)/udwig    155,    184, 219,  396 

(h)hwen  358 

(h)lutit  225 
{Ji)/uttar  75,  120,  148 

(h)/i///ru  225 
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(JiSneickan  223 

(k)nigan  109,  336 

(h)m'uwan  338 hoc  la  284 

/iof  168 

hoffen  90 
hoh,  ho  170,  229,  273, 

488,  489 

(ki)hohhu  228 
hohina  440 

hohubit  225 
//J/  226 

hoibet  274 

-/fozW  226 

(ge)hollen  343 
/W<?;z  280 

Ms  280,  402,  452 
honigh  219 

(chi)hordon  363 
A<?wz    119,   237,   251, 

284,  327>  332,  363* 

366 horendo  205 

(gi)hon'e  237 /W0  410 

horran  119,  185,  239, 

358 houbit
   

76,    122,  
  
124, 

149, 
 
194,  209, 

 
273 

&?#£•   I70 
houwi  245,  246 

(k)raban  98,  232 
{h)ramm  98,  232 
(k)rao,  ro  245,  484 

(h)regilo  225 
{K)reini  479 

(h)reinnan  483 

(h)reo,  hro  76,  410 
(h)respan  341 
(h)reuue  199 

(h)rinan  336 

W^  225,  451,  452 
(h)rmgd  225 
(Ji)rinnit  225 

(A)tm  452 
(h)riusa  322 

(^)r^  225 
{Ji)rncca  220 
\li)rucki  408 

(h)ruofan  353 

(h)rusti  225 

(/%<?<?  225 

(h)uasze?no  211 /z/z^f  224 

(^)z^  229 
hu(g)gen,  huckan  118, 

220,  223,  284 
hugiu  427 

/z^/ez'  421 

(gi)hukka  223 huldin  208 
hundevt  498 

hungar  284 
hungarran  284,  364 

(h)uns  224 /fa/  56,  73,  75,  253, 

498 

^#0»  452 

zto^A? 
 
241 

hurolob
  
224 

^zzj-  402 

(h)wan
ne  

503 

(Ji)wan
ta  

503 

(/z)z£w
r  

503 

(h)ivar
b  

501 
(%^ 

 
77,  105,  474 

(h)ived
er  

474 

{Ji)weij
b~n  

236 (h)weli
h  

474 

(/i)weo,
     

(h)wio  
    

242, 
246,  276,  503 

(/z)zwr  132,  189,  474 
hwerdar  210,  225 

hwerfan  161, 168, 198, 
34i,  343 

(Ji)wll  413 

{Ji)wila  77 
{li)wiolth  474 

(h)witte  225 
(^)wz^  189 

z'tf,  i>,  #?  276 
&£  235 

z'dwzflr  235 

z£r  188 Z&Vfl   279 

-ztfcz  418 

z'/z,  z'X',  rz^,  zM,  132, 

213,  257,  453-5 ikaruta  242 

ilemus  326 
z7/tf7z,  z7tf#  364 

J/0/Z/0  502 
zflz^fz;  187,  233 z>zz<$07  233 

z'zz-,  z>z/-  286 inbiet  329 

[iri)bldhenen  353 z);£i7  233 

{iti)ginno  322 
( i?i)gringiint(ir)  327 
inhezzo  322 

m£  459 

innaro  488,  492 

innenwendiun  219 
instandemes  325 
z'tt/iz'g  226 

intluchhante  213 

intphahan  197,  221, 
327-8,  353 

intprennent  194 
intratan  352 

intrihhen  228 
intrinnan  340 

intseffen  351 

intstupta  191 
intsuab  351 

/0  242,  276 

zr  132,  456,  457, 

460-4 
zr-  286 

i'rdisc(h)  217,  278 

irhuggu  220 
irleidda  206 
irlikent  223 

irquigken  214 
irrechen  214 
z>tz'  185 

irruophent  190 
zj^/tz  171 

to  74,  147,  257,  291 

z'/  141 

Haling Tin  503 
itniugiu  243 

z'zz  244,  456,  457,  464 
z*,y«  235 
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in  tig  [88 

iungundi  2  3  4 

t\  460,  461,  468 

/,  see  also  i 

(giytgtn  347 
Jc/hi/i,  gehan  229,  235, 

322,  346,  347 

(bt)tehames  235 
/V^r  235,472 

/esan  235,  346 
/VAz;/.  geian  235,  346 

"/(>//  140,  258,  280,  282 
jugund  103,  208 

jung    109,    259,    284, 

490,  491 
jungisi  504 

X-<7,  see  gti- 
ka/b,  chalp  451,  45 2 
/fa/0  484 
/w7/7/0  80 

kamf  1 9 1 

fcwOO  56,  8o;  378 
kar  45 2 
karkari  408 
kaumanticn  483 

fofW    284 

Kclbirisbach  451 

kempfo,  kcnfo  191,  215, 
232,  437 

&r,  fA«r*  214,  371 
kerran  81 

*H>M  239,  438 
chilicha  230 
khorunka  215,  221 
ftjHZfl  336 

foW,  fAiW  205,   2o8: 
214,  257 

kindilin  404 

fclflfl  98 
Xwuzw  80,  165,  339 

kip,  see  geban 
chirichiin  214,  215 

chirihha  230 

JTi'rj/  231 
kiuwan  338 

A/ffafl  277 

/7(yA/(7,  M7/</  210 
klcipta  194 
klenan  346 
&/*fafl  346 

ffiban2*tfl  336 
klimban  304,  340 

klingan  340 
klxoban  337 

(bt)cftnaa=bichnae  329 
/v/tf/;i>,  knappo  1 2  1 

{l,i)chnddi  363,  366 
kneo,knio  189,  246,409 
knetan  346 

&*;/£  (  =  A/)  2  2  7 
knussen  181 

r/w//*,  f0/tf/tf  241 
&0tttfa  ill,  378 

£0/*d7/   2  80 

(gijkoran     125,     126, 

165 

X'0/7/    145,   231 
choroen  370 
kortar  169 

chosbge  236 
/W0//  221,  258 

c //;-«/"/  2 1 4 
kresan  346 

kretan  346 

Knack,  Chreh  266 
kritnman  340 

krimpfan  340 
kriochan  337 

krippea  176 
Christ  an  396 
chrisiianiun  237 

crucez  2  1 1 

{gi)krumpli  194 
<:^r«/  452 

£i0»/?  1 1 1 
cumftichem  223 
~£ft/82  42  1 

f«0W7,  &M0IZ0   102,    234 
/v^,  f^«»/  208,  334, 

378 

£?/#;£
,     

khuni
nc   

  
215, 

234,  403 
kuntnch  222 

kuningin  412 

kit  una  ?i  111,  187,  233, 

309,  378 

/v/// ;//',    80,    187,    188, 

233'  237,  405-7 Xv//7»\7   1  I  1 
to  81,  424 

fo/yfcr  116,  120,  258, 
280 

a/j'/  280 

curHlachchan    {  =  ///') 

213 

churinassi  
203 

tos,  £«r/  203 chits  si  4 04 
to/  258 /•////  424 

{ge)kuuuan  
338 £//«■     

82,     212,     
214, 

215,  241 

quedan,     cheden     162, 
189,  241,  346,  347 

f/to/  (quedan)  241 
r/7^  215,  241 

quegkez  214 

{er)chichit  241 
<r//-0tf/  {quedan)  241 
6-/?0d?tt  {quedan)  241, 

347 
^««'  (SHY/)   202,   494 
quelan,  chelen  241,  344 

quellan  341 

queman{comen)%2, 111, 
189,  241,  326,334, 

344,  345 
quhami  214 
quhoman  2 1 4 
quis  (guedan)  323,  324, 

327,  347 
ca/wtf,  241,  345 

0?tf»0  (quenald)  82,  24 1 
queran  344 

quifalbn,  iwifalon  1 48 

I//7//7/.  277 

7//7V0  202 chuuedem  330 

/«,  see  /«£#« /*#?«  349 
/a^aw  349 
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lahhi  408 
la??ib,  lembir  114,  131, 

451,  452 
lang  69,  279,  491 
tangos  I  504 
lanideri  408 
lantpuant  447 

lantscheffi  217 
/rt0  484 

las  tar  226 
/<z/<2  243 

(gi)laubin  188,  237 
(kakan)lauffeem  330 
Aw/^  194 

(chi)laupnissa  194 
A/2  324 

/a#wi    139,   265,   308, 

325,  352,  353 
lazcende  202 

lazgjm  146 

/W#,  /f?o»    155,   277, 

365 
lecgende  223 
he  is  to,     lez&istr      200, 

492 /<?</«•,  /rtfiif  277 
lefs  403 

/<?£gw*
  
356 

lehhan
  
344 

leideze
n  

202 

leidhor
  
208 

/«#  403 

/«'/  209 
/i;/m  166,  179,  358 
/?«^"/  279 
lentin  418,  440 
leobar  479 

leotkar  227 

(gi)tepphes   192 
/era  283,  414 

/<?r*tf,  lerran  125,  126, 
166,  239,  358 

Zfja»  165,  346-7 
Z?z;£«  155,  176 
lezzen  146,  362 
liaber,  liober  490 

#0  195,  196 

{bi-)llban      85,       168, 194 

licchentan  223 

(fir)liche,        (far)luk 
227,  228 

lichicera  202 

licuma  ( =  llchamd)  226 
/?V#;z  161,  162,  166 
#*  353 

/z'<?/2<?7z  229 

//^/a'  229 
/llf/2  201 

liggen  69,  127,  128, 

i53>  219,  220,  223, 
296,  346,3  8,    371 

tigitfi -lih  279 213 

///?<?;/    
77,     

164,    
229, 

242,  246,  271,  336 

{bi)limpfan  191,  340 

{gi)lingan  340 
(bi)lmnan  340 /«#«»  276,  337 
/?i?^/  227,  275 
liosan  165,  339 

liotfaz,  227 

#0/^,  //<?/£  227 
liph  194 

lippanti  196 lirnan  277 

liublih  276 

liiicilom  202 

**y"353 liahten  257,  275 

//«M  206 
/0A  452 

/^«  170 
ZpX'Jtf  214 A?;z  273 

/07Z0/  204 
/<?j  165 

lossan  181,  225 
/0/tfr  203 
/0j/£  452 

(gi)louben  194,  196, 
2207       364,       371, 
463 

/0«/a«  306,  334 

bug  170,  237 

/flgg?',  /«&'   219,    220, 223,  483 

tug  in  440 
Uihhan  140,  303,  339 
luhhir  452 /«/$/  199 

(ge)lu?npl?k  191 lung  or  70 

lu(z)cila  202 luzzigem  503 

///S2z7   144,   480,   492, 
503 

(gi)macchost  213 

(gi)?nahchaz  213 
;;/#£-,   ̂ 00/2   155,   184, 

219-22,    300,    313, 
379 

w^  403 

magaczogo  202 
magafin  169 mahti  279 
malan  349 

?nalon  229 

Wfl»(»)  187,  233,  396, 
448,  449 

manake  221,  284,  439 

mandhendi  205 

;/m;z0  106,  252,  265 

manod  106 
manslecken  223 

mareo  486 

7;Mr/',  ;;zar0   188,  265, 483 
;«0r0  484 

martolon  230 
martyr  403 masas  397 

;//07$  227 

meddila  206 

meghin  220 7/Z££-  z'/z  279 

Mein-  222 

(chi)mei?ii  220 
;;/m/  503,  504 
me  is  to  492 

mcizpn  352 

wc/v//  221 
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melkan  341 

me/o    iSc),    260,    285, 

410 
menden 

 
:o;, 

mtndi  439 

menigi 
 
279,  439 

meimi  1  28 

mermisg
o  

2 1 7 
U»«r  504 

meren  491 

/;/tvc  126,  271,  402 
merren  185 
inc  id  mo  205 

Mf/0,  Wl'/O  426 
RMg&Zfl  79,   139,  346 
mez&sahS)       messires 

181 

;;//'(7j,  jmmu  253,  267 miaU  1,  me/a  266 

mldan  101,  162,  336 
mi  hi  he! iu  213 

mihhil    80,    213.   492, 

503 
;;/////  439 
mill  71  is  so  416 
/////////  80,  140 
////>/  98,  492,  504 
//////    453.    457,    464. 

482 in  in  neon  359 

minm\  minnea 
 
107. 1 88. 

419 
minza  257 

(pi)smici/  202 
mis /.an  364 
mis  sen  2  1 1 

«/>/  226 

7///'/  399 
mi  than  t  210 

w////    67,     257.     277. 
483 

w"  463 
//wA/rt  99,  280,  379 
morgen  124 
mucca  223 

mucgun  220 
muillen  279 
mu >i dn  205 

{l)i)mnniun  222 
1167 

muoen,    muogen     229, 

358 

wi/w  1 8 1 
111  11  OS  il    IOI 

muoUr    85,  204,   251, 

441-5 01*02;  101,  1  Si,  3 So 
mfira  270 

m  11  nun ron  230 
m&r  424 

nackot,  na/i/ni/ S2,  1  20. 

129,  212,  242 
»5«j  358,  363 

nagal  65 
//<///  242 

na/ior,  naher  229 
nahho  1 1 1,  129 
ndhist  504 

7/0////,    7/0////     74,    227, 

251,  45o 

namaaftosio  226 7/077/0  279 
7/07/  463 

7/02;  146 

nazscent  (sg)  201 
7/^7//  66,  278 

77^/0  71,  105 
neieina  219 

neigta  219 
neman,  Pres.  186,  240, 

277,283,314,323-9 Past  325,  487 
Part.  317,334,487 

nemnian,  nennen  232, 

366 

neoman  449 

neon  aid  re  205 

nerien,  ncr{i)gan  119, 
122,  166,  185,  188, 

238,  240,  284,  316, 

320,  357.  361,367, 

447,  486 (gi)nesan  166,  346-7 «w/  277 

nezzen  146 
JK8&   I44,  407 
niaz/in  276,  329 

///V  403 

nl dan  336 

mdari  492 /////  203 

(gi)inii(l<in  340,  343 
iiiosan  339 

nioyin  139 

///.ov,  -;/m/  279,  4  1  S 
iiinii/o  10S 11  in  nan  495 

no  lie  in  228 

nollas,  noles  280 
7/0/  169,  204 
7/0/0;/  503 

»0?  452 

7/Z/2Z/'  483 

0/3-  286 
0/3(7  168,  492 
0/)0J7'0  492 

Odalgher  223 

00/7/0,  00/0  210 
0/0: /z  90 

0^0:7/  138,  190,  284 

ojffei'iinc  193 

offonbn  284 
ofphano  190 
0/2  280 
0/0/f  280 
07/0/0:  280 

opferon  193 
0>0J    125,  126,  171,  438 

07T&7'   2IO 
r7/'7Y7/    2  26 

or  t for  ma  280 
Olahhar  130 

0//5  208 0//^  213 

0«£Y7    I50,  434,  438 

WgTtt     IO9,     219,    2  2  2, 
223,    325,    364 

ouhhon  140,  273,  307 

0//7WZ  86,  171,  244 

AM// 
pacchet  351 
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pachim  422 p(f)nn/,    phunt    142, 
rinnant  328 

pdgant  32%,  352 192 

riochan  337 

palgi  422 />W/-£W   237,  45O 

rasa:/*  339 

peek,  see  beh puzzr,p/iitzzi  116,  142 rz/)/>/  128 

pei'/,  see  pfeit 

m<2«  336 

pendinc  191,  192,  234 r/«  421 

perac  285 ;t7^6>,  rappo  1 2  1 
r7/a;z  204,  277,  336 

perahlnissi  194 /W  1 01,  107 riiimda  205 

perpurnemus  326 rar/d  1 26 
riuivan  244,  338 

petoem  330 ratf/fc  1 01,  107 r^««  336 

Pelrusan  396 

™/  403 
ra-,  ;-<?£•  227 

peziruno  234 
777/<272   265,    267,   352 

roggo,  rokko  121 
^/tffl7  192 

reeehan  145 
rJr  171,  273 

pf arret  192 

rechan  344 rbrrebno  239 

pfawo  142 

recken  145 r<?/  67,  251 

/>'/  78,  142 

mfo  239 
rotiendit  206 

pfennig  192,  234 
rafo?/  346 r«^<2  198 

pflegan   78,    190,    192, 
;W/<2  237,  239,  438 

(^t)  r  it  amp  tin  232 

346 

redinu  414 
ruggi  15$,  223 

/Mg?>;  353 
ra/(0<™  359 rumta  186 

phlnbn  192,  334 regan  403 r###  270 

phlanzon  192 (gi)refifes/igd/        203,  - 
rz/<?/tf  168 

/J  195,  286 334 
ruogen  189 

pierapan,  see  graban 
rehhan  189 

rwo^  229 

piligrim  230 rehhita  362 ruomgerni  232 

/J/M  175 rehRhhuj  re  Hie  he  203, 
(gi)ruor/  366 piporgen  286 

227 

/>z>  (to  7  res  an)  383 re{e)ht  184,  203.  227 
piscauwohe  225 rehteren  491 

piscluoe  (to  slahan)  2 1 1 

/'^/w  503 >?#,  J.?,  raz  463 

piuuerhio  322 
rehtiu  237 

sachit  279 

{ca)plernziy  354 rehlnissu  414 tt^w,  &z/<z/2   224,   236, 

//Wz  191 
i?«>/  222 243^  358 

//^«  354 
reinbr  504 f<2^«     220,    227,    327, 

pluhhendi  228 {ar)rekita  362 
36o>  365 

Polonan  396 rw/f  440 sage/us  371 

predigon  156,  175.193, rlehisoia  236 .syz^,    «y#<r//     164,    184, 

222 rziww  267 
228, 229 

/>7-f//W  334 /■£/?//  360 sCihen,  sdwen  229,  243, 

pries  da  203 
rlhan  336 

358 

priestar  175 
rihees  213 

sahhan  349 

prinit  234 {ar)rihelil  (  =  ///)  227 

sahhu  414 

prooth  205 r/^/  140,  213 
W^  76 

pr nege  223 

n'/to  334 

f<z/,  W,  see  jvfo/ 
prukhuines  213 

riman  336 .ra/%7?  236,  370 

prunno  195 rimpfan  340 salbon  236,  289,  295, 

(p)sahno  193 
ringan  340 312,  314,  316,317, 

(p)si//e/i  193 rinnan  98  ;/,  187,  233, 320,  333,  334,  355, 

/> 7/tf//    2  13,   45O 277.  340 
361,  368-71 
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salig  489 
salo  484 

(fai)salt,  (ka)sati  284, 

366 safari 
 
408 

saloon 
 
155 

m/mw 
 
352 

sama  472 

samana/
tic  

226 

sam/io 
 
;,oj 

sangheri  40S 

santunt  (/>-)  3  2  7 
wr  503 

saipf,  sarf2  1  8 

(gijsasznt'ssi  :oi sa  tunics  359 

(^i^tfS/Sr  366 
sbrenan,  see  sprehhan 
scaaf,  Scaph  190 

razt/0,  «•«#«  279 
m^r,  -scaf  279,  424 
Xfa/7/»  351 
jr<////  212,  214.  215 

saltan  307 
»«ww  437 
sec  [fan  191 
seel  manna  449 

sccpheri  408 

scepphion  192,  237 
sehcffidhes  214 

(bi)sehcin  217 

(gi;saer  371 
x««  217,  319 
selfi an  336 
rr/rm  217 

j^/a/"  2 1 1 sclahan  2 1 1 

scldpkun  190.  211 
fr/ir/i  r  2 1 1 

screiph  194 
(ki)scrcrot  354 
aria*  231,  236,  336 
scriban  194,  214.  322. 

336,  486 
scrigil  (  —  sen//)  236 
serin  tan  340 

(gc)seriphtc  1 9  9 
scrirun  2  3 1 

(ge)-scrtven  155 
,S77//m    2  2(),    2/0 

fttftf  2  14,    334 

sculdlc  219,  221 
scuola  268 

«  271,  466 
MMI   2  26 
secchia  214,  237 
^ •(/•//  2  1  2 

ff£WI     27  7 

.w/m//    164,    184,    229, 

242, 346 
sehhan  228,  241 .w/tav  495 

.w/v'A/  2  1 2 
ttfa  246,  414 

«•/£,    w/zw    151,     155, 
176,  194,  472 

j?/i</a  1 30 

f *//«» ,  tf //&»    238.    284, 

366 

(^/jWfl
    

437 
semfti  232 
j*//  229 

sen'dfwa  242 
(vor)sene/iit  (=^)  214 
senden  169 

tto  86,  189,  242,  271, 

410 

f^r  271 

JW0  410 

j/«/a  242,  246 

(gf)sew
an     

164.    
 
229. 246,  347 

sextun  227 

(ka)sczcida  202 
ft*20!     I44,    279.    327, 

356,  362,  366,463 

4ga/jfo   217 
jgwfl  2 1 7 

«#,  «0,  M   460-3 
jjftfc,  sipbea  1  7  6 
si  bun,  siban    85,    104, 

M9-  !53«  2775  495 
sibunzo  496 
sldero  492 
j/^o  229 

•sv'^/tf  241 

«^j«  33 0 

sigehaf  203 
siginu/t  233 .sv;-///  427 Mi  439 

rf^att  336 

\jga)sihit  323,  327 

(ki)siit  226 jj«,    j-/;/^;/    382,    383, 

457,  460,  461,  464, 

481,  482 .v/W,  sin  I  lies   208,  257, 403 

sin  dun  383 

singan    70,   114,   130, 

133,  219,  221,  326, 

328,  330,  340 
sin/can,  see  singan 
sinkan  130,  304,  340 
sinnan  107,  340 
siodan  162,  339 

j/b/^  140,  275 

sippia,  sibbia  118,  151, 
188 

«/,  w/  209.  504 
situ,    sidiu    122,    277, 

427,  428 sin     277,     460,     462, 

463    466 

siulihi  275 

siuuen  246 M77/7/    I49 

sizcenti  202 
sizzen,  Pres.   79,    128, 

144,    240,     257, 

296,     316,     328, 
346,  348,  357 

Past  146,  252,  254 shaban  349 

skadbn  63 

skaj/'an,    skaffbn     146, 
35r>  364 

(gi)skafi  99 skahari  (eri)  213,  408 

ska/,  scot  65,  214,  2  1 8, 280,  377,  379 
ska /tan  352 
ska  ma  96 

skanta  96 

j&z/tf  (awes)  4  1  o 
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skauwon  244 
skaz  144,  403 
skehan  346 
skeidan  205,  352 
skellan  341 
skeltan  341 

skeltunga  277 

skepfant  447 

skepfen  99,   118,   142, 
146,  198,  296,  349, 

35i,  364 
skeran  344 

skerian  238 

j&h?,  ski  arc  266 
skerran  341 

J&/138 
j&7/    204,    277,    282, 

423 
skimbare  233 

sklnan  75,  147 
skioban  337 
skiozfin  339 

skinnda  205 
skroian  354 

skutita,  -tla  179,  362 
skuwo  103 

j/0/0«   138,   175,  190, 

3o6>  352 

j/z'tf/ 267,  352 
slafon  369 
slahaii,  slan  163,  229, 

279>  3*3>349>35o 

(gi)stahti  279 
skcier  (  =  ht)  227 

j/#9,  J/V~  484 
sllchan  336 

stifan  336 
j/zMz  203 
slintan  340 
j/Yfl/Yz/z  78,  138,  337 
sliozjcin  339 

stiumo,  sliemo  234 
sliz/in  336 

sluogz'sis 
smalihhem  503 
smelzan  341 
smerzan  341 
smizjxn  336 
snahhan  349 

j/zt'/Zfl  502 

j/z<?0,  j;z£  189,  409,  410 
siier fan  341 
snerhan  341 

sriidan  162,  209,  336 

(aba)sm't  209 
sniumo  234 

snottar  120 

snura  86 jo  503 

jo  (Pron.)  463 
sohken  213 

jo/ow  218 

sote(h)es,  solemo  472 
jo//^  212,  472 

jomo:  280 

sorc-haft,  -sam  222 
jo/^cz  241 
jazz  410 

spahidu  414 

spallan  62,  307,  326, 

352 

spambe
tle  

233 

spanan
  

296,  349 

spanna
n  

296,  352 

j/tf/w 
 
322 

spat fi'u  483 

specha
n  

231 
spehon

  
72,  147 

j/<?<?,  j/<?,  j/^Tz  189,  335 

spiaga
l  

267 
#J£tf»

  
335 

spihiri
  
213 

spinna
n  

340 

(ge)sp
iren  

335 

spl(w)
an  

72,  147,  189, 

242,  243,  246,  335 

spomon  72 

spotton  210 
sprdha,  sprakha  213 
sprehhan  193,  215,344 

sprikhit  213 

sprinaiurc  202 
springan  175,  340 
sprinet  234 

j/rz'zz  244,  410 
j/zzz7  501 
sparnan  147,  294,303, 

343 

j/w«h  335 

j/Vz//Yz  362 

slaimbortchludun  233 

j/Yz";*,    j/«i     147,    316, 

350,  381,  386,  387 siantan  74,  205,  304, 

349,  35o,  387 j/tf/fl/   I9I 

starh,  starach  215,  285 

stecko,  stehho  212 j/V^tf  277 

stehchaler  213 
stehhan  146,  147,  344 

stehho  212 
stehic  225 

stepfen  362 
jzVVj/  387 

sterban  194,  341 

sterno,  sterro  147,  185 steroziin  354 
J/V/V0  424 

*%  3J5 
j/T^m    69,    124,    150, 

220, 257, 270, 277, 

293,  3OI>  335,  336 
stimma  98,   102,   186, 

232 stinkan  130,  304 stioban  337 
j/rria  354 

j/0#z«  273,  353,  354 

j/rcw,  j/r<?    245,    246, 

410 

strauw
en  

357 

streda
n  

346 

stredu
nga  

277 

streng
i  

220 strewe
n  

357 

sirich
an  

336 

stritan
  
336 

j/Vw;z 
 
in j/7/>#  356 

j/zz/z/  413 

(sehs)
stuntd

m  
501 suanna

n  
187,  233 

jzmr  241 

suazpr
en  

491 

saazzi
  
241 

jzz^r  229 
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sufan  303,  339 
sigan  303,  339 
suht  o() 

(bi)su'ikhe  213 suintan  277 
sutnar  280 
summon  i8(> 

(gi)sund  204 

««(«)  42,v8 sundtfl 

sundiono  204,  237 
jifjijie  102 

M0i&  237,  240,  412 
sun  l co  11  359 
sunihar  206 

suntrigun  234 
mm  424 
suohhen  140 
suonolakin  2  2 1 

sttoz&  241 
w«j  503 
fg/wj  162 

suuoz&i  2  4 1 

suuummen  241,  340 

swalwa  129,  189 
sTCtirz  189 

swechan  344 

swehur  75,  170,  278 
sweifan  352 
szvelhan  341 
swellan  341 
swerban  341 
siverien  128,  240,  295, 

327>  349>  35i 
ji«?r  241 

MOMT  241 

sices  ier  in,  441-5 
swichan  336 

swigar  86,   170,   278, 
445 

swig  en  90 
swimman     108,     258, 

277.  285,  340 
jztv/z  270,  452 
siuinan  336 

sivingan  340 
swintan  304 

sworga  241 

/,/-,  for  131,  186,  222, 

394, 395-402 
/,?/  452 

far  309,  323,  376 
A?/  56,  67,  424 
(auwen  357 

/«£  68 
Av'/  271,  501 

(ar)/ei//au  204,  358 
AV/a//;  341 

icnipal  178 /<?o/«i  357 

77/,  see  also  Z> 
thannana  234 
///^7/J   4O3 

thegein  219 

M«'/2   (  =  /&ZJ?  *'A)    468 ///^  275 

theser  469,  470 
M/c-7/0  223 

thictola  206 

thiuue  468 
thiwon  419 

thruhfin  203,  20 6,  227, 

396 

thruoen,    druoen     210, 

358 

{thur
uh)sk

luog 
 

211 

ihuru
phiig

on  

190,  199, 

225 

thuuihal  
207 

/*//',  /?'//*  128,  408 #fi,  /&<:  205,  277 
//«/«/,  

<##&7  
177,  199, 

205,  258,  452 

//«$,  </z#/£  190,  205 

/fitrcj  <//'«rc*  204,   257, 439 

/<?</,  </J/  169,  204,  208, 

273 

M/^r    
67,    114,    

152, 

44i-5 
/£r  171 

tor r en  209 

/0«  243,  410 
Av///<7/  273 

tatf  375 

lougan  102 touwen  357 

trackoj  trahho  \  2 1 /rqgwi  349 
/ra«  229 
tree han  344 

/r^a«  344 

/r«fl  242,  410 
/r*/a«  346,  348 
In  ban  336 

toiifaji  334,  340 
/rag/fca  337 

Iriogan,     treogan     70, 

337 
triuhaft,  triuafti  226, 

244 

iriuwa  
244 

triuwi  
103,  244 

Iroif  2>\\ 
tropfo  

190,  192 troum  70 //-/?fo  209 

//7?t7/    2IO,    224,    243 

Irumum  210 
truwan  251 

//?/V>/-,   //?^<7/'    l68 tumpheit  194,  195 
iumpnissi  194 
/#0,  /#<«<?,  /«^  385 
/?/07/2  187 

tuomen  1 1 9 
/#0flK  315 

luomtag  232 

/«0«    311,    314,    316. 
381,  384,  385 ///rz'67,  424 

/«j?^  171 
/ft^;?/  209,  498 

tuuifolda  280 iwclan  189,  344 

iwingan  158, 189,209, 
340,  343 

fcdTtffl  197  (seefaran) 
ubar  168,  195,  280 

ubarhepfenti  198 
ubarhlaupnissi  190 
k&7,    #//7,    fctf/7    149, 

196,  224,  492,  502 
ubper  196 

ubpigi  196 
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uch,  inch  457 
ueze  201 

uhta  130 
id  agin  197 

ummaht,  nnmaht  233 
ummet  233 
un  234 

«»-   233 
unbigihtlc  219 
unchuschida  2 1 7 

undar,  zwisken  500 
under  or 0  492 

-unga  418 
ungaanteot  359 

ungamachu  286 
ungipahanin  351 
unhreinitha  225 
tf«&r  459 

link  ihig  iter  243 

unmezhaft  224 
unolda  226 

unrehdies  203 

unrehUchon  203 
unsemphti  199 

unser,  -az,  -u  464 

«««'*■  213,  453-7 
unsipberon  176 
/////-  286 

«»/<ar  492 

untarmerchi  2  1 4 
unthurf  203 
unhvichan  286 

unwirdic  219 
#//20  234 
##//a  197 
#<?r  197 
//r  286 

urhepphantiu  198 
urtruhUcho  203 

«3  105,  488,  492 
uzserom  201 

uzspiget,   nspiget    243, 
335 

uzsumman  241 

uz&pnwendium  219 

7,i 

wachar  214 

(duruc?i)uuache~em  330 ZWfl(/(9   129 

Wtf<?«  224 

ivafan  138 

{giyivahan  349,  350 
wahen  224 

(gi)wahinen  350 
wahsan,    wassen    181, 

226,  227,  328,  349 
waldcndeo  486 
ze/tf/w  225 

walkan  352 
-zctf//  242 
waltant  188,  447 

z#<?///z  206 

(ki)waltit  279 
tvalzan  307,  352 

za»/,  ze/<z//«  322,  369 
wand  a  205 

wanga  438 

ZCW/Ztt    237,    328,    369 
ivanne  503 

[gi)ivant  366 ivania  225,  503 

(bi)wappo  196 H/5r  503 

war am  285 

march  222 wdrra  239 

itarza,  nana  202 
waskan  107,  349 

wasmo     (=  waxsmo) 
226,  227 

20*7/  141 watan  349 

una tih  234 

(gi)zva/in  407 ivaxsanne  227 
waxsmo  227 

tt/tf£,     Z£/tf.F      201,      225. 

474 
ivazhan  211 

ivaz&ar,   wazjssar    79, 
102,  178 

iveban  346 

7£'£'<:7z   222 

waken,    wecchan    145, 

214,  362-3 

wedar  225,  474 

zvegan  68,  326,  346 
ice  ha  71  346 

uuehtihe  213 
ivehsalon  277 z///^  474 

Z0«j§  79,  101,  139,181, 
201,  225,  251,  277, 

282,  297,  323,327, 

372,  374 

zetf/jsj"  408 
zw/tf,  ww/fl  502 
welcher,  weler  474 zw/Y/z  212,  474 

wellan,     wollen      131, 

204,  257,  291,  322, 

327,  370.388,389 wellan  341 
wellen  389 

(gi)welli  279 wenag  272 
zm?,  zwb  474,  503 
zfcvr  455 

zm*  (hwer)  189,  474 
werach  285 

werdan  162,  208,  209, 

324,  329.  334,  340. 

34i 

uuerdu
nc  

413 

zverfan
,   

werdan 
   

161. 198 
werhliute  215 

werien ,    wcrihan    225. 

238 
werinprahtan  396 

?£V7-/',  7C'd7r/z  I45,  2  14. 

215 

iverollti  206 

iverpfan,  we r fan   143, 
•91.'  J98>  341 

werran  341 
nuervan  199 zwj  503 

zw.ra  329 

7C/t\M7/  165,  234,  24O. 

346,    382,   383 zww  165,  347,  383 «KW   234 

weslen  ( =  ivehslen)  226 
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wesiir  451 

wetan  346 
wetar  203 

wexsal  22- 
wiari  408 
vnari  243 

tmchan  336 

widarbn  210 

widcrort,  widarot  231 
7(vV.  Itffltf  276,  474 

wigant  170,  447 

{gtyviggi  219 u/fAan    76,   109,    170. 

259»  336 
7iv7/c-  222 

7l '///./  203 

7t7'/////'   452 
7tv7/^;/  188,  237,  238 
unnberi  233 
windan  304 

umu'  408.  421 
wim\jg)a  239 
winnan  294,  340 

(g)uuinncn  241 
7tV>//  257,    277,   423 

winian  340 
zraVtAzr  147,  2°3-  z85 
K»y353 
ECM?//^    474 

7c  ■,;>/-  (=  wio  er)  463 
uripfil  78 
7t/>-    132,   455 
uuircht  214 
wirdar  210 

wirdlc,    wirdih     15- 
219,  222 

uuirdineozamas  326 
wirdrota  210 
wirdria  210 
icirouh  226 

ztvW  492,  504 

wirfiar  210 

zm  413,  4J5 

wise  la,  wisia  218 

7t7>/'   9O 
ZCKJftZ    1 01,   277.    374 

ZMJJtfH    l8l,   358 

uulsungu  4 1 4 

(ki)wiszida  201 

7(7/J   4-'»» wituwa  67,  277 
u/*g<zfl  336 

wodan  1 3 1 
Woliir    23I 
-WOlf  2^2 
wolla  97 

womba  280 
wonanii  360 
7W/7  231,  404 

wrekko  146 
ZJ  7///U?    I  1  9 

wunsgendo  2 1 7 
wunsken  364 
wunsta  364 
wuntan  334 

wuntar^  wunder  203 
uuuntarUhc  2 1 3 

{gi)ivunx/i  2  i  7 7C7/0  474 

7t7/^«  3°7>  353 

wurfum  258 
wurkenj   wirkan    214, 

355*  363 z#//r2  79 

wurzala  130,  242,  284 
uurzun,    uurgun    202, 

4i3 

00-,  0*-,  2/-   286 

00,  2tttf  286 
Zachariasan  396 

2<7/wr    75>    M4,    *7°i 

279 

{c)zala  
202 zal/azt(=  zaltaiz^  463 

2flw^  73,  144,  3T7 

zaplahanner  353 

2^  £«/«&  (  =  jungiste) 

235 

2< //</>/  75,  170,  495 

zehaning  500 
zehanzo  498 

(be)zehinel  213 

zehiniu  495 

zeihan  213 

zeihhan  140,  144,  212, 
271 2:7.V<7//    352 

2tf/(/)«l   279,  284,  322, 
35r>;  36l>  3r>6,  367, 

(gi)zel(=  ze/i)  371 
gf//«A    (=    0<7///,     ///) 

4.")  4 
g«wfl»  in,  344 
zemman  79 

2<7//,  0#»  229,  495 

zensiiinl  501 0*rtf«  344 

2£/V  266 0^0  410,  484 

z.'jztftf  79,  226,  242 zfzw//  357 

2/^7/  178,  266,  267 war*  266,  490 
2^/2  209 

tf&wi  75,  79,  87,  257, 

277,  3X35  335,  336 
zimbron  (zimbarori)  79, 
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2^  494 

20  (  =  zoh)  227 
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434,  435 zunon  234 

zupften  233 
0«r-  79 
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zurlust  286 
zwd  494 
zijuehlhan  344 

z[e)wei  (  =   zwei)  285, 
494 

zweiero  494 
zweiio  103 
zwei  jo  236 

zzveinzug, 

202,  496 

zwelif  168 
zwene  189,  272,  494 
zwiecchem  223 

zzvifal,    zoivlval     199, 
241 

zwjfalon  148 

zwifalt  500 
2^  155.  219 
zwitial  500 
zwtnehnc  500 

zwiro(i')  132,  501 zw/r<?  zehanzug  498 
zvn'ske  500 
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